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and engineering excellence, still
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KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
'his very title from 1986
'rough to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'

page 72 for the full story of quite the

Outstanding: aproduct

HiFi News price bands

RICHARD STEVENSON
HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years

'One year later and we are finally able
to reveal Jay's completed project in all
its leather-bound glory [see p'72]'

of ultimate sound, picture quality

three

HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

date when Jay, the subject of this

cherry-picks products that

entertainment technology

THE EXPERT PANEL

BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics
iith the RAF and
vorked for many years
apatent agent

In another example of expeditious

award-winning Linn Majik DS server

indulge in ahigh-end splurge, this is

and perfectly outrageous KEF Muon

the place to visit!

loudspeaker were all very obvious

CHRIS BREUNIG tor
many years the Music
Editor of HFN,
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller, Editor
•
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Great sound or picture and,
THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value - these
are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product

SOUND

75%

BUILD

75%

ECO

75%

Not only does Hi Fi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with
audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply rio not appear anywhere else.

THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p17 for full details.
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News
Far- Eastern flavour for Crystal Cable's
new faceted glass floorstander. LG
adds Profile 2 Blu-ray player to its
range, plus KEF unveils iQ series of
speakers with tangerine' technology!

08

IFA Show Biog
From turntables to TVs, Paul Miller and
David Perry bring you the very latest
technologies on show at the Berlin
Internationale Funkausstellung

14

Futuretech
Audio- only Blu-ray discs and blanks
able to hold 500GB apiece, plus
gadgets with apurpose... Barry Fox
delves into tomorrow's technology

OPINION & ADVICE
79

Music Reviews
The best classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases of the year
reprised by our music specialists

92

Opinion
The hot topics of the year explored by
our columnists: Paul Miller, Barry Fox,
Christopher Breunig, Ken Kessler, Steve
Harris, Jon Thompson, Jon Bamford,
Keith Howard and Barry Willis

96

Letters
Rediscovering aThorens deck, the
pros and cons of bi-amping with an AV
amp, and why not make speakers with
crossovers in separate enclosures?

FEATURES

Louis Armstron
-alife record

err-

102 Investigation
Louis Armstrong was ahi-fi nut and his
set-up can be seen in its original setting.
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Barry Fox flies to New York to take alook
108 Movers & Shakers

TD THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-FI MAGAZINE

Ken Kessler talks to Absolute Sounds'
owner Ricardo Franassovici about his

, -3

novel approach to system matching
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130 Sounds of the '70s
Were the years that made up the first
half of the 1970s the most important in
the history of hi-fi? Ken Kessler thinks so

138 Classic Kit
Pro audio company Fane Acoustics was
actually born ahigh- end speaker maker.
John Howes looks back at its history
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
Sources
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Nagra Audio CDP

19

Astin Trew AT3500

Big-ticket CD player from Switzerland
CD player with valve output stage
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•
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20

Bel Canto CD-2

22

dCS Puccini

Compact. top- loading CD player
Stereo CD/SACD player

74

Meridian 808.2 Signature
Reference
CD player with proprietary filter

25
¡Mll
e

26

Amplifiers

Classé CDP202

NAD C315BEE

CD/DVD player with upsampling

Stereo integrated amplifier for £ 180

Panasonic DMPBD50

40

Profile 2 Blu-ray/DVD player - at last!

29

Harman Kardon DMC 1000
Music server IDVD player

30
31

PrimaLuna DiaLogue Two

42

PS Audio GCAMC500

44

Audio Research VS115

45

QUAD II Eighty
Krell 5-1000/5 -1500

Ultralinear/triode mode valve amp

Benchmark DAC1 PRE
Compact single- box preamp and DAC

32

Class ,< D pre/power amp combo
41

Linn Majik DS
Ethernet- controlled music server

Five to seven-channel power amp

Linn Sondek LP12 SE
Radical upgrades to aclassic deck

Cambridge Audio Azur
840E/840W

High-end stereo valve power amp

33

Rega P9 turntable package
47

34

P9 deck, RB1000 and los phono stage
ProJect 6 Perspex

50

Denon AVCA1HD

37

£1000 deck with carbon-fibre arm
Ortofon MC Windfeld
New flagship low-output cartridge

51

Sony STR DA5400ES

53

Yamaha DSPZ11

54

PS Audio Power Plant
Premier

38

More power for this classic valve amp
AV processor and multichannel amp
7.3-channel HD AV receiver

Transfiguration Phoenix
MC cartridge with nude stylus profile

HD AV receiver is agreat all-rounder
HD AV receiver boasts 11.2 channels

Not afilter but amains regenerator

Loudspeakers
55

Lyngdorf DP- 1IBW-1

56

Rogers LS3/5A

57

JBL L580

58

Sonus faber Cremona M

Danish dipoles ' n' closed- box woofers
Classic monitor reborn and revitalised
Big floorstanders with horn loading
Two-way Italian floorstanders

59

Siltech Pantheon
Awe-inspiring speakers costing £ 65k

60

KEF Muon
The shining obelisk to speaker design

61

AudioTechnica ATH 1/1/1000
Closed- back headphones with wings!

Projectors
63

Planar PD8150

64

SIM2 Domino D8OE

65

Sony VPLVVV200

Full HD 1080p DarkChip3 projector
SIM2's most affordable Full HD unit
SXRD technology comes out to play

System
68

Super System: Linn Majik
We hear Linn's DS streamer with
matching amp and speakers
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New products and upcom ng events...

LG PROFILE 2 BD
NEW BLU-RAY WITH BD- LIVE
CRYSTAL CABLE ANNOUNCES THE ARABESQUE LOUDSPEAKER

Profile 2.0 BD players are slowly starting
to appear and LG's BD300 now adds
to the choice between the latest
machines from Panasonic, Sony and
Samsung. By supporting BD- Live, the
BD300 enables users to download video
images, subtitles, movie- related quizzes
and multi- player interactive games
via the internet. A USB port allows an
external memory stick to expand the
BD300's memory capacity. The player
is compatible with MPEG4 video, JPEG,
MP3, and WMA file formats and

q10110°
Blu-ray discs, DVDs and DivX movies while
offering full Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD
Master Audio decoding.
The BD300 also boasts quicker
booting, loading and tray opening
times than rival Blu-ray disc players. LG's
Originally announced at the CES 2008,
the smooth teardrop shape of Crystal
Cable's Arabesque floorstander has been

extension. The Audio Technology bass/mid
drivers and RAAL ribbon tweeter are
re-worked to Crystal's specification,

abandoned in favour of the faceted glass
enclosure illustrated above. Composed

crossing over at 1.6kHz and piesenting a
4ohm nominal impedance with a450W

LG Electronics 0870 873 5454
www.lge.com

of 1.9cm-thick sheets of transparent

power hardling. Edwin van der Kley, of

glass, each facet is held in place with a
UV- cured glue that's invisible even under
close inspection.

Siltech Pantheon fame [ see HFN, Feb ' 08]
is responsible for much of the technology

The Arabesque is atwo-way design,
reflex- loaded through avertical slot at
the rear of the tapered glass enclosure
and offering ac!aimed 27Hz/-3dB bass

behind this 80kg speaker that also claims
alow < 0.5% distortion at lkHz with a
sensitivity of 93dB.
Crystal Cable + 31 26 353 9045
www.crystalcable.com

HARMAN DOES THE DOUBLE
A NEW CD PLAYER TEAMS UP WITH HK'S MOST POWERFUL INTEGRATED YET

JBL IN CONTROL
GREAT SOUND COME RAIN OR SHINE
Now the oldest loudspeaker model in
production, JBL's Control One has evolved
into the On Air Control 2.4G AW (All
Weather) loudspeaker system. This compact
two-way speaker incorporates awireless
2.4GHz transceiver and 15W Class D
amplifier plus atransmitter/receiver module.

Sleek in appearance but packed with technology, HK's HD 990 CD player employs
24-bit/384kHz sample- rate conversion with apair of Analog Devices AD1955 DACs

The design marries a 12mm titanium

configured in HK's proprietary ' Real-Time Linear Smoothing' architecture. The player
has balanced outputs and, importantly, asingle High- Resolution Synchronization
(HRS) link for high- precision clock and data transmission between like-minded

woofer. This multipurpose design is sold in
stereo ( E149 apair), quad and 5.1 channel

devices. One such device is the hefty HK 990 integrated amplifier, a 2.2 channel

JBL, Harman Consumer Group
01707 278100; www.jbl.com

150W dual- mono design with balanced analogue inputs plus an HRS
connection. With DACs
onboard, the HK 990 can
regulate the flow of digital
audio from the HD 990
through the HRS link,
dramatically reducing jitter.
The amplifier also includes
DSP to support its EzSet/EQ
room optimisation feature.
Harman Consumer
01707 278100
www.harman.com

6

SIMPLINK connectivity also allows users
to operate all functions with asingle
remote control.
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tweeter with a 100mm high- excursion

packages to suit numerous applications.

TANGERINE DREAM

WHOLESALE REVAMP OF KEF'S Q-SERIES SPEAKERS
No sooner had KEF won an EISA Award for its XQ
range of loudspeakers [ HFN, Oct ' 08] than an entirely
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Just as Ithought personal DAB

new series has been announced. This latest range of
floorstanding, centre channel and bookshelf speakers

radios might be making an
exit, anew unit has just hit
the scene. The new Goodmans

features the latest iteration of KEF's Uni Q point source

GHDAB101 portable claims to

array with its 'tangerine' waveguide, designed to

be the smallest in the world at
69.5 x44 x21.4mm and weighs

improve off- axis uniformity. Similarly, the latest bass
units all benefit from a ' dual composite' cone material

THE

in at just 48g. Price is awallet-

while the crossovers have been remapped accordingly.
The floorstanding models, iQ50, iQ70 and iQ90,
have an internal damping ' labyrinth' to improve

friendly £ 45. Meanwhile, Pure
Digital has also announced it

bass performance while the new plinths offer a

Available in 2009, this unit is said

more secure footing to comply with CE topple

to support video podcasts.

requirements. The bookshelf iQ10 and iQ30 models
are said to benefit from avery wide dispersion,
accommodating avariety of locations from shelf to

SEEING RED

will be launching aDAB radio.

ABOVE: Micro waves - The Crystal
USB Desktop Speakers 'deliver 1W'
you will be relieved to know, will
cost amere S148,000.

Pro HD camera company RED

CRYSTAL MAZE

iQ60c, athree-way centre channel speaker designed to
complement any of the floorstanders as front channels

looks set to take on giant LG,
which has filed for the Scarlet
trademark. RED intends to bring

Talking of speakers, Swiss
Dynatone has announced the Top
Dog, an open- baffle package of

and standmounts as surrounds in afull multichannel
audio/HT application.
All models are available in Light Oak and Walnut real

out a S3000 Scarlet camera in
2009, though surprisingly the unit
itself is black ( even RED's logo

a6kg magnet system with a 10in
wideband unit. Able to accept

wood veneers, in addition to Black Ash, Dark Apple and

isn't red!). However, LG intends to
use the Scarlet name for aseries

standmount. Finally, the range is capped off by the

Walnut vinyl finishes. Prices are as follows: iQ90 £ 900,
iQ70 £ 700, iQ60c ( centre) £ 300, iQ50 £ 500, iQ30

of televisions that will compete

£330 and iQl 0 £ 250.
KEF Audio ( UK)
01622 672261

with Samsung's recent red-

www.kef.com

in the States has announced new

bezelled Series 6 incarnations.
Meanwhile, Red Wine Audio

18in bass drive unit incorporating

1.25kW peak power, the unit
is said to offer distortion below
measurable limits. At the other end
of the scale, ThinkGeek announces
its Crystal USB Desktop Speakers.
These include two ' audiophile
grade' drivers said to be able

'The Crystal USB speakers are
possibly the smallest around'
interconnect cables that use a

to punch 1W of audio at you.

gold-plated, solid-silver signal
conductor. Prices start at $ 450

At just 4 x5.4 x9cm these are
possibly the smallest speakers

for 1.5m. Enough of colours!

around. According to ThinkGeek,

KEY DECISIONS

technology is designed to direct

Just as Bosendorfer ventured

sound waves towards an adjacent

'The acoustically engineered

from piano manufacture to

chamber... As the wavelength of

speakers, Steinway and Lyngdorf
joined forces earlier this year to
create the Model D music system

the base [ sic] notes is much longer
than the chamber, the phase

(basically apair of 7ft speakers
with more aluminium in them
than an Audi A8). As this system
was so expensive, they have now
brought out the System C which,

difference approaches 180° ( out
of phase). And as the diaphragm
is ' dampened' for the base notes,
it delivers amore pronounced low
to midrange sound and thereby
improves the cohesive audio
experience.' Yeah, right!
SPECS APPEAL?
Finally, Myvu announces the Crystal

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...

701, amedia system built onto a
pair of glasses. Delivering quality

18-19 OCT 08 Home Entertainment Show, Manchester.
08-11 JAN 09

video ( 640 x480 pixel resolution)

www.home-entertainment-show.co.uk
International CES 2009, Las Vegas, USA

and audio direct to your head, it is

www.cesweb.org
20-22 FEB 09

Bristol Hi-Fi/Home Entertainment Show,
Bristol Marriott Hotel. www.bristolshow.co.uk

ABOVE: The author demonstrates
Myvu's Crystal 701 media system

probably not agood idea to wear
it while jogging. And then there's
the fact that at 6oz, the unit might
prove alittle tiring on the head.

YEARBOOK 2008
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

IFA
SHOW
2008
Report by Paul Miller and David Perry

S

ub-lin plasma displays from Panasonic,
sub-1cm LCD panels from Sony,
'wireless' HDMI connections, new Bluray hardware, some exquisite- looking

0- LED panels, 180/200Hz scanning TVs and
arash of competing 3D display technologies
were all to be discovered at this year's IFA

1. JBL's astonishing Everest 6600,

Show in Berlin. Branding itself as the 'world's

£48k of hornloaded magic ( far

leading trade fair for consumer electronics' the

right), alongside the not- quite- so-

IFA show was also expanded to accommodate

mountainous K2 4800 speakers

araft of home appliances, including high-

at amere £ l2k. Both speakers

tech coffee pots and fridges with internet

use massive 15in woofers,

connections. Where will it all end?

uprated in the Everest which
also features flexible crossover
options. Look out for an exclusive
review of this iconic design in an
upcoming issue of HiFi News.
Alongside are speakers from
Revel and Infinity and a £ 15k
Mark Levinson No.532 stereo
power amplifier rated at 2x400W.
Along with AKG and Harman
Kardon,. these brands all come
under the umbrella of the giant
Harman Industries.
2. LG's N4B1 Network Attached
Storage for home media includes
aBlu-ray writer and up to 4TB of
HDD storage controlled through
an ' Easy 8, Fancy web- based
graphic user interface'. LG's NAS
allows single Blu-ray, DVD or CD
media (stored as an image on the
HDD) to be shared by multiple
users on the network. The NAS
also creates acatalogue of a
disc's contents for easy archiving.
3. Another world first, Panasonic's
150in quad- HD plasma TV with
an 8.84 million pixel resolution
(2,160 x4,096). This prototype
has ascreen size equivalent to
nine 50- inch PDPs and using
technology leveraged from its
earlier 103in giant achieves a
similar overall brightness level.

8
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More than 2000 Versions
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itmiae.iums Inn Into - Specification
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Motionflow 10OFiz eifh
offers sharper details in fc
ing
Sc

1. High-end Blu-ray players are on their

3. Sony's astonishing NSA-PF1 ' Sountina'

way, led by Sony's up-and-coming BDP-

loudspeaker offers 360 degree sound

S5000ES. This is the first integrated BD

from a 1.85mx32.5cm diameter glass

player to support Dolby TrueND and

tube with bass and midrange handled

DTS-HD Master Audio decoding through

by conventional drivers beneath. The

a7.1 channel analogue output. This

base includes amplification plus both

Profile 2.0 player also features an ' HD

analogue and digital inputs good for

Reality Enhancer' with aform of Super Bit

24-bit/96kHz LPCM.

Mapping (originally conceived to improve
low-level audio resolution) now applied
to video data.

4. LG's LCD TVs showing off in ' Gallery'
Mode. All picture and power settings
are optimised for viewing artwork and

2. This modular audio/video system

photographs rather than moving images.

is from Revox, aname familiar to
audiophiles the world over. Still in

5. Another first at IFA from Sony: the

prototype guise, the M100 comprises

world's thinnest ( 9.9mm) LCD TV.

a400W Class D amp, tuner and DVD

The Bravia ZX1 offers 1080p Full HD

player with separate storage and server

resolution in a40in screen that's ' backlit'

modules available as add-ons. There's

by LEDs arranged around the edge,

even talk of aBlu-ray module...

rather than rear, of the panel.

YEARBOOK 2008
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First sight of new products & technology

1. Out of plasma display manufacturing but into laptop design with
full multimedia functionality, Fujitsu is clearly thinking big!
2. Samsung's eagerly anticipated Series 9 LCD TVs with their slimline
format and LED backlighting for enhanced colour and contrast.
Expected late 2008 in the UK, these and similar sets from Sharp and
Philips could put alot of plasmas in the shade.
3. Sony's Bravia EX1 is the first picture frame LCD TV to feature
wireless HDMI connectivity. The Bravia 1080 'Wireless' technology
includes three HDMI sockets for use with asophisticated HD home
entertainment system such as Sony's own BRAVIATheatre HTP-BD3IS.
Just 2cm deep, the EX1 is available in 40in, 46in and 52in versions.
4. Clearaudio made aStatement with its massive turntable, shown
with linear-tracking arm but without peripheral disc clamp. The
pendulum weighs some 80kg and is designed to self- level the top
platform which carries the ' magnetically-driven' sub- platter.
5. How Toshiba envisages portable projectors in 2010. These
prototypes use atiny DLP micromirror chip and RGB LED lighting
and are designed to attach to any video-enabled portable device

I
i
(foreground shows miniature keyboard).

10
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HELICON

400 MK2

THE NEW DALI
HELICON 400 MK2
Hybrid tweeter module
Bi wiring terminal

2x6.5" driver

42-30,000 Hz

H1026 xW267 xD501 mm

32.0 kg

FEATURES
2,5- way floor-stander with
optional spikes included
New terminals
Matched real wood veneer
in high- gloss Rosewood or
Cherry finish
Available as 7.1 system

"While this speaker's alluring
good looks might make even
asuper model green with envy,
its sound is better still."
The Absolute Sound

ti!

MALL
IN

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

st sight of new pi oducts & technology

1. Demonstrated alongside its astonishing
4k- resolution DLA-SH4 projector ( asnip at

- £90k)

were the £ 3.5k HT- 350 and £ 5k HT- 750 true
Black ILA' home theatre designs. Both feature
enhanced 0.7in Full HD D- ILA panels.
2. The transparent enclosure of Harman Kardon's
GLA-55 ( Glass, ok perspex) active stereo speakers
reveals the design within. Conceived for PCs.
MP3 players and music server solutions, the
speakers feature an aluminium Atlas bass/mid
driver married to aCMMD tweeter. The internal
amplifiers are rated at 56W.
3. Mentioned in Barry Fox's FutureTech column
last month, Toshiba showed its first DVD player
since the HD DVD format bit the dust. The XDE500 supports CD, DVD and JPEG, MP3 and WMA
content on CD- R. The HDMI output delivers DVD
video scaled to 720p/1080i or 1080p.
4. The No.502 Media Console from Mark
Levinson, asophisticated AV processing solution
destined for a- £24k price tag in the UK. HDMI
inputs are included but there's no on- board Dolby
TrueHD or DTS-HD Master Audio decoding.
5. Sharp's XS1, aswish aluminium-clad slim LED
backlit 65in TV with audio design by Pioneer.
6. Inside this Notebook Soundtube are three
speakers, one coupled to an acoustic tube. The
results were very loud and surprisingly dynamic,
all for around £ 60.

-
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EISA: Best
AWARD:

Product

2008-2009
2CHANNEL SYSTEM

Yamaha CD-S1000/A-S1000

HI

NUFNTED I
T.
In 1954 Yamaha produced its first hi- fidelity
turntable, becoming the first company to actually
use the term " Hi Fi."
Now our latest generation CD players and
amplifiers are winning new friends and impressing
audiophiles with their clarity of Natural Sound.
As the world's leading pro music and audio
company, we wouldn't have it any other way.
To find out more about our CD and AS ranges,
visit www.yamaha-uk.com
Or contact us at infogyamaha-uk.com

COYAMAHA

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

GIGS 'N' GADGETS
Angled plugs, apen to help solve your cable chaos, 500GB Blu-ray blanks and what they mean
for the music and movie industries, plus the first audio- only Blu-ray discs. Barry Fox reports

D

oAmericans think Europe is not interested
in audio? Fox Home Entertainment has now
released the 1966 original Batman movie on
Blu-ray in Europe as well as the USA. In the

USA the disc boasted ' aBD Industry First, Nelson Riddle's
Cool Jazz Score Presented As An Isolated Music Track In

RIGHT: One of the first
audio-only Blu-ray discs
-Divertimenti from 2L
apen which plugs into
one end of acable and
transmits DC. A bleeper-

Lossless Audio.' But in Europe there is no isolated audio

buzzer is plugged into

track. As Fox is astaunch supporter of regional coding,

free ends until it emits a
loud high-pitched sound,
to confirm matching ends.

and European B-zone Blu-ray players cannot be hacked
to play A-zone discs from the USA, imported discs will
likely not play the isolated audio track.

An LED on the transmitter

Rock band Nine Inch Nails is releasing Ghosts
Volume 1in 96kHz/24-bit stereo on aBlu-ray audio-only

warns if there is ashort

disc. Norwegian label 2L ( Lindberg Lyd) has released

with two dozen back-to-back F-type, BNC, IEC, RH45,

Divertimenti, atwo-disc hybrid SACD+Blu-ray audioonly disc set. The recordings were made in DXD ( Digital

R.111 and RCA connectors. See www.vision-products.
co.uk for more information.

eXtreme Definition), the 24-bit/352.8kHz PCM format

Amps, players and screens often have their HDMI
sockets in inconvenient places. Panasonic is now

used for SACD recording and editing and converted
to the DSD format for SACD release (one- bit coding at
2.8224Mbs), uncompressed 24-bit/192kHz PCM and
lossless, Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. Says
producer Morten Lindberg: 'All resolutions are from the

circuit on the line. For £ 40 it comes

obliging with 1.5m and 3m Free Angle HDMI cables
that have plugs at the ends that can turn through
180°, so fit into tight spaces. Only 3cm clearance
is needed, eg from awall, instead of the 10cm for
conventional cable with rigid straight plugs.

'Will music and movie companies
allow copying to Pioneer's blanks?'
BELOW:
The DC Tester
Pro emits a
high pitched
tone that
enables you to

identify short
circuits

positioned sockets. The adaptors cost £ 15 each.
More expensive versions (£ 30 each) use passive
iVEC technology that equalises the signal ( see HFN

same DXD source files. Iprefer extremely high resolution
PM over the DSD... DTS Master Audio and Dolby True

Oct ' 08). This is said to improve handling of the higher
frequencies needed for 1080p signals, and extend

HD is not noticeably degenerated from 192kHz. The
most obvious reduction is the 48kHz core extracted

reliable working length at 1080p by around 4m.

from the DTS. And the mandatory Dolby Digital 48kHz
just sounds terrible, compared to anything.'

sort tangled
cables and

Ixos solves the same problem adifferent way,
with right and left-hand angled adaptors that plugfit between conventional cables and awkwardly

GADGETS WITH A PURPOSE

Ixos has confirmed that the iVEC adaptor need only
be used at the receiving end of the cable run.

A BIGGER BITE
The highest capacity Blu-ray discs are currently

British company Vision Products has asimple, neat
answer to the problem of identifying cables in an audio,

two- layer, 50GB. In July Pioneer revealed plans for
a 16- layer Blu-ray disc with 400GB capacity. Now

video, data and aerial mix. The DC Tester Pro looks like

Pioneer has upped the ante with the promise of 20
layers and 500GB, capacity suggesting the discs
could be used for ' HD streaming'. Streaming is the
technology used for delivering sound and vision live
to areceiver, with no need to record. So why is a
500GB disc needed? Pioneer has now confirmed that
by ' HD streaming' it actually meant ' HD playback' of
music or video files that are downloaded to ahard
disc and then transferred to ablank Blu-ray disc.
This raises the thorny issue of copyright: a500GB
stash of downloaded entertainment represents
massive potential loss to the software industry. 50GB
can hold 12,500 music tracks, Pioneer calculates. So
500GB is good for ten times that. Even if the disc is
copy- protected it can still be loaned to friends and
neighbours. So will music and movie companies allow
any copying to Pioneer's blanks? c5
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SUBLIME FUNCTIONALITY.
EXQUISITE DESIGN.

Converging different digital media into asingle device for the living room has often meant sacrificing usability for simplicity,
aconundrum solved by the sleek black Harman Kardon ® DMC 1000. This self-effacing unit offers CD ripping and playback,
a250GB hard disk, plus support for up to 1TB of external storage for archiving your music via USB. There's optional connectivity
for iPod, audio streaming capability for up to four zones, and a 1080p-upscaling DVD player with HDMI - output. This wealth
of features is easily controlled through an elegant GUI, the icing on the cake of asophisticated but highly accessible first step
into the world of home entertainment.

11*
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harman/kartion

H A Harman International Company e2008 Harman Internationalandustnes.

Incorporated All rights reserved. Harman Kardon is a trademark of Harman International Industries, Incorporated.

registered in the United States arxfor other countries. Designed to Entertain is a trademark of Harman International Industries. Incorporated. Pod is atrademark of Apple Inc.. registered in the U.S.
and other countries. HDAIII is atrademark or registered trademark 01 1410MI Licensing LLC
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DS Players

L

the future of music

LINN

4,

Cempact llLsc
Born
Att
When Linn told us they were releasing the
DS line of products we were sceptical to say
the least. We were wrong.
We took delivery of our Linn Majik DS
demonstration model on the 16th of June 2008.
We took our time, listened carefully before
jumping to any conclusions.

Special Offer

We can honestly say we have never been
so constantly amazed at the quality of music
coming from such an affordable product.
We think this component will beat any
CD player.

10%

Off

Simply ripping our CD's, listening to the radio,
or downloading " higher than CD quality" 24bit
music, is just so easy.
We find ourselves listening to albums we've
never bothered to play in years.
We love music, we own thousands of CD's,
but I now know We will never buy another
CD Player.
When you trade in your old CD Player.
Any make and condition accepted.
Offer runs from 15th September to 31st December 2008.
Terms and conditions apply.

If you also love music, you owe it to yourself to
experience this wonderful product.
Please call in to Peter Tyson or Newcastle HIFI.

Linn DS Players

Lunn Majik system offers
Please call for our latest prices on this superb system
Price includes full UK installation

1161111111.

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Onkyo

Mordaunt Short

TXSR506 In black or silver
Now only £219

Mezzo 1 including
Soundstyle Z2 stands
Now only £299

Monitor Audio
Radius

1/2 Price

Full range available,
best prices. Call for details.

Stunning must be seen
Prices start at only £ 74

etite

Complete with 2 year warranty and
Free Delivery.

Denon

Atacama
Equinox exclusive

e41%41\

YSP4OD now £799
YSP3OD now £499
YSP600 now £339

Phone for details.

white or cream finish available

Yamaha

DM37 now £229
Ode.

Bose

Yamaha
Award winner
DSPAX763 now £339
DSPAX863 now £499

Sound Dock now £149

AV63 System
now £199

ornplete wIth 2 year würranty
Free Delivery.

omplete with 2 year warranty and
Free Delivery,

Free Delivery.

Lim, Arm, Maraltz, B&O, Bose Chord BlectroMcs, IhFocus, JVC, Mohr Audio, Mordaut Short, Ploheer,RBI.,Ro (saa, Sim2, rcIPPq, Teac, Tivûh, Velodre, Yamaha. Plus marly more,
6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

Peter

Tyson

neweastle

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ

Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Telephone 0191 2857179.
/ .
f
.
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www.newcastlehifi.co.uk
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk.
Open Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm
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HIfi news tests
WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK...
HiFi News has the most comprehensive and
trusted test regime of any hi-fi magazine in the
world. Each montn we offer aclear evaluation
of all types of audio equipment - two-chainel

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

audio from turntables, integratec, pre- and power
amplifiers. FM or DAB radio and CD players, through
to multichannel DVD-A and SACD players. Not
forgetting the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.
HiFi News is also in the unique position of
offering similarly in-depth testing of home cinema
products :1cluding DVD plêyers„NV receivers and
processors plus advanced display technologies,
whether plasma, DLP or D-LA.
Our speaker Lab Reports are all conducted and
written by our Consultant Technical Editor, Keith
Howard. All electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station developed by
HiFi News' Editor, Paul Miller, and now an industry
standard. Not oruy does th's exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are also the only
magazine to offer its full test report data online. Log

CHOICE
The Editor picks products
representing the very best in
cutting-edge hi-fi and iome
entertainment technology

hi-finewsid

OLITSTANDINeci

34 Pro-Ject turntable

31 Benchmark DAC
1.•••
•"'N

.
4111

PRODUCT

onto www.hitinews.co.uk and follow the links to
Outstanding: aproduct

obtain free downloads.

that either represent5 the
pinnade of sound or ,Dicture

DIRECT ACCESS
Want to skip cirectly to our detailed description of
sound or picture quality? Then look for these icons:

Ortofon cartridge

40 Cambridge amps

quality within one of :he
three Hi-f7 News price bands

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

`111111111111w

' PS Audio amplifier

50 Denon receiver

THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's important

Great sound or picture and,

about aprocuct ir our Verdict section, with key
indicators of quality illustrated cn our co our-coded
pie chart (Super System only this month!).
Viewed clockw ,se from the top, the sound
(or pictu -e) quality, the breadth of features and
facilities, the quality of its construction are all
allocated aslice o' the pie. Plus, and here's an

ideally, great value - these

4

\

are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product
Sonus faber speaker

60 KEF speaker

Planar projector

65 Sony projector

SOUND

75%

important extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated by a
final green segment.
Tested products fall within one of our three
colour-coded price bands - the pie-charts are
coloured purple for products up to E1000, blue
between
£1001£3000 and
red for the
rarified
high-end at
E3000+.

•‘

FEATURES

70%

BUILD

ECO

70%

55%
66 Super System: Complete Linn Majik set-up
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Swiss Timing
NAGRA AUDIO CDP

(£ 8500)

Legendary Swiss- based Nagra is
on aroll with not just one but
three variants of its costly new
high- end CD player

S

cary price or not, the
£8500 Nagra CDP seems
almost like agiveaway

when compared to other
high- end CD players, for two
reasons. First is the sheer joy of
owning aNagra product. Second?
It sounds wonderful.

hi-finews

HIGHLY
cavivE\ DED
_gee.

PdaGat,

McIntosh C2200 prearrnp, MC2102
and Quad II- eighty power amps;

grabs your attention. The overused
word ' authenticity' applies here in

speakers included Sonus faber

its original rather than commercial

Cremona M and Rogers LS3/5A.

sense: there's simply as little artifice
as can possibly remain when using
adigital source. Which brings us

AUDIO

FILE

Front- loading

.1 FRESH AS THE DEW
Forgetting the reasons Iwanted this

to both Nagra's late entry into CD

player even before swi:ching it on
-the construction, the feel of the

player production, and the recent
arrival of other costly machines.

controls, the Nagra badge - and
trying hard not to be seduced by

Players like the Nagra
demonstrate that CD ' done right'

is therefore smaller than the
430mm norm at 310x77x255mm

the operation of the tray, Iknew this

doesn't ' suck' in the way that

player would hit me as hard as Liv

(whd). Machined from ablock of
solid aluminium, it weighs 4kg,

Tyler in asheer negligee. Sometimes,

its detractors argued long after
the first- generation machines

attesting to filled innards. And
that's with the 12V DC power

happen. It only took the glorious,

were forgotten. Nagra took its
time, emulating Quad's and

open, smooth and enveloping

McIntosh's cautious entries into CD

www.nagraaudio_

supply relegated to the outside,
which better isolates the unit

sound of Mofi's new gold CD of
Marc Cohn's eponymoLs debut to

manufacture, dragging it out to the

corn

from the mains. A front- loader
with the ' playback module
mounted securely in the CD
drawer', the CDP enjoys greater

demonstrate the CDP's worthiness
as part of the Nagra fanily.
As lush and natural as my beloved
Marantz CD-

stability, with discs held in place
by amagnetic puck.

12/DA-12, the
Nagra delivered

Because it's designed to
operate with Nagra preamps,
it shares their dimensions and

Nagra has its own world view,
its conservatism leading to its
protracted entry into CD player
manufacture, and it eschews

you just sense what's going to

Cohn's signature
tune, 'Walking
in Memphis'

Supplied by:
RT Services
Telephone: 01235
810455

with convincing,
VERDICT

Raspberries was punchy and tight,

Minimalist to afault, but with
operational behaviour that makes

aveteran Nagra user: how many

live Hendrix had that distinctive
stretched- string whine nailed

gadget- heads swoon, Nagra's CDP
sounds terrific; it's ajoy to use. If

down. ' The Wind Cries Mary' drew
alump to the throat, while a

you have the money, just go for it. '

of the transport tray, while the
rest of the fascia needs only to

Kudelski Group

has its own world view, its
conservatism leading to its protracted
entry into CD player manufacture'

palpable. Power pop from the

back- lit LCD display on the front

Made by: Nagra

(
Nagra

room-filling presence, eerily

controls? Ateensy toggle switch

outputs

wait, especially if you have ahuge
library of CDs you have no intention
of replacing.

prestidigitation. The controls are
not intuitive to anyone other than

to open and close the drawer?
Nagra positioned the

remote control
and balanced

extreme. But the CDP was worth the

upsampling and other digital

CD players have rotary transport

CD player with

mere 60 seconds' worth of ' Like
A Rolling Stone' convinced me
that Hendrix's take is the best
Dylan cover ever. The attack of

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (
balanced cutouts)

3.4Vrms

accommodate the company's
traditional rotary transport
control, and two toggles. The

the plucking, complementing his

A-wtd SIN Ratio

106.5dB

distinctive vocals, the sheer power

Distortion (
1kHz, OdBFs/-30dEirs)

0.0037% / 0.0035%

of his rhythm section - 40 years

back provides one pair each of

old the recordings may be, but the

Distortion (
20kHz, OdBFs)

0.035%

single- ended phono and balanced
XLR analogue outputs, coaxial
S/PDIF, AES/EBU and Toslink S/PDIF

Nagra delivered them as fresh as this
morning's croissant.

Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB to - 0.78dB

Digital Jitter

1245 sec

Resolution @ -100c18

±0.2dB

digital outputs. Using Yter's new
XLR wires, Ifed the CDP to the

whether the measurements identify

Stereo separation (
20Hz-20kHz)

>79dB

18

It got down to one thing:
it or not, something about the Nagra
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Trew Romance
ASTIN TREW AT3500 (£ 1150)

Astin Trew by name... but is it
true by nature? With 24/96
upsampling and avalve output
stage, this player prorrises high
performance at asens:ble price

1

hi-f
mews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

ACTH,'

t's always heartening to
find aproduct that gives

ataste cf high- end sound
performance at arealistic
price. And if that's agiveaway to

CORPOREAL SOUND

the outcome of this CD player's

In marked contrast to most CD
players at this price point, and

all-important listening tests, so be
it. Before we get there though,

more, the AT3500 has afree- lowing
character, seemingly not hemmed in

it's worth looking over the
mechanics of what's on offer.

dynamically cr in treble extension.
Even in standard 16/44.1 replay
this is avery well sorted CD player.

The AT3500 is built around
asturdy metal chassis with

of presence ithe upper mid and
treble, yet never soundling ' bright'
or wearing. This single attribute
alone deserves commendation,
since this is often the Achilles' heel
of many aCD player.
Layer after layer was peeled
away in Massive Attack's masterfully

Switching in upsampling introduced

produced Mezzanine, and ' Dissolved

extruded alloy side panels and a

some further widening of an already

Girl' stood out as an apt example,

heavy-gauge top plate. Styled in
adark silver, it looks purposeful
rather than glamorous.

impressive soundstage, and pushed
that stage back afoot or twc. But
it is not an essential requirement

with looped sample guitar and

The AT3500 offers the option
of upsampling to 24/96 digital

to get cpeat sound. On some
discs Ifound -nyself preferring the

and percussion, before Sarah Jay's

format, before feeding the same
Burr- Brown PCM1738 DAC chip
used in the 3000. The upsampling
clock takes its own dedicated
power supply, and all power for

In asystem more fitting of
the AT3500's modest price, the

aC- core transformer. This offered

additionally

appreciable savings in cost,
allowing the parts budget to be
distributed elsewhere.

with upsampling

liberal smattering of polystyrene
capacitors, as well as large
audiophile- grade capacitors from
Auricap. These were chosen,
along with rebiasing of the DAC's

refined effec -_
switched on
may well be the
preferred ful -

output stage
Made and
supplied by:
Astin Trew
Telephone:
01491 414494
Web: www.
astintrew.co.uk

VERDICT
To hear this level of -esolution and
sure-footed musicality is just about
unheard of at the price. As if the
open„ transparent sound of the

character, seemingly not hemmed in

dynamically or in treble extension

time op:ion.
The player's flowing character
was manifest as adelicacy o touch
when playing melodically descriptive
orchestral passages, letting the

out the remnants of a ' strident'

tona colours of instruments shine

quality found in earlier iterations.

through. In ' Ballet of the Unhatched
Chicks' from Pictures at an Exhibition

mildly tardy transport controls
when skipping tracks, and a

[PhiladelphiajMuti, [ Ml] the AT3500
was able to present delicate

button press of the remote
sometimes resulted in two ' skip'

woodwind and strings that truly
evokec ' twittering'. And in the

commands being read. Otherwise
it behaved well, with the clear

seventh promenade with the accent
on strings and brass, you could hear

front display usefully showing
total and cJrrent track numbers
together. Upsampling can be

the easy, natural tone of orchestral
violins, fleet and resonant, with

engaged either from the fascia
controls or via the remote.

FILE

CD player with
switchable
24- bit f96kHz
upsampling and
triode valve

'The AT3500 has afree-flowing

IC filters into Class A, to tune

The player was found to have

breathy vocal took centre focus.

marginally thicker, more corporeal
sound in standard replay, where I
couic aso better appreciate the
player's Jnderstated rhythmic drive.

the player comes, unusually, from

Other en:hancements include a

low dub bass joined by deliberate
distortion artefacts, kick drum

AUDIO

effectively no ' digital' strain.
Tnere were well- lit perspectives

AT3500 we -enot already ffla king
agocd imp -ession, it also proved
well worth trying different grades of
triode valve in its output stage.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Mammum output level

2.43Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

108.8dB

Distortion () kHz. OdBFsI-30dBFs)

0.012% I0.0039%

Distortion (
20kHz. OdBF5)

0.014%

Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz)

-0.14dB to -0.05dB

Digital Jitter

121psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.2dB

Stereo sepatation (
20H2-20kHz)

• > 103dB

on ail recordings, showing plenty
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Going at aCanter
eye—,
«me..

BEL CANTO CD-2(£ 2399)

This compact CD player offers
variable output and switchable
upsamplling in aminimalist,
top- loading package

B

el Canto's lifte CD- 2
strikes an ultra- minimal

For use as a
CD player, the

pose, with its dimirutive
green display, single

with RCA phono

conro

111111111111)

CD- 2is equipped

rotary knob, brushed solid

and balanced

aluminium front pane and top-

XLR outputs - Iused it in unbalanced

loading mechanism. The digital

mode. Bel Canto suggests that for

with Howard Shelley [ Chandos]

display shows track lumber but

optimum sound quality, when used
as aCD player, the sample frequency

pointed up the CD- 2's fine soundstaging and fluidity. Here was a

should be set to 192kHz to drive the
internal 24/192 DAC.

lovely Steinway sound; orchestral
strings were open yet sweet.

precious little else, yet the player
is more versat le than it seems.
The CD- 2can be used without

unnaturally bright, harsh or grainy.

apreamplifier, as it has abuilt-in

AUDIO

Mozart's Piano Concerto K467

FILE

Top- loading
CD player
with 48kHz/

volume contrcl, which can be
operated either by tie rotary
knob, while in ' stop' or ' play'
mode, or from the har dset. The

CR HAZE LIFTING

Playing part of Beethoven's Violin
Sonata Op.30:1, with Kremer and

First impressions of the CD- 2were
of aclean, clear smooth sound
with nicely extended treble, good

Argerich [ DG], showed avivacious
piano sound placed firmly in the
acoustic with avividly clear violin.

same knob selects the tracks
while in ' pause'. Alternatively, the

depth and detail. The soundstage
was wide and deep. Switching it to

volume can be fixed, via arearmounted push button,, in which

the recommended 24/192 it was

Supplied by:
Aanvil Audio Ltd

control circuitry is by-passed.
The CD- 2is fitted with Philips'
CD-Pro2 mechanism, which uses

the fixed output brought further

atransport but it makes amighty

improvements in sound quali:y.
With the

fine CD player when in 24/192

amagnetic puck to grip the CD
securely. Bel Canto suggests
leaving adisc in place to keep

new setting and

from Porgy and

Data is maintained through the
player by Bel Canto's ' Ultra Clock'.
Details are scart, but Bel Canto

Bess [
Columbia
Legacy], Miles'
horn retained its clean edge,

has been re- clocking sirace its first
product, so it should kr ow athir g

and pin- sharp imagery, but the
reverberation around it opened
out and all the instruments took

Bel Canto describes its CD- 2as

Telephone:
01359 240687
Web: www.

The CD- 2may be primarily seen as

belcantodesign.
Corn

'It was as though ahaze had lifted,
subtly but noticeably improving depth,
realism and transparency'

dust off the laser lens when the
player is not in use.

or two about it.

Made by:
Bel Canto Design

Switching back to the standard

VERDICT

playing ' Bess You
Is My Woman'

upsampling and
variable outputs

factory settings, however, lost some
of that vitality and immediacy.

as though ahaze had lifted, subtly
but noticeably improving depth,
realism and transparency. Selecting

case the internal digital volume

96kHz/192kHz

'fixed output' mode. With pin- sharp
imagery, fine soundstaging and
transparency, it is inherently refined
and musical. '

on amore convincing life. Small

primarily atransport. The player

improvements, though not in

takes the 16-bit/44.1k1-z CD data

themselves dramatic, cumulatively

and upsamples it to anew rate
and bit depth for the internal or

brought about genuine benetts.

external DAC to process. It comes
pre-set to 24/96 data output but

convincing, combining crisp carity
with control, while avoiding grain

may be reset to 48kHz or 192kHz.
The CD- 2is powered by an in- line

or glare. The metallic swish of brush
on cymbals and rattle of riding rivets

Reproduction from the CD- 2was

12V switch- mode power supply.

in '
Buzzard Song' ( also from Porgy

This may seem atrifle odd for a
high- end product, but Bel Canto
says there are multi- stage power

and Bess) was something the CD- 2
reproduced clearly and cleanly.
Though the treble seemed to

supplies inside.

extend up and up, it was neve7
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (
balanced outputs)

3.88Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

110.0dB

Distortion (
1kHz, OdBF.s/-30dBFs)

0.0015%) 0.0036%

Distortion (
20kHz. OdBFs)

0.021%

Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz)

-0.21dB to -0.22dB

Digital Jitter

<120psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.1dB

Stereo separation (
20Hz-20kHz)

>114dB

30 DAY

MONEY BACK TRIAL
Hearing is believing. We want you to really know
what adifference Benchmark will make to your
music, music you thought you knew!
Call 020 8418 1470 and get a
DAC1 in your system

Sound that only Angels could hear...

"Not just good, but stupefyingly good"
nillr

*- •
• In

HiFi News July 2008

Until now. Listen, and the Music will Engage You. DAC1 PRE.
Engineers and audiophiles have grown to rely on Benchmark for critical digital audio conversion
for more then 10 years - consistently finding themselves engaged in the music in away that is
rarely achieved with digital converters. And it's the same story with the award- winning
DAC1 PRE, amastering- quality, 2- channel 192- kHz 24- bit digital-to-analog audio Converter,
preamp and headphone amp.
With the AdvancedUSB` interface utilizing the UltraLock — clock system to ensure that the
performance of the USB input is equal to the performance of the other inputs, ( regardless of the
jitter present), and with such apure, coherent and transparent sound, no wonder it's aHiFi News
Distributed by SCV London: benchmarke,scviondon.co.uk

www.scvlondon.co.uk

'Outstanding Product

1
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Conversion Therapy
dCS PUCCINI

(£9500)

hi-finews
OU I
SIANDIN

This stereo CD/SACD player with
DSD upsampling shoehorns
dCS' prized digital technology
into asingle box of delights

1

t's no exaggeration to say
that dCS spearheaded the
now current vogue for

Puccini's Ring
DAC. However,
the Puccini

upsampling to step up the
sound quality of the humble
compact disc. This may be as

will not DSD upsample from these
external sources.

from the saxophone, yet this was no

much to take advantage of

ZIPS INTO THE ROOM
Wh le the Puccini was selling in, I

.1

trainspotter - it was plain to hear
the interplay between musicians,
oft- passed- over rhythmic nuances

modern DAC silicon which is
optimised to work with ' DVD era'
PCM digital, centred on a48kHz
baseline sample frequency.
But dCS Limited was also at
the forefront of DSD technology,
and it wasn't long before DSD
upsampling appeared as an
alternative option within its
line-up of converters. Instead of
reprocessing CD's 16-bit/44.1kHz
datastream into 24/96 or 24/192
PCM form, it could now be
upsampled to a 1-bit/2.8224MHz
format, and treated like raw DSD
from an SACD disc. Not only did
the standalone dCS Purcell unit
get DSD upsampling added as
an option, but so did the original

CD player you're likely to hear.
Randomly chosen music tracks were

the Kirov Orchestra [ Philips] was

played with incredible transient
timing, so that drum strikes and

and resonant, and inclusive of the
sweetest solo violin tone.

acoustic guitar strums simply zipped
into the room. It was lean and

VERDICT

Telephone:
01799 531999

Undiluted PCM CD playback on the
Puccini is crystalline and lightning
fast, clean but urcompromising.

Web: www.
dcsltd.co.uk

pithy in the bass, yet fron Kayah 8,
Bregovic [
BMG] could be heard huge
swathes of low-frequency drum and
keyboard bass, combined to give an
unassailable foundation for Kayah's
voice and the sparse acoustic
instrumental accompaniment.
Without the
benefit of any
upsampling,

deliriously happy with 24/192

more within

upsampling from the Purcell over
a ' dual AES' connection.

the speaker

(phase), switch analogue output

CD/SACD player
with optional
DSD upsampling,
digital inputs and

and the practiced switches between

the soundstage

DSD upsampling for CD engaged,

FILE

time signatures.

was gathered

although it can be easily switched
off through the Puccini's menudriven fascia interface. Also here
are options to reverse polarity

AUDIO

it made astrong case as : he fastest,
most nimble and precise-sounding

DSD upsampling, as I've remained

when it leaves the factory with

mere performance for the musical

used it in regular CD mode, where

Verdi disc transport.
Until this review, I'd never tried

The new dCS Puccini is set up

Scheherazade with Gergiev and

volume control

painted on agrand scale, powerful

Made and
supplied by: dCS
Limited

The DSD-upsampled version is open,
flowing, and takes away what you
might call the ' 16- bit ceiling' to give
athoroughly non- digital delivery,

'It made astrong case as the fastest,
most nimble and precise- sounding
CD player you're likely to hear'

boundaries, alittle ' ceilinged'
overall, but filled with enough colour

one entirely free of mechanical

and musical excitement that spatial
limits wouldn't detract from hearing
into the heart of the sou id.

traded for aslower, more measured
sound, relaxing and inviting. '

suitably impressed, Ifound
myself reaching toward the SACD
shelf to hear how it hancled DSDmastered material. At once the

stricture. Some razor speed is then

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level ( balanced outputs)

6.15Vrms
114.0dB

from anominal 2V to 6V level,

Puccini threw open the proverbial

A-wtd 5/ N Ratio

and change filter (for DSD only,

window, with afresh and boundless
soLndstage, such that the classic

Distortion () kHz, OdBFs/-30c113Fs)

0.0005%

Distortion ( 20kHz, OdBFs)

0.00055%

Frequency response ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB to - 0.18dB

with Filters 1to 4 increasing the
amount of low-pass filtration of
SACD's ultrasonic hash).
Avolume control allows direct
connection to apower amp. And
two digital inputs permit other
digital sources to benefit from the

22
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'Take Five' from the Dave Brubeck
Quartet sounded like premier- class
LP playback. Incidental noises from

Digital Jitter

140psec

the drum kit were now dotted

Resolution @ - 100dB

±0.3dB

around the recording like crime
scene clues, as were reed noises

Stereo separation 201-lz-20kHz)

>103dB

YEARBOOK 2008

f 0.0039%

AR really does its homework...

1

[1 [1 [1. 1)

HIGH

DEFINITION

The NEW Audio Research CD5 CD Player was designed for
one purpose, to play back compact discs with astunning
level of resolution, dynamics and musical naturalness.

LOUDSPEAKERS

.n performance, the CD5 approaches the attributes of
the flagship REF CD7.1t delivers a large three-dimensional

•••

soundstage, higher resolution of subtle dynamics, fewer
digital artifacts and less grain than its predecessor. The

imou

top end is airier without dryness, while bass definition and

AMPLIFICATION

control are both more precise and powerful. The overall
sense of transparency and purity is simply breathtaking.

DIGITAL

Martin Logan inspires listeners...
The first new Martin Logan speaker of the CLX generation, Spire

ANALOGUE

marks anew paradigm for high-performance sound. Crossover
engineering derived from the CLX loudspeaker seamlessly
blends the high-resolwion XStatTM and PoweredForceTM drivers.
Revea.ing every subtle nuance of recorded sound with
unflinching accuracy. Spires ultra rigid AirFrame and

mum
AV

leaf
PROJECTION

curvilinear XStat electrostec transducer reveal amagical
performance with precision, dynamics and three-dimensional
sound staging. Hawed within an ultra-rigid, extruded aluminum
and composite AirFrameTM. Spire's CLSTM (Curvilinear Line
Source) XStatTm transducer builds upon the legacy of
Martin Logan's 25 yecr heritage of providing the highest

I

Model: Spire

quality electrostatic products.

Sonus Faber has atoy for grownups...

Sonus faber

The NEW Toy loudspeaker from Sonus faber is asmall
two-way design, with the usual swept back elegant lines
we have come to expect from the Italian speaker master.
However, where the rest of the Sonus faber range has

TV

wooden side cheeks, this one's finished entirely in leather.
The company has decided this particular leather Toy
is geared for adult pleasures; it uses the same 25mm
Vifa tweeter with ring radiator found in products like the

immu

Cremona M and aas yet undisclosed cellulose cone mid-

imm

bass speaker.

SUPPORT

Considerably smaller than other standmounts in the Sonus
faber range, the Toy is designed to accompany anything
from computer audio, to iPods to bedroom hi-fi.

ACCESSORIES

SAVE MONEY
SEE OUR EX- DEMO/
USED ITEM LIST ON
THE WEB SITE

Tel: 01865 790 879
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD

Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
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Ringing the changes
MERIDIAN 808.2 SIGNATURE REFERENCE (£ 7/95)

Packed with proprietary
technology, Meridian's stunning
808.2 promises anew high in CD
performance

M

eridian's 808.2
Signature Referemce
represents a
significant advance

hi-finews
-41/1111MINaliff EDITOR'S
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and balanced
XLR audio
outputs, digital
coaxial and the R.145 sockets and,

over its 2004 predecessor,
the 808. The new machine

for computer control, an RS232

the clarinet was rich and reedy and
the music really ' swung'. Cymbals

connector, acouple of COMS

incorporates Meridian's

rode and rang clearly and the

sockets and three trigger sockets.
This is the very latest in a

timings of sticks on metal and skin

Resolution Enhancement DSP. This
uses anew 150MIPS processor
to uploversemple the signal to
an exact multiple frequency of
176.4kHz with 48- bit internal
precision ( 24- bit output). Meridian
claims this ' perfect' or ' true upsampling' signitcantly improves
sound quality.
Meridian also claims that
high- definition sound is achieved
from CD by using a lew digital
low-pass filter, claimed to
remove supersonic artefacts with
minimum phase and without
adding ripple or pre- echo. Un.ike
post- echo, whici may be ' masked'
by the ear, this is potentially mach
more audible. Meridian's anti-

warmth and richness, and was so
focused that the gentle addition

very bulky, but the gently contoured
cast metal front panel, large display

quite obvious. Miles' exquisite

and big keys play down the size, and
soften what might otherwise have
been abit of abehemoth.
Once one gets the hang of the
dual-function remote keys, the
player is easy to use. The disc is read
quickly and starts to play in no time.

A SPECIAL SOUND
It was clear that this CD player
is very special. The words lush,
smooth, detailed
and powerful
all cropped

avery sharp cut-off with, it claims,
no pre- ringing.

up repeatedly
th
h t

Meridian says this gives the
Signature Reference 808.2

my notes.
Superficially, the

'perfect' timing and significantly
improved sound quality to prcvide

sound is, if anything, understated
and self-effacing. It does not impose

higher resolution sound from
conventional CDs.

'clarity' or ' detail', but delivers both
in such ameasured and precise
fashion that the music comes to . ife.

supplies for each circuit section
or sub- system. For improved
serviceability, etc, the 808.2 is
assembled on amother- daughter
circuit board system.
The DVD-ROIV transport reads
the disc in multiple passes, to
improve erro -correction, and
there are two FIFO buffers to help
reduce jitter. Even the deltasigma DAC has been improved.
Outputs include analogue RCA

FILE

Reference
upsampling CD
player
Made By:

and variation of echo- plate was

Meridian Audio

phrasing was all there to be heard...
Many other discs were of course
played. The results were generally
the same: aconvincing replay of
music, with warmth and asolid,
palpable presence.

Ltd
Telephone:
01480 445678
Web: www.
meridian- audio.
corn

VERDICT
Meridian's Signature Reference
808.2 replays stereo CDs with
clarity and precision. Packed with

'
The words lush, smooth, detailed
and powerful all cropped up
repeatedly throughout my notes'

image filter is claimed to combine

The player is built with
separate high-currert power

were obvious. Rim-shots had power
and precision. Miles' trumpet had

distinguished line of players. In
less capable hands than Allen
Boothroyd's, it could have looked

AUDIO

It seems to tease out subtle
musical detail, natural acoustic
clues and spatial information. Most

the latest technology, it is not
cheap, but in warmth, transparency,
dynamic impact and musical
rewards it is hard to find better. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level ( balanced outp..its)

4.87Vrm

notably, treble detail was well
presented, with acombination of

A-wtd SIN Ratio

110.5dP

smoothness and clarity rare from

Distortion ( 1kHz. OdBFsl-30dBFs)

0.0037S 10.0036%

CD. This helped form astrong and
vivid impression of instruments and
the musicians playing them.
The Miles Davis Kind of Blue
[Columbia] gave possibly the
freshest and most immediate replay
of this CD Ihad heard. In ' So what'

24 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I YEARBOOK 2008

Distortion ( 20kHz, OdBFs)

0.004%

Frequency response ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB ta - 1.1dB

Digital Jitter

122psec

Resolution @ -100dB

t0.4dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>82dB
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Top Classe CD

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

CLASSÉ CDP-202 (£4750)

Classé is so proud of its touchscreen menu that it even has
avideo output for connection
to afull AV system. But this is a
two- channel CD player...

C

lassés two- channel only CDP-202CD
player, thanks to multi-

channel innards, offers
functions not normally found in
stereo devices, like DVD-Audio
playback mixed down to stereo.
Classé realised that most DVD-As
need to be operated through a
menu, and this facility proved
useful, so it features aLCD.
Aside from SACD, HD DVD and
Blu-ray discs, this machine's slotloading TEAC drive reads all other
forms of 5in discs, upsampling
them to 24-bit/192kHz.
In addition to balanced and

buy abulk
lot? Tha:
aside, this
is asumptuous
machine able tp pass the wife approval factor, and so well made
that it rivals cameras and watches.
The 445x419x121mm, 12.3kg unit
sits on special vibration- absorbing
feet. The overall effect. LCO aside,
is of ahigh-enc product free of
ergonomic anc aesthetic sins.

e

FATIGUE FREE

Used in single- ended and

Dalaiiced

modes, the CDP-202 challenged
my prejudices: Ianticipated

types of digital outputs, is a
special test/monitor output for

digital nalaise. The CDP-202 was
having mone of it, immediately
demonstrating treble free of fatigue -

connection to standard definition
displays. So you could call this a

inducing nasties.
KelY IMo's acoustic instruments

DVD player...

possessed so

But Classé promotes this
strictly as a' two- channel CD

much a'r and
such awealth

player' despite fabulous sound
from DVD-As mixed down to

of harmonic

single- ended analogue and three

stereo. Ifed it the bonus DVD-As
from David Crosby's If ICould
Only Remember My Name and
Jackson Brown's Running On
Empty: they slaughtered normal
CDs in every area - vocal textures,
bass impact, transparency,
transient attack.
Access is accomplished
through ahand-held remote or
the front panel touchpad LCD,
so the unit's fascia is totally free
of mechanical controls, save for
standby and eject buttons. This
also leads to acomplaint.
Ihave always loathed the
Delta range's washed-out,
mediocre displays. At atime when
disposable mobile phones and
sat- nays feature vivid, crisp LCDs,
why does Classé persist with this
anachronistic insult? Did they

shadings that
Ihad to pinch

articulate vcice, yet each remained
dis:inct, decipherab eand in total

AUDIO

harmony. Even dated studio effects
didn't irritate.
Mc re surprising was the stage

FILE

CD/DVD player

width, especially from mixed-down

with upsampling.

DVD-As. Witi normal stereo CDs,

volume control

stage width was slightly reduced,
bu: still extended beyond the

and basic video
outputs

speakers' outer edges.
It proved aboon \firth Love's

Made by:

Forever Changes, atesting to Bruce
Botnick's skills as aproducer - rarely

Supplied by: B&W

Classe Audio Inc.

are Arthur Lee's often fragile vocals
handled so sympathetically.

Group Ltd
Telephone:
01903 221500

The sheer mass cf the title
track on Duly's Rockferry poured

Web: www.

classeaudio.com

out from the Classé with an allennbracing liquidity.

This unit offers impressive presence
and rich lower registers held in check
by abeautiful tonal balance'

myself. The
control and coherence were intact,
but there was adelicious absence of
the sizzle which is normally part and

VERDICT

parcel of much high- end solid-state
gear. This was, well, almost friendly.
Overall, this unit offers impressive

of musicality when it could have
veered towards the clinical. Seeking
a'final' player? Put this on the list.

This purist offering licks the
right boxes, erring on the side

preserce and rich lower registers
held in check by abeautiful
tonal balance. No part of the
sonic landscape dominates: this
compolent seems to have been
voicec by someone who loves
natural vocals and unplugged
instruments.
With the remastered Christine
Perfect The Complete Blue Horizon
Sessions, the CDP-202 blended
fluid blJes guar with punchy
brass arrangements, plucked bass,
crisp tambourine, and adeep but

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
eAaximum output level (
ba'anced outputs)

3.65Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

109.0dB
-0.00065% / 0.0037%

Distortion ( 1kHz. OdBFs/-30dBFs)
Distortion (
20kHz. OdBFs)

0.0003%

Frequency response (
20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB to - 0.45dB

DigRal Jitter

122psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.3d13

Stereo separation (
20Hz ZOkHz)

>105dB

YEARBOOK 2008
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Mature Blu
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PANASONIC DMP-BD50 (£450)

The wait for the ' final standard
profile' Blu-ray player is over,
thanks to Panasonic's
fully interactive DMP-DB50

S

media than either CD or DVD. With

high- end application its resolution

scramble to patch

the latest version of Fanasonic's
'Re- Master' processing defeated

was more than sufficient to expose

both HDMI and Profile

from the ' Sound Effects' menu,

5th Avenue, decorated with grubby-

some of the snap, crackle and pop

looking vehicles and long grasses,

uch is the pace of
technology, and the

standards, that no sooner had
we completed our review of

the daytime shots of aclosed- off

Panasonic's DMP-BD30 Blu-ray

of Southside Johnny's live Grapefruit
Moon CD [ GELM 4200] was still

versus images tickled- up with CGI.

player than its replacement, the

softened and yet the same tracks

DMP-BD50, was announced.

added to Black Hawk Down is

- ' Down, Down, Down' and 'All the

revealed by the ' BD50 wi:h all the

Appearances alone do little

Similarly, the grit and grain

Time in the World' - possessed more

subtlety of the director dragging his

energy when replayed via HDMI into

mirrored drop-down fascia, HDMI

fingernails down achalkboard. The

adecent HD AV amplifier.

same movie delivered via SuperBit

The same is gene -ally true of

DVD proved less impressive,

either model. In practice it's all

LPCM, Dolby TrueHD/DTS-HD or even

about an update in Blu-ray ' Profile'

however, as grain is trade.
dIfor a

Dolby Digital bitstreams delivered by

from 1.1 to 2.0 in this latest DMP-

slight shimmer where it overlays

Btu- ray. The Pat Metheny group's The

BD50 version. With ' BD- Live' now

finely- patterned brickwork.

Way Up - Live provides agood test

fully operational, it's possible to

of multichannel atmosphere, hinted

download and store ' bonus' and

VERDICT

at but not fully resolved by the

interactive content for replay

Frankly, we've yet to discover a

'BD50 even if the 1080p imagery is

through the DMP-BD50 itself.

Blu-ray player that's all things to all

stunning.

formats, but the hold- outs still need

Under the bonnet, Panasonic's

In similar fashion, if you want to

core ' UniPhier' processor unpacks

experience the

MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264, VC1

cutting- edge

and VVMV9 video with de-

soundtrack that

interlacing, chroma processing,

follows Bond's

noise reduction and scaling

chase through

options on board. The ' BD50

the construction

FILE

Profile 2 Bluray/DVD player
with 5 1 channel
analogue and

to separate the slim chassis,
and 5.1 channel connectivity of

AUDIO

HDMI 1.3 outputs
Made By:
Panasonic Japan
Supplied By:
Panasonic UK
Telephone:
08705 357357

Web:

INWIN.

panasonic.co.uk

hold out no longer as HDMI 1.3

'Bonus content may be downloaded to
its SD card and streamed alongside
content from the Blu-ray disc itself.'

also decodes DTS-HD Master

site in Casino

and High Resolution Audio along

Royale or even the resonance of

with Dolby TrueHD. In practice,

Will Smith's Shelby at he roams the

however, both players are limited

Profile 2.0 functionality corverge in

empty streets of Marl-attan in IAm

to 5.1 audio channels from their

Panasonic's ' final generation' Btu- ray

Legend, then it's HDM1 all the way.

analogue outputs while delivering
multichannel LPCM, Dolby and

_„„
MILIGHTS

DTS HD bitstreams via HDMI 1.3.
As expected, this HDMI

Running native 1080124p digital
video from Blu-ray into both

digital audio/video streaming and

player. And it's available at afraction
the price of any display technology

OUT

connection also accommodates

Pioneer's latest G9 plasma and

scaled video outputs from 480p

KRF-9000FD projector found the

up to 1080/60p and 1080/24p

DMP-BD50 at its very finest. Primary

likely to do it full justice. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

1.95Vrms

colours from animatec movies like

Avvtd S/N ratio

102.5dB

Cars have adense impact while the

Distortion

original movie content without

colour cast chosen tc enhance a
movie's overall ambience is revealed

Distortion & noise ( 20kHz, OdBFs)

0.0025%

any frame- rate conversion.

with astark honesty. Iam Legend

Frequency response ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.02dB to - 0.39dB

looked superb, the cl-cénge in visual

Digital jitter ( 16- bit / 24- bit)

l6opsecj 55psec

0

atmosphere between the flashbacks

Resolution ît, - 100dB (16- bit /

±1.5dB ± 3.0d13

(although, along with other menu
functions this cannot be adjusted
on- the-fly), the latter delivering

RE- MASTER RETURNS

On test, both BD players made

and desolation of his present day

a better fist of handling Blu-ray

were etched in sharp relief. In this

26
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Odlesf -30dlifS)

Stereo separation (.:' 01-1z 20kHz)

0.0012%1 0.0041%

> 85dB
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SERVO EVOLUTION

SUPERIOR

o

CD

PLAYERS

FROM

CYRUS

CYRUS SE CD PLAYERS

So, after 18 month's development the ' Servo

AVAILABLE AT THE SEVENOAKS STORES MARKED •

transport have finally arrived.

The new SE based players comprise:

Evolution' ( SE) CD players and dedicated CD
CD XtSI Ahigh-end CD transport using the SE
engine and several dedicated power supplies.

Aberdeen
01224 252797

Kingston •
020 8547 0717

Reading •
0118 959 7768

Bedford •
01234 272779

Leeds - Wetherby •
01937 586886

Sevenoaks •
01732 459555

Brighton - Hove •
01273 733338

Leicester
0116 253 6567

Sheffield
0114 255 5861

Bristol •
0117 974 3727

Lincoln •
01522 527397

Southampton •
023 8033 7770

Bromley •
020 8290 1988

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Southgate
020 8886 2777

Cambridge e
01223 304770

Maidstone •
01622 686366

Swindon
01793 610992

Chelsea •
020 7352 9466

Manchester •
0161 831 7969

Swiss Cottage
020 7722 9777

Cheltenham •
01242 241171

Norwich
01603 767605

Tunbridge Wells •
01892 531543

Epsom
01372 720720

Nottingham - Sherwood
0115 911 2121

Watford •
01923 213533

Exeter
01392 218895

Oxford
01865 241773

Weybridge •
01932 828525

Glasgow
0141 332 9655

Peterborough •
01733 897697

Witham - Essex •
01376 501733

Guildford
01483 536666

Plymouth
01752 226011

Wolverhampton
01902 312225

Holborn •
020 7837 7540

Poole •
01202 671677

Yeovil •
01935 700078

The biggest limitation in hi-fi CD players is the
laser and servo that reads the music from the
disc because it is not specifically designed for
high performance audio. Knowing this is a
performance barrier, Cyrus spent 18 months
developing its own CD engine specifically
designed for the highest sound quality possible.
The SE engine is all the elements before the
DAC. Cyrus has carefully chosen the disc
loader, laser, motors and most importantly,
the software that controls the laser travel,
focus and data spiral tracking accuracy. The
servo software is the bit that controls these

CD 8 SE Based on the same platform as the
transport but with an advanced DAC section
and twin low noise power supplies.
Benefits from the same high
performance SE platform but has simpler DAC
and power supply sections.
And in true Cyrus tradition the players are each
upgradeable!
Hear them in action at aSevenoaks store near
you.

components and allows Cyrus' engineers to
tune the elements for ultimate accuracy.
/AI/

••••im

You don't need to be an experienced hi-fi buff
to appreciate the differences, the new SE based
CD players sound obviously better because it's
unique new CD engine is 'made for high-end
audidTo learn more and download the new SE
brochure go to www.servo evolution.co.uk

the experts in home entertainment

Visit www.SSAV.com today!

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

cel-rinut , 21 pri;
T: 0844 800 0073 or 74 Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

Add alittle life

to your hi-fi system...
r°-

LHere are just afew examples:
dwwww4

%
11apteseelipicia

4%k

design:

audiography 2008.1-1FN1208.

Nordost
TYR 1m RCA

IsoTek
Titan

Deposit: £ 125
Pay balance: £ 1,125 in
12 months time
Total payable: £ 1,250

Deposit: £ 175
Pay balance: £ 1,575 in
12 months time
Total payable: £ 1,750

Marantz
SA-7S1

SME
20/2a

Deposit: £500
Monthly payment: £ 125
Months: 36
Total payable: £5,000

Deposit: £680
Monthly payment: £ 170
Months: 36
Total payable: £6,800

...with the NEW
Interest FREE
Credit* or Buy
Now Pay Later
Schemes* from
Shadow Audio.
Applying is simple and you
could have the product(s) you
have always dreamed of, in a
matter of days**.
*subject to status / written details on request
**subject to availability
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Service with asmile
HARMAN KARDON DMC 1000 MUSIC SERVER (£ 1800)

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

A slick HDMI-equipped DVD
player and CD- ripping music server
with USB interface to external
storage of up to 1TB

COMMENDED
—
ea ee ee:eé):eiù
.18L

CREPTURE

hannaVkandel

B

aterabyte for under E150
-purists can no longer
cite the sins of compression. A

Side- by- side
with players raiging from £ 399

hard- drive server but es acredible,
wholly recommendable alternative

1TB drive will allow you to copy
nearly 1500 CDs uncompressed.

to £ 2000, the hard- drive playback
never betrayed itself as aserver

to aCD player in the E1500-£200C
price bracket. It's as if the had-

And Harman's DMC 1000 server
proudly features aUSB socket to

rather than a ' real' player. If

drive, DVD, escaling, and other
features were thrown in for free: the

ecause massive harddrives are now so cheap -

accept extra drives to augment
the built-in 250GB drive should

but it is tedious.
And the
sound quality?

anything, Iwas reminded of the first
time Iheard aCD-to-CD copy, he

you run out of space after 350

replica sounding smoother than the
original. This machine falls under

CDs or so. It also accepts memory
cards and other media. Harman

the easy- on- the- ears heading, with
natural and sweet-sounding treble.

makes aseparate iPod dock.

It's best to negard the DMC 1000
not as acompletely different format

Although it's acomprehensive

•

il

sound is that impressive. Natural
vocals, quick and pL nchy trams.ents
tonal accuracy, thre.e-dimensionality,

AUDIO
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DVD player/music
server with
integral 250GB
HDD and 1080p
video output via
HDMI

bass with body - everything we ask
of acredible source component.
If Harman could it wi-fi and a

Made by:
Harman Consumer
Group Inc

proper keyboard that slides out

'home entertainment centre',

but as another source conponent,

from under the ' 1000, it would be

Telephone:

we assessed only the DMC
1000's copying and storing

to be assessed in the same manner

nigh on per:ect.

01

uncompressed CDs for stereo

one uses for comparing two CD
players. Differences were of a

playback. But this machine also
plays DVDs, upscaling to 1080p,

similar order. Duffy's voice - less
plangent and more melodic than

uploads to portables, feeds twochannel audio to other zones,
connects on-line via Ethernet to

the over- rated

access Gracenote's track info and
artwork, and more. It does nearly
all a ' multi- media' PC would do
without actually being aPC.
Downsides? No wi-fi, which
would have eliminated acable.
Otherwise, once configured, you
slip in aCD and it copies it to the
hard- drive while playing it - a
boon for the time- poor.
le EASY TO NAVIGATE
Fed into the DMC 1000 were
Duffy's Rockferry, the Rolling
Stones' Shine A Light and various
compilations, copied without
incident. The on-screen menus,
observed via separate LCD,
were clear and easy to navigate,
though some features call on
experience with burning discs on

Winehouse's
-enjoyed the
body of CD
players with
valve outputs.

278100

Web:

VERDICT
If you're ready for aserver, and don't

www.harman.com

wish merely to add acompute to

'It does nearly everything aVista
"multi-media entertainment" PC
woulc. do without actually being aPC'

It was warmer
and more lush than the CD itself
played through the Quad CDP99

your systerr, Harman's DMC 1000 is

II or the Musical Fidelity X-RAY V3
(two of my all-time faves). However,

with genuir epotential to grow. It's
tailor-made for audophile set-ups,

the recording was presented with
slightly less detail and with its stage

and sounds simply terrific.

width marginally scaled down.
With the live Stones, the tables
turned, the Herman sounding

aflexible, straightforward solution

rHI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

'bigger' than the other players,
imposing multichannel scale on
stereo playback. Crowd noises swept

Maximum output level

2.08Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio (
CD ripiDVD)

94.1c18

Distortion lkHz (
0d13Fst-30d13Fs. CD op)

0.8035% I110037%

out past the sides of the speakers,
while applause was devoid of the

Distortion 20kHz (
OdBF • CD rip)

0(13%

Rice Krispies effect, seeming real and

Frequency reap., 20Hz-20kHz

-0.14dB to -0.30d8

natural. Imaging was spot-on, and
the lower registers added plenty of

in the Gracenote database. The

mass. It sounded like areal concert.
So good is the playback that it's

remote's keypad does the trick,

possible to regard this not just as a

computers, eg, labelling discs not

7 07

J

102.2d8

-0.13dB to -0.85c15
Digital Jitter ICD rip IDVD 481ffiz

J 96kHz)

127psec j440psec

Resolution @ -100dB

tCL4d13

Stereo separation ( 20H.r-20kHz)

>96dB

J 325psec
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Majik in the air
LINN MAJIK DS g

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

1490)

With the ability to stream HD
quality audio across ahome
network, does Linn's Majik DS
spell the end of the silver disc?

y

ou

don't need acrystal
ball to foresee that the

days of music delivery

format. It will also play MP3s. If the

value of 80) to the Pioneer/P3-A

via physical media awe

network to which the Majik DS is

combination, again keeping the

numbered. Nowhere is this more

connected includes a DSL or cable

remainder of the system identical

obvious than in the market niche

modem, then it can stream internet
radio via SHOUTcast.

difference in their output levels.

occupied by high- resolution audio
recordings, where the failure of

AUDIO
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and accounting for the 1.5dB

Single zone,

Among the tracks Iused for

ethernet

SACD and DVD-A to galvanise

je MORE FINELY ETCHED

this part of the listening were two

sufficient consumer interest

Linn makes the astonishing claim

AIX 24/96 stereo items: ' Doña

streaming device

represents awatershed in record

for its DS products that their sound

Olga' from the Latin Jazz Trio's

with digital and

industry history.

quality betters that of any optical

eponymous DVD and part of a

So how will those of us w -io

controlled digital

analogue outputs

disc player, including Linn's own

Haydn Piano Trio. On these two

Made and

are not content with the soLnd

(discontinued) flagship CD12 and

Supplied by: Linn

quality from CD continue to

tracks the Majik DS excelled, its

Unidisk universal players. With this

ability to dissect out the minutiae

access the DSD and high sampling

in mind, Ibegan my own listening

of the performances winning me

Telephone:

rate PCM recordings that have

using the Majik DS's S/PDIF output,

over against the bigger but rather

0141 307 7777

already been released and will

comparing it directly to DVD-As

blunter sound of the Pioneer/P3-A.

be recorded in the future? Va

Ihad burnt of the same hi res
material replayed via a Pioneer

VERDICT

much that prospect horrifies.

DV- 939A, both sources using the

The Majik DS offers ataste of

some audiophiles.

same Perpetual Technology P3-A

audio's future today. Its user

outboard DAC. Iinitially used two

interface is basic but it delivers a

and an audio equipment

www.linn.

of Linn Records'

manufacturer, Linn has been

own hi res files

in the avant-garde of this

for this: the

development. Last year Linn

24/88.2 opening

Records began to offer DRM-

March from the

free hi res music downloads

SCO's Mozart

'Last year Linn began to offer DRMfree hires music downloads and this
has proved agreat success'

and this initiative has proved a

Serenades,

great success. Linn is leading the

and the 24/96 ' When IFall In Love'

detailed, analytical sound that vies

way on the hardware side too.

from Claire Martin's Too Darn Hot.

with that of conventional high- end

It introduced its first streaming

Disparate as the music was, Iheard

sources and sets it apart

network player, the Klimax DS,

the same character of differences in

from lesser streaming players.

less than ayear ago, and sucl

each case, and as Ilistened further

It's gratifying to see a respected

has been its success that thee

to other hi res source material.

audiophile name entering this

are already three others in the
range: the Akurate DS; Majik DS;

Via the Pioneer the sound was
more obvious sense of acoustic

combines astreaming player and

space, whereas via the Majik DS

amplifier in one box.

it was tonally a little colder and

Although Linn Records

dynamically less imposing but also

currently offers downloads

increasingly important market. '

warmer and weightier, with a

and a new Sneaky Music DS which

more finely etched, giving a more

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS — ale
Maximum output level (
volume = 80)
A-viitcl SOY Ratio

with a maximum sampling

analytical view of both the playing

Distortion (
1kHz

rate of 96kHz, the Majik DS is

and recording.

Distortion (
1kHz

compatible with 16- or 24-bi:

These impressions were

files of up to 192kHz, in WAV or

confirmed when Icompared the

AIFF uncompressed PCM formats

analogue output of the Majik DS

or FLAC losslessly compressed

(with its volume set to the unity gain

30 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk

Web:

co.uk

internet download — however

As both a record company

Products
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1.96Vnns
103.9dB

I

20kHz it OdBFs)

0.00035% I0.0004%

20kHz @ -30dBFs)

0.0011% / 0.004%

Frequency Response (
20Hz-20kHz. 48kFs)

+0.0dB to - 0.51dB

Frequency Response (
20Hz-45kHz. 96kFs)

+0.0dB to -22.5dB

Digital Jitter (
48kFs/ 96kFs all 24- bit data)

16psec

100psec

YEARBOOK 2008
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Benchmark
performer

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

BENCHMARK DAC1 PRE (£ 1291)

Preamp and DAC in miniature
casework, this ' professional' product
punches well above its weight

U

ntil recently,
professional brand
Benchmark was new
to most of us, but

it created abuzz in America's
high- end community with a
novel device: aDAC designed

confidence- inspiring in years.

mass and roar came through like the

Surprises were plentiful: on one
computer, analogue output WES

thundering armies in 300 - solid,
palpable and realistic, even through
headphones. And this will make you

superior to digital, more open
and transparent with BBC iPlayer:
cn another, it was the other way
around. Various settings oî the

AUDIO
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opt for headphone listening.
There are plenty of fabulous
headphone amps out there, but

Combined
preamplifier,
headphone

for studios, fitted with abuilt-in
top- grade headphone amplifier.

Zoom I-14 via the Benchmark quickly
allowed me to hear both gross and

combining one with apreamp

Everyone who heard it wanted
one, encouraged, too, by

subtle differences between 44.1,

begs apresence in bijou systems.

Made by:

48, 96kHz and MP3 recordings.

Perhaps one day Bencomark will

Benchmark

embarrassingly low pricing.
This year, Benchmark unveiled

Fed into the Quad 909 amp ar d

make amatzhing amp: the DAC1

Media Systems

the McIntosh MC2102, the DAC1

PRE favoured the LS3/5As so much
that one could imagine them as the

PRE presented microscopic details

an even more desirable variant:
the DAC1 PRE with single- ended

without becoming fatigue inducing.

and balanced outputs, five digital
inputs (three coaxial, one optical

i
ll

and one USB) and an analogue
stereo input, allowing it to be
incorporated into any system,
expanded just by feeding the
line sockets with amulti- input
switcher. Incredibly cost-effective
and sublimely well made, it's
dinky too, at 210x50x230mm

NO HINT OF ARTIFICE

Wheatus' angst epic ' Teenage
Dirtbag' is the definitive version, but
couldn't resist Girls Aloud's cover,
first heard while channel- surfing.
ft's grape juice
to the original's
wine, but, damn,
did it sound

(whd). The DAC1 PRE is ' cute' in

silky- sweet

the best Kylie Minogue manner.

through the
Benchmark. Real

Plug it in and even the USB

amplifier and

SCVLondon
Telephone: 020
8418 1470
Web: www.
benchmark

VERDICT'
Stupefyingly good, Benchmark's
DAC1 PRE provides three high-

media.com

'The DAC1 PRE presents
microscopic details without
resorting to fatigue inducement'
end components in oie: DAC,

energy can be found in the track,

as it should - Ihad problems
with my desktop. Everything
else functioned with aplomb,

even anguished sincerity, though

headphone amp and preamp. In

this group will never challenge Piaf.

every mode, it excels. It sounds
natural and authoritative, almost
valve- like in mid and treble.

DT48s, one socket muting the

Supplied by:

ultimate ' second system' for the
study or bedroom. Yet it can hold its
own in acost- no-object set-up.

works, if your computer is running

including the two front- panel
6.35mm headphone sockets that
powered even the hungry Beyer

USB, S/PDIF DAC

and a ( sublime) DAC in atiny case

Even so, they sounded like they
meant every word.
The Benchmark betrayed no hint
of artifice, which might be expected
of something so utterly digita
Fed material which originatec in

Sublimely well made, it is truly the
Swiss Army Knife of hi-fi' '

rear outputs, the other leaving
main outputs on.
In addition to feeding it

analogue, such as the bulk of the
discs in Robert Plant's Nine Lives

analogue, optical and coaxial
sources via my computer, Ialso

box set, . trevealed acommand of
space and airiness that made the

Maximum output level (
20dB / 10dB pad)

1.05Vrms

A-wtd SIN Ratio

109.5dB

Honeydrippers"Sea of Love' as lush

Distortion (
1kHz I

and room-filling as avinyl pressing.
This cevice fears no genre. Plant's

Distortion (
1kHz

used the Quad 99CDP II and
Marantz CD12 CD players, and
the Nagra ARES BB and Zoom H4
digital recorders. Ihaven't found
aproduct so instantly satisfying,
automatically compatible and

early solos feature Phil Collins doing
the best Bonham impression this
side of Dread Zeppelin. The weight,

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
3.24Vrms

0.00035% / 0.00031%

@ OdBFs)

0.0014% /0.0041%

20kHz -30dBFs)

Frequency r
esp. (
20Hz-20kHz @ 48kFs)

+0.0dB to - 0.83dB

Frequency resp. (
20Hz-45kHz @ 96kFs)

+0.0dB to -2.40dB

Digital jitter

30psec

96kFs, 24- bit cata)

YEARBOOK 2008
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Licensed to Keel
LINN SONDEK LP12 SE (£9550)

‘
e*

•

We explore aradical and costly
series of upgrades to the reference
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable and
titanium Ekos tonearm

1

t's no exaggeration to say
that the Sondek LP12 has
been atouchstone for

record playback for over
three decades of its continuous
production - and many small
internal changes have been made
to improve its sound.
Linn Products introduced three

YL

with another,
fitted with aFunk
Firm's DC motor
[HFN May ' 07], lttok LV Il tonearm
and Ortofon MC Windfeld.
As supplied, the review Sondek
LP12 had astandard subchassis
and armboard, so the first task
was to rebuild the deck with the

that includes walking acoustic
bass, sparse hi- hat and ride- led
percussion, and sensitive piano

AUDIO
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and rhythm guitar to support
Hucknall's dynamic voice. This
piece demonstrated superior tonal

updates late in 2007: anew metal

Keel subchassis, aprocess that

version of the Trampolin isolation
baseboard; an ' SE' revision to the
flagship Ekos arm; and the Keel

necessitated an almost complete

accuracy which actually benefited
the underlying melody. Somehow

nut and- bolt strip down. Comparing

the bass too just seemed more

new Keeled Sondek with old

vibrant and defined in pitch.

metal subchassis/armboard.
The Keel sintriguing because
the subchassis has remained fairly

involved the repeated transfer of
Ekos SE with Akiva between decks,

VERDICT

along with the new Trampolin base,

constant since the first model.

with careful calibration and tuning

With these SE updates Linn has
taken some of the remainiing bloom

on aLinn setup jig at each stage.

and mellowness from the classic

LEANER AND TIGHTER
Listening began with Rachmaninov's

Sondek sound, bringing it : loser to
digital sources' character, without
sacrificing its legendary mJsicality
and timing. In some respects, the

Part of the synergy of the
Sondek is based on alossy threescrew coupling between the
armboard ard subchassis. Any
modificatiort, says Linn, will result
in aharder, brighter sound, aloss

Piano Concerto 2, a 1960s Decca
Eclipse LP, using the standard LP12

of low-level information and a
deterioration in ' the tune'.
Yet the Keel is precision

Lingo/Ekos SE/
Akiva. This
showed the

machined from asingle piece of

familiar Sondek
sound. The

aircraft- grade aluminium alloy

Made and

has selected titanium for the arm

were revealed with good stereo

compared to when non- Keeled.

tube instead of aluminum alloy,
and the bear ng mating surfaces

dimensions, basses and low- register
piano holding some additional, not

There's amore lustrous sound that
is secured over atauter and drier

are machined ' to an even higher
tolerance' to reduce friction. Also,

unpleasant, warmth.

bass. It's this effect that may divide

On the full SE deck with Keel,
something akin to anew recording

die-hard Sondek users the most.

intermediate assembly.
As tested with Akiva cartridge,
this flagship Sondek would set you
back aheady £ 9550 - it's £ 2950
for the Ekos SE arm; £ 1950 for the

Web: www.linn.
co.ek

'Linn has taken some of the remaining
bloom and mellowness from the
classic Sondek sound'

key melodies

directly to its collar, removing an

Telephone:
C1411 307 7777

SE were even heard to be enhanced

of piano and

assembly has been increased and
the armtube is now mounted

supplied by:
Linn Products

'tune' aspects of the Sondek LP12

armboard/arm collar platform.
For the new 2007 SE Ekos, Linn

the wall thickness of the bearing

suspended
subchassis
turntable with
AC motor and
quartz- locked
external PSU

to form acomposite subchassis/

orchestra

Belt- drive

was heard: aleaner and tighter
sound that had the effect of opening
the soundstage to delineate both
the image position and character
of the piano. The Keeled deck
made conspicuous gains in fidelity,
without straying far from the ease of

Ultimately, though, resoluton has
moved forward another step. (5

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Turntable speed error ( ie.33.33rpm)

33.28rpm (- 0.15%)

Time to audible stabilisation

2.1 sec

listening found on astandard deck.

Peak Wow & Flutter

0.07%

Rumble (
silent groove. DIN 8wtd)

-68.6dB

Iset up asecond LP12 fullly

'Sad Old Red' was always a
useful test track, asoulful jazz piece
from flat- earth favourite Simply

Rumble (
through bearing. DIN 8wtd)

-71.2c18

upgraded to 2007 spec, together

Red [
Picture Book, Elektra EKT 27]

Hum & Noise (
unwtd, rel. to 5cm/ser)

-67.5c1B

Keel; £ 140 for the Trampolin.
To assess these new changes
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Planar speakin
REGA P9 TURNTABLE PACKAGE

ri

his is the completion
of the P9 package with

Rega's long-awaited
Apheta MC cartridge and
the recently released los movingcoil phono stage.
A Key feature of the P9 is its
ceramic platter, as hard as ruby

ED'TOR'S

CHOICE

(£4994)

Rega has combined its P9 turntable
and RB1000 arm with aflagship MC
cartridge and dedicated phono stage
for one of the ultimate vinyl rides
i

hi-finews

I
V

gain. Unusually, there's
an adjustable ' notch'

1.'

filter, centred on 8.5kHz,
adjustable frpnri 0to - 6.5dB

'

and said to te useful for
older pressings with higher
surface noise.

or sapphire, but very expensive

.1 PUTS YOU THERE

the strings and even the ambience

to make as it has to be diamond-

The very first record to go on to
the P9's felt mat was acheap- label

of the hall itself seemed drenched in

machined all over after firing.
Rega believes aturntable

LP of Lester young, recorded live

motor should be rigidly mounted
and must produce as little
vibration as possible. So each P9
mains- regenerator power supply
(which provides 33.3 and 45rpm

at aclub in 1948, Prez [
Summit].
This recordir g,, terrible in so many
ways, contains great performances
and the Rega just allowed you to

speeds) is individually tuned to

vanished nightspot.

the motor of its turntable.

imagine yourself right into that long Rega's own Christine Collister

awoody quality, the acoustic huge
and deep. Tie los filter was arguably
an improvement on the old 1967
favourite Barenboim/ECO Mozart
Concerto, K467 [ EMI], taming the
strings alitt e; and it could help
some bright- sounding 19505/1960s
Amer can recordings.
The sonk penalty for using the

recording Love [
ENS 002] sounded

lid - which stays open in the verticat

model, aderivative of the original

crisp and fresh throughout. There

The RB1000 arm is Rega's top
RB300. The famous silicon-

was afine clarity and immediacy to

positibn - is small, but it does rob
the sound of the last ounce of

aluminium arm tube casting is

the atmospheric wind effects and

delicacy and dynamic rightness.

highly polished, with no coating

delicate cloud

of any kind. Bearings are selected

of backgrouldl

and assembled to the highest
standard, while other parts use

vocals as

better materials than in Rega's
lower- cost arms. Wiring is in one
continuous run from cartridge

Collister
navigated the
airy lyrics and

Made and
supplied by:
Rega
Telephone:
01702 333071
Web: www.rega.
co.uk

'The solo was reproduced with all the
spiky attack of areal trumpet, yet with
absolute confidence'

tags to phono plugs.

never- landing
melody of Joni Mitchell's 'Amelia'.

The handbuilt Apheta MC
was designed to eliminate the

In contrast, the compressed,
processed, even muffled ' Motherless

usual tie-wire, which positions
the moving- coil assembly and

Children', from Eric Clapton's 461
Ocean Boulevard [
RS0], burst out

has to be critically tensioned and

from the loudspeakers in all its fuzzy

damped. To do this, Rega adopted

glory, the overdriven guitars really

you to find your way further into the
music. It responds to care in siting
and sounds better with the lid off,

astricture similar to its moving-

sizzling, the whole thing alive with

but is spectacularly good value.

magnet aesigns.

great energy.

Having spent four years

ein

Turntable, arm
and moving- coil
cartridge with
phono stage

Turning to amore civilized kind of

VERDICT
Rep's top player combination really
delivers asound that makes you
want to go on listening, and allows

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

developing amoving- coil
cartridge, Rega had gained some

recording, Rob Wasserman's Duets
[MCA 42131], and the inevitable

Turntable speed error (re. 33.33rpin)

33.31rpm (-0.08%)

pretty firm ideas about phono
stages. The los combines a 1:10

'Ballad Of The Runaway Horse'. I
could really sense his close rapport

lime to audible stabilisation

4.5 secs

transformer with further stages

with Jennifer \Names, feeling a

Peak wow & flutter

0.09% I0.02%

of amplification. It is adjustable
to suit most MCs ( not movingmagnets), with switching for

subtle lilt in the rhythm as the two
of them shaped each phrase.

Rumble (
silen7 groove, DIN Bwtd)

-69.1dB

Rumble (through bearing. DIN Bwtd)

-71.4dB

Hum & noise (
unwtd. rel. to 5cmisec)

-59.6dB

loading, DC resistance and

In Vaughan Williams's Fantasia On
Greensleeves with Barbirolli [ EMI],

YEARBOOK 2008
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Nice new sf,
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HIGHLY

COMMENDED

PRO-JECT 6PERSPEX (E7000)

Pro-Ject adds yet another model to its
turntable range — an elegant subchassis
design which comes with anew
carbon-fibre tonearm

C

urrently, Pro-Ject's
website lists no fewep
than 21 different
turntable packages.

The very latest of these is the
Pro-Ject 6 PerspeX. This ls
certainly far more elegant than
its earliest antecedent, the ' 6,

JUST LEFT AND RIGHT?
In the ' Ballad of the Runaway Horse'

further into the way it's been dore.

on Rob Wasserman's Duets, Jennifer
Warnes sings ' There is no space, just

Collister, Love,. the Pro-Ject proviced
tactile realism on the guitar

left and right,' but fortunately, even

parts, and even the more reticent
background vocals were quite

which Ithink was the brand's

with the 2M Red this wasn't really

first subchassis design. Now, the

true of the Pro-Ject deck. There

subchassis is aclean and simple
shape, and the plinth is am eye-

was at least some depth to the
image, although it didn't stretch into

well conveyed though the bass
boomed alittle. And with Stevie Ray
Vaughan's ' Tin Pan Alley' Ifelt that

the far distance as we know it can.

Some Pro-Ject models have
acrylic platters too, but tris one

Without the clamp, Wasserman's
impeccable bass playing was fairly

uses MDF, but with the re'inement
of avinyl playing surface. A
lightweight screw- down record

well presented, if sounding alittle
light, and still with atendency to a
one-notey emphasis.

clamp is provided.
The 9cc Evolution tonEarm

Adding the clamp helped clear
aslight confusion in the mid and

fitted has acarbon- fibre arm tube
with integral headshell - while

gave the bass more punch, although

space, if with only moderate depth,
and the overall effect was quite

it now tended to sound heavy and
even pedestrian. At this point I

smooth and pleasing, if with some
midrange boxiness.

of cheaper Pro-Ject arms. For
this review, we also rece ved an
Ortofon 2M Red MM cartridge,
but the turntable can be expected
to do justice to better car:ridges
-Ialso used the excellent Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A moving- coil.
Alternative counterweights
are supplied, for cartridg:es

cartridge the
same music
took on an extra
dimensionality.

The ambience
on Warnes' voice was no longer just
avague echo, it was now something

lighter one was too far back and

more audible in their subtlety. Here,
the clamp was definitely preferred,

that its adjustment dial hit the

Wasserman's bass at last gaining
something like the elusive stringy

arm's bearing housing. Soljust

quality of areal musical instrument.

removed the plastic dial and used
astylus gauge.
As we shall see. Iliked this
turntable rather more than I'd
expected to - Ididn't really like
the clamp, but Ihad to admit it
usually improved the sound. On
the other hand, Idid like the wellmade and effective lid, and could

Orchestral music was well
handled too, as Ilistened to
Barenboim's ivliozart Piano Concerto
K467. There W3S afair sense of

Made by: Project
Supplied by:
Henley Designs
Telephone: 0235
5111166
Web: www.
project-audio.
COM

'Wasserman's impeccable bass
playing was fairly well presented, if
sounding alittle light'

that just might be the walls of a
studio. Background vocals were

heavier one was so far forward

the well- recorded but heavy bass
became alittle overpowering, if not
actually losing control.

FILE

Turntable
supplied with
arm

preferred the freer sound without it.
With the
Kontrapunkt A

weighing 8-10g and 11-14g.
With the lOg Kontrapunkt A. the
fouled the turntable lid, while the

AUDIO

On Rega's LP by Christine

catching slab of clear acrylic.

miniature ballraces replace the
point- and- jewel- pad bea: -ings

34

live with the slight
sonic degradation it gave.

Turning to Dire Straits and
'Sultans Of Swing', Igot abig
warm sound, enjoyable though

VERDICT
One of the most attractive of the
various Pro-Ject players. Its unusual
combination of materials seems to
produce an enjoyable, essentially
vice-free sonic character, even if it
lacks some precision and drive.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Turntable speed error (
re. 33.33rpm)

33.41rpm (+ 0.22%)

with acertain lack of clarity or
transparency. You'd hardly expect a

Time to audible stabilisation

3.0 sec

Peak Wow & Flutter

0.C9% / 0.02%

natural soundstage on this record,
brilliantly produced to come over

Rumble (
silent groove, DIN Bwtd)

-67. 4dB

Rumble (
through hearing. DIN Bwtd)

-68.3d8

Hum & Noise (
unviitd, rel. to 5cm/sec)

-47.8dB

well on any transistor radio. But an
exceptional system will let you hear
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We're nuts about hi-fi

Hi Fi isn't just our business, it's our passion. We spend our days
helping audiophiles to select exactly what's best for them from
our enormous range of top- end products. Then we spend our
evenings at home listening to our favourite tracks and trying out
the latest gear. So if you are looking to shell out on some
serious hi-fi, you'd be mad not to visit
us here in New Malden.

Unilet
SOUND+VISION

hi-fi • audio-visual • multi- room specialists
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.unilet.net

The Pick of the Crop Acoustic

Energy • Arcam • Audio Lab • B&W • Bryston • Chord • Chord Cable • Denon • Dynavector
Electrocompaniet • Esoteric • Heed • KEF • Lehmann • Marantz • Meridien • Michell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity

Onkyo • Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • Plinius • PMC • Primare • ProAc • Pro-ject • Quad • REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME • Sonos
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy • TEAC • Wilson Benesch • Wharfedale • Yamaha

The Lumley Stratosphere is strikingly beautiful, both
visually and sonically. It has very few equals and
reproduces music in the way that would make cny
musician truly proud. Stratosphere will be with you
for your lifetime which is why we give you a lifetime
guarantee. For those of you who want something a
little more affordable, Lumley has just introduced the
amazing Heliosphere...
To arrange an audition please contact Sounds of Music.
Tel: +44 ( 0) 1435 865 212 Iwww.sounds-of-music.co.uk
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Wind Power

fi

ORTOFON MC WINDFELD (£ 1799)

A new flagship sits proudly at the top of
Ortofon's line of moving- coil cartridges, the
culmination of the brand's achievements.
HiFi News puts it through its paces

1

fyou're going to invest in a
new moving- coil cartridge,

who better to turn to than
the Danish company that first
produced one, Ortofon?
From the late 1970s, one
designer at Ortofon became
associated with refinements
to the art which were realised
in such legendary cartridges

uncannily level response that favours

and spotlighted

practically no sector over another.
Listen alittle longer, though, and
you realise that there is something
very special happening in the

for easy attertion,
but sat slight)/ deeper
in the mix, yet readily discernible..
Some high- end cartridges

bass. Not by unfolding swathes of
low frequencies but through an

are more lyrical, blending more
orchestral coour with amore

understated cepiction of what is
playing, beneath the superimposed

intimate presentation that does
engage the listener in acompelling
fashion. The Windfeld is drier, more

as the MC20, 3000 and 5000,

melocies and harmonies.
From The Yes Album [
Atlantic

the Rohmann and Jubilee - Per

K40106] ' You -s sNo Disgrace' was

not clinical - it simply does less to

Windfeld. Now he's retired,

heard with Jon Anderson's vocal

sweeten and flatter.

Ortofon has produced ahigh- end

suspended virtually in the air. Yet
below, drummer Bill Bruford, was

design bearing his name.
From the outside, the MC
Windfeld doesn't look especially
different from the Jubilee or the

heard working around the group's
individual lines with his legendary
stick work - and with newly- revealed

spacious, more impartial. Yet it's

Want to hear atest of a
cartridge's tenacity? Try acapella
voices working together in the
tightest of keen harmonies, such

later Kontrapunkt models, other
than achange of colour and the
monogram on each flank. So

patterns dropping into place from

as the ' klapa' style from the former
Yugoslavia. Croation band Lado sing

his bass drum part.
A common critique of anew

with soul andl joy - seemingly simple
voice lines that defeat most pickup

what internal changes have been
wrougit by the company's new

cartridge is to recount how surface
noise dissappears into nothingness.

cartridges and renders the music

design team?

Now, while th mathematicallydefined profile

The main ' special alloy' body
has been reworked so that the

of Ortofon's

threaded 2.5mm headshell

Replicant allows
it to sail through

mounting lugs are now integral
to the central supporting block,

aclean pressing

and not in the stainless steel side

without atick

less than comfortable to access. Not
so with the Windfeld, which sailed

'That this cartridge can track like
alimpet and provide astrain-free,
accurate rendering is not in any doubt'

shells, creating amore direct

it's no miracle.

connection from generator to
tonearm. The body's material is

worker for more tired examples of
vinyl, as Idiscovered with awell -

said to be very hard with high
internal damping.

loved Decca of Sibelius's Violin
Concerto. This betrayed its age

Ortofon specifies anominal
output of 300pV and tracking

and wear with abackground patter
of minor scratches and crackles,

VERDICT
That this cartridge can track like

force of 2.3-2.8g. The cantilever
is boron, with adouble- polished

yet the noise was sufficiently
detached from tne music that it

alimpet and provide astrain-free,

Replicant 100 long- contact

lost all' irritaticn. Without becoming

doubt. Yet it also belies aview that

diamond profile. Compliance is

sweet and silky to the point of

given as 16pm/mN and overall

impressionism, the Windfield kept

the Ortofon sound is somehow too
accurate, too neutral and hence

weight is arelatively heavy 13g.

the delicate sweeps of massed

lacking drama or life. Seeming

strings in chedk, in time, in tune.

to preserve the natural phase of
sound, from top to bottom, it simply

0
ON THE LEVEL
In the usual tonal divisions of

That uncanny talent at tracking

through the beats and overtones
of closely- spaced voices, bringing a
performance into the room.

accurate rendering is not in any

bass, middle and treble, the MC

bass frequencies even seemed to
benefi -_the solo violin, giving more

plays any reccrd to the best of that

Windfeld can be characterised as

body and reality to the sound. The

recording's ability. If Inow had to
choose a ' desert island' cartridge,

extremely even-handed, with an

instrument was not drawn forward

the Windfield would be it. '

AUDIO

FILE

Low output
moving- coil
cartridge with
Replicant 100
stylus profile
Made by:
Ortofon
Supplied by:
Henley Designs
Telephone:
01235 511166
Web: www.
ortofon.dk
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Firebird
Fever

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX (
E / 350)

4

This moving- col gives more than ataste
of the Orpheus sound at half its price

(f;

N

SONGBIRD
aming acartridge after
afirebirc that rises from iFirst impressions of the Phoenix
-persisting after the cartridge was
its own ashes may seem
afforded some run-in time - was
aportentous omen,

e

of alively and colourful performer.
'Coming after time spent with the

given Transfiguration's previous
success in crafting high-c.ass
pickups. So maybe the incendiary

AMMO

uncannily neutral Ortofon Windfeld
and the level-headed Linn Akiva, the

title is supposed to serve more as

Phoenix was full of fun and drama:

apoirter to afiery performance?

alittle dynamo of sound that was

After the revamp cv: tie brand's

that solely prize the foot-tap factor,
aspell with orchestral and choral

FILE

Moving- coil

lineup, this model doesn't have
anatural predecessor, by price

entirely at home mounted on aLinn
LV II tonearm set on an LP12 with

works showed the Transfiguration
Phoenix could rise above flore than

with nude Ogura

at least, since it's pitched below
the former top Temper model,

full Funk Vector upgrade.

just rock and jazz.

PA stylus profile

and above the similarly obsolete
Spirit. But at £ 1350 it si:s neatly

heart rather than the head, for while

First, pian st Van Cliburn's fingers
rippling up the keyboard t-irough

Made by:

it proved i: had an excellent way

Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto

between the award-winning
Orpheus (£ 2750), reviewed in

with detail retrieval from any record,
it soon drew me straight into the
musical performance itself - pushirg
aside such analytical considerations
as attack, decay, stereo imaging and

3 [ RCA VICS-1032], and then the
de icate restraint of Alegr's Misere
[EMI CEP 40339] showed the
Pheonix's rrepressibie knack for
reproducing atancible, life- like and

Telephone:

frequency extension.

three-dimensional soLnd f
-ona

audioreference.

it uses an unusual ' yok:eless'
generator inside wit -iring-

Where it misses out compared
to the Orpheus

classical recording.

magnets surrounding the sets of

-at twice the
price, remember

Here was acartridge for the

March 2007, and tne new £ 890
entry-level Axia,closely resembling
the Spirit in body shape.
Like former Transfigu -a:ions,

coils. Unlike the Orpieus which

-is revealed in a
has asingle ring- magnet with the
coils intimately located nside, the imild congestion
when the mix is
Phoenix and Axia models use two

last year, the Phoenix used two
differ ng magnets, samarium

aslightly less even bass quality.
Steve Howe's solo turn on The Yes

and neodymium, bu: the current

Album left me enthralled with the
sound of fast strums and lightning

version tested here now ases
neodymium at both iencs.
The cartridge body is 3 solid- !
feeling chunk of alurrniniLm,
anodised with asmart satin black
finish. Stylus profile is listed as

Immutable Music
Supplied by:
Audio Reference

01252 702705
Web: www.
co.uk

'A spell with orchestral and choral
works showed the Phoenix can rise
above more than just rock and jazz'

ibusy, adilution
in purity of high soprano voices and

magnets, placed before and after
the coils. When first introduced

pickup cartridge

fretboard -uns, letting me overlook

areduced low bass reach and
i the sense of limitless upper span
available from that flagship Orpheus.

VERDICT
At its best unstoppaDly groovy,
intricate and lyrical. V/ith its silky
and expressive manner, getting to
the heart of the music just comes
easily to tus songbird.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

Ogura PA measurirg 3x30pm,

Further into the album, Irealised the
Phoenix couldn't tell me everything

and tie cantilever - corspicuously

about the technical aspects of the

shorter than on some MC

performance and production. Yet

Compliance (vertical / lateral)

12cu

cartridges - is 0.3rnm boron.

the trade for undeniable musical

Tracking ability ( left / opt)

>80um I76um

Overall weight is alow-ish 7.8g

involvement made those losses
almost incidental.

Distortion ( re. - 8dB. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.75-4.5%

Frequency response (20Hz-20kHz)

-0.25 to +2.45dB

Stereo separation ( 1kFfz

25d11 / 16dB

and suggested optimum tracking
force is 2g, which is how the
Phoenix was set up for listening.

Just when Iwas beginning to
think this was acartridge for those

38 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk IYEARBOOK 2008

Output ( 1kHz re. 5cm/sect

300M/

Channel balance ( re. lkliz)

0.63dB

20kHzt

12cu
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BEE Stings

hi-finews
OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

NAD C315BEE (£ 180)

Its design may have passed
away decades ago, but the
spirit of the legendary 3020
integrated amp lives on

E

very time NAD launches
abudget integrated
amplifier, it bills it as

'the new NAD 3020'.
The 3020 was, probably, the most
successful entry-level integrated
amp of all-time. Thus it's no

NAD

•

C WM«

O

powerhouses. Close scrutiny reveals
aslight restraint in the absolute
dynamic swings, the lowest reaches
of the bass will not cause the room
to quake and massive drums w II
reveal its absolute limits.

surprise NAD wants the world to
regard the C315BEE as the heir to
that particular throne.
Bjorn Eric Edvardsen couldn't
avoid having the 3020 in the

0

THE RIGHT STUFF

back of his mind when faced with
the challenge of designing anew

before with massive Knells. While
there's no substitute for wattage,

super- budget- amp. NAD claims:

the NAD certainly has the right stuff

'While we had to make some
compromises compared to the
C325BEE — CMOS input switching
instead of reed relay, simplified

for normal rooms, through probably
any speaker in its price class.
Far more irrrportant are the other
characteristics that turned me into

PowerDrive circuit, etc — the

achampion of this amplifier: amid -

basic performance under most

band so lifelike in the textures of

conditions is equal.'

vocals; its intimations of warmth; a

o

protest clas9ics. The sett's varying
textures, inc uding fuzz-tone guitar
and the sort of electroacoustic
picKing used by Jimmy Page during
Lec Zep's quieter moments, serve
up stunning contrasts : hat attest to
the ' 315's speed, clarity, coherence
and attack — four qualities missing

When fed Keb' Mo's ' For What t's
Worth'. the richness and attack of

from its over- rated antecedent. The
new NAD took his axe-wielding in

the bass had the same substance I

its stride, sliding from : ool-to-hot,
mellow-to- acidic, with utter crace.
Best of all, it captured the rasp

expect of and experienced not long

of West's anguished vocals, which

Stereo integrated
amplifier with
five line- level
inputs, one tape
loop and remote
control. Rated at
40W/ 8ohm
Made by: NAD
Electronics
International
Distributed by:
Armour Home

possessed by the most tormented of
blLesmen, powerful enough to rival

Telephone:

an amplifiee instrument. The NAD

Electronics

01279 501111
Web: www.

da -ed not contain it.

nadelectronics.
com

VERDICT

sort of realistic sibilance preseited

The C315BEE allows the listener

treble and balance controls, with

in the correct context so authentic

to ' get inside the

tone defeat. Motorised volume is
remotely operable. ( The handset

that even the
LS3/5As could

also controls the NAD CD player.)
At the rear are five line inputs
and tape loop. Two pairs of 4mm

not embarrass
it. Gravel throated Johnny

speaker terminals are provided.
The C315BEE's performance

Cash at San
Quentin, singing

continually surprised and
enchanted me, especially the

with his crystal- clear-voiced wife
June Carter Cash, benefited from

components of sub- E200 price tags.

way it caressed the LS3/5As.

the amplifier's ability to retain

A mind- boggling bargain, in real

Two characteristics marked this

their tonal characteristics even in

te -ms it costs as little as one-third

stand- out performance, the

tandem, as tricky asituation to

the price of its ancestor. So do what

most obvious being its real-world

resolve as any in music playback.

I'm doing: buy one!

power. It could make the LS3/5As

The ' 315 fears no genre and is rarely
less than commanding. It can seem

of the Guarneri. This is no mean
feat: I've heard far costlier, more

FILE

Ifirst heard live when he was with
the Vagrants. It bears arawness

The C3 15BEE features bass,

crack, but best of all, it could
genuinely access the full range

AUDIO

M..15

c', involved

'It allows the listener to " get inside the
music", with an intimacy denied to
most sub-£ 200 components'

contipLously euphonic, but does not
obscure textures, dynamics, tonal
hues. It does rot homogenise.

with an intimacy denied to most

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output (< 1% THC, 8/4ohm)

50W/75W

Dynamic power (< 1% THD, 8/4/2ohm)

120W/215W/260W

powerful amplifiers fail to drive

Witness Mountain's Masters Of

the Italian masterwork.
Iam not saying that NAD
has defied all reason and come

War, aUS import by Leslie West's
still- active powerhouse band, almost

Output Impedance 1204z-20kHz)

0.038-0.067ohm

Frequency resp. (
20Hz-100kHz. Bohm)

-0.09dB to + 0.04dB

Input sensitivity ( for OcIBVS/40W)

31mV/197mV

up with adreadnought of
an amplifier for under £ 200,

40 years on. West has de:ivered the
weirdest Bob Dylan homage yet,
everything from acoustic blues to

A-wtd StIM ratio (for OdliWifull output)

94.2dB/110.5dB

able to massacre £ 6000- plus

HM interpretations of Dylan's early

Distortion ( IOW/Bohm, 2GHz-20kHz)

0.003-0.009%

YEARBOOK 2008 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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Modular Multichannel
PS AUDIO GCA-MC500 5- CHANNEL (.E4795)

Five to seven channels of PS Audio power
from asingle chassis and not awhiff of heat
in protest. Is this the amplifier of the future?

1

mind that the sound would be

fthe web- hype and chatter
on the US forums is any

boisterous, brash and brazen

guide, then PS Audio's

- like an American muscle car of

multichannel GCA-MC power

much attitude and little grace.

amplifier is cneating quite astir in

And was Iever wrong. The GCA-MC

its native homeland. The headline

is an incredibly subtle and refined

jazz held led to the FIM SACD of Jazz
at the Pawnshop, from 1976. ' High

My recent explorations in the

is aclaimed 7kW output for the

performer with an air and delicacy

seven channel version. Yes, seven

of touch that is certain to appeal

thousand watts!

Life' is an excellent track to give a

to stereo and multichannel music
lovers alike.

feel of the venue and the GCA-MC

Out of the crate, the GCA-MC
is remarkably understated for a US

creates the club's magic with ease.
Again Iwould like a little more

AUDIO

FILE

Multichannel
power amplifier
with balanced

product, particularly one offering

0

such outrageous spec- sheet eye-

warmth and width at the bottom

and single- ended

Monty Alexander's ' Sweet Georgia

inputs. Rated at

candy. The case is chunky matt

end, but there is no denying that

Brown' [ Chesky] is acomplex work
and the the PS Audio unravels it

the drumming midway through the

'power- on' glow across the fascia
-even the PS Audio badge is

track is crafted with an eminently

with apace and clarity to rival

Made by:

believable and tangible quality. The

PS Audio

many two channel power amps at

actually asimple combination of

trumpet solo too, signature- marked

this price point. As this fast work

logo and power switch.

by heavy use of a mute, is presented

Signature

breezes along you can almost see
Alexander's fingers flashing across

as rich and mellow in character

Systems

which simply adds to the ambience
and atmosphere.

Telephone:

aluminium with asingle blue

The design is completely

TRUMPETS AND DRUMS

modular and based on achassis
with seven bays and asingle
mains inlet. Each bay can

array of trumpeters neatly across

accommodate an independent,

VERDICT

the front soundstage. The low end

cool- running Class D power

The GCA-MC is one of the most

dynamics are quite breathtaking,

amplifier module of 100W, 250W

neut -al and revealing multichannel

and the track's

the ivory as the brass section all but
leaps out of the mix, lining up an

or 500W. The ,
UK distributor,

use of two

Signature Systems, sensibly offers

drummers is

just six variations on this theme:

clearly audible

five- and seven- channel versions

in both their
positioning

or 500W power modules. Our test

within the

unit had five of the latter.

soundstage and the transient attack;

amps available. Perhaps a little

clearly one is giving the kit more
stick than the other.

too refined for adrenaline- based

add up to the 7000W claimed
earlier because this refers to the

020 8480 3333
Web:
www.psaudio.
COM

home cinema systems but for those

Conversely, bass notes are not

output of seven channels into

wanting it without the traditional

perhaps as deep or fulsome as with

4ohm, each delivering afull IkW.

boom and bluster, and audiophile

other monster amps that have

music, it's a 5- to- 7000W winner. '

Typical of this calibre of multi-

Supplied by:

'The trumpet solo, signature-marked
by heavy use of amute, is presented
as rich and mellow in character'

fitted with identical 100W, 250W

Of course, 5 x500W does, not

5x500W/8ohm

graced my system. There is not

channel power amp, the rear

the ebullient warmth or sub bass

panel supports both balanced XLR
and single- ended RCA inputs, and

thunder of NAD's M25 for example.

asuite of suitably quirky custom designed speaKer terminals.

began to think the difference was
more excess overhang from the NAD

Dynamic power (< 1% THD, 8/4/2/ lohm)

630W/1200W/1460W/780W

These have compression clamps

than anything fundamentally lacking

Output impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.025-0.235ohm

that make fitting 4mm banana

from the GCA-MC500. Indeed the
way the ' MC500 manages to keep

Frequency response (
20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 to - 11.6d8

terminals tricky but very secure.
Somehow that headline of
7kVV ( 5kW in this instance) sired
a preconceived notion in my

42
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But the more Ilistened, the more I

vice- like control of my Tannoy
TD12s' potentially flappy 12in bass
drivers is incredibly impressive.

YEARBOOK 2008

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output (< 1% THD, 8/4ohm)

625W/1215W

Input sensitivity (
for OdBW/500W)

121mV/ 2710mV

A-wtd SiN ratio (
for OdBW/500W)

74.9d8

Distortion (
10W/8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0095-0.61%

110.9d8

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

GREAT PERFORMANCE AND VALUE

*HI-FI SYSTEMS
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CYRUS

ROKSAN KANDY K2

ARCAM FMJ

MARANTZ

CD6SE CD Player & 8VS2 Amplifier

CD & Amplifie -

CD17 CD Player & Al 8Amplifier.

CD6002 CD & PM6002 Amplifier

B&W

MORDAUNT-SHORT

MONITOR AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO

CM7 Speakers

MEZZO 2 Speakers

SILVER RS6 Speakers

BRONZE BR2 Speakers

SAVE if_f

SAVE ab

SAVE ms

SAVE Efts

SAVE £ ffs ON HI-FI 81 HOME CINEMA COMPONENTS
CYRUS CD6S (
Not SE)

ARCAM DIVA A70

CD PLAYER

AMPLIFIER

£349

£249

PURCHASt

KEF KHT3005 (Not SE)

MARANTZ CD5003
CD PLAYER AT £ 199

A/V SPEAKER PACKAGE

£549

when ptrchased with any speakers over f250 at RAP

and claim HMV vouchers
worth £10

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MEZZO 2SPEAKERS AT £ 449

PANASONIC DMP-BD30

ARCAM DIVA CD73

BLU-RAY PLAYER

CD PLAYER

and CLAIM 30% OFF (ARP )
the hir-fi amplifier of your choice'

£269

£229

ne other purchase necessary

when purchased with any ampliter over £ 250 at ARP

when puchased with any Cyrus amplifier at REP
30..2 when purchased on its own

PURCHASE

otteripurdsase necessary

ONKYO TX-SR506
KEF KINT2005.3

'

AN RECEIVER & SPEAKER PACKAC E

£749
no other purchase necessary

'Maximum RAP f400

JI/CHASE AN

rURCHASE A

Pt. RCHASE AN

MORDAUNT-SHORT ALUMNI
AN SPEAKER PACKAGE AT £ 599

ARCAM SOLO MINI
MUSIC'SYSTEM AT £ 649

MARANTZ PM6002
AMPLIFIER AT £ 279

ARCM SOLO
MUSIC SYSTEM AT £ 1199

and CLAIM 30% OFFiFiFipi
the AN amplifier of your choice .

and CLAIM 30% OFF (RRP /
the speakers of your choice'

and CLAIM 30% OFF (REP )
the speakers of ycur choice

and CLAIM 30% OFF (REP )
the speakers of your choice

'Maximum ARP f600

'Maximum REP f300

'Maximum REP £ 300

.M3MIMUM

REP £ 500

Ask about our range of FM/DAB tuners, turntables, stands and cables

Can't find what you're looking for?
Visit vvww.SSAII.com for more amazing offers!
Stores nationwide - visit www.SSAV.com today!
Aberdeen • Bedford • Brighton ( Hove) • Bristol • Bromley • Cambridge • Chelsea • Cheltenham • Epsom • Exeter • Glasgow • Guildford • Hotorn • King ston
Leeds ( Wetherby) • Leicester • Lincoln • Loughton • Maidstone • Manchester • Norwich • Nottingham • Oxford • Peterborough • Plymouth • Poole • Rea ding
Sevenoaks • Sheffield • Southampton • Southgate • Swindon • Swiss Cottage • Tunbridge Wells • Watford - Weybridge • Witham • Wolverhampton • Y, ovil
Some brands/products are not available in all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer INICWA00). Advert valid until 13/11/2008, E&OE.
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Some like it Hot
AUDIO RESEARCH VS115

Classic looks, balanced outputs
and more power than the
amp it replEces, the VS115
will not dSappoint...

A

COMMENDED

SME 30/Series V

dvancing from the Aucio
Research VS110 by

turntable with

adding balanced inputs,

Transfiguration

the VS115 retains the

Orpheus MC, Audio

layout of its predecessor: open

HIGHLY

'

4

(£4988)

hi-finews

Research's PH5 phono stage.

architecture and an anodized

the VS115 delivered eery nuance.
And the metallic twang of Keb' Mc's
National Steel? It shimmers throLgh

top- plate with every aperture

je EVERY NUANCE THERE

the VS115, enterinc the room with

clearly labelled for each of the

Listening tests included Classic

the sashay of a 1940s lounge lizard.

AUDIO

FILE

Stereo valve
power amplifier.
Rated at

eight matched 5550 output tubes

Records' live Dylan, Louis Prima,

and the quartet of 6H30 gain aid

Mudcrutch - Tom Petty's return to a

Dpening

cathode follower valves.

pre- Heartbreakers band - and Keb'

with that not-too- dry kick drum,

Mo's eponymous debut.

will excite the hairs on your neck.

Made by: Audio

Mono: dead cemre. Female vocats:

Research Corp

Power output is up by 20W/ch
on its predecessor, though still

In atypical 12x18ft room, the

Underscoring' its solidity, the
notes to Am IW -ong',

120V11/8ohm

residing in what is arcuably

VS115 delivered more than enough

iiquid. Prima's

the middle power' category

level from the baby Elipsas, the

perrect transients. Ove -al texture:

in today's market. For most

Guarneris, LS3/5As, PMC's DB1+

silky. In other words, valves for the

loudspeakers, power is not an

and the Tannoy Autograph Mini.

aficionado. No: the neophyte.

issue. Optimal ventila:ion is a

Whatever bass each speaker could

given, the struc:ure preventing all

offer was exploited to the fullest.

but the most majestically stupid

Consistent throughout were grip

Because the V5115 conpetes with

of users from putting anything on

and fluidity devoid of artificial snap

stunners from McIntosh, Quad, Air-

or hardness, while the matching

Tight and others, choosing' equals

top of it.
As is ARC praztice, the VS115

with the Mk I

benefits from the development

Guarneris was

of the Reference models, in

on a par with

particular the REF110's FET input

the best I'd ever

stage design. Thus we have a

heard ( mid-

medium- size amp from Audio

to- late- 1990s

rass:

punchy with

audioresearch.
COT

'Keb' Mo's National Steel shimmers
through the VS115, entering the room
with the sashay of a1940s lounge lizard'

Research with both balanced and

Krells). If there's
anything lacking, it's the weight that

'torment'. But ALdio Research'

differential topology.

the REF610T brings to the party. But
I'm no bass addict.

the VS115, its supporters will not

valve are located on the rear

All of the above excel in

engenders brand loyalty. With
be disappointed in classic ARC

panel, with adjustmert through

soundstage recreation, so it was

behaviour in every sense. I's solid,

apertures near each valve base.

joyous to find that the VS115

fast and robust, yet transparent

The back also contains 12V

champions three- dimensionality,

and delicate. One coulc uant for

triggers for system switch- on,

especially stage depth. Width was

nothing more. '

binding posts fo' -4 and 8ohm

OK, nowhere near the best -

speaker loads, asocket for the

eg, the huge MF kilowatters - but

heavier blade- style de:achable

it extended beyond the speakers'

mains cable, and the input

edges every time. The depth

sockets, with small junpers to

appeared most vividly with live

prevent access to the XLRs for

Dylan, the amp gracing the space

single- ended mode.

with another few metres of depth.

Once I'd manoeuvred the rear-

Absolute Sounds
0208 971 3909
WWIN.

VERDICT

single- ended opera:ion in atrue
Bias test points for each

Supplied by:

What most revealed the worth

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output, III4oltm (< *% THD)

135W / 125W

Dynamic power, 8/41211ohm (< 1% TH))

145W I1.38W I130W / 23W

Output impedance (
201-12-2C&Hz)

1235-1.715ohm

Frequency response (
201Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -2.48dB

biased 28.2kg, 445x201x483mm

of the VS115 were Keb' Mo's

Input sensitivity (
for OdBW/120W)

155mV I1695mV

(whd) bulk onto aGM Accessori

bottleneck guitar and the nasal yet

table, Iwired it with Y:er cables,

distinctive vocals of Tom Petty. As a

A-wtd SIN ratio (
for OdBW/120W)

72.2dB / 92'.3dB

to the rest of the system: C2200,

showcase for his tremulous voice,

Distortion ( 10W/8ohm. 20Hz201Hz)

0.03-0.46%
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Flexing those Quads
QUAD II-EIGHTY (£5009 per pair)

When legendary designer Tim
de Paravicini was tasked with
revamping alegacy amp circuit,
aQuad Il on steroids was bon...

0

ne has always rightly
assumed that acurrent

Turning

Quad amp will drive

every instrument.

the ESL of its day. And

llID

Ffinewei

the wick ever higher, the

EDITOR'S
CHOICE

II- eighty rose manfully, excelling with
Thunderous bass on ' Walk Like A

yet the Quad II Classic and the

Man' carve through with authority

first of its modern children, the

and authenticity. throwgh the

II-forty with more than double the

Four Seasons' canon and on to the

power, only just about master the

equally impressive Keb' Mo : ake

breathing hard. The II- eighty's sound

current Quad ESLs.

of ' For What It's Worth'. Here the

is realis:ic, with powe-ful lower

performance needs to be not just

registers coping easily with the

Not so the new Quad II- eighty
monoblock, reworked by Tim de

'massive' and controlled: it also

percussion opening ' Natural Thing'

Paravicini. Rated output is 80W,

requires away with lower octave

on John Fogerty's Revival.

its valve complement proving that

detail. Each note stayed its course,

you're getting ' twice' the Il forty:

with convincing decay, plenty of

sounded winded, but any mild

four KT88s, driven by two 6SL7GTs

body, and proper scale. The Four

compression vanished by degrees

and asingle 6SN7, in asubstantial

Seasons' and the Keb' Mo' recordings

when p-ogressingi to the II-eighty.

177x230x422mm ( whd) case. It

are about as disparate as it gets

Here is an amplifier with the Quad

looks like a II-forty on hormones.

yet the two are showcases of equal

II pedig -ee, able to drive anything

An IEC mains socket accepts the

merit for vocals: the Four Seasons

needing 100 real watts. So one

AC, input is single- ended- only

lead is Vallli's falsetto, while Keb' Mo

suspects that PJW. with a hint of

via RCA phonos ( balanced would

operates acouple of octaves to the

an harrwmph, mig;ht have granted

have been nice...) and taps are

south. Vccal textures were eerily

these his highest accolade: ' Not

provided for 4 or 8ohm speakers.

realistic through the Quads, but the

bad. Not bad at alt.'

Minimalism continues as per its

real stars were

predecessors from the 1950s.

the backing

Likely to set the heaven- based

vocalists. Tracks

Peter Walker's teeth on edge is

on Keb'N,lo's

the un Quad- like price of £ 5000

Peace, Back By

per pair.

Popular Demand

AUDIO

FILE

All- valve
monoblock

It's not that the smeer amps

amplifier, rated
at 80W/ Bohm
Made by: Quad
Electroacoustics
Ltd
Telephone:
0845 4580011
Web: www.quadhif i.co.uk

'PJW, with ahint of an harrumph
might have granted these his highest
accolade: " Not bad. Not bad at all" '

feature vocal

0

THOSE OPEN SPACES

blends as mpressive as the Four

VERDICT

Driven by the Quad CDP99 II CD

Seasons' narmon es. The Quads

For long-term Quad II ove -spower

player in variable output mode,

provided open space around each

has been an issue for decades. Not

the amps were used primarily

vocalist, so that one cculd focus on

any more. Ballsy, with deep, rich

with ESL- 63s and B8,W Signature

an individual singer.

Diamonds. Neither fazed it.
Cabling was Yter.
Released when the Quad II was

Tonally, the new Quad is valvey
and lush, erring cn the side of

bass. Big- sounding, wi:h loads of
air around instruments.

— imeless

styling. And that Quad sound! '

romance. Even so, with the Ill eighty

current, the Four Seasons' hits

alongside original Quad II, II Classic

possessed bass voluminous and

and Il forty, levels matched, you will

rich enough to satisfy modern

easily identify each one. Yet you will

tastes. With Jersey Boys rendering

never miss the shared DNA. Vocals

these oldies topical, it's nice

and bottleneck guitar, the overtones

HI- Fl NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output, 8/ 4ohm (< 15. THD1

90W / 90W

Dynamic power. 8/ 41 211ohm (< 1% THD)

95W / 90W / 70W / 45W

to find them also of ' reference'

maintaining their character from

Output impedance (201-1z-20kHz)

0.406-0.428ohm

quality for the blending of those

amp to amp, will amuse audiophiles

Frequency response (20Hz-tOOkHz)

-0.0dB to +0.05dB

inimitable voices, for hot, fast

fascinated by the noticyn of a

Input sensitivity (
for OcBwiscw)

120mV / 1095mV

transients, astounding percussion

manufacti.rer's ' family sound'.

A-wtd S/N ratio (
for OctflWi 80W)

95.1dB I113.5dB

Distortion ( 10W/8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.015-1.0%

as regards both mass and attack,
and for cinematic stereo width.

Equally.admirable is an anplifier
barely tapping its. reserves, never

YEARBOOK 2008
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"The Missions combine warmth,
transparency, strong bass, an
even tonal balance and
smooth clear treble."
David Berriman
Hi Fi News - Oct 08

hi4inews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

02:
>:
21

2008

IAG House Sovereign Court
Ermine Business Park Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE29 6XL1

701480 447700
F01480 431767
www.mission.co.uk
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Pure Theatre
KRELL S- 1000/S-1500 (£5350/ £5450)

In this ' HD world' Dolby Digital and DTS
are now legacy formats, but they've
never sounded more vibrant than
through this Krell combination

news

•

EDITOR'S

CHOICE
•

H

Finally, Krell las included

igh End Audio Theatre
or ' HEAT' in Krell

afixed set of ' Room Eq' curves

cinematic stage. Sure enough, the

parlance, is atacit

with three different filter types,

subterranean rumble that marks

defined by frequency, shape and
level. It's not adynamic room-eq
system requiring the services of a

the rise of the machines was as
deep, as threatening and palpable

acknowledgement
that the core engineering values
held dear by audiophiles apply
equally to both stereo systems
and multichannel home cinema.
By way of foundation, the S-1500
power amplifier is aflexible

SHARC processor, like the Audyssey
regime used by Denon and Marantz,

AUDIO

FILE

as ever. Yet it was the spinetingling ambience created by the

AV processor

background score that kept me on
the edge of my seat throughout.
The speakers fall away to reveal

channel inputs.

with 4 HDMI, 4
digital and 7.1

multichannel solution employing

but it does confer the S-1000 with
greater flexibility than the average
high- end AV processor.

five, six or seven power amp
'cards', depending on application,

rj ELEGANT COMPLEXITY

that's rarely less than spellbirding.

the partnering S-1000 processor

and musical sounding amplifiers.

not have been any more convincing
in Master and Commander, but

is compatible with all standard

These products are sophisticated in

the punch of wind in the sails, the

non- HD audio formats including

design and yet sound as if there's

complaints of timber, shouts of

Dolby Digital EX, DTS 6.1 ES,

nothing more than atransistor and

men and the swell of the orc -iestra

DTS NEO:6 and Dolby Pro Logic

acouple of resistors in the signal

ringing all around puts you square

II, in addition to offering nine

path, so clean and unprocessed is

on the deck of the HMS Surp -ise

proprietary Krell Music Surround
modes. HDMI inputs are provided

their sound. Bass

as pass-through only, just as the

extended and

composite, component and Svideo inputs are offered without

richly textured
without

any additional deinterlacing or
scaling options. The setup menu is
accessible via the analogue video

sounding too

strong or soft,
the mid has aliquid smoothness

outputs only.

while the treble manages combine

with salt in your eyes and the smell
of tar in your nostrils.

pointed detaill and clarity with a
disarming sweetness.

VERDICT

at £ 5450, £ 5900 and £ 6350.
Pitched at aheady £ 5350,

Its ' Main Menu' is sub- divided
into Listening Room setup,
Con'igure Devices, Configure

Inever cease to be amazed how
Krell can engineer such transparent

is powerfully

5/6/7 channel
power amp rated

an integrated network of voices,
effects, ambient detail and music

at 5x150W/ Bohm
Made by: Krell
Industries Inc

So Crowe's English accent might

Telephone:
020 8971 3909

`Krell's HD upgrade, amix of new
HDMI 1.3a hardware and 1080p video
processing will appear in early 2009'

Listening to the higher bit-

I'll leave you with the thought that

rate Dolby Digital stream from

if you're going to get press-ganged,

Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds

you might as well end up serving on

channel speaker configuration to

live BD recording of ' Crash Into

the good ship Krell, the flagship of

be customised with adjustable

Me', Iwas not only struck by the
rich timbre of the two acoustic

the audiophile fleet. '

surround speakers, mixed sub
and front+sub bass modes with
avariable crossover frequency.
Other setup options include a

Web: www.
krellonline.com

Level Adjustment and Operation.
The latter allows its full 7.1-

speaker distances and levels,
the option of back and/or

Distributed by:
Absolute Sounds

guitars but how the enveloping
atmosphere cf the performance put
me right in the front stalls of the
audience. This same suspension of
disbelief was also readily achieved

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Dynamic power (< 1% THD,8/4/2/1ohm)

200W1370W/475W/235W
0.080-0.098ohm
+0.0dB to-2.85dB

programmable audio/video lipsync, adevice and analogue input
trim, DTS and Dolby PLII control

throughout the most fanciful of

Output impedance ( 20Hz-20kHz)

movies, including The War of the
Worlds where incidental effects

Frequency response ( 20Hz-100kHz)

trims plus asetting to determine
the maximum available volume

and music - especially the massed

limit. A default ' 100' is ideal.

across the rear as the front of the

strings - would build as impressively

2x181W,5x160W/2x315W

Power output (< 1% THD, 8/ 4ohm)

Input sensitivity ( for Od8W/150W)

139mVl 1715mV

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBW/150W)

82.2dB/104.1dB

Distortion ( 10W/Elohm. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.018-0.067%

YEARBOOK 2008
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A classic returns, updated and improved.
The new A-Series from Musical Fidelity.
Ask your audio dealer or visit musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

Big sonic improvements at small prices.
The new V-Series accessories from Musical Fidelity.
Ask your audio dealer or visit musicalfidelity.com

MUS

CAL FIDELITY

Hearing is believing.
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HD AV RECEIVER TEST

The Ultimate AV arno?
hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

DENON AVC-Al HD (£3800)

CHOICE

With Blu-ray confirmed as the 1080p
carrier of choice, high performance
'HD' amps are in the ascendant. Denon
reckons its AVC-A1HD flies highest

D

enon sAVC-A1HD is
THX Ultra2 specified

astraightforward GUI
interface, aset-up mic,

and built in Japan onto
achassis claimed to

Wi-Fi antenna and two

afford dramatically shortened
signal paths, miiimise vibration

remotes.

rj CLEAN AND PUNCHY

Using an assortment of

AUDIO

FILE

is immediately evident: clean,

multichannel movie formats simply
elevated my rising opinion of the

room with all the triggers and IR

punchy and imbued with asuperbly

AVC-A1HD. There was never ahint

extenders you could need, and
the 4- in 2- simultaneous output

well-balanced top- end dynamic.

of congestion or sluggishness and

Pure Direct mode is pure gold for

even when the going became tough

HDMI 1.3 ports are going to

stereo: by shutting down all but the

with multichannel mayhem the

please those with HDMI displays

essential circuits there's an increase

Denon remained amazingly poised.

in two rooms. Moreover, the

in separation and dynamic range.

With any movie soundtrack
the slick top end again works its

Made by:

Supplied by:
Denon UK

and isolate audio and video
circuits. It offers 4- zone multi-

Realta SXT2 HQV de- interlacing

Denon's invigorated house sound

to maximise SACD/DVD-A recordings
makes it areal plus- point.

With Joan Baez's Diamonds and

7.3- channel AV
receiver with
Dolby & DTS HD
decoding and 6x
HDMI 1.3. Rated
at 15OVV/8ohm

Denon Brand Co

and scaling does afine job of

Rust her voice had afine sense

magic, allowing you to move the

converting all incoming video
signals to HD resolution up to

of presence in the room with her
complex, often vibrato, vocal tones
really laid bare. The strings swelled

volume into ASBO-inducing levels
without getting shouty or acerbic.
The sheer presence with acleanly

Telephone:
01234 741200

out of the mix with grace and
authority with acleanliness utterly

cut soundtrack is quite eerie. Even
DVDs that sound dull by HD- audio

belying the disc's 1975 roots.
It is this extra presence, and a

standards are invigorated by the
Denon's sheer pace and balance.

Web: www.
denon.co.uk

1080p. Now where did Iput that
old VHS machine..?
The built-in Wi-Fi connection
should eliminate the need to use
the machine's hardwired Ethernet
port. In the week Itried it, my
Wi-Fi network refused to speak

sense that the
amp is never

without anetwork-engineer to

working too

hand. Still, the Ethernet hookedup and established anetwork

hard for its

easily and there is no denying the

dinner, that
elevates the

'Even DVDs that sound dull by
HD-audio standards are invigorated by
the Denon's sheer pace and balance'

ability of 9000 radio stations to

AVC-A1HD above

find you some new tunes - even if

the already impressive AVR-4308.

largely in low-bitrate MP3.
At the other end of the audio

There is more headroom, more

The AVC-A1HD does aclass- leading

space in the mix and an even greater
sense of solidity underpinning every
genre of music you throw at it.

job of two- channel audio in Pure

Ihave been abig fan of
DenonLink since its inception and
the 3rd edition connection between

revelation and the feature- count is
exhaustive. Brilliant. O.)

quality spectrum, the AVC-Al HD
has a ' 3rd Edition' DenonLink port
for low-jitter connection to the
company's higher- spec DVD and
multichannel audio disc spinners.
The AVC-Al HO is a7- channel
amp that allows you re- assign
two of the rear channel amps

aDVD-3930 and the AVC-A1HD does
not disappoint. The improvement
over the analogue audio connection

to different speakers. Thus you

from this multi- format player

VERDICT

Direct mode, its balance and
stunning presence with movies is a

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output (< 1% THE). 8/4ohm)

2x200W.5x160W, 7x14CVW f2x2851N
235W 410VV / 420W 1215W

can switch between a7.1 set-up

seems to build further on the

Dynamic power (< 1% THD. 8/412/1ohm)

with effects speakers at sides

amp's strengths - gaining yet more

Output impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.060-0.135ohm

and rear- back, ideal for movies,

separation in individual instruments

Frequency response (
20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0.1B to-2.0dB

and atrue 5.1 set-up with effects

and further sweetening the

Distortion, digital in (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.0007-0.11%

speakers 30- odd degrees behind

excellent top end. If you don't have

the listening pos .tion. The whole
package is wrapped up with

aDenon DVD player this feature is
amoot point but, for me, its ability

A-wtd S/N ratio (
Front/Surround re. OdBW)

91.7dB191.7dB

Digital jitter (
24-bit/48kHz)

221p,.ec
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hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

SONY STR-DA5400ES (£ 7500)

Tweaked for the European market, this
new HD AV receiver proves to be a
cracking all rounder — with a
little TLC, that is

ili

he STR-DA5400ES
multichannel receiver is

the PS3,

3

,
NY

RES.LUT ION
Beg

114 ,100FS

DIRECT
fiS

7,m

•

stereo

set-up m c-ophone

Sony's latest progeny:

and twc well thought

not only quite a

out remote controls for
independent zones. Finish sblack

and solidity seem to bring the music

revolutionary step from last
year's STR-DA5300ES, it has

only - Henry Ford is back ir fashion.

than define each note in its own

together as acohesive whole rather

FILE

space and time.

been tuned in no small way by
Sony's European audio guru, Eric

.11 PROMISE FULFILLED

AUDIO

The Sony managed to revitalise

Seven channel

Kingdon. Much of the additional

Sony's preceding STR-DA5300ES did

my jaundiced over-familiarity with

cost, over the likes of Denon or

not light my fire. While it e,rcelled at

this disc and firmly rekindle my

Yamaha machines, is borne out in

two- channel music, its multichannel

pre- marital crush on Ms Craven. Just

decoding. Rated

sound quality improvements.

AV- sound was rather Bmovie

don't tell the wife.

at 120VV per

For instance, Sony's VVideband

- straigh .to rertal in fact. Thankfully

AV receiver with
full HDMI 1.3 HD

channel

Switch to a superbly produced

Power Amp Ill, with surface

the new STR-DA5400ES is acracking

soundtrack from a Blu-ray movie like

Made by:

mount transistors and directly

all-rounder. In two- channel Direct

Beowulf and the Sony manages to

Sony Corporation

coupled PCBs, is claimed to

mode the oalance is rich and solid,

combhe its inherent solidity with all

Telephone:

extend its bandwidth to 160kHz.

with an ilviting smoothress that

the ex -sa detail and intimate spatial

020 7365 2947

blends bass warmth with enviably

information HD audio formats allow.

In addition there is asuite of
32- bit DSD DACs, new audiophile

clarity ard resolution in the upper-

solder, an extensively braced

mids and highs.

chassis with near cable- free

'Promise Me' from Beverly
Craven's eponymous first CD is a

HATS ( High quality digital Audio

serious -est of

Transmission System) circuit. This

spatial imaging,

clock- sync system was enabled

and the STR-

over iLink in previous Sony SACD

DA5400ES

and amplifier incarnations but is

passes muster

now embedded on HDMI using

with tangi3ly

style.co.uk

VERDICT

component layout, and Sony's

The STR-5400ES is no plug and play
route to Nirvana but, with first-

The balance is rich and solid, with an
inviting smoothness that blends bass
warmth with enviably clarity'

the CEC ( Consumer Electronic

real depth.

Control) pins.

True, there is not the sheer room-

class ancillares and precise set-up,

defying width of similarly priced

it fights above its financial weight

has not left the AV feature- count

integrated amps - Primare'sI30 for

with both stereo and multichannel

wanting. There are plenty of watts

example - but the trade-off is rock-

sources. The full-bodied and focused

to seven channels, an improved

solid centre- stage focus. Craven's

sound, rich AV feature count and

auto set-up and Room EQ system,

voice has real body from her lowest

genuine aud ophile credentials are

and on- board decoding for all

registers to the leading edge of the

ample rewards for afew nights of

current disc based audio and

light natural sibilance.

tweaking activity. '

The attention to sonic detail

AV formats except DVD-A. The
5400ES offers two top- of-the- line

Web: www.sony-

Skip forward to ' IListen To Tie
Rain' and the track's piano and bass

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

Faroudja ' Cortez' video scalers,

chords underpin the vocal, finey

ready for Blu-ray's enhanced

articulating the peculiar tempo. The

profile 2.0 PIP features, and a

leading edges of the piano notes are

Power output (< 1% THD, 8/4ohm)

class- leading six HDMI inputs with

nicely percussive and ring out with

Dynamic power (< 1% THD. 8/412/1ohm)

175W / 255W / 270W / 200W

twin, switchable outputs. Sony

anatural sustain that seems to go
on forever. Each instrument in the
mix is beautifully defined in terms
of its absolute timbre, although not

Output impedance (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.079-0.130ohm

Frequency response (
20 Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to - 2.2dB

Distortion. digital in (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.0018-0.023%

A-wtd S/N ratio (
Front/Surround re. OdBW)

90.2dB / 91.7dB

Digital jitter (
24-bit/48kHz)

1440psec

labels one input ' for audio' as
this connection has the shortest,
straightest signal path to the DAC.
The package is complete with
ascrolling GU borrowed from

necessarily in its positioning within

the soundstage. The Sony's focus

YEARBOOK 2008

2x160W 5x120W,7x100W I2x230W
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YG Acoustics (NEW)
Since 2004, VG Acoustics has been one of the strongest
brands in the ultra-highend price class in Japan,
which is the world's largest market for cost- no- object
loudspeakers. When driven by adequate electronics
and correctly set-up, VG Acoustics loudspeakers are
completely capable of fooling the human ear into
believing that it is listening to live music.
Distributed in the UK by Metropolis Music.
Tel: + 44 ( 0) 1435 867 438.

Ayon

Kharma
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Multi-tastic

l
am

YAMAHA DSP-Z11 (£4999)

y

MUSIC ENHAFICER•ai
Ilch Enhanc•r

Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master
Audio are combined with extra sub and
front/rear presence speakers to create
an awesome ' 11.2 channel' experience

y

hi-finews
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

amaha's Z11 is right

the electronics and are positioned to

the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest i

at the cutting edge of

cancel out micro- volt eddy currents

one of the first discs to use DS HD

multichannel audio, HD

that can circulate in the chassis.

Master Audio and as soon as the

FILE

The power supply accounts for

Z1' lags up the format ycu get

technology and then goes on to

10kg of the unit's mass and major

asucden Jrqe never to listen to

incorporate a level of audiophile

internal components include Anchor

standard Dolby or DTS ever again.

engineering that would compete

Bay video processing, Burr- Brown

favou -ably with high- end two-

DSD1796 DACs and custom-made

Z1 1's bass rema ns tight, poised

channel components. It is the

block capacitors. The ground plane

and in harmony ' ith the rest of the

video and multi- room

AUDIO

Even with both subs acive the

AV receiver with
7 x 140W and 4
x 50VV of power,
and HD audio
decoding

product of four years' R&D and

for both the analogue and digital

sound. The Enhanced Movie DSP

Made by:

the work of 40 of Yamaha's top

side is kept completely discrete in

modes use all eleven speaKers and

Yamaha

engineers. Fr
om this alone the

what Yamaha refers to as its Pure

both subs ard While the sound is no

near £ 5000 price tag looks like a

Ground DAC concept, and bitstream

longer ' purist', it offers an incredible

veritable bargain.

audio benefits from both a PPL

boost to the dyramic scale and

circuit and aVCXO digital clock to

near holographic imaging.

The name Z11 has significance
as this is the world's first 11.2

reduce jitter, particularly over the

channel amplifier. In essence

HDMI connection.

you have anormal 7.1- channel

Key to the Zll's abilities is its

Web: www.

is its Pure Di -ect mode, tu r
ning a

yamaha.com

complex, :multichannel behemoth

stereo pairs placed high and wide,

TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio

into a high-cuality stereo integrated

front and rear of the room, with

signals. Both can offer SACD/DVD-A

arrrp at the flick of aswitch. The

one additional pair of speakers

level resolution over eight channels.

natural, open character remains but
yet another layer of mist is removed.

placed higher and wider than the
asecond subwoofer, with ideal

.1 MUSICAL
POTENTIAL

placement at the front of the

Copland's

room, wide left and wide right.

Appalachian

Speaking from experience, this

Spring on

creates divorce-threatening levels

Dolby's own

of visJal carnage.

TrueHD demo

`Key to the Zi l's abilities is its highquality decoding of Dolby TrueHD
and DTS-HD Master Audio signals'

disc is proof pcsitive that the format

VERDICT

the seven main channels, and 50

has musical potential. Yamaha's

The complex Z11 is potent,

watts a piece to the additional

rendition is alive with detail and the

versatile, spectacularly well featured

four. You get upscaling of all

rich timbre of each instrument. The

and offers true high-fidelity sound in

video inputs to 1080p, four- zone

separation is sublime.

both multichannel and Pure Direct

multi- room, Ethernet networking
and the deepest, multi- layered
Graphic User Interface yet to

However the absolute peach on
the disc is the TrueHD recording of
Me' by Ramsey Lewis. The Z11

space shuttle.

treats this jazz standard with rare

connections are the 1.3a

stereo modes. It's simply the best
all-round AV amplifier to date.

They Can't Take That Away from

grace a product that wasn't a
The 4- in 2- out HDMI

01923 233166

important trick up the Z1 l's ports

high- quality decoding of Dolby

There's plenty of power to

Yamaha UK
Telephone:

But the last and perhaps most

configuratio:n with two additional

main stereo pair. You then require

Supplied by:

grace, offering: agloriously rich brass
section and crisply brushed snare

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output (< 1% THD. 8/4/2/1ohm:

2x180 W, 5x146W,7x130W/2x270W

that washes through the track. Her

Dynamic output (< 1% THD, 8/4/211ohnx)

235W 1400W / 540W

deep colour and auto-lipsync,

voice oozes out of the soundstage

Distortion,digitalim(OdBfs, lkHz/ZDkHz)

0.0007% / 0.0018%

but it is under the hood that the

virtually drippihg in warm honey to

Distortion, analogue ( 10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0008-0.018%

Z11 is most exciting. The chassis

envelop you in the lyrics.

Frequency response (20Hz-1001iHz)

+0.0dB to - 1.5dB

speciificat:oh with support for

itself uses an ultra- rigid Rahmen

True HD and DTS-HD movie

structure of H-shaped frames,

soundtracks are just as jaw-

which isolate various sections of

dropping. The Blu-ray of Pirates of

Digital jitter (48kHzj96kHz. 24- bit)

1520psec 1740psec

Resolution @ -100dR

±0.2dB

240W

YEARBOOK 2008 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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Premier Class

hi-finews

OUTSTANCING

PRODUCT

PS AUDIO POWER PLANT PREMIER (£ 1799)

No mere mains filter, the Power
Plant actively regenerates aclean
240V supply to tease the very best
from your equipment

T

he most surprising
thing about PS Audio's
new Premier mains
regenerator is how small

it is: less than half the height and
weight of the old P1000. And yet
it has arated continuous output
capability of 1.5kVA.
Whereas the P1000 had
massive heatsinks on either
flank, the Premier has much

lower than the source impedance of
atypical wall socket. Nor should the
Premier current- limit in normal use.
The Premier has aspecified dynamic
power delivery ( 0.5 secs) of 5000VA
in UK form, equivalent to almost 22A
at 325V ( the peak mains voltage
for 230Vrms). In other words, the
plug fuse should blow before the
Premier runs out of current. My
measurements confirm the Premier's
unimpeded current delivery, and

smaller ones, aided by apair of
cooling fans that, in normal use,

that the distortion of the sine output

are mostly stationary. Just one

waveform remains low up to 500W,

Multi Wave option is offered,
activated by the button on
the supplied remote. Output

the maximum power-draw tested.

voltage can be varied via asmall
potentiometer accessible via the
underside of the case ( and set to

To present the Premier with asevere
challenge in its ability to make an

230V for this test).
In addition to providing five
three- pin mains outlets, each
isolated to prevent the coupling
of mains interference generated
by the system components

SUPPÉ TO START WITH

audible difference, Ipartnered it
first with aKrell SACD Standard
player and FBI amplifier. This Krell
combination
sounds great
as is, and Krell

marginal further improvement.
Furthermore, powering the
FBI via the Premier redoubled the
improvements - and not only in the
louder, more dynamic parts of the
music. In the quiet instrumental
interplays of 'The Beautiful Galatea'.
from the same disc, there was an
enhanced sense of intimacy and
insight, and the acoustic space
was more clearly drawn with ' noise
off' being more apparent too. A
significant, subjective step closer to
the master-tape.
Swapping the FBI for apassive
pre and Musical Fidelity A5cr power
amplifier ( another tough customer
for the Premier to improve because
of its ' choke regulated' power

sockets which provide surge
protection. A DC trigger circuit
allows it to be switched on and

their power supplies, so it was by
no means certain that the Premier

VERDICT

off remotely, using aDC voltage
in the range 5-15 volts.

would elicit any improvement. But it
did - and how!

improve, by asignificant margin,
the sound even of much costlier

Ibegan by using it to power
the SACD Standard only. With the
Premier in circuit the sound was

source components and amplifiers.
By decoupling system performance

A new CleanWave feature,
adds aseries of higher frequencies
to the output waveform which are
claimed to degauss ( demagnetise)
magnetic materials in the
downstream equipment. The front
panel display shows acountdown
while CleanWave completes.
What exercises audio
pundits about all mains filters/
conditioners/regenerators is the

High power
capability mains
regenerator
Made by:
PS Audio
Supplied by:
Signature Audio
Systems
Telephone: 020
8480 3333
Web: www.
psaudio.com

'It was by no means certain that the
Premier would elicit any improvement
from the Krells. But it did — and how'

offers CAT5 and telephone in/out

accessible via the remote control,

FILE

supply) the Premier wrought
similar gains, as it did on arange of
different recordings.

products are
renowned for
having great

themselves, the Premier also

AUDIO

care lavished on

unquestionably more dynamic,
better separated and cleaner.

Tthe Premier has the ability to

from mains quality, it guarantees
best sound quality at all times.

Comparing sine output to
MultiVVave, Ipreferred the sine
option. Playing the SACD layer of
Suppé's Light Cavalry Overture
on Mercury, there was alittle
more rasp to the brass, the string

source impedance they present.
The Premier's output impedance

sound was crisper and there was
more ' air' to the image. Itried the
CleanWave process and, following

is specified as less than
0.015ohm, which is significantly

the few seconds taken to execute
the process, did think there was a

54 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I YEARBOOK 2008

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Prom Output

THD

THD + Noise

100W

0.39%

0.89%

200W

0.42%

0.92%

300W

0.43%

0.93%

400W

0.44%

0.95%

500W

0.43%

0.95%

YEARBOOK 2008
LOULJbPLAKER TEST

Poles Apart
LYNGDORF DP-1/BW-1 (
F2595/ £ 1395)

Danish dipoles complemented by compact
closed box woofers. Lyngdorf amps will
apply room correction too...

G

ilbert Briggs, who was
the famous founder

great success: extended and weighty
but also controlled and agile.

of Wharfedale and a

writer of many books

.1 RARE AUTHORITY

on audio half acentury ago,

The opeiing double- bass solo from

was afan of moving- coil dipole

'The Saga of Harrison Crabfeathers'

the human voice comtncingly and

speakers. That is, speakers using

on Brian Bromberg's Wood [
A440

place it in an equally persuasive

moving- coil drive units that are

Records] was conveyed with rare

natural recording acoustic. The

free to radiate from both the front

authority, with full weight to the

DP- 1delivered avoluptuously

and back of their diaphragms.

lowest rotes but no blurring on the

big soundstage and utter lack of

runs. Subsequent in- room response

lower midrange thickening - but

speakers have largely eschewed

measurements showed the bass

other speakers are

full- range dipoles because they

response to be maintained to 30Hz

to delineate the timbre

have to be large to achieve

before rolling off.

But designers of moving- coil

acceptable bass extension, the

2bEe

and dynamic of each

Secoid. the DP- 1is utterly lacking

voice, and the character

issue being cancellation of the

the midrange thickening which so

of the acoustic, with

front and rear output.

many box speakers exhibit to some

greater realism.

A glance at the Lyngdorf DP- 1

degree. It never called attention to

is enough to tell you that it is a

itself that way, which is one reason

VERDICT

dipole over the frequency range

it projects such aspacious, floaty

The DP -1is a brave attempt to

of its bass/mid driver, and that

stereo image. Listeners who love

break the moving-coil speaker

it is much too petite to operate

electrostatic dipoles may fall for the

mould, as is the

down to low bass frequencies.

DP- 1for this reason alone.

woofer with such ahigh crossover

This is where the partnering BW-1
woofer steps in, one per channel.
Although the DP- 1and BW-1
don't have to be used with

Jse

content with the tonal balance

resounding success but for what

FILE

dictated by RoomPerfect, which for

is effectively a £ 10,000 system,

Dipole main

But Ihave reservations. Iwasn't

my taste was a

each other or with Lyngdorf

little too upper-

amp.ification, this is clearly what's

mid forward.

intended. They were supplied for

As a result I

frequency. Cosmetically it is a

review with a Lyngdorf TDAI 2200
digital amplifier fitted with the

to the TDAI

RoomPerfect DSP room correction

2200's voicing

module, and an SDA 2175

control which provides aselection

including electronics and aworthy

analogue class D amplifier to act

of six preset EQ curves. Ialso wasn't

source component overall sound

as aslave driving the woofers.

entirely happy with the treble: first

quality is a little disappointing,

because the soft dome tweeter

especially if listeners : rave both

within the TDAI 2200, which

didn't always handle vocal sibilants

precision and insight.

first requires it to be hooked

cleanly; and second because Ifelt

up to a PC. Once the crossover

Icould sense the discontinuity

is ccnfigured. RoomPerfect is

in directivity between the dipole

evoked via the TDAI 2200 to

midrange and monopole treble.

configure the room correction

speaker plus
compact closed -

'The bass is agreat success:
extended and weighty but
also controlled and agile'

had to -esort

Crossover is performed digitally

AUDIO

of aseparate

My biggest concern, though,

filters, which involves placing

is that the ' flaaty' image brings

the supplied measurement

with it a slight but significant

box woofer
Made by:
Lyngdorf Audio
Telephone:
0845 262 2882
Web: www.
lyngdorf.com

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity (
SPI at 1m fo, 2.83Vrms input)

89d8

Impedance modulus minimax

3.8m @ 172Hz
28.1ohm © 34Hz

(20Hz-20kHz)

@ 50Hz / +49° @ 22Hz

microphone first at the listening

blunting of precision. One track

Impedance phase minfmax ( 201z-20kHz)

position and then at anumber of

that highlighted this was This

Frequency response error ( 400Hz-20kHz)

±2.7-dB I±.3.0dB

other locations through the room.

Endris Night' from the first AIX

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

t2.6dB

Records sampler. You know withir

LE/HF extension (- 5dB : ef 200Hz/10kHz)

51Hz / > 40kHz/>40kHz

THD 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz ( for 90d8SPL at 1m)

2.7%1 0.2%

Let's start with the good news
about the DP-1/BVV-1's subjective

seconds of this track beginning

performance. First, the bass is a

whether aspeaker can reproduce

YEARBOOK 2008
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Roger,

Clone
_Alone

hitinews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

ROGERS LS3/5A (£ 1495)

A classic BBC mini monitor arc
audiophile favourite is not only
revived but revitalised

F

The wocfer is EU sourced, too.' And

or all intents and
purposes, the

they're made in the UK.

most beloved of all

According to Bell, the voicing

loudspeakers, the

t•lei( best. Were Ihey too new?

AUDIO

Like the original, these w II gro

made it feasible. V/hittle observed

sweeter and ' looser' with age.

legendary BBC LS3/5A, was

that, ' Getting a response curve to

Devotees believe afew yea -s' usage

finished. Stalwart fans ssued

match the original LS3/5a's was

helps. But I'm confident of what I

FILE

Replic a of the

limited runs, but who dreamt that

quite easy, but getting the sound

heard,, though the review sample

classic two-way,

the speaker might reappear as a

was not, so a numder of drive unit

might have nad only 100 hours on

BBC monitor

commercial venture?

combinations were tried until we hit

them. Keb' Mo's voice had the same

on the woofer that sounded closest

text .ires, presence, character of the

to the original B110.'

mid- 1970s Rogers 115ohrr no.del,

Well, it has... sort of. The
hard-core purist audience will
moan that ' It air't an LS3/5A

Less problematic was the
crossover, which Whittle states ' is

Hester? Crystal clarity. Aretha? All

BBC badges/doesn't lave KEF

more or ess identical to the original

the power she can muster. Johnny

drivers'. That wasn't going to

-same order slopes. The inductors

Winter's guitar? Biting, fast, iquid

happen, because neither KEF

have slig -ity different values to

when it needed to Le.

nor Harbeth have any intention

allow for the differences in the drive

of putting back into production

units, and there . san extra bit of

VERDICT

the drivers needed to make the

resistance on the tweeter because

Running these in adozen

speaker. While the 1101m, bi-wire

the new tweeter is. more sensitive

permutation's, against 11 and

crossover could be replicated, and

than the T27.'

15olhm models, single- and

e

NAILED!

material sourced to complete the
product, the drivers were simply

Simply put,

no longer available.

they nailed it!

Thank goodness for lateral

Imaging

thinking. If voicing is the final

was

absolutely

International Ltd
Supplied by:
Royal Hi Fi
7elephone:
01628 820134

royalhifi@aol.
corn

'We could not believe what a
difference real Tygan made when
compared to asubstitute'

arbiter of acomponent's sound,

dentical - wide,

and if the drivers no longer

deep and virtually emulating a

bi-wired, there was an inescapable

exist, why not find sudstitutes

point source. Bass had that funky

ccnclusion: they not only succeeded

and then voice them so they're

bump, but Iswear they factored in

in cloning the LS3/5A, they made it

indistinguishable from the

atrace more control and extension.

go slightly louder and deepen. Ican

originals? Thanks to LS3/5A

Maximum SPLs? Measurements

say but one last thing: Iplaced an

wizards Andy Wh ttle and John

may dictate otherwise, but, wholly

order for a pair. '

Bell, Rogers has done just that.

subjectively, they seemed louder.

For four years, they laboured

Rogers

hsDobro the same twang. Carolyn

if it isn't 15ohml doesn't have

the cabinet and the Tygan grille

Made by:

It was an uncanny experience,

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

to recreate the crossover, source

playing them side- by- side. Far more

the finest cabinets and find Tygan

revealing would be a test in front

grille material. Bell sa d this was

of a pack of LS3/5A users who were

Sensitivity (
SPL at Im foi 2.83V rms , nout)

82.5dB

crucial: ' We couic not believe

not told tnat they were hearing a

Impedance modulus mlnlmax (
2014z-ZOkHz)

4.4ohm@ 20Hz

what adifference real Tygan

speaker without KEF drivers. Would

made: a grille coLldn't be voiced.'

they be ' fooled'? Ihave no doubt:

Narrowing down the choice of

24.3ohm @ 989Hz
Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-211F.Hz) — 29

44@

the same realistic voices, just as the

possible drivers they selected ' a

Beeb requires for on- site monitoring

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

highly- regarded 19mm soft dome

of voice; detail and warmth without

LF/HF extension ;-- 6413reT200Hzi 1OkHz)

tweeter with the Jsual Beeb

a shred of the clinical. My only

phase correction/protection plate.
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doubt? That Iwas hearing them at

2008

_

THD 100HlzilkHzflOkHz (
for 90d8SPL at 1m)

110e
57214z

±1.7d8
27.1kHz/26.4kHz
4.98 / C.2•É f0.3%
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Ebony
Concerto

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

JBL LS80 (£2400)

Harman introduces asubstantial horn-loadeo
floorstander with outstanding imaging

,I,

hese LS80 speakers are
just over one metre high

and weigh over 35kg
each. The veneered sides
and front are gently curved. The
high gloss ebony is abit dark for

e

TANGIBLE IMAGING

Here is abig-hearted loudspeaker,
with powerful bass, adeep, wide
and tangible scundstage, and oodles

my taste and as front, top and

of subtle detail. They are rot the
lowest coloratbn designs Ihave
ever heard, but have arich seductive

back are all in dark grey to black,
the speakers look quite sober.
Where the LS80 differs from

quality. OK, so the bass has ahint of
'thrum', and maybe the lows could
be atouch deeper for speakers

Breath You Take' and ' Wrapped
AroL n Your Finger', Sting's voice

most on the market is in tie

of this size. The sound is eeenly

was sympathetically handled; and

application of horn- loaded drive

balanced, and so grand and detail:ed
that this more than compensates.
Maybe to so -ne listeners tiey will

while instruments were clear and

units for both tweeter and supertweeter. The tweeter utilises a2in
pure titanium compressicri driver
with diamond' pleated surround
and Neodymium Ferrite Boron
(NFB) magnet. Surprisingly, this is
used only down to 2.5kHz.
The bi-radial horn looks quite
unlike anormal tweeter, with
its plastic lips protruding, Mick
Jagger like, from the front baffle.
To extend the treble abi:ne this
tweeter to beyond the audible

even seem s
laidback.
The LS80s were very competent
with all kinds of material. They can t
transform a -ubbishy sound, but
don't make mincemeat out of minor
imperfections - like the backg -ould
hiss found with older recordings
-and can make afine fist of better
quality DVDs.
For instance,
playing Simon

precise, the sound never became
harsh or fatiguing. The bass was
maybe rDt the quickest Ihave
heard, but rich and powerful and
drove the music alonc very well.

a-e -elatively unfussy when it cor-es

super-tweeter with apolyester
diaphragm ring radiator, which

reunion concert
reproduced

takes over at around 7kHz.

the sounds of a
big venue, the guitars, voices and
piano, very convincingly. And the

to prog -amme mater al. A slightly

intrinsic clarity and detail of the
LS80 speakers communicated the

from my overall enjoment. And I
loved the translucency through the

live event in an entirely eijoyablE

midrange and treble. O
D

cast aluminium chassis. Rather
than run these both over the
full range to the compression
unit, which would cause Dhase
cancellation problems, the
crossover is what JBL describes
as staggered', which means two
low- ass filter frequencies, one at
400--iz and the other at 2.5kHz,
making this athree-way design.
The curved grille covers about
two-thirds of the front and is held
in place by small metal pins. A
whopping 90mm flared rear port
lets the bass waft out, and two
sets of terminals allow bi-wiring.

loudspeaker with
horn tweeters
Made by:
JBL, Harman

Telephone:
01707 278100
Web: www.jbl.
corn

'The LS80s were very competent with
all kinds of material, including popular,
rock, jazz and classical music'

and Garfunkle's

The two woofers are both
paper- pulp coned units vi,ith a

FILE

Floorstanding

Consumer Group

VERDICT
JBL's LS80 offers arich and detailed
peesentation with fine sterec ant
abig, deep wide soundstage. They

range ( aclaimed 40kHz), JBL has
added another bi-radial horn, a

Old Friends

AUDIO

too resonant bass did not detract

manner, with , uicy, full bass to
deliver the kick bass drum well.
Playing an old DG recording
of Dvorak's enchanting Slavonic
Dances, there was alovely spread of
sound, lush. fluid and transparent.

HI- Fl NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity- meanlIECimusicISPL at lm for 2.83Vrms)

89.8/87.6/86.3dB

Impedance modulus minlmax (201-1z-20kkb)

5.7ohn g8.6kHz

These pieces lilted and jogged along
beautifully. Horns and woodwind

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-61° g 2.8kHz

had alovely cear tone amd the
strings were transparently detailed

Pair matching (
200Hz-201(1-1z)

and smooth.
With Synchronicity from The
Police, and tracks such as ' Every

28ohm k»2.3kHz

29° g 5411z
t3.8dB

LF/FIF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz/10KHz)

51Hz / 40kHz

THD 1001441kHz/10kHz (for 90dB SL at Tm)

0.3% ¡ 0.2% I0.3%
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Dial M for
Magic

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

SONUS FABER CREMONA M (£5394)

Extensive revisions to the Italian brand's floorstander
have resulted in the Cremona M

S

onus taiber's Cremona
M was preceded by

150mm mid driver and two 180mm

big band,

aluminium/magnesium alloy cone

early Man

more fanfare from the

drivers - to trouble one's fillings.

with wailing

distrit utor than any

speaker in the brand's history. So
it had to be scmething special.

guitar breaks,
A RARE COHESION

a bunch of

Roy Wood, now having access to

(Moby) Grape,

the master tapes, has been involved

some Foo

the Memento, and the teensy

with the Move's reissue program.

Fighters and

Cremona Auditor Elipsa waits in

Their majestic pop and rock, from

Kings of Leon.

the wings. Iwasn't quite Sonus

cabaret to ' 50s retro to heavy metal,

faber'd out, but felt abreak was

always exhibited both intelligence

McIntosh
and Quad

Of late, Ihad played with

Both the

needed. Yet once Imanhandled

and craft, while layering the sound

the 225x430x1090mm (wdh),

was aspecialty. What better litmus

amplifiers

711.kg per pair beauties into place.

test could there be than an epic

were able to drive the

like ' Don't Make My Baby Blue'? Or

Cremona Ms to realistic

`Cherry Blossom Clinic'?

levels regardless of te

Icould have kicxed myself.
Using Yter cable - which I
believe is used inside the M - I

With all that studio jiggery-

material, and the lower

hooked up the speakers in turn

pokery and multi-tracking, one

registers, whether derived

to the McIntosh MC2102/C2200

could assume that sheer artifice

from strings, keyboards or drums,

and Quad 99 CDP II/II-eighty

would undermine the listening

were solid, palpable and controlled.

combinations. Jused the Nagra

experience. But the Cremona Ms,

CDP and Chord Red Reference CD

because they simply treat the signal

VERDICT

AUDIO

players as sources. Severe toe- in

with equanimity, presented this

This model from Sonus faber's

FILE

was adhered to as per the Sonus

disarmingly complex material with a

middle range offers so much that

Three-way

faber tradition.

rare cohesion.

Familiarity doesn't always

The mass

breed contempt: it was like

harmonies,

renewing old friendships, the

which would

floorstanding

'Solid, palpable, controlled
in the most convincing and
realistic manner'

str ng grilles, leather baffles, lute -

become Wood's

shaped enclosures and better-

trademark

than- most- fine-furniture finish

with his solo

making me wonder how anyone

releases, approach the best of

it dispels any need to spend more.

could resist these. But the sound

religious recordings, with the clarity

Gorgeous, robust and grand, it does

is what will sell them, because the

and detail complemented by a

justice to huge work, delicate and

Cremona M is instantly inviting.

wholeness that made me think of

detailed. My speaker of the year. '

Familiarity is th.e overriding

finely woven cloth.

characteristic. There is no learning
curve with the Cremona M.

Other period studio works also
took on a new sheen and greater

I'm guessing the review pair
had been run in, because nothing

presence - the Four Seasons' Walk
Like A Man' had such thunderous

changed over a month's use. They

mass that the drum and bass

we -e both controlled and relaxed

masquerading as thudding footsteps

as required, fas: and sharp thanks

were revealed as no AM radio

to the 25mm utra-dynamic ring

ever could. One powerhouse track

Telephone:
020 8971 3909
Web: www.
sonusfaber.com

B9d8

impedance modulus minima (
20-1z-20kHz)

2.3olem @ 114Hz
11.1chm

Impedance phase mintmax (
20Hz-2.0kHz)

followed another in marathon
sessions: acluster of recent bols

IF/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz110kHz)

it's mass you require, this system

Holland CDs that demonstrated

moves enough air - thanks to the

THD 100HelkHz110kHz

the M's finesse with both piano and

If

90dB SPL

120HZ

, -SO.@ 70Hz
28°

radiator driver that features in

YEARBOOK 2008

Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds

Sensitivity (
SPL at lm for 2.83V rms hput)

the company's ': op models. And if

J

Made by: Sonus
faber

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

Pair matching (
200Hz-20khz)
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loudspeaker

1.5kHz

2c8

e 1m)

47-Iz >40kHz
0.4%
-

.! 1.1%1 0.3%
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Gods' Temple
SILTECH PANTHEON (£ 65,000)

Dutch cable maker Siltech has d-yersified into high- end
loudspeakers, starting with this awe-inspiring two- box
system, designed w.th the aid of computer modelling

S

iltech may be best known
as acable manufacturer
but it already has .a track
record of branching

but my measffements told a

minutely

somewhat different story: of a
prominent peak at 40Hz, about

detailed

8dB above the 100Hz level, and a

out, in spectacular style, into

shallow dip in tie upper bass from

other product areas. Now from
the Dutch company comes a

about 60 to 150Hz. Not that the
Pantheon displayed aone lote or
boomy bass, as this might imply. Or

but less
spacious,
less
weighty
-and hence less able
to teleport you back

statement loudspeaker design,
the Pantheon, with aprice tag of

the contrary, it played bass melodies

£65,000. The engineerin.g is novel
and the production run limited:
only 39 pairs will ever be made.

with aclarity and alacrity that eludes
most other speakers.
Another thing Iadmired abcut

But the Pantheon is interded
to spin out arange of more

the Pantheon was the inertness of

ever heard it, with great control and

its substantial bass and midrange
enclosures. This speaker is extremely

insight - showing how the Pantheon
could charm and disappoint within

affordable speakers incorporatilg

heavy ( bass cabinet 110ko,

40- plus years to the
recording studio. But
'Three To Get Ready', the
next track, was as convincing as I've

and much of that weight has clearly
been put to good use in respect

unconventional design in many

of enclosure stiffness. Thee was

Ifound the Pantheons an enigma:
great in parts but not sufficiently

respects. Apart from its sheer size
(it's 1590mm tall, 550m -nwide

never ahint of the cabinet ' bloom'
that most box speakers display

well-rounded to deliver a' life changing' experience. However,

and 490mm deep) the fi -st thing

somewhere in the lower midraige,
which means

when the speakers were returned,

about it that catches your eye is

way loudspeaker

midrange/treble head unit 35kg)

with cone bass

VERDICT

and mid drivers
and electrostatic
panel HF unit
Made by:
Siltech BI
Distributed by:
J.E Sugden

But inside, hidden from view,
is asecond driver, operating
in parallel with the first'

the curved electrostatic panel
mounted atop the midrange

the Pantheoms

enclosure, which can be tilted
to point its axis directly at the

image that really
does appear to.

listener's head. Supporting the
treble panel and compliantly
isolated from the bass enclosure
beneath it, the large midrange
enclosure carries a 150norn

hang in space
independently of
the speakers themselves.
That said, Iwas not able to

it emerged that the crossovers were
incorrect due to adesicn software

coax from them the sheer scale of

error. So today's Pantheon may

moving coil driver built to
Siltech's specification by Audio

soundstage that I'm used : o hearing.
This at least -Las something to do

experienced. If it now combines its

Technology. Interesting design

with the lack o upper bass output

features here include adecoupled

I've already described, and an overall

driver magnet structure, to
prevent direct coupling of

mid-forward tonal balance which
accentuates detail but denudes the

vibration to the front baffle.
From the outside the bass

sound of some warmth and scale.

enclosure looks conventional

create astereo

BRUBECK ENIGMA

FILE

Two- box three-

the same recording.

some of the same technologies..
The extensive computer
modelling used in the Paltheon's
development has produced an

AUDIO

Telephone:
01924 404088
Web: www.
siltech.com

be very different fronn tie one I
obvious strengths into aconsistent,
musically satisfying whole, it will be
avery fine speaker indeed. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

save for its gently curved side
panels and the fact that it's on

The SACO release of the Dave
Brubeck Quartet's ' Take Five'

Sensitivity ( SPL at 1m for 2.33Vrms input)

88dB

Impedance modulus min/max

2.5ohm @ 44Hz

steroids, with amassive 380mm
bass driver, also from Audio
Technology. But inside is asecond

on Time Out [
Columbia/Legacy]

(20Hz-20kHz)

15.0ohm @ 3.5kHz

provided acase in point. When a
system is really singing this has abig,
big drum sound, with Joe Morello's

Impedance phase min/max (20Hz-20kHz)

-sr @ 10.2kHz/+32°@1.9kHz

Frequency response error ( 400Hz-20kHz)

t.3.5dB

Pair matching 2.00Hz-20kHz)

±2.9dB

driver, operating in paraqe1
with the first in an isobaric
arrangement. An underdamped

kit towards the left and Paul

bass reflex alignment is claimed

Via the Pantheons the track was

Desmond's breathy sax centre-stage.

f

± 3.6dB

LF/HIF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz/10kHz)

24Hz I > 40kHz!>40kHz

THD 100HzflkHz/10kHz (
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.3% / 0.2% I<0j%
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Fly me to
the Muon

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

KEF MUON (
E70,000)

KEF's statement floorstander is ashining
obelisk to the art of loudspeaker design

N

umbers for the Muon
are impressive even
before you get to its

£70,000 price tag
(per pair). It stands 2m tall,
weighs 115kg, has eight drivers
-nine if you separate the Uni Q
drive unit into its cone midrange
and dome tweeter sections - and
incorporates amassive four-way
crossover including impedance
correction elements, distributed

way to emploit improvements made
to the retised 165mm Uni Q driver.
As in preuious Uni Qs, this comprises
adome tweeter, now with avented
titanium diaphragm, mounted
coaxially in the centre of amidrange
cone driver, where the dust cap or
phase plug would normally be, to
form acaincident driver pair.
Directivity of the two drivers

is

O

this hi-tech recipe has been coDked
with consummate skill and care.

is the same at crossover, thereby

AUDIO

FILE

Floorstanding

avoiding the step- change in off- axis
output that often occurs in speakers
with separate mid and treble drivers.
Their coincidence also prevents the
off- axis loping that can occur when

VERDICT

mere sailboats to the streaml ned

option

ever, from the moment you set
eyes on it.
KEF has taken the

some types of crossover are applied
to non- coincident drive units.

super-yacht that is the Muon. As
much elegant architecture as

supplied by:

state-of-the-art loudspeaker, the

KEF Audio ( UK)

opportunities afforded by
aluminium superforming to
create acabinet which is not

.1 ALL YOU'D EXPECT

Muon is destined for residenc2 in
capacious, high-ceilinged rooms

Telephone:

across two large circuit boards. TD
describe it as astatement product
is superfluous: it shouts its intent
to be the best KEF loudspeaker

only aesthetically arresting but
also structurally and acoustically
superior to aconventional box
cabinet. The gently curved
back panels add stiffness, while
the pronounced waisting of

A problem with all loudspeakers
having prodigious bass capability
is how to prevent room modes
clouding and colouring the low
frequency
output. KEF has
addressec this
in the Muon

driver speaker
with aluminium
cabinet and
cardioid bass

Made and

01622 672261

populated with sinilarly high-end
sources and ampli -ication. StLrning
to behold and no less captivati -ig to

Web:
www.ketcom

'KEF kills two birds with one stone by
bonding to the cabinet walls porous
bags of activated carbon'

the cabinet around the upper

by placing two

midrange and Uni Q drivers serves
to control diffraction effects.

of the six Pass
drivers on the
rear of the cabinet, which can be

Aluminium is agood
loudspeaker cabinet material
in terms of stiffness but not in

used to create an optional cardioid

respect of self- damping, so over

will probably depend on room and

much of the interior KEF kills two

system circumstances as well as
individual taste. In our listening we

birds with one stone by bonding
to the cabinet walls porous bags

four-way, eight-

Throughout its 47- year history, KEF
has produced aseries of Reference
flagship speakers, but these were

LE directivity pattern. Preference

hear, the Muon sets new standards
in the neutral and yet unmistakably
tuneful and emotive reproduct on of
music, regardless of its colour , creed
or genre. '

of activated carbon that exploit

found tha: cardioid mode removed
some upper- bass thickening in KEF's

its ACE ( acoustical compliance

listening room and made the bass

enhancement) technology. These
dampen cabinet vibrations and

more tuneful overall, but it also
lessened bass weight and warmth.

Sensitivity (
SPL at 1m for 2.83Vrms inpul
Impedance modulus min/max

3.2ohm @ 18.9kHz

increase the apparent internal
volume of the cabinet by a

All told, the Muon is everything
you woulc expect and hope a

(20Hz-20kHz)

27.2ohm @ 2.3kHz

factor of two. Another familiar
KEF technique, compliant driver
mounting, is used to suppress

statement KEF loudspeaker to be.
Its visual impact is unquestionable,
yet that striking aluminium cabinet's

cabinet output still further.

beauty is more than skin deep. Our
listening impressions bear out that

The Muon was conceived as a

60
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L89d.13

Impedance phase min/max (
20Hz-20kHz) - 50° @ 4.8kHz1+40.@ 1.8kHz
Frequency response error ( 200Hz-20kHz) ± 2.4dB
LF extension (- 6dB re. 200Hz)

33Hz

HF extension (- 6dB re. 10kHz)

>411<Hz

THD100Hz/1kHz/10kHz (
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.2% / 0.2% / 0.1%

Aral
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Flying high
hi-finews

AUDIO-TECHNICA ATH-W1000 (£ 400)

Audio-Technica's high- end cans come
with wings, so is this areal high-flier?

T

here are various things
which make AudioTechnica's range of
full-size audiophile

COPPE'D

good pair of room loudspeakers.

N.

Take alook at AT's UK website
and you'll find no mention there yet
of the ATH-W1000. Comfortably the

headphones distinctive from
its competitors'. Most obvious,

most expensive of the company's
audiophile headphone range at an

because you can see it, is the
self-adjusting 3D Wing Support
device that replaces the usual

SRP of £ 400, it replaces the previous
ATH-W100. Externally it looks

adjustable headbar d. Sprouting
from the top of each capsule, this

for the capsules' red- brown wooden
covers which declare this to be a

comprises ashort, spring- loaded

closed- back design.
Audio Techmica, it seems, is
wedded to neither open- back nor

arm at the far end of which is a
pivoting pad that rests against the
side pf the head, alittle above the
ear. These two pads carry the full
weight of the ' phomes, lifting the
heac band free of the scalp where

broadly similar to the AD700 but

closed- back configurations, its range
comprising afixture of the two.

WOOD WORKS

it applies agentle clamping force

Having been less than enamoured

to press the circumaural earpads
into place against the head. I

recently of Grado's use of wood in

find this arrangement to be a
lot more comfortable than the
conventional headband.
Tie other thing that makes
Audio Technica headphones

the GS1000 [ see HFN, April ' 08], I
must say that the W1000 makes an
altogether mc re stylish use of the
material - although it is so superbly
finished that, like the wood trim
in some luxury

There really is an 'AT sound' that

cars, you might
mistakenly think

distinguishes them from AKGs,
Grados, Sennheisers, etc and you

it's plastic.
Of course the

can see why in their frequency
responses. Whereas both Grados

first thing Idid

different is their tonal balance.

I've measured, for instance,
have asharply lifted output in
the presence banc from about
1to 5kHz - which gifts them an

on almost
any
classica music,
particularly over the course of
extended listening, the AD700 is
more convincing as aresult.

AUDIO

FILE

Circumaural
closed- back
dynamic
headphone

VERDICT
Up against the range-topping

Made by: Audio

Sennhe ser HD650 and Grado

Technica

GS1000, the'W1000 offers aviable,
distinct alternative. More open

Distributed by:
Audio-Technica

by nature than the somewhat

Ltd ( UK)

thickened and enclosed- sounding
HD650, it nevertheless lacks
something o the SennheiSer's
preciseiy me:ered, and ocdly
compelling, delivery.
Aciainst the GS1000 it sounds

Telephone:
0113 277 1441
Web: www.audiotechnica.com

almost Deticent as the Grado

'The other thing that makes
Audio Technica headphones
different is their tonal balance'

was compare
the W1000s to the AD700s. What
Iwas hoping to hear was the

upfront, overtly detailed sound

spacious, creamy smooth sound of
the AD700 but with alittle more
detail contributed by the W1000's

-both the ATH-AD700 and the
ATR-VV1000 on review here are
more reticent in this region.

notched- up presence band output.
What Igot was somewhat
different. The W1000 does indeed

This gives them asmoother, less

add alittle more analysis so that
voices and violins, for instance, are

etched, less ' hi-fi' quality.
As I've explained before in

dikeep-A"-",:év.

alittle more realistically defined.
But the AD700's stock in trade - a

declaims its hi res credentials at
every opporunity. But like aTV with
the trichtness turned up, the brash
Grado rapidly becomes wearing
whereas the less insistent W1000
repays longer acquaintance. '

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
SensIthaty (
SPL at lkHz for 1Vrms inbut)

117dB

Impedance modulus mm/max

37.4ohe

44.1ohm

(20hz 20kHz)

@ 6.1kHz

@ 96Hz

:5.7dB

these pages, which approach is
'right' is acontroversial issue,

spatially and dynamically big sound

complicated by the fact that we

that is so unusual from headphones

Capxule matching (100Hz-10kHz)

each experience headphones
sormewhat differently. But to

-is not aW1000 forté.
Compared to most other

Isolation (
3rd-octave smoothed 100Hz-20kHz)

13.5dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

38Hz

my ears the AT sound is clearly
more natural and more closely

headphones ' twould not seem
lacking here but squared up to its

THD 100Hzi1kHz (
for 90dB SPL)

0. 1%

lesser sibling it falls short. Indeed,

Weight (
inc cable and 0.25in conner tor)

418g

resembles what you hear from a

f

0. 1%

<0.1%
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ked

ho/burn

01224 585713
F 01224 584194

T 0141 332 4707
F 0141 332 0122

441 Holburn Street
Aberdeen AB10 7GU

135 Gt Western Road
Glasgow G4 9AH

PERFORMANCE BUILT TO LAST

glasgow
PERFORMANCE BUILT TO LAST

www.holburnhifi.co.uk

www.glasgowaudio.com

"I heard this great sound! It made my heart race and the hairs on the back of my neck stand up."
Come and feel the music in one of our demonstration rooms.
*Ex Display

Was

Now * Ex Display

CD Players / CD- R Recorders / Hard Disc Recorders
Cyrus CD8x CD Player ( silver and black)
Densen 8410 CD Player ( albino, black)
*Densen B420 CD Player ( albino)
*Harman/Kardon HD970 CD Player ( silver)
Amplifiers

1000.00
549.00
1000.00
890.00
1400.00. . 1200.00
350.00

275.00

*Arcam FMJ P7 7- Channel Power Amplifier ( black) .. 2900.00....1900.00
*Classé CAP 2100 Integrated Amplifier ( silver)
3950.00 . 2950.00
Densen B340 Power Amplifier Four x60w ( black) 1800.00....1400.00
*Densen B110 Amplifier ( silver)
1000.00
800.00
*Densen B200 Pre Amplifier ( black)
1000.00
875.00
*Densen B250 Pre Amplifier ( black)
*Densen 8310 80w Power Amplifier ( black)
*Densen B320 100w Power Amplifier ( black)
*Densen B330 120w Power Amplifier ( albino)
*Harman/Kardon HK970 Integrated Amp ( black)
*Meridian GO2 Pre Amplifier ( silver)
*Meridian G56 Power Amplifier ( silver)
Loudspeakers

3000.00..2500.00
1200.00..1050.00
1800.00..1550.00
3000.00..2500.00
350.00
275.00
1750.00
995.00
1495.00
995.00

*Pioneer SX-1E Loudspeakers
*Dynaudio Audience 42 Loudspeakers ( cherry)
*Dynaudio Audience 52 Loudspeakers ( cherry)
DVD Players

4500.00. .. 3500.00
400.00
325.00
650.00
495.00

*Arcam Diva DV135 DVD Player HDMI
*Arcam Diva DV137 DVD Player HDMI
*Yamaha DVD-S2700 ( silver)
*Meridian G98DH DVD Player ( silver)
AV Amplifiers, Receivers Et Processors

450.00
900.00
999.95
3350.00.

*Harman Kardon AVR 745 ( silver)
*Arcam Diva AVR300 ( silver)
*Arcam Diva AVR280 ( silver)
Arcam Diva AVR350 ( silver/black)
*Arcam FMJ AV9 Processor ( black)

1700.00
995.00
1335.00
750.00
900.00
499.00
1200.00
599.00
3750.00....2450.00

*Meridian G68ADVS Surround Controller ( silver)
Sub Woofers

4995.00....2495.00

*BEtW ASW-750 Active Sub ( walnut)

350.00
599.00
379.00
1995.00

Was

Now

CD Players / CD- R Recorders / Hard Disc Recorders
*Arcam Diva CD73 CD Player ( silver).
450.00 .... 295.00
Cyrus CD8x CD Player ( silver and black)
1000.00
549.00
*Classé CDP 202 CD Player ( silver)

4750.00....3500.00

*Classé CDP 300 CD Player ( silver)
Amplifiers

7950.00....6750.00

*Chord CPM 2600 Integrated Amplifier ( silver)

3500.00....2450.00

*Chord SPM 1200C Power Amplifier ( silver)
4800.00....3250.00
*Classé CAP 2100 Integrated Amplifier ( silver)
3950.00....2950.00
Densen B340 Power Amplifier Four x60w ( black) 1800.00....1400.00
Loudspeakers
*Dynaudio Audience 42 Loudspeakers ( cherry)

400.00

325.00

*Dynaudio Audience 52 Loudspeakers ( cherry)
*Dynaudio Audience 725E ( cherry)
*Kef iQ5 SE Loudspeaker(maple)
*Kef iQ7 SE Loudspeaker ( maple)

650.00
495.00
1750.00....1450.00
400.00
275.00
599.00
379.00

*Meridian DSP33 Digital Active ( black)
*Meridian M33 Active ( black)
DVD Players

2595.00....1495.00
1560.00
995.00

*Arcam Diva DV137 DVD Player ( silver and black)

900.00

495.00

*Arcam Diva DV135 DVD Player ( silver and black)
AV Amplifiers, Receivers Et Processors

700.00

345.00

*Arcam Diva AVR300 ( silver)
*Arcam Diva AVR280 ( silver)
Arcam Diva AVR350 ( silver/black)
*Classé SS 600 Processor ( silver)
*Yamaha RX-V2700 ( silver)
*Yamaha DSP-AX861SE ( titanium)
*Yamaha RXV-559 DAB ( titanium)

1335.00
650.00
900.00
499.00
1200.00
599.00
5050.00....4635.00
1000.00
650.00
699.00
325.00
499.95
285.00

*Harman Kardon AVR 645
Mains Conditioning

1100.00

*Isol8 Sub Station 2 ( silver)

2300.00....1495.00

699.00

£ 1200.00....E800.00

Wadia 170iTransport

Cyrus SE Players

Now On Demonstration

accessory SHOP
HIGH PERFORMANCE HI-FI & HOME THEATRE CABLES 8ACCESSORIES

Now On Demonstration

I

Buy these and other offers on linelat
www.avaccessoryshop.co.uk
445 Holburn Street Aberdeen AB10 7GU Tel 01224 585771

CD Players IBtu- ray IAmplifiers ISpeakers IPlasma ILCD IProjectors
Major Credit Cards Accepted IInterest Free Credit Available on selected items subject to status
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Planar Sailing

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

PLANAR PD8150 (£ 4500)

A new brand with an impressive
pedigree looks set to shake up
the status quo in high- end
home cinema projection

L

ooking for all the world
like ahuge crouching

colour and detail

beetle, the gloss- black

regimes, is

PD8150 is one of two

achieved within a

enhancement

AUDIO

single- chip 1080p DLP projectors

Planar- customised

to emerge from Planar's

Gennum GF9450. Ideally, B u- ray and

impressive engineering facility in

HD DVD owners should select tie

Up (
Blu-ray) also

Oregon, US. The shapely carapace

native ( Dixel-to-pixel) mapping from

grain added to remind us that we

FILE

is sealed against any spurious

Planar's aspect meiu as there will De

are watching atongue-in-cheek

Full HD projector

light leakage down to 50% of

no de- interlacing car scali -ig artefact;

dccumentary, esDecially obvious

its nominal black level output,

from a 1080p input.

&ring the inclement weather of

with 1x0.95in
1080p DarkChip3
DMD. Contrast

that conceals all its cabling.

as an artificial

the final surfing contest. Other

features auto ceiling- mount
detection and adetachable ' boot'

The animated feature, Surf's

PLANAR SPEAICING

rated at 15000:1

animated rnovies, Cars being a

With its various Adaptive Contrast

prime example, positively glow with

and DynamicBlack options engaged

noise-free cetail and solid hues that

substantial for asub-E5k projector

this projector delivers the archetypal

pack an almost visceral punch.

and offer a 1.85-2.4 throw ratio

bubbly, colourful and puichy images

(1.56-1.86 with the optional

associated with the best 1080p

short-throw lens), but both zoom

DLP implemertations. Any so-called

and focus are manual operation

rainbow flashes are hugely reduced

PD8150, its superb contrast

only, I'm afraid. Still, at least the

by the 6x frame rate colou -wheel

bringing a-.
hree-dimensional depth

The all- glass optics are

±15% horizontal and + 120/-50%

and precise synchnonisatioi of !both

vertical lens shift mechanisms

DynarricBlack

allow the PD8150 to be sited

and Unishape

substantially off- axis.

technologies.

The light engine uses the
same Unishape lamp waveform

You could easily
be footed into

technology described for SIM2's

believi -ig you

D8OE [ see p64] but with abeefier

were viewing a

230W high pressure mercury

three- chipper!

lamp. A 180W economy mode

Supplied by:
CSE Solutions Ltd

The gloomy outlook proposed

by the fina ll Blade Runner cut
is movingly reproduced by the

Telephone:
01423 359054

to the perpetual night-time scenes.

Web:
www.planar.com

'The dirty fleshtones, grey pails of
smoke and battered vehicles were all
etched in discomforting detail'

Film noise or grain can De fairly

VERDICT
Despite its lack of motorised zoom
and focus, the PD8150 remains

doubles the life- expectancy of the

obvious, depending on content,

lamp from 2000 hours to 4000

but the advanced subset of Planar's

highly versatile Jvith extensive

hours. Sealed, user- replaceable

Noise Reduct on menu allows very

video processing options, decent

lamps are offered at £ 399 from

fine tuning of this. facet of its image

brightness, huge contrast, vivid

distributors, CSE.

quality. With digital NR disabled,

colours and adynamic image quality

the film grain of Black Hawk Down

t-iat ranks it up with the must- see'

PD8150 with afabulously

(Blu-ray) lends the movie acritty

Full HD single- chippers. '

comprehensive set-up facility.

appearance that's wholly n keeping

Take adeep breath, hit the ' menu'

with the grim but resonantly topical

Planar has equipped its

Made by:
Planar Systems

key on its IR remote and don't

nature of the movie's content. The

panic because the PD8150 is one

dirty feshtores, grey palls of smcke

of the very few projectors I've

and battered vehcles are etched

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Colour Temperature (
Calibrated)

60K
11.5fL

reviewed that's almost perfectly

in detail and counterpointed, on

Reflected brightness @ 5m

calibrated when defaulted to its

occasion, by the richer hues of red

Reflected contrast (
0-100IRE window) >5000:1

factory settings.
Video processing, including

and o-ange from fires and exploding

Direct contrast through-the-lens @ 1m

9005:1

ordnance. Few pnojectors will take

2.2

picture- in- picture plus a raft of

you to the seat of the action as

Gamma

noise reduction, sharpness and

vividly as the PD8150.

Fan Noise (
A-wfd, 20Hz-20kHz @ 1-n)

33dBA
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The Domino Effect
SIM2 DOMINO D8OE (£4500)

Full HD performance impossible a
few years ago is now within the reach
of agrowing band of home cinema
enthusiasts. SIM2 lights the path

S

ingle chip 1080p DLP
projectors have tumbled

the candles in the form of

in pr .ce over tie ast

adjustment, complete with

year or so, ard not just

test patterns.

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

motorised zoom and focus

because the likes of Marantz and

Animated movies are always

SIM2 are locked into a head -

gigg LATEX, MAKE UP, ACTION!

agood test of colour purity and

to- head battle. In practice, all

Driven with native 1080p Blu-ray

saturation and Disney's Ratatouille

champions of TI's DU? technology

content cver HDMI, the SIM2 D8OE

is atextbook exponent. The soft,

are competing against a rash of

proved capable of delivering atruly

downy texture of the rodent hair

'three chip' 1080p LCD projectors
at or below the E5000 mice

exceptior al performance, as Planet
of the Apes served to demonstrate.

ensures the little critters look

point. But for many cineasts

Scenes shot in the night time ape

there's no suostitute for the

livery of the restaurant is revealed

en:camprrent and within the bowels

in wonderful counterpoint to the

dynamic image quality delivered
by a DLP display.

of the ruimed Oberon spaceship are

rustic functionality of the kitchen.

sti Ibest appreciated in a blacked -

Bigger projectors like SIM2's

The ' E' in D8OE incicates

out room, if fine contrasting detail is

own HT5000 [
HFN, Nov ' 07] will

not to be lost in the darker recesses

deliver amore dramatic and three-

model that's not hinted a: by

of the image. In this respect, the

dimensional image than the D8OE

the unassuming and highly

D8OE is really no different from the

compact 35Cx173x318mm ( whd)

but, by never over- stretching itself,

Marantz VP- 15S1. It is, however,

moulded enc osure. Numerous

perceptibly sharper, crisper and

the little box reliably casts acannily
well-balanced, acutely detailed,

key technologies combine inside

mere dynamic in tone despite

colourful and impactful image. It's

to squeeze the very best from
TI's 0.95in DarkChip3 DLP chip,

offering the same 1920x1080 pixel
resolution.

ideal for the compact home cinema.

includ:ng the ' Brilliant.Color'

The glisteming
fleshtones,

and secondary colour segments

even those

designed to extend the colour

composed

gamut while also improvirg

entirely of latex

overall brightness. The folded

and make-up,

'Alphapath' light engine del vers

portrayed asoft and realistic texture

VERDICT

that contrasted with the glint of

The combination of its colour

sunilight reflecting off the hard and

lamp driver adapts the light

management software,

ecloy surfaces of the apes' armour.
The def nition in these images

i
riproving both contrast and
colour resolution.
SIM2's own Live Colors

1080p DarkChip3
DMD. Contrast
rated at > 4500:1
Made by: SIM2
Multimedia Spa
Supplied by:
SIM2 UK
Telephone:
01825 750850
Web:
www.sim2.co.uk

'The ` Unishape lamp driver adapts
light output to image content, improving
both contrast and colour resolution'

the pe -formamce of a "ar lor ger
assembly white the ' Unishape'
output to image content,

FILE

Full HD projector
with 1x0,95 in

appropriately cute while the rich

an evolution over the ,older

colour wheel with its prima -y

AUDIO

was superb, improving the impact of

BrilliantColor wheel and Unishape
lamp technology is clearly a boost
to performance, ensuring the D8OE

blacks and contrasting edge- detail

offers more than ataste of SIM2's

without skewing the movie's colour

top- of-the- line Full HD projectors.

Management software is the icing

cast. Similarly, any susceptibility

on the cake, providing exquisite

to ' rainbow flicker' is also further

control over the colour gamut,

reduced by the ' shaped' output of

greyscale and white point of the

its proprietary light engine. Even

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

projected image. This face: of the

brighter- looking films, including

Colour Temperature (
Calibrated)

setup menu is just about the most

Casino Royale, look stunning

Reflected brightness @ 5m

10.3f L

comprehensive I've encountered

thrcugh the D8OE - the beach

Reflected contrast (
0-100IRE window)

2200:1

Direct contrast through-the-lens @ 1m

3120:1

and yet its operation is far more

scenes from Nassau are as vivid

transparent than basic high/low

and polished as you could wish for

RGB gain adjustments. If this is

without exaggerating any residual
film grain.

the icing then SIM2 also provides
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6800K

Gamma

2.1

Fan Noise (
A-wtd. 20Hz-20kHz @ 1m)

33d8A
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3ravia
•

ravissimo

ONY VPL-VW200 (£ 8149)

The technology debuted in Sony's
legendary Qualia projectors stailored
into asleek new domestic machine

H

igh- end projection
technology is currently
dominated by

shifting are offered for the exquisite
Carl Zeiss Va -io-Tessar lens assembly'
along with adigital keystcne and

implementations of

horizontal irrnage shifting.

Texas Instruments' DLP system,
with the likes of Marantz, SIM2
and Projectiondesign making all
the headlines. NC has had some
impact below the E5k price point
with its three- panel LCoS ( Liquid
Crystal on Silicon) engine but only
Sony, with this top- of-the- range
Bravia projector, has attempted to
break into the top flight of Full HD
home cinema displays.
Three 1920x1080 pixel,
reflective SXRD panels are at
the heart of this sleek but not
insubstantial design that includes
Sony's proprietary Bravia Engine
EX video DSP for scaling and
de- interlacing of all video inputs
below 1080p. This is also the
first ' domestic' projector we've
seen that's equipped with a
professional xenon lamp engine,
capable of delivering awider
colour gamut ( especially reds)
than its UHP competition.
All of Sony's video processing
options are powerful but the
Film Projection mode ( and film
detection option) were switched
off along with RCP ( Real Color
Processing). Nevertheless there

BRAVISSIMO
There's no mistaking the very
individual te -rol-of the images from
Sony's SXRD technology. First off,
there's not cur:e the dynamism and
crystalline but punchy contrast of
the best DLP systems. Nor is the
VPL-VV1.200 soft or overly smooth ii
either its rerdition of sharp or swiftmovinç detail. Sony offers up images
that seam to be rendered by the
most powerrul of super computers.
Film grain is often completely erased
and yet there's no loss of the finest
detail. Edges
look sharp,
free of jaggies
and artificia
reinforcement
and ye: these

The hectic chase scene across the
construction site finds Bond and his
quarry almost floating, albeit with a
realistic sense of force and purpose,
from girder to crane, from crane to
rooftop andl from there to one nook,
cranny, liftslhaft and hydraulic ram
to the next.
BBC's Earth docu-movie benefits
keenly from the truly generous
colour palette offered by this
projector, from the orange hues of
the deserts,, the verdant greens of
the woodlands throuch to the deep,

AUDIO

FILE

Full HD projector
with 3x0.61in
1080p SXRD
panels. Contrast
rated > 35000:1
Made by:
Sony Corporation
Supplied by:
Sony UK Ltd

saturated biues of tie oceans. This
is jaw- dropping viewing, made all

Telephone:
020 7365 2947

the more compelling by extended
gamut of colours at the VPL-

Web:
www.sony style.

VW200's disposal.

co.uk

'Sony offers up images that seem
to have been rendered by the most
powerful of super computers'

contrasting
details seem drawn by the most
skilled of an mators. Nothing is quite

VERDICT
This projector has an 3Imost unreal

what it seems...
The visible conundrum of the
VPL-VW200 is illustrated by Sony's

or ' other worldy' quality to its
images that's utterly distinctive.
The power of Sony's VPL-VVV200

own ' Motiorn Enhancer' signal
processing. In its ' Low' setting, the
stepwise horizontal pan across the

to render noiseless ard vibrantly
colourful scenes is impressive to
behold and home cinema is all the

snowcapped peaks afew chapters

richer for its presence.

is advantage in setting the Color
Space to Wide and the Advanced

into The Fahtastic Four now passes
as smoothly as if numerous extra

Iris to Auto 1. Its comprehensive

frames of film were added. The slight

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

panel alignment menu is
especially impressive, allowing

stutter that accompanies Bond's
arrival at the port of Nassua in

Colour Temperature (Calibrated)

6750K

individual RGB patterns of colour

Casino Royale simply vanishes. Large
moving objects are most obviously
influenced: cars, boats, trains and

Reflected brightness @ 5m

8.8f L

Reflected contrast (0-100IRE window)

>5000:1

to be adjusted in both vertical or
horizontal planes, promising nearFinally, motorised zoom

close-up shots of actors walking
across the screen all look effortless,

(1:1.8), focus and vertical lens

as if the images were gliding on aiir.

perfect convergence.

Direct contrast through-the-lens

1m

12.600:1

Gamma

2.0

Fan Noise (
A-wtd. 20Hz-20kHz @ 1m)

38dBA
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fyou visit Linn's vvebsite you
will see that the standard Majik
system comprises the Majik CD

f
mews

disc player, Majik-I integrated

amplifier and Majik 140 speakers,
although the Majik Kontrol preamp
and 2100 power amp can be
substituted. The Majik system I'm
looking at here - assembled by Linn

to support my October review of the
Majik DS streaming player - is a little

different. As well as the Majik CD
giving way to the Majik DS as source
component, the Majik-I moves aside

for the Majik 2100 power amplifier
alone, a substitution made possible
by the Majik DS having software

It's our first Super System delivered complete with a
music catalogue. ' High res' devotee Keith Howard
nonetheless picks his own test tracks — and tries one or
two hardware and cabling comparisons as well

Linn Majik 2100 power amp
(£1400)
The first thing you notice about the 2100
when you lay hands on it is how light it is: just
5kg, which seems ridiculously featherweight
for aserious power amplifier. Principal reason
for this low weight is that the iron and copper
of aconventional power supply's large mains
transformer is missing. Linn's own switch
mode power supply technology is used
instead, which also improves isolation from
mains interference.

Linn Majik 140 loudspeaker
(£1475)
While we're used to seeing two pairs of input terminals
on the back of modern speakers, the Majik 140 has
four, addressing the relevant crossover components for
each of the four drive units. This allows anything up to
quad-wiring and quad-amping to be used if desired.
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controlled level adjustment on its

Linn Majik DS streamer
(£1750)
Unlike other network audio players
the Majik DS is 24- bit, 192kHz
compatible. Most others bow
out above 48kHz or, less often,
96kHz. So it matches the highest
resolution available from DVD-A,
even though 176.4 or 192kHz
source material is, at present, in
very short supply. Linn itself doesn't
exploit this capability yet, Linn
Records' own 24- bit Studio Master
FLAC downloads currently have a
maximum sampling rate of 96kHz.

analogue outputs. This makes
aconventional preamplifier
unnecessary, although you can

using the supplied remote.
A computer's hard disk can
function as the storage device
for music files although abetter

but can be included within a

circuitry in what sounds to be a

wireless network via aWAP
(wireless access point/port)

similar arrangement in princip1(
to Quad's current dumping. It
also claims high efficiency and

solution is aNAS ( network

or wireless router. If you are
computer- phobic you don't

is insufficient for your needs.
For detail on the Majik DS
network player, see also page

attached storage) array of hard

have to worry about any of this

drives which, in addition to
providing increased storage

as your Linn dealer will provide
trained personnel to set the

clean exterior design but the

30. It suffices here to say that
it streams uncompressed

capacity to accommodate a

network up for you.

rows of large ventilation slots.
Although the Majik 140

(WAV or AIFF), losslessly

RAID technology to provide
data recovery in the event

THE AMPLIFIER

speaker provides for anything

The rest of the system is
more familiar but the 2100

the 2100 only has asingle

always add one, of course, if the
single input on the Majik 2100

compressed ( FLAC) or lossily
compressed ( MP3) audio
files from any storage device
on aconventional ethernet
computer network, as well as
internet radio via SHOUTcast if
the network includes acable
or broadband modem. Linn's
player software, Linn GUI, allows
the assembly of playlists which
can then be manipulated and
replayed via the Majik DS itself

top plate does incorporate four

larger music library, can utilise

of adrive failure. Iused a
Netgear ReadyNAS NV+ NAS
array, supplied by Linn, which
just happened to have the
entire Linn Records catalogue
pre- loaded. This was placed in
an adjacent room as it has an
insistently noisy fan.
The Majik DS, unlike many
lesser network audio players,
is not wireless capable in itself

hence low radiated heat. There
are no heatsinks to clutter the

up to quad-wiring, frustratingly

power amplifier - housed in a
matching case to the Majik DS

pair of output terminals per
channel, so even bi-wiring is

with the same curved fascia
-has some notable features

no easy matter unless you are
prepared to use 4mm plugs for

of its own. As explained in the
box- out it is unusually light, due
to its use of switch mode power
supply technology, and Linn's

the second.
Beneath the pair of phono
input sockets (the 2100 is also

Chakra topology, which uses
monolithic ( single- chip) driver

available with XLR connectors)
apair of phono outputs is C+,

one set of cables and spades fo

AUDIO
LINN
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Linn Products Lti
Telephone:
0141 307 7777
Web:
www.linn.co.uk
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provided with tiny level control
potentiometers, accessible via
removable blind grommets. These
will be useful, eg, when bi-amping.
Looking cursorily at Linn's specs
for the 2100 you could easily

immediately behind. Despite this

although Idid also do some brief

elaboration, which should have the

listening to the 140s in bi-amped
mode, driven by four Exposure XVIII
Monos, to get ahandle on how the

benefit of improving off- axis output
at the highest audio frequencies
and beyond, the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall [ page 71] doesn't

140s benefit from bi-amping and
also some insight into the 2100's

mistake it for a 100W amplifier,

show the cleanest of results at

contribution to the system sound.

but that is the rated continuous

treble frequencies.

average power into 4 ohms not 8
ohms. Into 8ohms the rated power
output is just 50W, corresponding
to an RMS output voltage of 20V

As supplied, the 140s - which

The Majik 140 also presents

don't have an overall front baffle

asurprisingly tough load to the

grille - come with quite dense

amplifier given its modest sensitivity
and bass extension for its size ( 40

metal grilles closing off both the
upper bass- mid and lower bass

-not exactly agenerous rating for

litres internal volume). So the 2100

the partnering Majik 140 speakers

will need to deliver plenty of amps

which have arated 88dB sensitivity
but in actuality deliver nearer 86dB

even if it is modestly endowed in the

remote allows

volts department.

access to the

Linn supplied asingle pair of
spaced-conductor speaker cables

music tracks

on pink noise.

CABLES AND GRILLES
Although Linn describes the 140 as
afour-way design it's more accurate
to call it athree- and- a- half-way. The
twin 135mm effective diameter
lower drivers work in parallel in the

with the system but these were
too short to reach around my
room so Itried both Naim NACA5
cable ( also high inductance, low
capacitance) and Townshend Audio
cable (the opposite: low inductance,

ABOVE: Linn's

rubber surrounds that hold them in
position, and the grilles removed

stored on the DS

before the surrounds are replaced
to restore the 140s' looks. The

BELOW: The
140 speaker
allows up to

very little difference but Icertainly
preferred the midrange with the

quad- wiring
It boasts two

some congestion.

135mm drivers
and an exposed

with the grilles in place, by the way
-in retrospect it would have been

bass, beyond which the lower one is
rolled off. The upper unit continues

high capacitance), to see which I

to the crossover to the familiar Linn
`2K' tweeter array, which comprises
aclosely spaced tweeter and smaller

open and vibrant sound won the

tweeter/

vote and so Iused them throughout

super- tweeter

the rest of the listening. Single-

assembly in a

supertweeter, with aconcave space

wiring was used from the 2100

concave housing

preferred. The Townshends' more

driver. With care these can be
pulled off together with the flexible

bass driver grille probably makes

upper grille removed, which shed
Iperformed the measurements

interesting to see what difference
removing the midrange grille makes
to the 140's frequency response and
waterfall plot. Whatever that might
have revealed, if your household

Although
the Majik
140 speaker
provides for
anything up to
quad-wiring,
frustratingly the
2100 only has
asingle pair of
output terminals
per channel'

lacks prying little fingers and/or
destructive little claws, this is a
useful tweak. You should also take
Linn's advice about speaker wire
connections on the back of the 140s
-the recommended arrangement
does indeed deliver aworthwhile
improvement. Whether the optional
wider support bases are worth the
extra Ican't say, but Iwas able to
achieve avery stable foundation
without them.

C.:141SPATIAL DEFINITION
Fickle as Iam, Ididn't use any of
the numerous Linn Records tracks
at my disposal for the formal
listening, opting instead to copy
some favourites from other labels
on to the NAS array for replay. They
were: ' Reach For Tomorrow from
The Intimate Ella [
Verve 839 838-2];
Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf from
Classics for Children [
Decca 458
595-2]; the opening movement
of Handel's Organ Concerto Nol
[PentaTone 5186 103]; the third
movement of Rachmaninov's
Symphonic Dances [ Classic Records
DAD104]; and the opening sonata of
Domenico Scarlatti's Six Sonatas [
AIX
1341AX]. The first three are all from
CD ( or CD layer in the case of the
Handel hybrid SACD); the last two
are both 24/96 recordings, the first
from analogue tape and the Scarlatti
chamber sonata all-digital. G,
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Formula 1 cars don't use
2 star fuel ...
\ \

AUDIO

23%

...their precision components require
the highest quality fuel to optimise performance.
Similarly, your high-end audio/visual system will only perform to
its true potential with pure. consistent re- generated mains power.

Did you know.
the mains supply to your home is already compromised?
Its polluted with various types of noise and grunge.
Add this. to afluctuating input voltage of between 220V — 255V.
None of which you have any control over, and you may begin to
understand why your high quality system sounds better or
worse at different times of the day or night.

PS Audio's award winning
Power Plant Premier
delivers pure re generated AC mains power. stabilised and
provided at aconstant voltage that will optimise the individual
performance of each of your Audio/Visual system
components and deliver asound .
you have not yet
experienced.

The Power Plant Premier is the only product that
provides true regenerated AC mains, unsurpassed mains
conditioning that can reduce harmonic distortion by a
factor of 10 and its the only product that will protect
your system against both surge and spikes.

To gain complete transparency over your mains

hi-fi news
OU I
SIANDING

PRODUCT

power and arrange ademonstration to hear how
good your system really sounds please
contact one of our approved

PS Audio dealers.

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333
info@signaturesystems.co.uk
www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome

£1799

All inclusive
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Sonus faber.
CREMONA SERIES. LOOK TO THE PAST TO HEAR THE FUTURE.

"FAST, TRANSPARENT, DYNAMIC,
OPEN, CLEAR, VIVID."
HI PI CLUBE / JOSÉ VICTOR HENRIQUES / CREMONA ELIPSA
Sonus Faber's introductions in the early " Noughties" of the floor- standing Cremona drd the smaller
Cremona Auditor were hailed as milestones in the Industry's tong standing quest to achieve the highlydesired marriage of both aesthetics and sound quality. Such amarriage would please both ends of the
consumer spectrum, the audiophile as well as the cineaste.
Indeed, it seemed incredible that the legendary, exquisite craftsmanship of the original Cremona and the
Cremona Auditor could have been surpassed.
However, the recent launch of two new models with ' M'
designations, along with aflagship speaker, the Cremona Elipsa,
were inspired by that most astounding of transducers, the
Stradivari. Thus, they are testaments to the fact that Sonus
Faber's designers are in aconstant process of perfecting the art
of music reproduction, and of pushing the boundaries in the
creation and engineering of awe-inspiring handcrafted works of
art. These speakers are all the more precious because of their
rarity, in aworld characterised by so much automation and
mechanisation.
The Auditor M, the smallest of the new Cremonas and the
successor of the original Auditor, is aversatile two-way system
ideally suited for smaller environments craving alarge-scale
musical picture. Its natural maple enclosure follows the Sonus
Faber signature form of alute in cross-section, white its
components and final sound have been ear- tuned by the Sonus
Faber team.
For larger rooms, the original floor- standing Cremona has
evolved into the new superior Cremona M, which displays a
more elegant, stylish finish and benefits from the introduction
of new components.
Like their Homage siblings, both the Auditor M and Cremona
M reflect the findings of Sonus Faber team's longstanding
research, with attention paid to every detail, from small
components, to wiring, to the drive units themselves.
Equally, the aesthetics and external details have been
refined to indicate anew stage in the speakers' evolution.
At the top of the new Cremona range lies the brand-new
Cremona Elipsa, designed for the connoisseur with both
the means and the environment to exploit alarger
system. The Cremona Elipsa provides near- Stradivari
performance in amore compact, economical package.
Its sound is room- filling, open and natural, while its
form is as beautiful as the speaker that inspired it. The
Elipsa is, without question, another Sonus Faber
masterpiece.

Sonia Faber CREMONA PI

Soma Faber CREMONA ELIPSA

For your nearest dealer contact:

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road. London SW20 OTW
T . 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: . 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.corn Intokeabsolutesounds.com

Sonus faber.
-
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What Ilearnt from listening to these

as intimate as she should have been, the
Rachmaninov lacked timbrai subtlety to

varied recordings is that the Majik system
projects alarge, spacious stereo image
that doesn't pool around the loudspeakers
as aresult of upper- bass or lower- mid
thickening. The 140 speakers are very
clean at low frequencies, which goes a
long way to clarifying the musical pulse

counterpoint its dynamic heft, and the
Scarlatti didn't sufficiently illuminate the
musical communication between players
that is the lifeblood of all chamber music.
The Majik DS certainly isn't to blame

power, the Majik 140s can't do justice to
the DS's crystalline sound without more
transparent amplification. ( 1,

for this. On the contrary, as Idiscovered in
my solo review, it majors on providing an

and freeing up the sound generally.
Although the Prokofiev, Handel and

analytical sound that trades warmth and
weight for microscopic insight. Ibriefly

Rachmaninov recordings have very
different takes on orchestral stereo image,
all were convincingly portrayed both
spatially and dynamically.
Unfortunately the 140's camouflage
isn't so effective at the other end of the
audible spectrum where the twin tweeters

So the Majik DS and Majik 140s Ihave
no hesitation in recommending. But in this
system context the Majik 2100 is aweak
link. As well as really needing additional

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
As it stands, this is a

substituted aPioneer DV-939A/Perpetual
Technology P- 3A player/DAC combination

competent but not

and there was no doubting that the Majik

the price, principally

DS's more explicit sound better suited this
Linn system.

because the amplifier

outstanding system for

does less than full
justice to either

fail to offer the pristine sound of the best
singleton metal dome units, particularly on

CHANGING THE AMPLIFIER

of the two other

Substituting two Exposure XVIII Monos

fine components

vocal sibilants.

for the Majik 2100 elicited awelcome
improvement, wiping the Vaseline from
the lens and adding alightness of touch
that, for example, made Paul Smith's piano
accompaniment more telling on the Ella

with which it was
the best from the

amplifier is

This was noticeable on all the pieces, both

track. And the Majik 140s responded
eagerly to bi-amping with asecond pair of
Exposures, delivering abig but also subtle

large- and small-scale. Ella wasn't quite

sound that invited prolonged listening.

SOMETHING MISSING
What's lacking from this big- boned,
musically engaging sound is sufficient
precision to elevate this near-£ 5k system
to something special at its price point.

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

POWER AMPLIFIER

partnered. To get

BJILD

80%

DS and the 140s
a more muscular
and more detailed
definitely needed.

LIDSPEAKERS

El 20
2 °
20

-40
40
-80
100
(Decreasing) Digital Signal Levin a,

-20

-120
delFs

with apeak level digital input, the DS delivers a CD
standard' 2V output with its volume set at 80. The
104dB A-wtd Strsl ratio is rather lower than might
have been achieved with 24-bit resolution files but
the DAC's low-level linearity is still excellent with
errors of just ± 0.2dB over afull 100dB dynamic
range. Jitter is very low at < 100psec but this does
not include the series of digital ' spikes' that persist
at <- 125dB below peak output, some 10dB above
the white 'analogue' noise floor. The impact of this
very low-level interference may well vary from one
network installation to another. Otherwise, the
Majik DS is apicture of health offering avery low
- 0.0004% distortion from 20Hz-20kHz over the
top 15dB of its dynamic range [see graph, above],
a 115dB rejection of digital images and mildly
contoured HF response (-0.5d13/20kHz with 48kHz
data). PM

Frequency »
Linn's efficient ' Chakra' power supply/amplifier
regime is reflected in the low 15W idle consumption
of the 2100 and proportionally low 160W draw
when delivering its rated 2x5OW/8ohm. In practice,
it's only possible to squeeze some 2x55W out of
the 2100 into 8ohm loads under continuous or
dynamic conditions, but the healthy increase to
2x100W and 2x165W into 4 and 2ohm shows good
load tolerance. The amplifier's response is tailored
to -0.8dB at 20kHz but the output impedance is
typically < 0.1ohm and not especially sensitive to
variations in the speaker load. The overall gain is
limited to + 28.6dB, requiring 105mV for 1W/8ohm,
but the A-wtd SIN ratio is slightly above average
at 86.4dB, also re. 1W/8ohm. Distortion is fine at
- 0.05% through bass and midrange, increasing to
- 0.1% at 20kHz, but increases significantly to 0.6%
at subsonic ( 5Hz/1W) frequencies. PM

Our measured pink noise sensitivity of 86.3dB for
the Majik 140 is close to Linn's specified 87dB,
although errors in the frequency response are caused
by on axis peaks at lkHz, 5kHz and 17kHz with dips
inbetween. The pair matching error of ± 2.7dB is
disappointing but the largest errors are above 8kHz
and are probably of little importance. Linn specifies
anominal impedance of 4ohm but that underplays
the severity of the amplifier load, aminimum
modulus of 2.7ohm occurring at 142Hz and the
EPDR (equivalent peak dissipation resistance) dipping
to atesting 1.5ohm at 98Hz. A diffraction-coriected
lower -6dB frequency of 52Hz is mildly disappointing
given the sensitivity and impedance. Although the
cumulative spectral decay waterfall [above] suggests
good control of cabinet resonances, mild breakup
modes are visible in both bass- mid and tweeter
outputs above 1kHz. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (vol=80)

1.96Vrms

Power oh, (
814ohm, < 1% THD)

54W/96W

Sensitivity (
mean ilECimusic)

A-wtd SIN ratio

103.9dB

Dynamic power (
8/4/211ohm)

55W/100W/164W/195W

Impedance modulus (
mm/max)

Distortion ( 1kHz, OdBF51-30dBFs)

0.001%! 0.004%

Output imp. (
20Hz-20kHz)

0.086-0.12ohm

Impedance phase (
mm/max)

2.7ohm
@ 142Hz
-44°
(ia 78Hz

Distortion ( 20kHz, OdBFs)

0.0004%

Freq. response (
20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -8.3dB

Freq. resp. error (
200Hz-20kHz)

±4.0dB 1
±5 3dB

Digital jitter (
48kFsi96kFs)

l6psecl 150psec

Input Sensitivity (
OdBW/50W)

104mV/740mV

Bass extension (- 6dB re. 200Hz)

52Hz

Frequency resp. (
20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0dB to -0.5dB

A-wtd S/N ratio (
OdBW150W)

86.4dB/103.4dB

Treble extension (- 6d13 re. 10kHz)

>40kH2 >40kHz

Frequency resp. (
20Hz-45kHz)

+0.0dB to -22.5dB

Distortion (
10W. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.007-0.17%

THD 1001141kHz/10kHz (90dB

0.6% / 0.2% / 1.5%
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86.6dB/136.3dE1186.5dB

1.)

9.6ohm
@)58Hz
+32°
(til 296Hz
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Jay was once pleased with his Nakamichi
system but then became determined to build
from the ultimate in electronics and cabling.
But the set-up pales when you also learn about
the floating floor in his city apartment and the
walls made from rubber, marine ply and Swiss
cow hides... Steve Harris tells the story

11

here may be afew city apartments as
beautiful as this one, but there can't be
many others where the cinema system is as
stunning as the decor.

When Jay, who'd moved here from the US, planned

this luxurious central London home he knew just
what he wanted in terms of aesthetics, comfort and
convenience. Naturally, there would be all the smarthome automation and control you could think of,
including distributed audio via ceiling speakers.
But as aserious listener and videophile, Jay's priority
was to enjoy music and movies at the highest quality
level, and he wasn't going to settle for less.
`The whole system started with the Mark Levinson
amps, that was the first step and everything was built
from that point onwards. And Ididn't want to, in any
way, compromise the signal path of the video or the
audio, and therefore it seemed inconsistent to use
servers. It made more sense that Ishould take out a
shiny disc and put it inside atransport, and listen to it
or watch it that way.

LL

buying. And I'd got to the point where Ihad asystem
that Ithought was really good. Iwas running Nakamichi
PA- 7amps with an OMS 7CD player and aNakamichi 7
series preannp and Klipsch Forté speakers - Iused to like
horn-driven speakers - and it sounded really good.'

JUST NO COMPARISON...
'Then Iwent over to afriend's house - this was many
years ago - and he had aLevinson system with B&W
'And that's despite people saying to me: " Listen,

Silver Signature speakers. And Ilistened to that, and it

ABOVE RIGHT:

you've got alibrary of DVDs, you're going to waste
alot of space, and it's acity apartment, space is

was it was like: " Oh, man, my stuff sucks!". It was just
adramatic difference. It was apples and oranges, you

Almost

at apremium - we can jam alot of stuff on to the

couldn't compare them.

everything in

servers". But it was not the philosophy of the system.

the apartment

That's not how the system was, in my mind.

can be
controlled
from the
Crestron touch
panel via a
Wi-Fi network

72

'Anyway, the origin of the system was to have

'I started to dissect his system, trying to figure out
what it was within the system that was really giving this
incredible sound. And Icame to the conclusion that

Levinson amps. The reason for that? Well, like

most of it was coming from the amps. Idecided that

everyone else's, my system has morphed over time,
with my constantly trading things in and upgrading.
'It all started off when Iwas 18 years old. Since

once Imanaged to go to the next level, Iwould go for a

then I'd just been selling and buying, selling and

other systems. But they were really more video- based

www.hifinews.co.uk IYEARBOOK 2008

Levinson- based system.
'Well, between then and now, Iwent through two

--

4.3 rn -

1

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

HE ROOM
Installation contractor Link Media Systems
recommended aMeridian solution here not only for its
high quality and ability to accept future upgrades, but
also for its room-correction and advanced OSP features.
For music, rather than straight two-channel, the system
is often run in Meridian's Trifield mode, which can be
set to optimise both stereo width and depth for agiven
speaker placement

'The whole system started
with the Mark Levinson amps,
that was the first step'
systems, so Iwas using lower-quality amplifiers: Adcom

'I called him and had areally good conversation. And

ABOVE: Revel
Ultima Salon
speakers flank
the Runco
65in plasma in
Jay's opulently-

for the most part. The idea was to have areally fun

Nigel said, " OK, I'm getting the gist of what you want to

surround- sound system.
`And as aresult Iwent from listening to music 80 per
cent, and watching video 20%, to the flipside - spending

do, and there are not alot of people that can do it. But I media room.
know acomp& of people who can".
The equipment
'He said the first person to call was Sohan at Link
racks are

80% of my time watching things, and only 20% listen ng
to music, and Imissed it!

Media Systems. Icalled him up and said: " Listen, this
is the project Ihave in mind. Some time within the

'Until Icame to this system. Now the ratio has
changed again, I'd say it's 50/50. Half the time I'm
listening to two-channel audio, and the other half I'm

next year..." it ended up being two years, because of
delays in construction here. But it became obvious after

behind panels
to the side near
the righthand

speaking to him that he was totally on my wavelength,
and really knew what he was talking about!

front speaker.
An elaborately

listening to surround-sound arid 0/video combinations.
'So, when Idecided to build this system Icalled up

'From there the project got more and more serious

the guys at Levinson and said: " Listen I'm now here in
the UK. This is what Ihave ; nmind. Idon't know anybody

and it went from adiscussion every three or four weeks
to apoint where we were on the phone acouple of

in the UK. What do Ido?" And they said " Talk to N.gel".
[Nigel Crump of distributor Symmetry.]

hours aday! And all this was before Jay had moved into
the apartment. G>

appointed

concealed

constructed
floating floor
provides
ideal sound
insulation
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RIGHT:
Tweeter and

for aplace, but this is so important to me that I'm

midrange of

talking to you before Ieven find an architect".

the curvaceous
Revel Ultima
Salon speaker.
The Revel

'I hadn't bought it yet! Itold Sohan " I'm looking

'And later, with the interior designers, who are
responsible, obviously, for the way this place looks,
Isaid to them: " Look, you guys make the place
look pretty, and aesthetics are very important to

combination

me. However, at any point on which we have to

was anatural

compromise because of equipment in this room,

choice to

you guys will lose!".

match the

'Which Ithink, again, you know, nobody does
that! Everybody has moved away from having

specified
Mark Levinson
amplifiers

speakers, everybody wants stuff which is hidden,
that you can't see. This project was approached in
adifferent way, because the system was the focal

'The electronics
are housed in two
full-height racks,
which can be rolle
out for access'

about the placing of the centre speaker, above or
below this, but then eventually everything fell into
place. But first the room itself had to be built.
'There was no floor, this whole apartment was
completely gutted. So what we did was - Icall it the
recipe, that aBBC guy came up with - you basically
have the ceiling of the unit below me, which is
traditional Sheetroc or plasterboard. Then we have
big, 150-year- old joists. Then between the joists we

point of this room and everything else had to suit it.
`So then we started planning out the system.
And Isaid to Sohan, I'm somewhat flexible on most
things, except for the Levinson amps, and also
Kimber Kable wiring - which Iwas very passionate
about. One of the guys who did alot for this system
was Dick Diamond, who was then with Kimber. We

put aheavy quilted blanket material, which is fireretardart as well. Inside it has arubber membrane,
with the quilting on both sides. We have three layers
of that between the joists.
'Next we ran aluminium girders over the joists,
sitting on rubber ball bearings. So you have rubber
between the aluminium and the wood, and then you

had conference-calls trying to figure out the exact

have another rubber ball above. You are starting to

combination of cables, and he was very helpful.'

create afloating floor. Then you put another layer of
plasterboard on top.

NO BUDGET TO BEGIN WITH

'On top of the plasterboard, you put arelatively
thin layer of ply, 2mm or 3mm or something like that.

'When Ifirst started talking to Sohan and to Eric
ABOVE RIGHT:
Racked
equipment
here includes
some of the

what Iwanted. And because I'd always had agreat
interest in the stuff since Iwas ateenager, Ikind of
knew roughly how painful it was going to be to get
there. But we never sat down and said " The budget

PS Audio

is x, you can't go above x". We obviously tried to

Premier mains
regenerators,

be somewhat disciplined. But there was never any

standard insulation. The real problem is noise going

budget. There was an objective, in terms of video
and audio quality.'

down. You tend to hear noise upstairs, you don't feel
it. Iwas more concerned about people downstairs

The display was to be the spectacular 65in
Runco HD plasma. There would be some discussion

feeling it. A lot of people are tolerant of noise, but

Runco video
processor,
AutoPatch
Matrix unit and

at Link, there was no budget. There was an idea of

ReQuest NI- 800
server

And then on top of that we put back the original
floorboards. Then on top of that, there's a5mm layer
of ply. On top of that there is some stuff called Sika
AccuBond - it's like afoam rubber mat. And then on
top of all that is the wooden floor that you see!
'We did no treatment on the ceiling, it just has

when their chandelier starts shaking, they don't
appreciate it!
'Here on the walls, this is all marine ply, really
thick, Ithink it's 15mm, and behind it are two or
three layers of rubber membrane which hang like

RIGHT: As well

adrape. And it basically makes the bend at the top

as Blu-ray

and bottom, so it's acomplete fit. Behind that is

and HD DVD
players and a

just traditional acoustic material to fill up the void
between the rubber and the original wall.

Camelot DAC
and another PS
Audio unit, the
left-hand rack

'The final wall covering was done by aBritish
company called Bill Amberg, that makes leather

also houses
the Crestron

afew shoulders and they mix them up with other
parts of the carcase. But this is exclusively shoulders,

equipment

from cattle from Switzerland, the reason being that G,
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products. The best part of the cow in terms of its
skin is the shoulders, so generally people they have
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"Engineering passion at its heart"
After a raft of rave reviews for the first models in the flagship 840 range,
the new 840E and 840W pre/power amplifier combination takes Cambridge
Audio's patent-pending Class

XDTM

topology to new heights.

With massive power reserves and load driving ability, the 840W offers
unparalleled performance in standard configuration but can also form the
basis of a bi-amp or bridged mono system. Meanwhile, the 840E's Terrapinno

•

The Cambridge Audio Azur range designed with passion in the UK

\7• 1
ir

discrete op amp circuitry, results in an incredibly low noise floor and
staggeringly little distortion.
"It would be impossible not
to recommend this
impressive combination"
HiFi News 08/08
Don't just take our word for it visit www.cambridge-audio.com
to find out what the world's
leading experts think...

ENGINEERING

•

So, if you thought Cambridge Audio

0z

SHOWCASE

t

HONORS

Z

Z

2008

was simply the master of budget
audio, it's time to take afresh look at
the UK's best-selling hi-fi brand. This
CES Innovations Award-winning duo developed in London - offers a
legendary combination of bower,
poise, flexibility and value to delight
the most discerning audiophile.

To find out more and locate your nearest Cambridge Audio
specialist, visit www.cambridge-audio.com

eCambridge Audio
Your music + our passion

Christy Baron, then watched Diana Krall, completely

LEFT: At the

absorbing on this system, then we saw David Gilmour

top of the

on Blu-ray. We were as impressed as Jay's other guests
have been.

righthand

THE END RESULTS
'I didn't have abig housewarming party. Ijust had

in Switzerland barbed wire is forbidden. In most
countries, where the cows bump into barbed wire all
the time, it actually leaves little traces on the hides.'
All the system electronics are housed in two
full- height racks, which can be rolled out for access.
Between them the loaded racks weigh something
like 1000kg - perhaps not surprisingly as the bottom
half of one is filled by five Mark Levinson No 436
mono amplifiers. Source components include a
Meridian G98DH DVD transport as well as aPioneer
BDP-D(70 Blu-ray player. Toshiba HD DVD player,
aVI- Splayer and the inevitable Sky HD box. The
surround processor is aMeridian 861 whose modular
architecture hosts various digital audio and video

rack are the
Meridian 861
processor

some small gatherings. And Idid maybe six or seven

and G98 DVD
transport,

of those. And each time Iinvited five or six friends.

with PS Audio

'None of them are people who are audiophiles or
videophiles or anything like that. Every occasion, I

Premier below

would say, why don't you let me put something on

BELOW: Mark

for you? And I'd put Bublé on and put the lights down
and they'd have aglass of champagne or whatever in
their hand. And nobody wants to go to dinner! They

Levinson
No 436

don't want to leave the room.

mono power
amplifiers,

'It's the closest they've ever experienced to live
music. And because the room is small and because of

mounted on
special racks

the leather walls and everything, it gives you agreat

for ventilation

'Because of the
nature of the
amps and the
speakers, it's a
very organicsounding system.
You can listen to
it for hours'

cards, accommodating future sources and upgrades
all the way up to afull eight channels.
cosy feeling. And also, Ithink, because of the nature

BELOW: The

upwards to the space above the equipment and then
out to the kitchen behind. Then come two of the four

of the amps and the speakers, it's avery organicsounding system. You can listen to it for hours

Revel Voice
centre channel

PS Audio Power Plant Premier mains regenerators and

without your ear getting tired.

speaker sits

At the top are cooling fans, which draw air

awhole bunch of components related to multi- room
functions. An Autopatch Component Matrix works

'You guys hear stuff like this all the time. But

with the Crestron control system to route signals to

they've never heard it before. And they just say that
this is the real experience. As one of my friends' wives

other rooms, with aCamelot DAC to handle digital

put it: " Ifeel like I'm in the Albert Hall!" (I)

below the flush
Runco 65in
Plasma screen

audio inputs for distribution, together with aReQuest
N1-800 500GB server.
'I have alot of movies, but Idon't have alot of
music, relative to alot of guys who are really into
music. Ihave something like 1000 CDs. With the
server's capacity, and my modest collection size,
we were actually able to rip everything losslessly, so
there's no compression. In theory it should sound
'exactly the same as the CD player. It doesn't, but it
should in theory...'
Nearly all of that installed equipment is there, as
Jay says, 'for the long haul'. But he is impatient to
enjoy the benefits of Blu-ray's hi res multichannel
audio as well as the HD picture, and wants to upgrade
to ahigh-end Blu-ray solution when possible.
Speakers are by Revel, the natural partner for the
Levinson amplification, with Ultima Salons and aVoice
centre at the front, Ultima Studios at the back. Jay
and Sohan agreed that there was really no need to
incorporate asubwoofer.
While visiting Jay we listened to Louis and Ella and
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
LINDBERG/SIBELIUS

Album
3' year

Violin Concertos

Lisa Batiashvili. Finnish RSO/Sakari Oramo:
Sony Classical 886971 29362

THE

sOe

..... •.

Lisa Batiashvili couples alive
performance of the concerto which
launched her career in 1995 and
apremiere recording of Magnus
Lindberg's new and gripping work,
itself something of a homage to
Sibelius. Modestly scored for a
classical orchestra it is arichly
coloured and epic continuous piece
-only the huge swell before the
cadenza seems too contrived. But
it's wholly approachable: Sibelius
through the prism of Berg and
later composers, as it were.
Batiashvili's Sibelius, as personal
as Anne-Sophie Mutter's, ranks
highly in acrowded field. CB

1..ile elitceete

PROKOFIEV
Symphony 5; Ode to the End of the VW
Russian National Orch/Viadimir lurowski;
Pentatone PTC5186 083 (SACO hybrid)

We've had any number of fine Prokofiev
Fifths since the 1946 Koussevitzky
but Jurowski offers something fresh,
exposing layer upon layer of orchestral
colour, unravelling this cryptic symphony
easefully but purposefully. From one year
later, the Ode is in similar vein, although

•la

1 RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

TCHAIKOVSKY/GLAZUNOV

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 5; Piano Sonata Op.101
Helene Grimaud. Dresden Staatskapelle/Vadimir Jurowski;
DG 477 4149 (CD • bonus OVO)

This would make an ideal introduction
to the ' Emperor' - few versions make so
much of the transition into the finale.
Equally, it's recommendable to those
who think they really know the piece.
Grimaud is aformidably focused artist,
as the interviews on the DVD make plain.
Indeed, she introduces almost too many
ideas to the opening movement, but I
like the unrest brought to the Adagio,
and Jurowski is always amatch for her.
The late sonata is similarly individual. CB
RECORDING

▪

••

▪

• U• PERFORMANCE

MOZART

Violin Concertos etc

Symphonies 38-41

Vachm Gluzman, Bergen PO/Andrew Litton; BIS SACO 1432

Scottish CO/Sir Charles Mackerras: Linn CKD 308 (two SAWS)

Vadim Gluzman was aprotégé of Isaac
Stern's but he produces asweeter tone

Regarding Sir Charles's complete
1986-90 Prague CO[Telarc cycle, Iwrote
that theory sometimes got in the way

and his musical approach is more lyrical.
Sandwiched between the two concertos
we have Glazunov's orchestration of
Tchaikovsky's three- movement Souvenir
d'un lieu cher. Glazunov's Violin Concerto

of musical commonsense in the last four
symphonies: No.39 in particular. At 82
he's recorded them once more ( same
producer, James Mallinson), still with
quick minuets, with full repeats after

(on just one track) can often sound overripe but here is as fresh as apple blossom.

trio sections, and that terse introduction

an enjoyable complement. The sound
balances and stage depth effects here

With his stunningly precise intonation

to the Plat. Gone, thankfully, is the

and dexterity Gluzman makes both

are very good, with woodblock and piano
in sharp focus in the Symphony. CB

finales especially exciting. And Litton is a

harpsichord continuo, and these Scottish
performances are generally more flexible

superb Tchaikovsky conductor. CB

and expressive. CB

NUMB. RECORDING

BRUME] RECORDING

even more exotically scored. It makes

immum

--

RECORDING

Ill Mann PERFORMANCE

UM PERFORMANCE

▪

UUU PERFORMANCE
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Dirty power can be upsetting.
Clean it up with the LPowerbar from MIT,
The ZPowerbar makes clean AC uniquely possible, so you can enjoy
"blacker" blacks, better color saturation, and increased shadow detail.
Works equally well on video and audio components!

o

rmlir Music Interface Technologier
Distributed by:

udiobility

Always Perfect Power

P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

www.audiobility.co.uk www.mitcables.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
Album
OFTHE

year

late re
i*10141 tileSittiS
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t
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WILLIE NELSON &
WYNTON MARSALIS

Two Men With The Blues
Blue Note 50999 504454 24

There's acelebratory atmosphere to
this great live recording from Lincoln
Center. With exultant wit and verve,
the brilliant Marsalis quintet, and
harmonica wizard Mickey Raphael,
give country legend Willie Nelson all
he needs and more, exploring every

Telarc CO 83670

With asuccessful 60-year career to look
back on, Dave Brubeck could be forgiven
for being arather sentimental in this

style from New Orleans to Louis

March 2007 recording. He launched the

Jordan on abunch of bluesy
numbers plus two of Nelson's

solo piano set here with ' You'll Never
Know', atune for his wife Iola and a

favourite standards. ' Stardust' is
aclassic trumpet vehicle too and
Marsalis digs into history with a
great solo. You even hear some
Marsalis vocals, duetting grittily
on ' Nobody's Business'. Great
entertainment. Shl

GET THE BLESSING

DAVE BRUBECK

Indian Summer

reminder of their days as separated
sweethearts when Dave was overseas in
World War II, then went on to bitterweet
numbers like ' Memories of You',
'September Song' and ' Indian Summer'.
But the music never descends to mere
nostalgia. A delight. SH
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All Is Yes

Karibu

LIONEL LOUEKE

ZOOT SIMS

(dke CAW 78550

Blue Note 50999 18816 27

Nagel Heyer 102
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Love for Sale: Live In Dublin 1978

Nu-jazz, post jazz or even no-jazz,

For Lionel Loueke, 2008 brought a

Historic live recordings issued in 2008

whatever you call it, at least you can tell
that something's happening, and All Is

major- label debut. This Blue Note

ranged from Blue Note's recently

offering seems somehow more

reassembled 1958 Horace Silver Newport

Yes woke up the BBC Jazz Awards judges

calculated than the lovely Virgin Forest

set to Resteamed's 1968 Webster/Tracey

enough to score Album of the Year.

[Obliqsound], though once again the
group includes Loueke's bassist Massimo

this one hit another spot. The late great

(Since then, the hand has added ' Get' to

set from Ronnie Scott's, but somehow

its name to avoid confusion with another

Biolcati and drummer Ferenc Nemeth,

outfit.) Driven relentlessly and rockily by
ex-Portishead bass and drum team Jim

with Herbie Hancock on two tracks. You
also hear Wayne Shorter on Coltrane's

Barr and Clive Deamer, with wild- and-free
horn playing from trumpeter Pete Judge
and saxist Jake McMurchie, the pace
doesn't let up. SH

'Naima', while both guests contribute
to an extended romp, ' Light Dark', and

John Wadham (drums). This warts-and-all

there's plenty of Loueke's wordless
vocalising over the guitar lines. SH

years ago, but it evokes asimpler place
and time. Sheer enjoyment. SH
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saxophonist just swings out at length
here, with fine support from Noel
Kelehan ( piano), Jimmy McKay ( bass) and
recording was probably unreleasable 30
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the

audio
consultants

+44 (0)118 981 9891
FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

ACUSTICA APPLICATA

Amplifiers with real class-A

ACCUPHASE
AESTHETIX
AYRE ACOUSTICS
BENZ- MICRO
CARDAS
DAVINCIAUDIO LABS
ESOTERIC
FUTUREGLASS
GAMUT

0o

GERMAN PHYSIKS
GRAND PRIX AUDIO
HRS
LEBEN
LYRA
MIT CABLES
MONOPULSE

)

NAGRA
NORDOST
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
PAGODE
PEAK CONSULT
QUADRASPIRE
ROUNTREE
S LTECH
SME LIMITED
SPECTRAL AUDIO
STAX

Clockwise from top:

SUGDEN

Accuphase C- 2000/A-30

SYSTEM AUDIO

Leben CS- 300

THIEL

Leben CS- 600
Sugden Masterclass

TRANSFIGURATION
VELODYNE
WHEST AUDIO
YPSILON

For further info about any of our products please visit
our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk
Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays 10am to 6pm. It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and previously owned equipment
listed on our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

info@audioconsultants.co.uk
7Comet House

Calleva Park
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TEGAN AND SARA
The Con

Vapor ' Sire 257468-2

Discovered by Neil Young, duos like
Tegan and Sara come along once in
alifetime, and their fifth album is

PANIC! AT THE DISCO

probably their best yet. Twins who

Pretty Odd

write their own material, the Misses

Decaydance 7567-89950-6

Tegan and Sara Quin combine lyrical

PIATD followed up their scintillating

intelligence with savvy pop in ways
that nobody before them has ever

2005 debut with this dramatic change,

quite mastered. It's almost as if Avril
Lavigne and Kate Bush had been
fused into one blissfully perfect pop
pair - amagical mix that engages
the brain at the same time as it
moves the feet. ' Back In Your
Head', asimmering but
danceable fusion of minimalistic
riffs and teen wails, should have
been gigantic. JB
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perhaps best described as arebirth of the
spirit of eclectic innovation that fuelled
mid-' 60s pop. The jokey intro, 'We're
So Starving', begs comparison with Sgt
Pepper, and then out rolls akaleidoscope
of cosmic anthems (' Northern
Downpour'), Vaudeville jazz whimsies
('I Have Friends In Holy Spaces') and
lushly orchestrated singalongs (' When
The Day Met The Night'). Smart pop is
back with avengeance. ./B
BM...RECORDING
Manna PERFORMANCE

TILLY AND THE WALL
oo'

Catch The Brass Ring

FERRABY LIONHEART

THE TING TINOS

Mesh, Moshi Records TL- 031-2

Nettsverk 503770 070622

Columbia 88697313342

Rhythmically fascinating - they have

When Islipped this on Ifound aquirky
finger-pickin' sweet-voiced Harry Nilsson

This Salford- based duo have a

an amplified tap dancer instead of a
drummer - this sparky Omaha quintet
makes the most uplifting rock/pop music
of the moment. I've put ' Bottoms Of
Barrels', from their second album, on so
many compilations I've lost track. Oo'
finds them as melodic, experimental
and thrilling as ever. 'Without Knowing'

kind of guy who writes deliciously
touching songs which he orchestrates
with everything from glockenspiel to

We Started Nothing

wonderfully DIY approach to making
irresistibly danceable pop. There's no

sousaphone to krinklebone. Based in LA,
he's everything that artificial city isn't -

virtuoso playing and, although Katie
White can clearly do much more, she
limits her vocals mostly to apouty
Anglo pseudo- rap, while De Martini's

charming, melodious and uncomplicated,
with alight ragtimey touch on guitar.

sparky throughout. If you already like

production keeps the tracks fresh and

is apunchy indie stomp, ' Blood Flower'

I'd say his only serious competition right

them, then you should also be checking

sounds like Jefferson Airplane at afunfair

now comes from Teddy Thompson's

out Rosie & The Goldbug's eponymous

and 'Too Excited' is way more exciting

A Piece Of What You Need, except that

debut album, and Danish sextet

than its title. .18

Teddy is much more mainstream. .113

Alphabeat's This Is Alphabeat.18
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THE

THE BEATLES
Love

EMI 0946379 808 11 (two LPs)

Shock, horror: even psychotic purists
love this soundtrack to Cirque du
Soleil's Las Vegas homage to the
Beatles. But how could they not
when no less than the band's original
producer George Martin and his son
were in charge, with the Beatles'
blessing? Quite simply, this is a
masterful impression of the Beatles'
saga, using fragments of their songs,
remixed and remastered from the
original tapes to create asublime
collage that had this fan in tears.
The LP edition? Simply gorgeous
sonically, despite the digital
origins of the mixed material,
with packaging worthy of the
subject matter. KK
a...
_

MOBY GRAPE

RECORDING

KEB' MO'

Keb' Mo'

Pure Pleasure PPAN57863 ( 180g vinyl)

One of the seminal modern blues albums,
Keb' Mo's self-titled debut from 1994
dragged the genre into the modern era
by adding asense of confidence and
clarity that denied any notions about the
blues being solely of historic interest.
Classics nestle side- by-side with originals,
including the devilishly sexy 'Am IWrong'.
Pure Pleasure says this is adigital original,
so no analogue masters exist. Whatever
the cause, the CD has asharper, more
precise top end, this vinyl version asilkier
mid- band. A personal favourite. KK
Mann

In PERFORMANCE

THE TRAVELING WILBURYS
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JAMES TAYLOR

Moby Grape

The Travelling Wilburys Collection

Sundazed SC?? 790 ( 180g vinyl)

Rhino RHI 1224316 (three discs, 180g vinyl)

Hyped to death at launch - Columbia's
releasing five singles from adebut

Arguably the greatest supergroup ever
-are you gonna challenge the line-up

album cursed them as ' commercial' in
Flower Power- era San Francisco - Moby
Grape is seen in hindsight as being

of aBeatle and Bob Dylan? The Wilburys

album of all-time beloved of lonely
university students throughout the

didn't just combine the talents of true
greats: they excelled in every genre they

1970s, this has been the template for
troubled singer- songwriters since it first

employed. Balladry, folk-rock, early alt-

appeared. Sweet Baby James - like Carole
King's Tapestry - is an album simply free

as worthy as any of the seminal West
Coast bands. One listen to this highly
eclectic, surprisingly polished and, yes,
intelligently commercial release, banishes
any doubt that the group deserves
shelf space alongside Love, the Buffalo
Springfield and Quicksilver Messenger
Service. Simply dazzling. KK
Bann
Ill • III
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country, even 1950s retro were on the
menu. Short-lived, due to the passing
of Roy Orbison, their two albums and
asmattering of unissued tracks make

Sweet Baby James

Warner/Rhino 274300 ( 180g vinyl)

Probably the single greatest ' weepy'

of faults: the songs are sublime, the
musicianship peerless. And Taylor? He
has avoice that speaks directly to the

up this triple- LP box. In addition to the
fine packaging, there's a 12in single

listener, as if there's no-one else in the

containing tracks not in the CD set. KK

magnificently- recorded masterpiece. KK
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room. Be cynical if you must, but this is a
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by professionals - for professionals
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your digital library
when you spend over

for FREE

£3,000*

*FREE Wadia ¡Transport worth £350. cannot be used in
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Wadia iTransport
pathos
prima luna
resolution audio
roksan
shaming
sme
sonu. Faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniturr
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
velodyne
wadla

Wilson audio
>
,
ter 8, many more

The iTransport measures 2" x8" x8" (H/W/D), making it an
easy addition to mast racks and entertainment centers. Wadia
incorporates abit-perfect S/PDIF digital aid° output and highresolution component digital video output, as well as analog
audio and video outputs for easy conledon with mo..t audio/
video systems. iPod players are charged while in the dock, and
can be operated via Apple's standard IR ' emote control. (Not
included with iTransport).
Unbelievable Price: £350.00 each.
Call Trevor at Guilceord Audio today for more details.

design: ,) audiography 2008. HFN1208.

astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
audiophile base
copland
crystal cable
dream vision
final
gamut
grado
isophon
isotek
jadis
koetsu
krell
lavardin
leema acoustics
martin logan
mimetism
music first audio
nordost
opera

ine ¡
Transport
cr sLettatea Made for iPod®, turns
any currently a tale iPod player into ahigh-end media server
by providing abit-perfect digital audio cutout to an audio/
video system, bypassing the playe-'s intend D/A corversion
and output stage. Subsequently, the audio signal remcins clean
and unadulterated tEdroughout the path. The ¡
Transport is
compatible with all currently available (02 2008) iPcd players,
as well os iPhone® and iPod Touch® models.

OPINIONAk
Hot topics explored by our columnists...

Opinion

_ooking for the inside track?
Commentary, analysis and
Dersonal points of view from
HiFi News' key columnists on
:he crJcial audio and video
topics of the day...

Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler writes exclusively for HiFi News. He loves Italian hi-fi, hates cables
and is known for his strong views on virtually everything...

A matter of taste
Ken Kessler looks over the year so far and sees the MP3 phenomenon entering aperiod of calm
and Blu-ray about to bid for high res supremacy. But where does this all leave high- end audio?
sour publishing year

Bentley and the like: much- loved dinosaurs

doesn't coincide with
January- December, it's pure

who appeal to an elite niche.

serendipity that the most
important format event took place,
yes, last January. When Toshiba pulled
the plug on HD DVD, the consumer
electronics industry could get back to
more important things... like simply
surviving what might be the worst
economic period since the 1930s.
Do any of us think alesson has
been learned? Consumer electronics
manufacturers have always been
more head- in-the-sand than even the
automotive industry, which continued
not to prioritise fuel economy after
the 1970s fuel crisis, arriving at their
current situation: amad scramble to

Which is the way we must think from
now on, if we're not to be regarded by
others as deluded. However much Iadmire
colleagues who think that the LP is going
to replace the iPod, the world outside the
confines of audiophilia moved on long ago.
Serious hi-fi, specialty audio or whatever
people want to call high- end systems, is no
longer aprestige purchase. My colleague
John Marks at Stereophile recently pointed
out with great eloquence that long- gone
are the days when the aspiring man-abouttown needed akiller sound system to

-Air-Tight's ATM- 1tube integrated

go along with his Maserati, his cellar full

'Somehow Idon't
see Candy & Candy
suddenly coveting
Air-Tight valve amps'

co- exist with the green juggernaut.
Audio and video are far less important
to the planet than transport, pollution,
fossil fuels, et al, but this is HiFi News,
so - for this page at least - let's treat it
with similar gravity.

some regularity. No upscale photo shoot
in asleek, sexy townhouse was free of,
at the very least, an open- reel deck as
asignifier of the imagined inhabitants'
sophistication. Those days are over.
Somehow Idon't see Candy & Candy or
Donald Trump's heir or Princes William
and Harry suddenly coveting Air-Tight
valve amps, Continuum turntables and
Magico speakers.

NICHE TO SEE YOU...

of Vosne-Romanee and his Eames chair.

It seems that the sound carrier of the

While that Playboy- magazine image itself is
dated, it lives on in urbane individuals with

THE WAY FORWARD

ahigh disposable income, having evolved
in away that hi-fi hasn't. In other words,

what it is, let's embrace it and rejoice.

Maseratis now get better mileage.
So where does that leave us? Pure,

sound quality, though available to all, is
of interest only to the few. But, as with

two- channel, no- compromise sound
reproduction is, circa 2009, an even more

those who appreciate apair of Cleverley
shoes or a2001 Masseto, they're people

specialised pursuit than it was in the
1950s, when it was born. Back then, yes,
Playboy and the up-market ( as opposed to

with taste. And God knows, in aworld
where Victoria Beckham is considered
astyle icon, we need connoisseurs like

trashy) men's mags wrote about hi-fi with

never before. (b

day, the entire MP3/iPod/mobile phone
phenomenon, is entering aperiod
of relative calm, downloads having
secured their place as the dominant
method of acquiring music for the
current/next generation. Blu-ray is now
poised (though video downloads are
on the increase) for amake-or- break
assault on high res supremacy. And
yet vinyl - of all things! - somehow
survives in the manner of Ferrari,

86
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Instead, let's accept high- end audio for
For we must now admit that superb

Barry Fox
Technology journalist
Barry Fox trained in electrcnics with the RAF and worked as apatent agent, but he
en.
rnalism. He i
fthe world's top technology writers
gav

Regional forecast
Blu-ray may have won the HD format war but will region coding be its downfall? Barry Fox on
why confusion among consumers could see the format lacking support from the mass retailers

F

lor my money, the event of the
year has to be the end of the
suicidal format war between
Blu-ray and HD DVD. Not for

what the war was about, but for what
it proved. Consumers are smarter than
most industry decision- makers.
The general public still remembers
the Sony-Betamax battle: audio buffs
remember the quadraphonic war of the
1970s [ see p130], MiniDisc versus DCC
and DVD-Audio against SACD. But the
electronics giants have no collective
memory. Some of the people they now
entrust with significant press issues are
on gap year from Uni.
It was always going to be hard to
persuade paying customers that they

ABOVE: Iron Man and LA Confidential are region coded, but not all BD labeling is clear

needed higher definition pictures and
higher fidelity sound. The Blu-ray versus
HD DVD spilt made it ten times harder.
Most of the press coverage was about
the fight not the benefits.
The fight wasn't won by Blu-ray, it
was won by Sony's PS3 shoot-em- up
games console. Now the audio and
video industries have to excite the public
into buying into Blu-ray as amusic and
movie system. Readers of HFN will be
enthused by the promise of better sound
from lossless audio tracks. They will

Tesco promote
Blu-ray if customers
bring players back
because they won't
play US-bought BDs?'

The Blu-ray boys are still not
recognising the damage that can be
done by Regional Coding. Fox Home
Entertainment in the USA recently
released the or ginal 1966 Batman
movie with the bonus of Nelson Riddle's
jazzy score in audio-only lossless 5.1
DTS HD Master Audio. Great! But the
European release has no audio- only
bonus track [ see FutureTech, p14].
This is DVD all over again, but with

no idea that ordinary DVD could already
deliver 5.1 digital Dolby or DTS. The

abig difference. DVD's regional coding

have the skill needed to set up a7.1 AV
system. But the horribly confusing audio

signilicance of lossless MLP sailed way

dared not sell DVD players to Brit

and video output option settings for the

above their heads. A fresh bunch of wide-

customers who go to Florida for aDisney

PS3 will often condemn the viewer to
hearing the sound of Blu-ray in analogue

eyed novices are now promoting Blu-ray.
At Blu-ray promotions the

Disney discs that won't play on Brit

stereo from the TV's toytown speakers.

demonstrators often use the same Death

players. So Tesco fixed for its Chinese

LOST ON THEM

by Powerpoint presentations that they
prepared to impress music and movie

Never underestimate the level
of technical ignorance in the

business managers. These always stress
the new and powerful copy protection

factories to make regional coding easy
to defeat with afew keystrokes on the
remote control.

entertainment software world. When
the music industry was pushing

that BD offers. One studio just sent me a

DVD-Audio, with demonstrations
using good hi-fi systems provided by
Panasonic and Meridian, bright-eyed

press release extolling the fact that ' Blu-ray
Disc also features the most advanced copy
protection'.
Wake up and smell the reality guys;

is easily defeated. UK outlets like Tesco

holiday and briig back US-standard

But there is no way yet to defeat
Blu-ray regional coding while some
Blu-ray discs are region coded and some
are not. The labeling system is amess.
Some Blu-ray discs have no marking,
which may or may not mean they play

novices repeatedly told me: ' Listen to

obstructive DRM is not asales feature

the surround sound — it's so much more
impressive than stereo'.

that appeals to consumers. And anew
gadget soon to hit the market exploits the

to bring players back because the Disney

'analogue hole' to let people copy

BDs they boupt in Florida won't play?

They were hearing full-blown
surround for the first time, and had

Blu-ray anyway [ see Nov ' 08 column].

anywhere. Will stores like Tesco dare to
promote Blu-ray if customers are going

Idon't think so. ()
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OPINION
Hot topics explored by our columnists...

Jon
Thompson

John Bamford
Industry Insider
Fourteen years at Pioneer GB and three at Meridian
gives John Bamford awealth of industry experience

OK Computer
Does 2008 represent amajor turning point in audio history?
Yes, says John Bamford, and the future lies with your PC

M

Meanwhile as recording engineers

any years from now, when
we study the history

and the world's music industry - just

books documenting the
audio/video industry and
the world of consumer electronics,

like me - came to terms with the fact
that DVD-A was effectively ' dead' as a
delivery format of higher fidelity sound

doubtless 2008 will be remembered
as the year during which Toshiba
swallowed its corporate pride and

to audio enthusiasts, suddenly there
was achorus from audiophile record
labels chanting, ' high res downloads'.
And Idare to suggest that 2008 marks

withdrew HD DVD from the market
place, leaving the pitch clear for
Blu-ray Disc ( BD) to be the next-

amajor turning point in audio history,
as hi-fi hobbyists who are truly serious
about hearing music in its highest
fidelity will from this point onwards
have no option other than to be

generation ' packaged media' to
supplant DVD.
Meanwhile countless industry
bigwigs and commentators alike are
united in saying the same thing: that

dragged kicking and screaming into
the 21st century.

while it remains to be seen whether or
not Blu-ray truly succeeds in becoming
away of life for consumers worldwide,

As Linn Products has shown with
its range of DS network players [see

surely BD is destined to be the ' final
physical format'. As high speed
broadband becomes increasingly
faster and ubiquitous, and the
success of Apple's iPod and its iTunes
business model proves without doubt
that today's younger generation
of consumers have little interest in
cluttering their lives with bookshelves
full of discs, the on-line delivery of

'The dream of
having better-thanCD digital audio in
our homes appeared
to be all but over'

music and movies to home servers
p3O], the future is now. And ' computer
audio' could soon change from being

DEFUNCT DREAMS

adisparaging catch-all reference
to MP3 to become the only source

Wearing my audiophile hat, Ibegan
terms with the realisation that DVDAudio was effectively adefunct

for listening to recordings of studio
master tape quality in our hi-fi living
rooms of the future. c.')

format. SACD is barely
alive too. And the dream
of having better-than-

during 2008 has affected
the the market for HD sets
and software in very different
ways explains Jon Thompson

L

ike Barry Willis here [ see p94],
my highlight of the year has to

be the coverage of the 2008
Olympics. Not that you would
have found me sitting in front of aPC.
No, it was the HD broadcasts enjoyed
on my flat panel display - complete
with opening and closing ceremonies
featuring David Beckham, red London
buses and more CGI than used in the
making of most Hollywood films.
It's perhaps ironic then that the
moment HD found avehicle to increase
its profile among the viewing public and
with Blu-ray having established itself as
crunch bit even harder. This appears to
have had two effects.
HD is now cheap. A price war
between the Dixon/Curry's group and
Argos on big screen pricing has seen 50in
sets going for £ 699. Yet the migration
from DVD to Blu-ray seems to be aslow
one, with the price of the software
appearing to be the deciding factor.

BEST PICTURE

Dolby TrueHD and DTS
HD Master soundtracks
accompanying the

Picture quality simply got better this year,
despite no real new technologies and the

movies ( and some music

www.hifinews.co.uk

The increasing cost of credit

times is going to spend £ 30 on the
Blu-ray release of afilm like The Island
when you can buy it on DVD for £ 3!

homes appeared to me
to be all but over except
for the high- resolution

88

Crunch
time for
HD

After all, who in these cost-conscious

CD digital audio in our

videos) on Blu-ray discs.

Jon Thompson
works as both aproducer and
digital film supervisor for his
company The IL tFactory

the unchallenged HD carrier, the credit

seems to be the inevitable future for
the home entertainment industry.

the year in aglum mood as Icame to

Film Producer

ABOVE: The future is now - Linn's Majik DS server (top)
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death of SED thanks to legal wrangling
in the US courts. Sony showed that LCD
can look good with its 70in back- light

The all-new

M-senes

fromitOKSÁN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

tautie
To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

I
ENLE1

www.henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166
ROKSAN
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Midland HiFi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Sound Cynergy, Aldridge • HG Rapkin, Northampton
Home Media, Maidstone • Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch

OPINION
Hot topics explored by our columnists...

Keith Kowa rd
Consultant Technical Editor
Part scientist, part engineer, Keith Howard has been
writing about all things audio for over 20 years

All change...
ABOVE: Better and cheaper - Pioneer's

Hard- drive music, the end of physical media and aspeaker
that finally delivered. Here are Keith Howard's highlights

9th generation of plasma screens
LED technologies and Samsung showed
off its version of the same technology.
But my 'Award for Best Picture' goes to
Pioneer. At the end of 2007 it showed
an 8th generation screen that looked
stunning with its filmic blacks, vivid
colours and smooth motion. By the
summer of 2008 Pioneer had gone one
better: it took the same panel, made a
few modifications to the coatings and

0

ne of the many facets of
high quality audio that I

recently read along-standing audio
journalist rejoicing in : he fact they had

have always found, and

failed, which must be adereliction

continue to find, appealing

of duty) and at the hoi polloi's casual
preference for convenience over

is its ability to surprise and delight
on numerous different levels: some

quality. I'm not Canute- like about this,

overtly technological, others quite

though. The tide is coming in but I'm

the opposite. In which spirit Ishall
remember 2008 for two reasons as

safely above the high water mark,

different as any human interest and

how it was driven and launched a9th
generation series of screens. Not only

absorbing the message in the bottle.
It reads: ' The era of physical media is

passion is ever likely to accommodate.

ending. Get over it.'

are these some 80% better in terms of
noise and contrast, they are cheaper!
In short, the TV price war broke
out as the UK economic suffered zero

CONVENIENCE AND QUALITY

As Idon't consider the C-word ( I
mean computer) the expletive that
some do, this involves less realigning of

growth for the first time since 1993 and

To be hi-tech first, the ninth year of
the new millennium was when Ifinally
bowed to the inevitable and accepted
that in the near future Iwill download

my world view than many in the audio
diaspora face. But that doesn't mean
Isee only plain sailing ahead. Setting

music ( not MP3s, wash your mouth

'It will all look great
on our 4G iPhones,
which are sure to
cost less than aloaf
of bread'
while the price of aloaf of bread went
up by 45% a50in flat panel display went
down in price by some 70%!

LOOKING AHEAD
So what will 2009 bring? Well, 4G for
one thing. Just as the hullaballoo about
the iPhone 3G release dies down the
Terrestar Corporation in the US is to
start trials of 4G for launch in 2012.
Now that's adate to conjure with: it's
the end of the world according to the
Mayan calendar, the year that the Earth
passes though the gravitational centre
of the universe according to NASA, or
the UK's moment on the world stage
as London hosts the Olympics! Well,
whatever comes to pass, you can be
sure it will all look great on our 4G
iPhones, which by then are sure to cost
less than aloaf of bread. c5
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out) and replay it from computer hard
disk, either via amusic server or a
network streaming player.
Deep down Icontinue to seethe
at the record industry's consummate
ability to shoot itself in the foot over
CD's successor(s), at the crass inability
of the serious audio press to support
and promote DVD-A and SACD ( I

'The message in
the bottle reads:
"The era of physical
media is ending.
Get over it."
aside the issue of
whether the big
record companies,
congenitally
imbued with the
concept of content
protection, can
bring themselves to
offer hi res, DRMfree downloads,
there's also the
matter of the
learning curve
that attends any
new technological
paradigm in audio,
during which it is
LEFT: Arousal Al Mk 2
-full- range drivers live
up to the hype

OPINION

Christopher Breunig
HFN Music Editor

Fl E21 5
-'

4-3..12,11IMMOMM

!Kwe:

ABOVE: Gimell's website - arefeshing
and clear way of downloading music
converted from something merely
workable into an experience that's
truly compelling, both ergonomically
and audibly. Idon't presume that
this will happen overnight.
Nor, despite my contempt for
many record industry suits, do I
underestimate the sea change in
corporate attitudes that aDRMfree download future will entail.
Perhaps we need agenerational
change in the boardrooms before
this can happen. Whatever, for now
Irejoice in the fact that alabel so

Chris Breunig used to be an architect, but music
was his first love. He's an avid record collector

Roll over Beethoven
Deutsche Grammophon recently substituted adifferent Abbado
symphony cycle for CD, Christopher Breunig explains why

T

he undoubted musical
highlight of 2008, for
me, was the DVD of

Claudio Abbado's Lucerne
performance of Mahler's Third

-but these were not omissions but
the controversial scherzo passages
taken twice after their trio sections
(some scholars believed to do so was
unauthentic).

Symphony [ Medici Arts]. It was one of
several issues marking the conductor's

CD SUBSTITUTES

75th birthday, including ' period
instrument' Mozart and acomplete
Beethoven symphony set. On DG, the
Mozart is new, the Beethoven acase
of ( literally) déjà vu.

Deutsche Grammophon has now
replaced that Philharmonie cycle,

But first, abit of classical recording

insignificant - in turnover though

trivia. With his 1950s Beethoven
sonata series under way, the pianist

not in musical value - as Gimell
Records can offer awebsite and

Wilhelm Kempff re-recorded one work
(0p.22) which Deutsche Grammophon

business model so refreshing in its

then published unannounced, using

clarity. Ihope that the path cut by

the same catalogue number. He also

the likes of Linn Records, AIX (via its

observed several repeats which never

'Keen collectors will
know that the Rome
versions have been
issued as TDK
DVD couplings'

iTrax site) and Gimell soon becomes

appeared on the mono LPs, and those

awell-trodden one.

tapes are missing.
There were complaints about

transfers derived from live performances

AROUSED BY AROUSAL

repeats in the Beethoven symphony

given the following February at the

And my low-tech 2008 highlight?
The discovery, prompted by the

cycle which Claudio Abbado made
with the Berlin Philharmonic in 2000

Santa Cecilia Academy, Rome [ 477
5864]. The booklet explains that these C->

apart from the Ninth Symphony, with CD

Aurousal Al Mk2, that speakers
using full- range moving coil drivers
really can deliver aspecial audio
experience. Full- range drivers have
been talked- up for years but my
previous experience of them had
never lived up to the hype. The
Jordan driver in the Aurousal is
different, in its design approach and
in its performance, both measured
and subjective.
As Iwrite, the Curvi Model 1
awaits me downstairs - adesign that
also features the Jordan driver but
with transmission line loading that, I
know, affords it still better measured
performance, with remarkably
little midrange energy storage. If it
impresses, as the Aurousal did, with
arare and compelling coherence
of sound, then Ted Jordan will be
getting an order from me soon. And
DIY this winter won't only mean days
behind apaintbrush. (b

ABOVE: Abbado's Beethoven - Deutsche Grammophon's replacement set
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OPINION

Steve Hams

better represent Abbado's concept of
'shared beliefs' with his players and his
principle that they should listen to their
colleagues as if giving chamber- music
performances. Abbado also speaks in
favour of the newer hall acoustics - the
architect here was Renzo Piano.
One important thing missing from
the booklet which informed the older
CD set [ DG 469 000-2] are Abbado's
remarks on his reduction of string forces
for Symphonies 1, 2, 4 and 8. Indeed,
we've lost along interview explaining
his whole approach to the music.

ALREADY ON DVD
Keen collectors will know that the Rome
versions have already been issued as TDK
DVD couplings, with DTS ( or Dolby) 5.1
sound, PCM stereo and, in some works,
the multi- angle ' Conductor camera'
switchable option. So what's the point
of the duplication on CDs?
The sound is sharply etched although
the acoustic damping tends to soak
up some of the resonance and Irather
prefer the more open textures of the
Berlin recordings - DG's engineers
secured good sound in the Philharmonie.

Contributing Editor
/ Steve Harris edited Hi Fi News between 1986 and
I 2005. He loves jazz, blues music, and vintage hi-fi

Close encounters
While hi def offers us an even greater intensity of sound are
we any closer to the original experience, asks Steve Harris

1

f2008 was the year when
overwhelming numbers of PS3
buyers finally won the battle
for Blu-ray, it could also be the

year when Quad's 50-year old slogan
'the closest approach to the original
sound' reached its sell- by date.
That phrase told only the truth
about Quad's utterly brilliant
electrostatic speaker, and still sums up
the ethos of high fidelity. But it glosses
over too many issues. How close can
you expect to get, in anormal living

Unsurprisingly, there are more touches

room? And to what original sound?

of spontaneity and urgency in the Rome
performances - but again, the earlier

The 1950s concept of ' awindow on

alternatives had an admirable restraint

the concert- hall' is rather different
to the modern one of immersing the
listener in sound.

'The 2000
recordings seem
threatened with
deletion; don't miss
hearing them!'

WHOSE PERFORMANCE?

calls ' agigantic confidence trick'.
'The fallacy of the argument about
quadraphony was, of course, that
in the home, as in aconcert hall or
studio, the sound from the speakers
in front of you bounces off the rear
and side walls and bingo - there's
your quadraphony...Imade sure the
normal stereo sound of my records

'The record industry
was in the grip of
what Grubb calls
"a gigantic
confidence trick":

In his memoir, Music Makers On
Record, the great EMI producer Suvi

was damaged as little as possible by

Raj Grubb explained how stereo gave

"quadraphony" - in other words, Iused a

anew spaciousness to orchestral
music. But among Grubb's wonderful
stories of working with Otto Klemperer

mere soupçon of sound from the rear.'
In the exploding world of pop and

is one that illustrates the conductor's
complete ignorance of recording

rock music others were exploring the
potential of both quadrophony and

technology. After three takes of the

multitrack recording. Dark Side Of The
Moon and Tubular Bells were clearly

which made the series very good for

last movement of Mozart's Symphony

conceived as surround sound, but only

repeated listening.

No 33, Klemperer thought they would

recently have we been able to hear them

have to play it through yet again

Preference for one Beethoven
interpreter over another is partly

because of ahorn crack.

as their creators intended.
This may be nothing to do with 'the

agenerational thing. Weingartner

Grubb explained that he could
eliminate the mistake by editing in a

closest approach' but Idon't think
anyone could call it ' Ein Schwindel'.

(plain, largely forgotten), Toscanini
(the disciplinarian, horrid NBC sound),
Furtwângler (the visionary - often
misguided), Klemperer (slow but resilient
in adversity) - each had their successive
adherents. Life- affirming, Abbado's two
Berlin cycles far surpass his Vienna LP

section from an earlier take, ultimately
using parts from all three takes to get
the best result.
Klemperer was aghast at this,
writes Grubb.

-

Then the performance

is not by me," he said. Ireplied that it

set and, based on Jonathan del Mar's
researched editions, they are textually

was, for all three performances were
by him. " No, no," he repeated, " It is

RIGHT:

more accurate. I'd say they offered
complementary musical experiences.

not aperformance by me but by you.

Music
Makers on

Incidentally, the Ninth is described

It is not my performance." He turned
to his daughter and said in tragic

Record was

as ' re-edited' but no details are given.

tones, " Lotte, em nSchwindel!", and

published

So as the 2000 recordings seem to be

would not be comforted.'

by Hamish

threatened with deletion, don't miss the
chance of hearing them. c_')

By the early 1970s, the record
industry was in the grip of what Grubb

Hamilton
in 1986
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OPINION
Hot topics explored by our columnists...

arry Willis
Journalist for top American audio-video publications
While his main interest is high-end audio, Barry Willis also writes about the cul,
inary
dustry, visual a• nd theatre for ahuge variety of US newspapers and magazines

Olympic- level technology
The highlight of the year for Barry Willis was the ability to watch real-time hi-def images of the
Olympics online, accompanied by great sound. Shame on you, You Tube...

1

!ale *amid 0.11•• • Ihen.

t's mid-August, and as happens
every four years, I'm glued to the

m.4 Tr. nor.

neon • rem, gar Orommo

Olympic Games. I've just watched

.
41
- :i-710
;à\N

an online replay of Chen Yanqing's

gold- medal performance in Beijing,
where the diminutive 58kg Chinese
weightlifter broke two Olympic records
and crushed the competition.
In sealing her win, Ms Chen eased
an enormous 138kg off the floor, then
punched it overhead with an astounding
degree of focus and finesse.
Also agold medallist in Athens, Ms
Chen is aproduct of china's national

.•••••••••••••

EEMM

sports system that identifies talent
at an early age and nurtures it to
maturity with years of rigorous training,
exceptional nutrition, and superb

-
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ABOVE: Prime time, all the time - NBC's Olympics site at www.nbcolympics.com

medical and psychological care.
Waiting in the wings after she takes
her final bow are battalions of young
women stronger than America's most
ferocious male professional athletes.
Unlike their predecessors in bygone
games, their gender isn't questioned
-or questionable.
Gone are the baritone voices and
Neanderthal brows of East Germany's
testosterone-saturated female

is from aschoolyard football game.

'A ' rewind' feature
allows viewers to
watch anything they
might have missed,
as often as they wish'

swimmers of the 1980s. Today's Olympic
competitors are unquestionably female,
but with comic- book superpower.

And they make possible the breakthroughs
that athletes strive for all their lives.
As alifelong athletic mediocrity, I

family honor, and financial incentives
go along way toward explaining
results almost beyond comprehension.
But not all the way. It's the magic of
sports pharmacology that takes human
performance into the stratosphere.
Drug use provokes the annual
comedy of hand-wringing denials
and/or accusations by Tour de France
officials, but how else can cyclists sustain
the gruelling pace of arace covering
thousands of miles over fierce terrain in
less than amonth?
Performance-enhancing substances
make possible the drama that sports
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The TV network's three active
high-def channels cover big-draw sports
round-the-clock, while the website offers
acompelling combinaticn of traditional
journalism with unedited live feeds from
dozens of other venues, using Microsoft's

fans love and advertisers pay so dearly for.

PILLS 'N' THRILLS
How has this been realised? Breeding,
high-tech training, national pride,

NBC's internet coverage during the
Beijing games has been marvellous, with
in-depth analysis of all the sports and
profiles of many competitors.

want superpower too. Itherefore vote for
'advancements in sports pharmacology' as
the Technology of 2008.
But knowing that the unwritten rules of
this competition prohibit drug advocacy,
Iinstead cast my ballot for another

'Silverlight' audio/video processing.
A ' rewind' feature allows viewers
to watch anything they might have
missed, as often as they wish. The
price of admission is one unavoidable
commercial at login, as opposed to
television's dozens of commercials at
every possible break. (The site can only
be accessed from within the US.)

technology, the one that let me enjoy
Chen Yanqing's prodigious efforts and

ONLINE PRIME TIME

other favorite sports deemed too marginal
for mainstream television coverage.

site is excellent - Iassume that video
is sourced in high-definition - and so is

(American TV viewers get first atoxic dose
of gymnastics and swimming, then full

the sound. The frame rate isn't as high
as it could or should be - compression

immersion in track-and-field.)

artifacts and pixelisation sometimes
creep in during fast action.

That technology is internet video, which
as delivered by vvww.nbcolympics.com is
as far from the laughably crude offerings
found on YouTube as the World Cup final

YEARBOOK 2008

Image quality on the NBC Olympics

Even so, it's all that sports fans could
hope for, and inarguable proof that now,
prime time is all the time.

OPINION

Paul Miller
Editor
Technician and writer on all things audio for over 25 years, Paul Millier took over the
editor's chair in 2006. He invented the QC Suite, used across the audio industry

On Monster and BD media
A Monsterous New Year, an end to the HD DVD format war and the prospect of Full HD
multichannel concerts on Blu-ray finds Paul Miller looking forward to 2009

M

I

onster cable and the
opportunity granted for
arare interview with its

MINE, DIOP

MILER
à ROCK
MONTREAL
8LIVE AID

founder and chief architect,
Noel Lee, marked the beginning of our
Movers and Shakers series published
throughout 2008. Mr Lee started
his campaign some 30 years ago by
convincing the hi-fi community that
his thick, multistranded cable would
deliver an audible benefit. In the 11K
his only competition was bellwire and
QED 79-strand. Now the ' Head Monster'
controls amulti- million dollar empire
that employs some of the brightest
young engineers in the business, all
benefitting from technical resources that
are beyond the ken of all but the largest
CE producers.

ABOVE: Music on Blu-ray, the highest resolution audio with immersive Full HD video

Monster is an object lesson in what
can be achieved by having abright idea
at just the right time together with the
drive to see the vision through. The fact
that the company has now extended its
reach into HDMI cabling with arange
and philosophy to match is entirely
predictable. Noel Lee's other passion for
high resolution multichannel audio and
his Monster Music DVD project was a

'Music on DVD
already accounts for
about 10x the sales
volume of vinyl, SACD
and DVD-A combined'

mild revelation, his views on DVD-A, HD
DVD and Blu-ray positively refreshing.

THE FUTURE IS BLU
Meanwhile, at the 2008 Consumer
Electronics Show, the rug was well and
truly yanked from beneath Toshiba's feet
by the defection of Warner from its HD
DVD camp to the Blu-ray competitor.
The contrast between the black, funereal
drapes that decorated the HD DVD
booth and the Hollywood razamatazz

up the not inconsiderable and heavily
discounted catalogue of movie discs.
Iwas never convinced that Sony's PS3
had such aprofound effect on the success
of Blu-ray as amovie format as there's little
crossover between the gaming and home
theatre sectors. Nevertheless, Sony has
won its format war and the consumer is left
with one highly versatile and exceedingly
high resolution audio/video platform.
It's just apity that the full Profile 2.0

The prospect of lossless multichannel
audio on Blu-ray music discs is altogether
more exciting as the highest resolution
surround is augmented by you- are-there
1080p Full HD video.
Music on DVD already accounts
for about ten times the sales volume
of vinyl. SACD and DVD-A combined
(measured by value or units) so
there's already astrong precedent for
consumers wishing to revisit favourite
bands or concerts in amore inclusive
format. With music on Blu-ray, the
dedicated enthusiast now has the
opportunity to enjoy concerts where
both sight and sound are elevated to a
pitch one step closer to the real thing.
Celine Dion is currently top of the
BD charts with ... Live in Las Vegas - a
5.1 channel extravaganza of lossless
Dolby TrueHD audio and 1080p video.

that accompanied the Blu-ray stand was
both illustrative and prophetic.

functionality has taken nearly another year

Having experienced this and other BD
performances in adecent home theatre,

to realise...

few listeners have the inclination to

Toshiba has since licked its wounds

However, while BD's interactive features
are now reaching fruition, the platform

the same conceit on stereo CD.

itself is being massaged into niche formats
such as audio-only Blu-ray. While BD has the

'DVD-A and SACD failed' suggested
Noel Lee ' because retailers could not

capacity to accommodate the very highest
resolution multichannel audio, it strikes
me that BD without video is not hugely
dissimilar to the failed DVD-Audio format.

properly demonstrate it'. Let's just hope
today's music- loving consumers get the

and put on abold face at this year's
IFA show in early September. HD DVD
was but amemory as Toshiba exhibited
an upscaling DVD player with both
wired and wireless HDD media storage
solutions. Owners of HD DVD players, on
the other hand, have been hoovering

switch the lights back on and compare

opportunity to experience music on BD
before shrugging its collective shoulders.()
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SOUNDING OFF

Elvis the
Time Lord
OR WERE SOUNDTRACKS ENHANCED?

Send in your views to: Sound Off, HiFi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

SPEAKERS: THINKING SOUND
OUTSIDE THE BOX
WHY DON'T MANUFACTURERS HOUSE CROSSOVERS IN A SEPARATE ENCLOSURE?

Having read HiFi News since 1970, I
have studied well-informed articles on
the lengths we all go to improve the
isolation and suspension of our various
bits of equipment. Ihave to admit these
do improve the sound quality - at least
to my ears when Ihave taken on board
some of your recommendations.
Recently, deciding to remove the
bass cone from one of my expensive
three-way American loudspeakers to
investigate acrackling sound, Iwas
surprised to see avery impressive
looking crossover board on the floor of
the cabinet. It then struck me that this
crossover board was being subjected to
the full blast of the pressure waves from
the back of all three bass cones used, at
terrific levels sometimes. And to think we
worry about abit of microphony here and
there in the rest of the kit!
Surely, would it not be better to
house the crossover board externally
in its own enclosure, somewhere at
the rear of the cabinet in order to avoid
these resonances and the
colourations they must
induce? Ithen considered
that the vast majority
of loudspeakers are
made with internal
crossovers, and
would not those
loudspeakers

OFF
OF THE

MONTH

sound better if this
were not the case? I
imagine external crossover
compartments would incur extra costs,
but after all, we are talking hi-fi here!
H Pascoe, via e-mail
Keith Howard replies: The issue of crossover
microphony has been acontroversial one for
many years. Some speaker manufacturers
appear to take little trouble to isolate the
crossover from either the internal pressure
fluctuations in the cabinet or the structural
vibration resulting from magnet reaction force,
although they may - deliberately or otherwise
-select crossover components which are
relatively insensitive to vibration.
Others place the crossover in aseparate
compartment within the cabinet and may also
use compliant mountings. A few - very few
-locate the crossover externally. The latter is
optimal from the microphony viewpoint but it
does entail additional cabling and connectors.
Ihave apair of old B&W CDM1NTs, one
of which has had its two crossover boards
removed and relocated externally. Ithink it
does sound a
little better than
its standard
twin, but the
difference is not
night and day.
RIGHT: B&W's
CDM1NT

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct'07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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Ken Kessler states in his Music
on DVD feature (
HFN Nov ' 08)
that some Elvis films were
shot with stereo or even 5.1
soundtracks. We all know that
Elvis was the King, but to have
shot any movies in 5.1 he must
have been aTime Lord.
According to the Dolby
website, 5.1 film soundracks
didn't start until the 1990s; Elvis
died in 1977. Ithink you will find
that the soundtracks have been
'improved and enhanced' with
the use of adevice like the TC
6000, or similar, in Unwrap mode.
Peter Davey via e-mail

DAC to the
future

MORE DAC INPUTS ON PLAYERS, PLEASE

Yet another issue of HFN, yet
another CD player review, and
yet another manufacturer of
upmarket CD players that has
not followed the enterprising
lead shown by Cambridge Audio
in providing acouple of auxiliary
inputs to the digital-to-analogue
converter (DAC) in its best CD
players. Acquisition of one of
these Cambridge machines
has transformed not only my
enjoyment of CDs, but also my
enjoyment of DVD, Fieeview
radio and TV, which are now
played through the Cambridge
DAC. This has been especially
notable with the recent televised
BBC Proms. Admittedly, space
constrains confine me to a
two- channel system, but Iam
sure Iam not the only audio/
videophile in this situation.
Why haven't other
manufacturers followed suit with
what must be arelatively cheap
addition to any CD player?
Perhaps they simply think that
the DACs they use are not good
enough to make it worth the
effort. Ishould add that Ihave
no connection with Cambridge
except as asatisfied customer.
Alan Foster, Buckinghamshire

Copland CTA405 integrated valve amplifier

Look,

11r

'Copland's CTA405 exhibits all the virtues that makes fools of its
rivals
stupendous value for money'
Ken Kessler - hlfl news
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tei. 01362 820800
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Lamm Industries

Silent Running Audio

Verbatim Cables

Metronome Technologie

Master Built Cables

Copland

Vonschweikert

Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

ortofon

accuracy in sound

I
ENL

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

A THORENS AFFAIR
RE- UNITED WITH ' LOST' THORENS DECK BUT EXACTLY WHICH FLAVOUR OF ARM DO IHAVE?

Thanking my lucky stars, I've
rediscovered my old Thorens TD150
M1d1/SME 3009 combo. As my misses
is someone who throws everything out
that she hasn't touched for more than
ayear Ithought it lost in our move to
our own home. Then, cleaning out the
garage, Ifound it in an unmarked box.
Returning the deck to as pristine
acondition as possible has provided
hours of enjoyment. Basically Iused a
lot of soft cotton cloth, cleaning fuel for
the arm, and my grandfather's metal
polishing wheel for the platter.
One or two weekends with the
woodwork tools ought to result in a
complete replacement of the enclosure,
which appears to be made from ultralow density fibreboard, although I'm still
in deliberation as to the sonic impact
of choice of tree. According to the
original Thorens manual, my version
was intended to be built into one's
own furniture or enclosure anyway,
so Ican forgive the dodgy fibreboard
construction of the original.
My main reason for writing is that I

would like your help identifying which
incarnation of the SME 3009 I'm the proud
owner of. Just having renewed my first
year of subscription, Ihave to say I'm
enjoying the magazine alot. The mix a
columns, opinions and reviews is just
right and please keep it as honest as it
clearly is today.
Mike Sandyk, via e-mail

Ken Kessler replies: As far as Ican tell, this
is a ' normal' SME 3009 Series II Improved
post- 1972.. Idon't know, however, the make
of the non-standard headshell. If you can
find the serial number on the base, and you
send aletter to SME, they may even be able
to identify the precise year that the tonearm
was made. SME can be contacted at Mill
Road, Steyning, West Sussex, BN44 3GY

ABOVE: Mike Sandyk's self- restored Thorens TD150 with SME 3009 tonearm

Advantages of bi-amping with one amp?
WILL REASSIGNING ONKYO'S REARS TO DRIVE FRONT SPEAKERS RESULT IN CLIPPING?

Recently Ibought an Onkyo TX-SR605
AV receiver for my separate home
theatre only set up. Your lab tests
[HFN, Oct ' 07] showed that it delivered
2x130W and 5x95W. It runs hot and
sounds very nice and Iam beginning to
listen to more and more music on this
set-up, increasingly ignoring my stereo
music-only system.
As Ido not use the rear channels
of the Onkyo Ican reassign them
and bi-amp the ATC SCM 7s I
use as front speakers. While there
may be theoretical advantages to
passive bi-amping when using two
completely different amps, what are the
advantages, if any, of this set up?
The reason Iask is that as they
share acommon power supply am I
not correct in thinking the total wattage
is likely to drop? Idon't want to trade
any potential advantage of bi-amping
with the prospect of clipping due to
inadequate power, as Ilisten at rather
loud levels.
By the way, in the November '07
issue of Home Cinema Choice the
same Onkyo receiver was measured
at just 30W with five channels driven. I
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have to say that Iam abit puzzled by this.
Dr K Fonseka, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: Driving the separate
bass/treble arms of two loudspeakers from
four power amps of amultichannel receiver
is an interesting idea. You'll not get as good a
result as using two separate stereo amplifiers
but neither will you suffer aloss in power
output. After all, the same power supply is still
supporting the same overall load impedance.
The potential advantage comes from each
of the four integral power amps now driving a
more limited bandwidth. That is, two amplifier

stages are just driving the bass arm while
another two handle the treble arm, each
handling alimited number of swings in
impedance and/or phase angle.
It's definitely worth trying out- just
make sure you have exactly the same signal
fed from the front and surround channels
without any DSR delay or bass management
for example, in the ' surround' signal path.
Regarding the multichannel
measurements. Ican only comment on our
sample which delivered afull 95W across
the board. Then again, such measurements
can be very tricky to perform.

_

ABOVE: The Onkyo TX- 512605 reviewed in Oct '07 - used for bi-amping in stereo
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intertainment
When you buy from Sevenoaks you are
buying from one of the biggest, longest
established and most trusted Hi Fi / Home
Cinema retailers in the UK.

The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,
customer-focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:• Superb customer service, including after-sales care and attention to detail.

We have been making home entertainment

• An unrivalled product range, with every leading manufacturer in stock and

corne alive for customers for more than
35 years now. With anational network

impartial advice on offer.

of stores and ahard-won reputation for
outstanding customer service we are
confident that we can do the same for you.
Ultimately, our stated aim is quite
simple... to offer atotal home

.

&FERN
ferEaler.

Stores Nationwide

service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment.
• Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and comfortable
surroundings to test high-performance products in ahome- like environment.
• Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.

entertainment solution, no matter what

• Leading edge expertise in bespoke design and Installation with Cedia
qualified staff in many stores.

SOUND AND VISION

J

• Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer

the customer's need.

WHAT Ill*F1?

I.CMES
LEXING

Demonstration Rooms

AWARDS 2008

We have afantastic selection of this year's award-winning products avaialble from our stores nationwide'
ARCAM

DALI

LOGITECH

PIONEER

SENNHEISER

ATACAMA
B&W

DENON

MARANTZ

GRADO

ONKYO

PRO-JECT
Q ACOUSTICS

SONOS
SONY

CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS

INFOCUS
KEF

PANASONIC
PARTINGTON

ROKSAN
SAMSUNG

SOUNDSTYLE
YAMAHA

Some brands/products are not available at all stores - please confirm before travelling.

Find out more - visit www.SSAV.com today!
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the experts in home entertainment

Hi Fi Separates

Home Cinema & HiFi
From astraightforward high definition

move the numan soul like nothing else.

flatscreen TV to a li080p projector, from

Choosing components/systems that will

aDVD Recorde:' to ,acomplete Blu-Ray

'gel togetner correctly in your home is

based solution,we can offer every

no easy task but our vastly experienced

conceivable flatiour of Home Cinema.

staff do it day in, day out so let us help.

When it comes to surround sound we

And with demonstration rooms in every

know exactly howto help you achieve

store, you 4 e positively encouraged to

the effects you're ifter within the budget

•0 • 10

up your MP3 player to give asystem a

Music, when conveyed through ahigh-

thorough workout before you buy.

•••••••••••

Genie 2
The new Genie 2
is an ideal choice
for vinyl lovers on
abudget.

quality audio system, has the power to

LCD & Piesma Screens
Intel, 'FIT
AWARDS 2; OD

31
4

re .7
7 1

1111
...
.ve
,..›..

These new
screens from
Pioneer are
1080p HO
ready and
feature KURO
technology for
t
bh
la
e
cd
kee
s pest

• OM

AWARDS 200A

bring in your favourite discs or hook

you've got.

Pro-Ject Turntables
Pro-jects excellent range includes the mu'ti award-winning
Debut, versions include Debut U18- ideal for, onverting your
favourite tracks to your Pod Ind Debut colour - available in
finishes to suit any decor.

Home Cinema Separates
Onicgo
This impressive range includes the new TX-SR606 and
TX-SR506 We receivers and the award-winning DV-5P400
DVD player.
Reiman Kandy K2
Roksan replaces its hugely successful Kand1/ series with
the new Kandy IQ amplifier and matching CD player.

„
Menem Mr—RELT

Pioneer G9 KURO Series Plasma TVs
New 50 & 60 inch models. null 1080p HD ready

AWARDS 2005

Roksan Caspian M Series- 1
integrated ampifier benefits from
,,perior quality components providing wider
bandwidth, lower distortion ara more dynximic range
for enhanced performance.

AWA•DS ROOD

Primer.
With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend
of sophisticated Scandinavian des.gn, Pimare build
elegant, reliable, easy-to- use systems drat promise
ye. , J
1, : hquality --- J. -

Speakers

Samsung Seriel, 6'Rose Black' LCDTVs
12, 57,40, 46 and 52 nch, full 1080p HD ready models.

Yamaha
The DSP-AX8E3SE AV amplifier features full support
for HD audo formats ensuring maximum enjoyment
of all high definition sources. Also avadable is the
award-winning D5P-AX763 and the flagship MP-211
at selected stores.

B&W 600 Series
The fourth generation of
the 600 series features new
drive units, crossovers and
awhole new design.

Monitor Audio
With achoice of sizes
ard finishes, there's a
Monitor Audio speaker
ro complement any
system. Ranges include
Bronze BR Silver RS,Goki

B&W MiniTheatre
MT30

5Year Warranty

NEW

Signature, new Radus HD
and the flagship Platinum.

Award-winning 5.1
speaker system available
in silver, black or whit. ,

included with all Plasma and LCD televisions
purchased at our normal selling price'
Choose models frorr Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung. Sharp and Sony
with a26" screen or larger
•
Sevenoaes Retail Price iNICWA00)

Denon
The range includes the award-winning Denon DVD1940
DVD player ano outstanding AV amplifers and receivers
including the œw A'/R-1909 and AVC-1HD.

Blu-Ray Disc
Panasonic DMP-BD35 8/ DMP-BD55
conforrung to BD profle 2.0 these new players deliver
outstanding pie tune and sound quality.

Yamaha YSP4OD
Digital sound projector - su round sound from one
speaker - ideal for 42 screens - just add aDVDplayer.

KEF XQ Series
XQ series includes
Panasonic VIERA TI-1-37PX8OB
fiss ID ready, 1031-1z, Pla.n.a TV delivers impressive images
from its 37screen.
42 • NCH SCREEN ALSO AVAILABLE

DLP Projectors
—
For the ultimate home cinema experience, why not
choose afull 1080p proctor 3nn sc wan ?

Pioneer BDP-LX71
exact./ as the filmmakers intended; in
breathtaking 1CSOp resolution, at 24 frames per second
hPioneer's rew BDP-LX71.

WHAT HI Fl?

-•

AA/ARDS 2008

InFocus
IN80, IN81,
IN82 & IN83

Sim2
Grand Cinema
HT380

2

-

Denon DVD -250OBT
BW-RA? TRANSPORT
For laithrul transmisson uf Full HD video and HO audio
signals bringing cut the full quality of film.

Radius HD
riew ueeur nkftcning
range of ultra-compact
sub/sat speakers replacincr
the highly acclaimed
Radius.

bookshelf and
fioorstanding models
featuring KEF's unique
UniQ technology.

KEF KHT2005.3
New 5.1 speaker
package available
in high gloss
black or matt
silver.

!M en
g ,
F e
AWARDS 200à

Spendor SA1
The most musical
and revealing small
loudspeaker ever
created by Spendor.
This tiny 2-way
infinite baffle design
present., sound in
an uncluttered and
cohesive manner
that is incredibly
captivat ng to
listen to.finished in
gorgeous; Zebrano
Piano Lacquer, Jet
Black Piano Lacquer
and Satin Wenge.
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visit www.SSAV.com today!

SOUND

All Sevenoaks stores stock awide range of products, have comfortable

Both 2- channel hi-fi and full multi- channel home cinema
systems are available. Our comprehensive range has
models to suit all your sound and vision needs.

demonstration

Denon D-M37DAB
incro sysms are back. This award-winning model,
available in silver or black, features aCD player, capable of rea:
MP3 and WMA
discs, aDAB
tuner, 30W
amplifier and
optional SCM37 speakers.

DAB radio, CD anc‘ Pod
the R4 produces

'

ee

I
80 watts per char ay.,

sound quality tha,
you wouldn't expect
from such acompact
design. The iPod dock
is compatible with
most il,o<1•' • iel'.
Walnut er Do, Gloss
Wash

VISION

Nationwide Stores

All- in- One Systems

Vita
This
one
Audio
box musz
R4system from Vita combines a

tà

rooms, provide first -class customer service and can deliver and

Arcam Solo Mini

install your purchase. Stores with Cedia qualified staff can also provide abespoke

Awed-winning integrate, i
CD, Radio and Amplifier with iPod control via
optbnal rLead/rDock.

design and installation service. They have unrivalled expertise in all areas of

NMI"
WHALtimr

B&Vil
Zeppelin

AWARDS ZOOS

Hear just how
good your iPod
can sound.
award-winning
iPod docking station
ticks all the boxes:
it's beautiful, solid as
arock and sounds

Try

home automation and can demonstrate awide range of installation options.
Aberdeen
01224 252797

Leeds - Wetherby
01937 5,,

Sheffield

Bedford
01234 272779

Leicester
0116 253 6567 (closing Sci.h)

Southampton

Wight« -Hove
01273 733338

UnCoin
01522 527397

Southgate

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Swindon

Bromley
020 8290 1988

Maidstone

Swiss Cottage
.'2 9777

Cambridge
01223 304770

Manchester

Tu nbridge Wells
,31543

Norwich

Bristol
0117 974 3727

•

Chelsea
020 7352 9466

01603

Watford
01923 213533

Cheltenham
01242 241171

Nottingham - Sherwood
0115 911 2121

W01932 828525

Oxford
01865 241773

Witham -Essex

EPSOM
01377 720720

•

Exeter

Plymouth

Glasgow

•

01752 226011

Sonos
7111,

Guildford

Duet, you Lail Ils.er,
to the music you love
any room of your home in,
smart, wireless payer delivers
your entire music collection to
your stereo, The controller then
makes it easy to

Holborn
I.
7 7540

Raiding
0118 959 7768

tunes all over the hcuse
-and control them
from the palm of ycur
hand. You can even
play different songs in
lifferent rooms.

Kingston

Stamboul's

•

,47

„—

Yeovil
01935 700078

Poole

Logitech
Squeezebox Duet

diglal
music system lets you
play your favourite

01376 501733
W01902 312225

Peterborough
01733 897697

'
3895

Multi- Room Audio

•

01202 671677

0717

OPENING
SOON

0732 459555

Dublin
WiRt•WwWw•leglon

• Cedo Member

NEW BUl 50 Bundle

This is an excellent
place to start if
you're looking for
amusic system
that deliv ,?rs
great sound and
remarkable value
for money.

Sevenoaks
Custom
Installation

System Option

the avcarc-winning
ProJe-:tDebut Ill
Turntable.

Sevenoaks
has put together this
home-cinema system
for its outstanding
surround sound and
vision performance.

Pioneer PDP-LX 5090 50" Plasma TV
Pioneer BDP-LX71 Blu-Ray Disc Player
Pioneer SC-LX81 AV Receiver
KEF KHT3005SE 5.1 Speaker Package

Consultation
Design and planning
Project management

e"

11!!!!!! Custom Electtorw
DesIgn and Installatmn
Asso<lateon

www.sevenoaksci.co.uk

Marantz CD6002 CD Player
Marantz PM6002 Amplifier
B&W 685 Speakers

Got acollection of
records?Why not add

Bespoke design
and installation service

Essential
Accessories
At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an
afterthought. Our staff can demonstrate
the difference the right accessories can
make to your listening and viewing
experience.
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE,

SOU N DS TYL E

GRADO

Q ED

Can't find what you're
looking for?
Come and visit the new website and
see the latest in sound and vision.
• The latest news and information
• Comprehensive product range
• Nationwide stores
• Outstanding website only offers
• Free monthly_competition
• Massive savings on end-of-line
stock clearance

visit www.SSAV.com today!
PLEASE NOTE Some brands/. roducts are not available at all stores. S•ecialiadded value offers are not in con'unction with an other offer ( NICWA00 . ADVERT VALID UNTIL 13/11/2008 E&0E.
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Louis Armstron
alife recorde
Was Louis Armstrong an audio buff? You betcha, says Barry Fox, and best of all his
hi-fi equipment and massive personal record and tape collection are preserved and
on show to the public at The Louis Armstrong House Museum in New York...
by using asimple microphone set up ( opinions vary on
whether there was asingle microphone high over the
stage or three to the sides) and taking afeed through to
the nearby Columbia studios.
The rest is history. The Carnegie Concert recordings
have never been out of print.
BG's casua' attitude to his recorded legacy
contrasts starkly with the enthusiasm shown by Louis
'Satchelmouth' Armstrong for recording just about
anything within earshot, and meticulously labelling and
indexing everything on his tapes and discs. In short,
Satchmo Armstrong was an audio nut.

KING IN HIS CASTLE
The story of Louis' love affair with audio really began
in 1943 when he was - as usual - on tour. While
he was away his fourth wife Lucille bought ahouse
and sent Louis the address - in the subLrban Corona
neighbourhood of Queens where she had grown up
before becoming aCotton Club dancer.
When Louis finished the tour he was driven to the
address and found amodest two storey clapperboard
house with basement, garage and very small back
yard. Lucille had had the interior decorated to her own
chintzy taste and moved in her mother. So Louis and
Lucille only had one floor.
Later when mother died the Armstrongs took over
the whole house, Lucille changed the attractive clapper
board for ugly brick and ripped out the Southern-style
porch to make more room inside. This gave Louis what

I

he wanted most, aden upstairs where he could play his
Selmer trumpet, listen to records and indulge in his
new-found hobby - tape recording.

n 1950 Benny Goodman's daughter Rachel was
tidying up alinen cupboard in afamily apartment

ABOVE: Louis

on New York's Park Avenue. She found aheavy metal

the shelves

container which contained 28 acetate discs labelled

housing his vast

when Louis went to view agrand uptown house he

collection of reelto-reel tapes

was mobbed and went straight back to Queens, where
Dizzy Gillespie, Count Basie, Lena Home, Ella Fitzgerald
and - later - Jonn Coltrane also settled. Although Basie

'Benny Goodman Master Recordings'.
According to folklore she said ' Daddy what are
these?' and BG immediately played the discs, found
they were recordings of his famous concert at Carnegie
Hall in January 1938, and got very excited. In fact BG
showed no interest in listening to the discs and young
Rachel had to nag the King of Swing for three years
before he, John Hammond and columnist friend Frank
Coniff heaved them off to arecording studio for a
listening session.

in front of

There was talk of afamily move to Harlem, but

had bought alarge house with ahuge yard and garden,
Satch remained content with two storeys.
Louis did eventually get agarden, when Lucille
bought the house next door, pulled it down and
cultivated the space. But Louis only got to sit in his
garden afew times in 1971 just before he died after a
series of heart attacks.
While Lucille made the house even more chintzy,

The acetates were first generation copies of
recordings which Albert Marx had made during the

with amod-con kitchen in turquoise to match her

concert as apresent for his wife, singer Helen Ward,

Cadillac, mirrored bathroom with gold taps and silver
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wallpapered cupboards, Satch sat in his den - dubbed
'Louis' Castle' - recording music, chat, interviews, letters
and the sound of himself playing along with other
artists' discs. He taped his current band and played the
recordings to local backing musicians when he toured
abroad. That way the local musicians got an up-to-date
feel for what and how Louis was playing; otherwise they
had only out-of-date commercial recordings to work
from and needed more rehearsal time.
After his heart attacks Louis spent two years
housebound. But he was still able to get up to his den
because Lucille had amechanical stair lift installed. He
spent most of his convalescence indexing his thousands
of commercial 78s, 45s and LPs, one-off acetate discs
and home recordings. His band visited twice aweek to
rehearse for acomeback, but Louis died in July 1971
just short of 70.
A MODERNIST AFTER ALL?
You can tell alot about someone by looking at their
record collection. Over the years Ihave seen how some
musicians listen only to recordings of their own work.
Not Satch, though. Louis' hand-written lists of records
and tapes ( now available to researchers as computer
spreadsheets) show an extraordinary breadth of interest,
from classical to pop, with modern jazz as well as
traditional and big band, along with speech and humour

ABOVE: Louis
adjusting one
of the two
cabinet- mounted
Tandberg 6X

Bostic, Arnett Cobb

recorders

and Gerry Mulligan.
On the wall of Louis' living room there is an original

RIGHT: The room

There's also apainting of Toscannini and one of Louis by

mine) liked to create the impression that there was

as it looks today,

singer Tony Bennett.

bitter rivalry between Satch and modernists like Dizzy
Gillespie. Louis even recorded aversion of the old

with original

Louis' collection of acetate test pressings and private
disc cuts ( some made before tape was available, on the

recordings, schmaltz, easy listening and vocalists of all

reel-to-reel tape

Hugh Masakela,
Red Norvo, Paul
Quinichette, Lucky
Thompson, Earl

modern painting of Gerry Mulligan by Leroy Neiman.

styles. [ See box- out for details, p104.]
Joe Glaser, Louis' manager and ' boss' ( his word not

equipment intact

Whiffenpoof college song that was banned by some

paper- based discs used when the war made aluminium

radio stations because it mocked the boppers who
had ' lost their way'. The story goes that Glaser put the

scarce) include personal letters to wife Lucille,
conversations with Bing Crosby, soundtracks from early
TV shows and rehearsal recordings.

'Meticulously labelling and indexing
everything on his tapes and discs,
Satchmo Armstrong was an audio nut'

But the real surprises are in Louis' collection of tapes,
atotal of 650 7in reels, over half of them conversations.
As US magazine Hi Fi Music at Home reported in 1958:
'Pe tapes it all - busy musician that he is, Armstrong
has still found time to build one of the largest tape
collections". [ See box-out for details, p107.]

kibosh on aplan to record Louis with Gil Evans, after

BELOW: The

Evans's seminal Miles Davis collaborations. In fact Louis
lived in the next street to Dizzy and had several of

Louis Armstrong

THE EQUIPMENT

House Museum,

Gillespie's recordings. He also had discs by Art Tatum,
Sonny Stitt, Cannonball Adderley, Clifford Brown, Dave
Brubeck, Miles Davis. Also Maynard Ferguson, Jimmy

left by Louis'

Louis started off with two Norelco Continental tape
decks ( made by Philips in Europe and sold in the US

wife Lucille to
Queens College,

for around S400 each), and bought two more while in
Copenhagen. These were semi- portable and he always

Guiffre, Babs Gonzales, Chico Hamilton, Terry Gibbs,
Error Garner, Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers, 1.1 Johnson,

New York, and
opened in 2003

took them on tour with him. By 1958, when Charles
Graham visited to write the article for Hi Fi Music, he
had already amassed 500 tapes and had two Norelcos
built into his den, with a40W Harman Kardon amplifier
-mono only of course because the standard for stereo
was only set in 1958.
Louis played discs on aConan) autochanger with
GE pickup, with Acoustic Research speakers in the den
and extension speakers set in the walls of the master
bathroom. The recorders were set up for easy cross
dubbing from disc or tape, or adding live trumpet to a
previous tape recording - much like the overdubbing
done by guitarist Les Paul with singer Mary Ford.
By the end of the ' 70s Louis had upgraded to a
higher spec two.channel system, based on aMarantz
Model 15 ' Solid State' 240W stereo amplifier. His pride
and joy were two cabinet- mounted Tandberg Series 6X
reel-to-reel tape decks, with three speeds, 1-7/8, 3-3/4,
7-112ips. Overall playback gain was controlled by a C->
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the live broadcast. So he came back after the broadcast
to a live recording.
Louis seems to have been happily oblivious to the
fact that many early TV sets used a mains dropper
instead of transformer, which could leave potentially
lethal mains voltage and high current stray on the
internal wiring, and often the speaker terminals too.
In those pre-Japanese invasion days, the Marantz
amplifier was ' Made in Woodside, New York', a Queens
neighbourhood just afew subway stops away. Saul
Marantz lived nearby and had the plant there for many
years - as did many other US hi-fi companies including
Fisher, Pilot and Recoton and later JVC, Panasonic and
Arnstiong

Onkyo. Louis also had a Marantz Stereo FM tuner.
It's nice to imagine boss man Saul helping Satch set
up his system.

rteSV Of L011ls

The stereo speakers in the den are ceiling- mounted
Acoustic Research 3As, each with two tweeters and
one woofer. And Louis replaced the Collaro deck for a
drawer- mounted Dual 1019 turntable, which played 16,
33-1/3, and 78rpm discs.
Mortronics rotary dial on his desk, with ' Off' to ' 9' range.

ABOVE: Louis and

He'd fixed big black Dymo labels for 'Tape 1, Listen',

Lucille in the den

QUALITY RECORDINGS

'Tape 2 - Listen', and ' Copy' over the input switches.

of the Corona

The tape recording quality is generally very good. Louis

On tour he carried a Norelco Continental, with

home; behind

knew what he was doing. On one reel he is heard with

can be seen the

wife Lucille singing to himself ' Life is just a bowl of

his favourite discs and making on the spot recordings.

Marantz amp

cherries' - and getting in ahopeless mess over the date.

He carried his own specia[ ead; ascreeied cable with

and tuner

Fisher 80-AZ amp and AR- 2 speaker for playing dubs of

He then pulls out an old 78rpm recording of 'Tears'
made in 1922 by King Oliver with Louis on second

'He carried aNorelco Continental on
tour for making recordings, with a
Fisher 80-AZ amp and AR-2speaker'

trumpet; and noodles along playing aduet with himself

crocodile clips az one end and RCA phono plugs at the

there was no-one to bang on the walls and tell him to

50 years later. It's been ' Satchovated' he says. It's one
of the few occasions when he gets the recorder settings
wrong - the recording gain has been manually set to
catch the scratchy original and Louis' fiery live trumpet
distorts horribly. Because Louis' house is detached,

other. When he was due to appear on radio or TV he

play quieter. On second thoughts who would tell Louis

clipped the crocs to the speaker terminals inside a hotel

Armstrong to stop playing?

radio or TV, plugged the phonos into the Norelco and

One tape has Louis telling how when he was playing

told ahelper when to switch on the recorder to catch

for Joe Oliver, he held back even though he could have G.

THE DISCS...
Among Louis' collection of commercial 78s, 45s
and LPs Ifound classical recordings of Beethoven,
Bizet, Bernstein. Copeland, Chopin, Debussy,

LEFT: Piaf and Sinatra are just two of scores
of singers found in Louis' record collection
Also, he obviously enjoyed listening to small
groups led by soloists Fats Waller. Bix Beiderbecke,
Bunny Berigan, Sam Butera, Charlie Christian, Slim im
,o

Donizetti, Dvorak, Grieg, Gluck, Grofe, Mozart.

Gaillard, Hot Lips Page, Nat GoneIla, Graeme Bell,

Ravel, Rachmaninoff, Schubert, Schumann, Strauss,

Mezz Mezzrow, Kenny Ball, Ruby Braff, Buck Clayton, .

Stravinsky and Wagner.
Singers include Paul Robeson, Harry Lauder,
Caruso. Marlene Dietrich, Ella Fitzgerald, Gracie
Fields, Billie Holiday, Al Jolson, Dean Martin, Jean
Sablon, Bessie Smith, Lawrence Tibbett, Mae West,
Gertrude Lawrence, Burl Ives, Edith Piaf, Anita O'Day,
Nat King cole, Bobby Darin, Buddy Greco, Mario
Lanza, Marilyn Monroe, Johnny Mathis, Kurt Weill,
Beniamino Gigli and lots of Frank Sinatra.
You don't get much more eclectic than that.

Harry Edison, Bobby Hackett, Jelly Roll Morton and
Jack Teagarden.
Brit bands in his collection include Beryl Bryden,
Nat GoneIla, Kenny Ball, Ted Heath and Chris Barber.
One surprise was to find discs of pop groups
including The Crew Cuts, Bill Haley's Comets, The
Platters, Earth Wind and Fire, Kool and the Gang,
Conway Twitty, Luther Vandross, and Roger Miller,
Several big names are notable for their near or
complete absence. There is very little Benny Goodman

Louis obviously liked society and sweet bands led by Jack

and Glenn Miller, and no Charlie Parker. Make of that what you will.

Hylton, Fred ElizaIde, Roy Fox, Spike Hughes and Guy Lombardo.

Several LPs are marked ' Presented by Doug Dobell's record shop of

He had some Spike Jones, too, along with Gordon Jenkins, Andre

Charing Cross Road'. Louis obviously kept what he was given and

Kostelanetz, Mantovani and Mitch Miller.

most of his discs show signs of playing.

Favoured big bands included those led by Lionel Hampton,

There's also acourse in the French language and civilization;

Duke Ellington, Les Brown, Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy Lunceford, Paul

and humour from W. C. Fields and Redd Foxx. Louis also listened to

Whiteman, and Harry James. Louis had many of his own recordings

Liberace and Joel Grey, to Ed Murrow on Churchill, Adam Clayton '

of course and some by his old boss King Joe Oliver.

Powell and George Bernard Shaw.
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WORKSHOP NOTES 4a: SACD..Something for Nothing? **** NEW ESOTERIC CD/SACD IN STOCK *****
We all agree that SACD is sonically acut above CD, and despite the dire
predictions of anumber of audio scribes, SACD survives and in its quiet way

f

even thrives, with more SACD players & discs than ever. The question, then, is

N how to get it into your system effectively - with no extra cost and no extra box.
4

N

Historically, anumber of SACD players (Maranta SA Iand Sony XA3000ES
spring to mind) have done both CD & SACD as well as their peers did just CD,
which is the nearest thing we are going to get to afree lunch. With SACD playback ano-cost extra, the case for such amachine is difficult to resist and in this
tradition comes the Esoteric X-05, a £ 500 SACD players that plays CDs better
than anything under £5000, plus playing SACDs really rather well. Add in the
Esoteric peerless built quality, understated good looks and agloriously simple
user interface and we have (below) amachine that is already nudging its way to
classic status. We have the X-05 on permanent demo at Audio Workshop
Norwich so come and get yourself an audio free lunch... plus coffee of course.
./11,1111416

A new CD/SACD player, the X-05 (
below left 0500) and anew
CD/SACD transport P-05 (
above) and DAC D-05 (
f8500 for both) set
new standards at their price points. Both on dem - call us to hear them..

COME TO AUDIO WORKSHOP...we offer
*Large purpose built sound-proofed and room-treated
studio where you hear the equipment not the room.
*Home trial, exchange scheme, delivery and set-up.
*Competitive pricing, part exchange and free cabling
means you can afford the equipment you want.
*Ex-dem and used equipment - see our website for list.
*Free parking, two minutes walk from Norwich station.
brilliant coffee & gossip what else do you need?
Call Julian Musgrave on 01603 618520 and let's talk.

/111111,1118111MIIIIIII6

O

0

0

O

0

0

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NORWICH. NR1 166.
\

/\
4

01603 618520. www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk

ABBEY ROAD. ADVANCED ACOUSTICS. MC. AVID TURNTABLES. AUDIO PHYSIC. AUDIO WORKSHOP. BEL CANTO. BENCHMARK
LOGAN. MISSING LINK
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DYNAVECTOR
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You don't know wharyou're
ss"

ng

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
• den Hul castes provi
for your music that will deliver rt
accurately and as completely
as eossilale
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v. HDMI and speaker cables
from van den Hui, and where you can buy
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co uk

HENLEY

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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KRELL

MARTIN

TRIANGLE. VERTEX Aq. VELODYNE & MORE
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R. FEICKERT ANALOGUE

Aristocratic sound for aristocratic music lovers

Now that's what Icall a HI-FI,
£10000 worth of Sound for only £20501!!.

DFA-Twin Turntable

AMP MAA 406

DAC MCD403
& MDA503

-this deck ticked all the
silent run
wide dynamics,

I

neutral sound,
,build and

finish, deliriously

tforward

set-up and handsome

here's

air of ' rightness' abot:

e,

All together,
it's one of those rare
devices that actually
seems like it's worth the

uy with confidence.

advance.
acoustic

sler
r08

angelsound audio

266 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 2HY

For demonstration (by appointment only)
please call 020 8374 3958 / 07983619671

The Missing Link -

money. "

Ken Kessler
ws October 08

UK Dis.ributor

for Dr Feickert Analogue Products.

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk Itel: + 44 ( 0)1923 352 479

Cables based on Science - Not Mythology

The Missing Link
[PS- 100 Ultra-Pure
Silver plated
Wall Socket
tested & measured
against the highly
reputed MK Socket
Fact: Generated contact noise caused by contact resistance causes distortion to the 50 cycle waveform
degrading the quality of the mains.
Fact : The Missing Link were the first company to introduce Silver plated mains connectors to the market over
7 years ago. They have continued to improve their processes to produce Missing Link Ultra- Pure Silver plating
the Highest Purity plating possible and as used in all Missing Link power cables & connectors.
Fact: The equipment used for this development measures contact resistance down to 1-10,000 of an Ohm+ -2%
Fact: On the Left of the above picture is the Missing Link EPS100 fitted with the Missing Link EPS 500 plug pin
Silver plated using the Missing Link Ultra-Pure process they measure 1.23 milli Ohms
On the Right is the MK Wall Socket fitted with an MK Plug pin measuring 5.11 milli Ohms
Note... MK plugs are fitted to most high end mains cables which can cost thousands of pounds

The [ PS Range of Mains Connectors offer the Lowest Measurable Contad Noise in the World....Fact!
For information about our Full Range of Be- spoke Cables and Connectors

Phone 01623 844478 Or Ernaii : infoPthe-missing-link.net
www.the-missing-link.net

INVESTIGATION

Koussevitsy and Semper Fidelis and sending atape letter
to manager Joe Glaser, along with a new tape recorder,
which ' Ihad to sweat to get'.
Louis talks about his trip to Newport, Rhode Island to
make the movie High Society. While there he drove past
'all those fine homes'. He could easily have bought one
of his own but preferred atwo storey house in Queens.
Another recording gives aclue to why Louis stayed.
'You got to keep working,' he confides to his
microphone. ' People who lie on a beach with loot lose
their chops. You can't take a break and expect to get
back to where you were'.

THE HOUSE AS MUSEUM
How do we have such afascinating snapshot of Louis'
private life and audio hobby? When Louis died in 1971
Lucille stayed in the house with hired helper Bessie
blown him off the stage. ' Iwouldn't blow over him. I
didn't blow over him until Ileft the band'.

Williams. And they left the den untouched.

ABOVE: The
house opposite

After Lucille died in 1983 the Louis Armstrong

the Armstrong

Educational Foundation paid Bessie's wages and gave

'Bunk Johnson never had time. People ask if Ilearned

Museum shows

the house to Queens College. In 2003 the College spent

from Bunk. He didn't teach me shit'.

the original

S1.6 m on opening the Armstrong house to the public.

clapperboard

Six rooms in the college library were made available

then-wife Lin Hardin heard Joe say ' as long as Louis is

style of the

for an archive of all the photographs, discs and tapes

with me he cannot hurt me'.

properties

that Louis had collected. Visitors get to walk through

'Joe would always stop and teach people,' Louis adds.

Later Louis admits he left Oliver's band when his

Another reel features Louis playing live obligato

the house and roam the den, and can visit the College

trumpet to crooner Ray Martino's schmaltzy rendition of

archive. The garden alongside the house is now used to

'Luna'. Then there's Louis playing unaccompanied ` Over

stage music concerts.

the Rainbow' in very high register, more like Maynard

A S5 million government grant is now in place to
build an archive and museum across the road on some

`To enter the house is to step back
in time and get feel for how Louis
became near- obsessed with audio'

open space where an old house has been demolished.

Ferguson than Satch. But the mic lead or plug obviously

enter the Armstrong House is to step back in time and

When Ivisited recently the archive had chickens
with chicks nesting in the undergrowth alongside the
'Satchmobile' transit wagon used by Queens College.
The barber who cut Louis' hair had recently shut down
and the neighbourhood has turned Hispanic. But to

had afaulty earth screen because he is accompanied by

get afirst hand feel for how Louis became near- obsessed

a 60Hz mains hum.

with audio and tape recording. c')

The next reel is ' dedicated' to white players Bix
Beiderbecke and Bunny Be ,igan. A friend reads atribute
to Bix while Louis plays a Bix disc.
On one of Louis' personal tape recordings he says
how Dizzy was an ' experienced musician' before he
started ' playing that new fangled shit'.
And so it goes on, with Louis scatting to Serge

Louis Armstrong House Museum
34-56 107th Street
Corona, Queens, NY
(718) 478-8274
www.louisarmstronghouse.org
Hours: TueFri, 10am - 5pm
Sat-Sun. 12 pm - 5pm.

Guided 40-minute tours leave
every hour on the hour, with the
last tour starting at 4pm.
Closed on some holidays.
Admission: 58 for adults. 56 for
students and seniors.
Free for members.

RIGHT: Recordings exist of commercial

THE TAPES...

discs and private performances, too

Scanning through the at-home and on-tour tape indices reveals
mouth-watering and intriguing recordings.
There are many taped copies of commercial discs, presumably

set of High Society), and several recordings
of Louis playing along with whatever music
was on the radio. There's radio coverage

made so that Louis could listen to his favourite music in hotel

of the New Orleans Mardi Gras in 1949,

rooms. Content spans The King and

Oscar Peterson live at the Newport Jazz

many tapes of Bunny Berigan,

Coleman Hawkins jazz, Redd Foxx comedy, Stan Kenton and

Festival and Duke Ellington at New York's

Rigoletto. Fortunately the RIM never made Louis anigh profile test

Basin Street East club. Errol Garner is captured

case for what it saw as the heinous crime of home taping.

playing piano at aparty in the Corona home

There are radio recordings made in the UK of the Alex Welsh
band with Beryl Bryden on washboard, his appearance on Desert

Err o l/
4 «

and Louis rehearses with Marty Napoleon.

Ga rner

The collection is musical and historical

Island Discs, an eavesdrop recording of adoctor in London

gold dust but much of it cannot be

examining Louis and several audio tape letters from Dave Brubeck

commercially released because of copyright

and to British writer Max Jones. Louis was aboxing fan and several

clearance issues - just as the British Library in London can

---y

tapes were made in dressing rooms before big prize fights. Several

only play most of its huge collection of tapes and discs to visitors

tapes have Louis and friends swapping ' dirty stories' and smoking

who come in person to the Library premises. The good news is that

pot. Many tapes capture live broadcasts, rehearsals and out-takes of

Queens College has asingle CD of excerpts from several of Louis'

various Louis Armstrong bands ( including material recorded on the

tapes, and will sell it to people who visit the Armstrong house.
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Mixing it with
the Maestro
With 30 years' experience in high- end audio, Absolute Sounds' owner Ricardo
Franassovici has developed anew concept in system matching. He explains his Studio
venture to Ken Kessler, who marvels at the achieveable levels of synergy
LEFT: Absolute
Sounds'

for anew focus to address anew type of enthusiast.
Franassovici is still adyed-in-the-wool purist, who

owner Ricardo

cherishes vinyl. He still believes passionately and
unshakably in the core products represented by Audio
Research, Krell, Wilson Audio, Sonus faber and the

Franassovici is
credited with
establishing
high-end hi-fi in
the UK

others in what has always been athoroughbred stable.
But anew era calls for adifferent angle, more
system- oriented and yet wholly complementary to a
litany of names that reads like the high-end's Top 10.
It's anew world of downloads and iPods and servers,
and Ricardo unconditionally refuses to allow the new
technology to compromise his standards.

STUDIO FAMILY MEMBERS
Nothing too radical is about to happen: the company's
'Studio' concept is arefinement of the procedures
Absolute Sounds has always used whet- finding new lines
for the catalogue. It is anarrower methodology that
will produce complete systems rather than arrays of
products to be assembled into systems at the reviewer's
or retailer's behest. Seasoned audiophiles already know
how to put together systems, but many experienced
hobbyists are finding themselves time- poor. The Studio
approach should make life easier for all.
Absolute Sounds is notoriously slow and cautious
when it comes to adding another family of products,
Franassovici always deliberating, testing, auditioning.
The requirements for inclusion in the Studio family are

A
6

sthe 20th century was ending, the world
saw the active popularisation of well-known
brands, mainly by the major luxury groups.

So now people no longer want to put on

Hugo Boss or Ralph Lauren, they want something more
individual, something that reflects their personality.'

Ricardo Franassovici, doyen of high- end audio in the
UK, is warming to his subject. After all, he's been
championing specialty audio for 30 years.
'This effort to increase awareness of luxury brands
has backfired: it made the exclusive brands too
common, too familiar, too homogenised. So what
happens? Backlash from people with taste, discernment.

RIGHT:

So now we're hearing about the revival of tailoring in
Savile Row. Hand- made shoes. Bespoke luggage.
'I want to apply that to high-end audio.'

'Franassovici is

It's not as if he hasn't been doing it for those three
decades. What has changed is the approach, the need
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still adyed-inthe-wool purist,
who cherishes
vinyl'

MOVERS & SHAKERS

came down to ownership: obviously, that means superb
performance but also professional back-up, continuity,
intelligent designers with avision. Most importantly,
these candidates for Studio have to excel when
assembled into asystem, excelling even more than if
thrown into any given system's existing synergy, not just
judging apiece on its own.'

SYSTEM SYNERGY
DarTZeel set the tone for Studio, the Swiss amplifier,
and later the partnering preamplifier, surviving every
system it powered, outlasting aseries of CD players
and speakers. Now, the DarTZeels have been joined by
Magic° speakers, Continuum turntables and Metronome
CD players, to create asystem where the synergy proves
the adage, ' greater than the sum of its parts.'
Ricardo recalled that asmall two-way Sonus
faber speaker revealed precisely what he was
looking for in aproduct for Studio.
'I knew the capability
so focused that Ricardo has even said he will only accept
certain models from the companies it represents, rather
than blanket distribution of everything in agiven range.
His track record has been impeccable, the ' lost' brands
consisting primarily of afew much- loved companies

ABOVE: The
Cobra tonearm
is fitted with a
Koetsu movingcoil cartridge

closing up shop, like the late, lamented Beveridge and
Apogee. The rest? He counts his partnerships by the
decade, with Audio Research and Koetsu going back to

of the Sonus faber.
It works
wonderfully
for what it is.
When Ifed
it with the
Metronome
CD player,

the beginning of Absolute Sounds.
'With 30 years' experience, Idecided that the market

it acted like
never before:

was divided into sectors. The established brands do a
fabulous job, but equally there are smaller brands - you

sparkling, more
open, more

'Absolute Sounds is notoriously slow
and cautious when it comes to adding
another family of products'

vivid. Who
could have
foreseen this?
It was only by
trying countless
combinations,
aluxury our
customers

could even say ' boutique' without being judgemental that offer another whole level of passion and individual
design concepts and manufacturing expertise - similar
to the specialist watch brands like Roger Dubuis or
Philippe Dufour.
'So Ilooked for new, exciting brands, over the past
few years auditioning dozens of CD players, amplifiers
and speakers, until Iwas satisfied that Ihad found
small brands with the virtues of the larger ones when it

don't have, that
allowed me to
BELOW:
Continuum
turntable and
Cobra arm with
integral speed
controls

uncover the
DarTZeel's and
Metronome's
special powers.
'Sometimes
magazines,
because of lack

ABOVE: The Continuum
turntable system sits on
its own Castellon stand

of space, review products on their own, with one system
rather than trying it with aplethora of systems. Some
reviewers don't take the time to put aproduct through
its paces, often only using their reference, which may
not be enough. That's why Studio was created.'
After abrand is identified as having true potential, a
second stage of selection makes sure it works with other
products. ' Some products fell by the wayside in the
process because they couldn't perform as standalone
in various systems or, most crucially, in aStudio system.
Once we established objective performance, we then
went for best matching performance. We only deal with
components strong enough to cope with our system
configuration, not something that excels in isolation.
`Once we take them into the system, we've purified
the process in away consumers couldn't: with " trial and
error" they can't afford. In the last five years alone, we
rejected 30 brands through the process. They might
have been rejected because of poor back-up, poor C.
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be the first-ever transducers to use carbon nanotubes
in their cone construction. According to Magico, these
cones operate as perfect pistons throughout their entire
operating range.
Magico is ascience-driven speaker manufacturer,
Wolf citing state-of-the-art computer- graphic modelling,
precision real-time analysis and 'the most sophisticated
CAD acoustic simulators and emulators available today'.
All crossover parts are made for Magico in Germany.
The inductors are made with extremely pure oxygenfree copper foil and constructed so that the windings
are directly on top of one another, `to bring them
significantly closer to the theoretical electrical ideal'.
Wolf's obsession with constructional quality - handmade acoustic guitars are among the creations that
inspire him - extends to some of the most beautifullypresentation, alack of professionalism, price or any
number of reasons. But above all, they would have failed

ABOVE: The

constructed enclosures this writer has examined. The
two most popular models, the MINI and the V3, use

Metronome

cabinets made of 1in horizontal and vertical layers of

to provide the " extra musical advantage". The fact that

Technologie
Kalista ' more

extremely stiff, laminated 17- ply Baltic birch plywood.
'The result is an enclosure that is three times stiffer than
those fabricated with the vertical MDF construction
techniques typically found in high- end loudspeakers.'

they even got through to our listening trials meant they
were good. We simply determined if they made the final
grade, instead of leaving it to the consumer to be the
guinea-pig.'

apiece of
sculpture than
aCD player'

We experienced the Studio concept in alistening
room which Absolute Sounds has developed, in

A RETURN TO VINYL

conjunction with David AWilson, to showcase the

such as the aluminium structural members, may show

'Magico has atruly passionate founder
in Alon Wolf, with solid engineering as
the foundation of his audio dreams'

to prove the point of Alon's effort. Ricardo didn't bother

Merely dissecting the Magico into its constituent parts,
where the money was spent, but it's the sound that has
with apreamble. He simply asked me to choose an LP
and let it rip. And the player he led me to was no less
than the Continuum Caliburn with matching Cobra arm
and dedicated Castellon stand, just as Iauditioned for
the October 2006 HFN at the home of Michael Fremer.

Wilson Alexandria. The room is known as 'The Alexandria
Suite' and the largest of Wilson's speakers will be there
permanently. Yet the first components to face us were
the delicious V3s from Magico.
Ricardo Franassovici's fondness for this speaker
indicates that it is, exactly like DarTZeel, an exemplar of
the Studio sensibility.
'Magico, from Berkeley, California, has atruly

Its eventual arrival in the Studio system ended
BELOW LEFT: The
Kalista transport
sits on amultilayered Perspex
chassis; CDs are
magnetically

Absolute Sounds' long hiatus from vinyl playback,
with only the Koetsu cartridges and various phono
stages maintaining apresence. Ricardo simply lacked
confidence in the decks on offer, but he never stopped
looking. This LP spinner from Downunder changed
everything. Not least it provided Ricardo with abetter

passionate founder in Alon Wolf, with solid engineering
as the foundation of his audio dreams. The Magicos

clamped

way to access his sensational vinyl library.
His enthusiasm for the product is off the chart,

show absolutely no compromise, with Alon making

BELOW CENTRE:
The Kalista has

reminiscent of the way he felt about milestones
like the Krell KSA100, the WATT Puppy and the first
Koetsu Urushi. He went into astream-of-consciousness

his own drivers: and all the parts are engineered to
standards we rarely see in audio.'

THE MAGICAL MAGICOS
Already acclaimed across the Pond, the Magico V3 is an
impressive floorstander featuring the company's own

separate PSUs
for the transport
and DAC

overdrive, sounding like avoice-over for aContinuum
advert: 'At last, anew musical dimension for vinyl
playback - true reference sound quality but, above
all, completely fresh approach to the physics and

BELOW RIGHT:
The C2-A

mechanics of vinyl playback. Most people talk about

Nano-Tec drivers, produced after four years of extensive
development. They were designed from the ground- up

Signature tubed

by Chief Technical Officer Yair Tammam, and are said to

DAC and PSU

scientific instruments, medical. Truly musical.' It went
on this way for some time. G>
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being cutting-edge physicists. These are for real ...

PINEWOOD
MUSIC

Cobra is what happens when a consortium
of music lovers known as Continuum Audio
Labs is brave enough to throw conventional
tonearm wisdom out of the window and start
with a blank sheet. Artistic and sensuous it
may be, but the Cobra's beauty is merely the
byproduct of one objective: to unlock the
truth of music in a way that has never been
done before. That objective has now been
achieved - and with spectacular results.

9:1Pf

If music means everything to you, and you
would like to hear how it can sound when it
is taken beyond the usual hi-fi descriptions,
you are invited to spend some time in the
presence of the Continuum Audio Labs
Criterion turntable and Cobra tonearm.
Please contact Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes
to make an appointment.

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Ask for details of this superb range

SME LTD- STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email salas@sme.ltd.uk or visit our website www.smeltd.uk

il.M.P Audtce
sound purified"
www.impaudio.co.uk

*Mains cables
distributors of
77

*Speaker cables

\ountree acoustic

OmniMon

"Delivers a
chunky, forceful

"The OmniMon... could well turn out

sound with pie

to be the ultimate two-way."

of low end grunt'

(Stereophile, Dec 07)

Interconnects
owersockets

and grip"
For further information contact

"Fine cable should

info@splashaudio.co.uk

audioss

Cenaissance
Am/teat/en

Paua

Paua+

.91,
1ains Cabüs

Supported by Audiophile Base

Audioph

suit most budget
systems"

*Equipment
support stands

4,4,p

%fee; The home of the Silver
& Black Knight Cables

_
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01525 376066

,ncorporat ,ng ylbrat,on contro: technology

07764 947246

liume=.:zz.emayouit
mmer

UK Stockists

Call 01775 761880

required

Audience, back and available in the UK, now offers
superb cables at four price points:Au24e,AU24,
Maestro & Conductor.VVe believe these cables attain
the elusive goal of combining exquisite sonic detail
with the beauty of true musicality.
Audience offers two adept Response High Resolution
Power Conditioners with Power Factor Correction,
RF/Noise Filtering and Transient Suppression: aR4 &
aR8 available so please visit AV Dreams website for

Schuco plugged models also available

AyDREAms.,..1

more information.
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the sort of isolation most associate with turntables.
But Metronome's experience is exercised to the fullest
through the power supply. It features EMI rejection
by Schaffner filter, while the transport is handled by
five transformers and seven stages of regulation, one
for each critical part of the transport: display, servo
mechanism, microprocessor and digital output stage.
Digital outputs cover SPDIF, AES/EBU and AT&T, from
44.1 to 96kHz.
With all that vinyl in the room, it was hard to
pull myself away to savour the digital source. It was
smooth, silky and artefact-free with the requisite
impact for stretching the Magicos. I'd heard before
that the V3 has plenty of punch, with grip like abronco
buster's knees. Ricardo tormented me with some French
instrumental material, the sort of confection that makes
Air sound like Metallica, but still there was body aplenty,
Ialready knew that
Continuum, like Magico, was heavy on
the science, that the three- chassis deck was the result
of analysing every stage of design, construction and
execution. Its isolating properties are legendary its dsc
hold-down system and suspension and groove-tracing

ABOVE: The
DarTZeel NHB108B power
amplifier (see
also Super
Systems May ' 08)

'But it was the vinyl that made the
concept of Studio hit home. Ifinally
understood what Ricardo meant'
ability without peer. It seems like atextbook study of
overkill, but in the three years since it first appeared
nothing, to my knowledge, has improved on it.

SPACE AGE CD PLAYER
With this front-end feeding the DarTZeel preamp's
phono section, all that remained to complete the
system was the aforementioned Metronome Kalista CD
player. This space-age
French disc spinner

plus three- dimensionality with some of the deepest
front-to- back sensations I've experienced.
But it was the vinyl that made the concept of Studio
hit home. Ifinally understood what Ricardo meant about
asystem working with the harmony only resulting from
the very teamwork that optimises everything from a
rock band to an orchestra to afootball squad. While
Iwas familiar with the DarTZeel, the Continuum and
the Koetsu, the Magicos were new. But it all fitted in a
manner better than anything Icould have anticipated.
And I've never heard the Continuum deck sound less
than astonishing.
Glen Campbell harmonising with Bobby Gentry,
on a40-year-old Capitol LP, ameshing of voices that
exemplified ' authenticity' and realism. The deepest
reaches of twangy bass on the New Riders of the

BELOW: The
Magico V3 three-

Purple Sage's debut were Opry-perfect, the acappella
of aPoco track hovered over the speakers, providing

way speaker is

absolutely no sense whatsoever of abox- like enclosure.
The Magicos were sounding like the best dipoles, the

rated as 4ohm,
89dB/W
sensitivity.
Magico's three

DarTZeels seeming louder and more forceful than their
specs allow, the Continuum sucking sounds from vinyl

Nano-Tec

like aHoover from heaven.
Quite where Studio will lead us, Idon't know. It's

is the culmination of

drivers are

early days and the concept is apermanent revolution,

21 years' research,
Metronome Technologie

complemented

having started in 1987.

by alin
ScanSpeak

aconstant, ongoing experiment. If it causes us to
use greater deliberation, then it has achieved all that
Franassovici asks of his huge investment. But, like the

The range is extensive,

tweeter

CEN Lab's Hadron Collider, it simply had to be done. (')

with the selection of
DACs and power supplies
having aglobal far- base:
Studio has initiated the
relationship with the
Kalista transport.
For its looks alone,
the Kalista deserves
praise, more apiece
of sculpture than aCD
player. Atop- loader, ft
uses aPhilips CDM12
PRO 2 mechanism with
custom modifications
and new clamp, nestling
in amulti- layered Perspex
450x450x160mm chassis
designed to provide
LEFT: The Magico V3's
front baffle is machined
from lin solid aluminium
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The Cambridge Audio Azur HDMI cable is at ease in the most
sophisticated of home cinema systems. In common with other Azur
products, it uses the finest quality materials for superior sound and vision.
Silver-plated Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) conductors provide maximum conductivity
and bandwidth for expressive and dynamic sound quality. Double screening helps
maintain low noise levels, whi!st the strain relief ensures durability. 24K gold-plated
plugs complete this quality HDMI cable.

GREAT REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE:
• Free Cambridge Azur HDMI Cable
worth £ 70 to every new subscriber.
• Save over 20% on your subscription
II No price increases during your initial
subscription period, even if the price
goes up.

PLUS

Save over

20%

Order online, by phone or post (see coupon opposite)

www.hifinews.co.uk/ihfdn
+44 (0)845 676 7778

Offer closes:
1st December
2008

Please have your payment details ready when you call. Quote code: 34Q
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Vertex AQ equipment:
"...in some respects it is
as fundamental to the
sound of the system as
the system itself." ( hifi+)

Music First Audio

"...the best preamp
ever made"

KILL

David Priam, HI FI World

Line vLbrec‘LLons
VIBRATION

in the system from
transformers, the mains and the
loudspeakers causes HUGE DAMAGE
to critical elements in the music.
•

Dissatisfied with the sound?
Perhaps bigger amps and speakers
with more bass? Think twice —
because that's MORE VIBRATION!

•

•

•

Cables conduct MECHANICAL
round the system
that shakes components and
generates spurious electric currents.
These false signals DESTROY
detail, rhythm, timing, presence,
dynamics, bass control, musical
flow — and your enjoyment!

VIBRATION

Vertex AQ components DRAIN
this vibration into supports and
BLOCK transmission in the cables.

II(

12006
.mfaudio.co.uk

muse first

Putting Music First

aude

01424 858260

CLEAN DETAIL

now defines: the
start of notes, deeper and tighter
bass, atruly 3-D soundstage and
wonderfully improved musical FLOW.

hificablesandaccessories.co.uk
FREE UK MAINLAND DELIVERY Tel 01292 313500

These changes alone bring as much
benefit as anew major component.
The VertexAQ items are not
"tweaks" for later but things that
fundamentally change performance.
OK, you retrieve more information
with major upgrades but you'll still
be bugged by the same problems
and they'll be revealed even more by
better equipment which is just as
VULNERABLE to being shaken.
...once the Vertex AQ kit is in
place there's no going back." (hifi+).

Speaker Cabes

The
Right
z„
Note

Speakers

\`-

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS in our studio they have ever heard,

so you know we can do the same in your
home. Our advice takes account of your
best components and guides you where
change is needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

BATH
HDAII Cables

Games Cables

Headphones

01225 874728
or lo-call
0845 230 7570

1

.6

CD :
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA.
VINYL:
AESTHETICS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL,
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIALTRANSFIGURATION. TU NERS :MAGNUM DYNALAB.
A MPLIFIERS:BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO.
LouD SPEAKERS :
AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,TOTEM.
C AB LES :ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM ,KUBALA SOSNA, NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ
M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPO RTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE,VERTEX AQ

save 10% when you spend over £ 99 on QED proiucts

THE DEATH OF THE CD PLAYER
A NEW WORLD FROM DIGITAL MUSIC.
The Sound Gallery invites you to experience Linn's new Klimax DS,
Akurate DS and Majik DS, products that will not only enhance
the performance of music, but will transform any audio system.

Even poorly recorded CM sound delightful on aLinn DS player,
and without aCD drawer and moving parts to wear out,
we believe this is the perfect way to enjoy music.
The sound just defeats every CD player we have listened to so far!..
Yes, you did read this!

THE LINN MARK LP12
The new Linn Sondek retails complete with Majik power suooly,

dmilimmaimmummiummemousia -i

aProject 9CC carbon fibre tone-arm, and the quality Linn Acikt moving magnet
cartridge. The results are delightful, we feel it makes an ideal way to discover
AND MORE GOOD NEWS..

just how emotional music played from records can sound. RRP £ 995

Trade in your old worn CD player (any make, age or model)
before December 31st 2008 and receive 10% of any Linn DS player!

FREE LP12 PARTS

Does your Linn Sondek sound abit flat and tired? If so, bring your Linn LP12
to the store for aservice before November 1st 2008, and we will give you

Bring along your CD's and/or CD player and discover the future today

aFREE Linn suspension kit and LP12 drive belt!

at The Sound Gallery, check-out our web-site for more details.

tà

www.soundgallery.co.uk

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks

01494 531682
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SUPPLIERS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Transfiguration
by Seiji YoshiokJ

www.auchoreference.co.uk
info@audioreference.co.uk

0 12 5 2 7 0 27 0 5

Orpheus

VINE

Ultimate Statement Moving Coil Cartridge

Phoenix

IV

Reference Quality Moving Coil Cartridge

Transfiguration - the connoisseurs choice - naturally musical

\e\A/ A><!a
High Quality Entry level Moving Coil Cartndge

Specialist items at great prices with
Fatman

£CALL NOWI
AMPLIFIER

MICRO SYSTEM

¡Tube Carbon Edition

l

u

ll

DM-37DAB

LI
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Introducing the darker side of Fatman... The Carbon Edition is

UK Sound Tune. 30 W x2 High Power Output, Triadic noise
reduction concept, Robust power circuit providing stable supply

unique to the Fatman range in that it uses a one piece formfactor
and is finished in a stylish black. The amplifier and dock elements
are built into a single piece chassis, thereby providing an elegant
and high impact design. The specification has been uplifted to
include 2 source inputs plus the iPod dock and remote control.

or electhc current, Newly developed speakers inheriting DENONs
CX conceots and technology, Portable Player Connectivity (iPod,
USE player....) DAB ( Band-HP/AM/FM tuner. Radio TEXT with ADS
function, MP3 and VVMA playback

541

MINI SYSTEM
CS- 325

Many mil cons.
tsystems fail to find the balance between audio
quality and functionality. Audio quality usually suffers as aresult. Taking
acompletely deferent tack. the CS-325UK CD receiver system puts the
emphasis first arid foremost on rep-oducing music with vitality and
emotion. In terms of amplifier design. the CS-325UK proudly maintains
the Onkyo legacy.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

THE ULTIMATE HOME CINEMA

CHECK ONLINE

EXPERIENCE

DELIVERY

Y NOW- PAY

009

LCD PROJECTOR
Designed to ImPnieS, the Epson EMP-T,/ / 700 Is astylish

f‘,1

home cinema protector that performs on any room. Use it

The 10013 M- sexes electrical

in bnght or dim lighting, and position it wherever you please

dimensions 174x102 16:9, matte white. Gain 1.5.

for perfect pictures. It will turn even the smallest mom into

VVhite aluminium housing fits most decoration styles

afull size cinema. HD ready, the 720p resolution gree you

A long life-time is guaranteed through the use of high

the hghest possible image quality for maximum

quality components.

ueutor screen has

entertainment.

EMP-TVV700
10013

Epson

Beamax

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM

IN- EAR HEADPHONES

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

OUTDOOR SPEAKERS

BU150

SE530

Harmony 1000

Extreme 5

£CALL FOR PRICE

Sonos

Shure

The Sonos Bundle 150 gives you everything you
reed to wirelessly play music in two rooms of your
house. And with SonosNet' superior wireless
range, no room is out of reach. Just connect the
ZonePlayer 90 (ZP90) to your feriar theatre or
stereo and place the ZonePlayer 120 (ZP120)
with built-in amplifier in any room.

£CALL FOR PRICE

Logitech

Shure Sound Isolating Earphones featuring Triple
TruAcoustic MicroSpealers create an expansive
soundstage. A dedicated tweeter ensures that
highs and mids are incredibly accurate and
detailed, while dedicated dual woofers provide
the ultimate in balanced, full-bodied bass.

£CALL FOR PRICE

Acoustic Energy

INFORMATION

INFOR^ •

The Logitech Harmony 1000 features abrilliant
3.5 colour touch screen that allows for one- touch
activity- based control of even the most
sophisticated AA/ components. Say goodbye to
the wasted time and unnecessary complexity of
multiple remotes controlling multiple devices:
Logitech's patented Smart State Technology
makes it easy!

Acoustc, Energy's expertise in speaker design has
now armed outside in your pool, patio or garden
with the Extreme E., The Extreme 5is afully water
resistant speaker capable of withstanding dust,
dirt, humidity, sesee temperature changes and
extremes of weather.

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS 8t PRICES
iar

Cre0A
AUD•0 OWED

MONITOR AUDIO

the

icaUdi0
tPlet.• gel

1 audio pro

Tanne iird Conditions 4 ortes once, ano stock are suhies to avasabes, • •
e
,nan 5w proverb,ofl-sFi bez urits naentur triiimtwen the Ckearce Seiig regutations 2003 YOU tray cancel you ader Mite SENOn ivormxeg day,
The rruit rye iddre n ate turn of aletter, fairer emad: amet:bone cal does rot caiv,te c...wiceilaaon. AA goods acrisolad to, return unity the regutation must be n Mes ogee box and packaging and returned through ec,/ own courier. We ewe'
such gocds to be brand new with al accessories n mere condition. Goods that are not kept in tex manner wit be subject to ahanding fee of 25% 01 the purchase vice. We delser in the mainland UK Only

free delivery

...HiFiBitZ.....k
With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK
£ CALL FOR PRICE

08700 276 881km
CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

CHECK ONLINE

e==
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7.1 AV RECEIVER

TUNER

CD PLAYER

CD PLAYER MKIII

As part of the second generation of Onkyo high-

The Yamaha TX 497 FM/AM Tuner gives you highly

Stunning sound quality and captivating good looks

The Roksan Kandy Integrated CD Player MKIII employs

dehnition-capable receivers, the TX-SR606 is at the

sensitive reception capability and upgraded tuning

create astriking impression in any environment. The

state of the art technology and precision engineering to

forefront of affordable home theater.The key is to have

performance. Paired with aYamaha amp. cd player and

Anfila CD Player with its unique MD2 active differential

exploit the full potential of Compact Discs.

some good quality speakers this tuner will form an

multi-DAC convener technology provides breathtaking

integral part of your hi ti separates system.

realism and atactile panoramic image. LIPS ensures

the most capable version of HDMI. The TX-SR606
provides high-definrlion video and audio processing for

the ultimate simplicity in use and flexibility for the future.

four source components - another first for Onkyo at
this level.

TX-497

TX-SR606

Onkyo

Yamaha

Antila

Kandy

Leema Acoustics

ROKSAN

:
Whether you're watching something old or something
new. it will always look great In ado. The CIELO 9329
EC is three compcoem wide three shelf system with an
adjustable centre shelf. Designed for use in large .
5171,1
home theatre systems. This mode is available in an
espresso on oak firksh

TELEVISION STAND
CIELO

Atacama
The design approach scertainly outside the box with
the stand's co`umn a clear glass cylinder and the base
aclear glass teardrop with integrated spikes. The top
plate is robust and the stand is held together with a
central chrome tension tube which also doubles as a
cable management system.

£CALI.
FOR PRIG
HOME THEATRE U
NO OTHER SYSTEM
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

InFocus"

TEAC

.
of the sale are
are recorded for training purposes.

SPEAKER PACKAGE
KHT2005.3

SPEAKER STANDS
AURORA 6

Alphason
evolved, the reflex-ported KHT2005.3 pushes the
pear...a envelope of midrange hOMO theatre the
no other system. The specification trAls part of the
story: with parabole enciceures computer optimised
to *Nitrite cadnet distortions, the kill range centre
and satellites ail feature KEFs 10Crnm Uni0 array
incorpof aline thn lOrnm air 'mini

,an be personalised to suit individual
needs and taste. Integrated power socket, 2drawer
support for LCD/Plasma screens up to 50" with AV
Equipment. High gloss finished drawers. Rollers
moveable at 360 degrees High motion drawer slides.
Safety glass 8mm toughened to BS EN12150-1. Soft
close AIRMATIC drawers with exchangeable drawer
fronts. Available in 5 great colours Black. Green,
Makassar, Red and White

CHECK
ONUNF
STAND
ICONN ST860/120

IIISSIOTI
sale do not affect your statutory rights

QL'A

e are available on all items

Finance options available
through V12 Finance
over £ 390 eg Buy Now Pay May LIM.

0111101» 00010
toning the World, Iine,t hued° equipment to The lot End
D:Jae.).113MV7M0 3X01
Audio Research Reference 2mk2 valve line stage mint boxed (£10000) £3995

power supply mint very rare

Audio research reference Phono stage

£3995

773
£2700

Various sme arms always available phone for details prices vary according to age

Linn LP12 turntable circus bearing subchassis Ekos mk2 tonearm forsell shinnon

and cotton etc

Audio research SP9MK2 valve preamp

£650

red cartridge with rare Pink triangle pink link power supply and dc motor and

Sme power supply upgrade for you model 20/2 30/2 and Model 10 the latest

Audio research sp11 mk2 black preamp boxed

£ 1995

black top plate the best linn around

micro computer power supply with transform your turntable into anew legue

Aesthetix Rhea valve phono stage exdemo mint

Phone

Airtangent 1c tonearm late spec tonearm with precise vita adjustment and ultra

00001

quiet wisa pump and filter station i£50001

£ 1950

Airtangent spare moving arm assembly for 1b/2b and lc tonearms

POA

£2200

Rogue Audio m120 magnum monoblock power amps 4kt88 valves per channel
£1475

please phone for up to date list.

Phone for details
Sonus Fabor Guanerri Mememto loudspeakers graphite grey exdemo

Phone

Rockport Hyperion Loudspeakers mint crated the ultimate reference loudspeakers

Tonwnshend audio Rock yturntable excaliber mk2 tonearm exdemo

Phone

(095000)Phone

Townshend audio original Cranfeild rock with open yoke excaliber tone arm the

Airtangent reference tonearm ltd edition 100 peices woldwide fully remote con-

Sme Model 10 turntable latest power supply version compleate with latest sme

most collectable of all the Rocks

trolled rare recenity upgraded

series ytonearm

Sim audio moon super nova cd player 18 months old mint boxed

Phone

£3700 exdemo

£1200
£2500

Art Audio rneastro valve monoblock power amps crome and gold

£2500

Sme model 30/2 turntable latest power supply with gold lined sme series yton-

Mirage om6 Loudspeakers omni directional active bass drivers.

Conrad Johnson pv12 line/phono preamplifier

£675

earm exdemo

Phone

Music first audio silver preamplifier latest mk3 version brand new cancelled order

11650

Sme model 30/2 turntable sh with graham phantom tonearm

Phone

Sme model 30/a mkt with series ytonearm

phone

Music first audio Reference preamplifier on permenant demonstration

Graham engineering phantom b44 tonearm gold finish sme mount stir £ 1675

Sine series Vtone arm 2007 manufatured mint

Phone

Magnum dynalab md108 valve tuner hybrd tuner flight cased excellent coâtion

Earmax silver version headphone amp exdemo like new

Sme series Vtonearm unused gold lettering 2008 version

Phone

S/H

Sme series Vgold plated version mint boxed

Phone

Magnum dynalab md109 top of the line valve tuner awesome silver S/H

Jadis Defy Da7 mk111 stereo valve power amp recently serviced revolved kt90

Sme series iv 2008 latest spec vdh mcs150 wired and fluid damper

Phone

Wilson grand slam mk111 loudspeakers

£30000

version

Sme 312 12 inch tonearm 1999 mintPhone

Wilson sofial/loudspeakers

£7500

Sme power supply upgrade for Model 30/2.20/2 and model 10 tumtables the new

Lots and Lots more availaole Phone for details all items listed are in stock and

8bit micro computer power supply will transform your turntable

available imeàately

Cary 300b signature valve monoblocks 15 watts of musical Joy (84000)
Grado GS 1000 Reference headphones exdemo

£675
£475

Jadis JA 50 valve monoblock amplifiers stunning boxed 1£67001

£3700

£2500

Jadis JPL preamp

Phone

Jadis jpp200 pre preamplififier moving coil valve head amp two box witth seperate
• Radio Research
• Townthend

iistin Stern • Art Audio
music first

Sono/ tabor

Graham Engineering
Koetou

Vdh

Phone for info

Phone

Goldring • Grad()

TronsOlguration

£650

£2000
Phone

Jodi/ • Udfllichell Engineering

Keith monks Record cleaning machines

•; me ( specialists in / me turntable, and toneoront compleote ronge on demonstration) And o lot lot more.

Tel 01925 255125

www.uniqueoudio.co.uk
Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Md Acousti
Monitor Au

A

Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3yrs 0% finance

Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk
Specialists in

rwet; y .pciuna teeprauucTion - Since .1967

DEFINITIVE

AUDIO

lot

eLesâià

,
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Vagern

IMF
4

1. CEC 110X Belt Drive CD Transport
2. Living Voice OX-RW Loudspeaker in Ebony
3. KSL Kordo DAC

5. SME 2012A Turntable with KSL Konco i0J Cartridge
6. New Audio Frontiers KT66 Legend ntegrated Amplifier
7. Kore-Eda LLA-1 Control Amplif er & PLA-1 Power Amplifier

4. KSL Kordo Weir° Integrated Amplifier

LIVINGVOICE

T. +44 (CI 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.a www.definItiveaudIo.co.uk
KSL Kondo ILiving Voice INew Audio Frontiers IVan Den Hul (cartridges) ISME ICEC IKore-Eda

I

Sugden IArt Audio IWestern

echic IResoluton IEsoteric

I

Reson

UDUSA
LAT INTERNATIONAL

Analog interconnects IC 300
Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC 100 MKII , Digital DI-30 Signature & DI-20 Digital Power cord AC- 2 MKII Loudspeaker cable, SS800 MKII and SS1000
MKII, Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded.

14 -

¡ill

DEEP CRY0 TREATED
All LAT interconnects, speaker
cables and power cords are
now Deep Cryo Treated. Do
you use LAT cables? Then
ask us about our special inductory pricing to Deep Cryro
Treat your LAT cables.

11111.1111

IC-300 Signature DOT

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite technology cables GNLM 5/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for a 1m cord terminated with a standard IEC and MK tough plug. Other terminations include Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC, and mains
plugs Schuko, USA, Danish, India, Swiss etc
Pictured are the SEB versions of the power cord

North Star

M192
96/24 and 192/24 upsampling
Transport with Pro 2 CD Mech with I2S, S/PDIF and
AES/EBU outputs.

subsidiary web sites are:
www.latinternational.co.uk
www.northstar-audio.co.uk
www.bosendorfer-audio.co.uk

Extremo DAC dual mono balanced analog stage, Texas 2
x PCM 1792 DB DAC

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: salesaaudusa.com

Get aPhoto Insight
Behind the scenes with...

STEVE BLOOM

Steve reveals the secrets and
techniques behind his success

New-style tests
The Nikon D90
Jack of all trades?
• 12.3- millionpixel sensor

Nikon

• Improved Live

1

View and LCD
_ -4,

NK)

• First DSLR
with movie
mode
• Aimed squarely
at the enthusiast

How to shoot the
best firework
pictures
1%t•;,,,

f

rtnra rt A
takes three AP readers to Blackpool
to shoot the fireworks and explains...
How to perfect your skills in
time for bonfire night
Using long exposures for stunning effects
Framing, composition and viewpoint

FREE DVD

A Guide to Digital Photography
IMPROVE your technique with
3 information- packed video lessons
SHOOTING portraits
How to get a professional look
MASTERING panoramas
Learning to take a bigger picture
AFTER dark how to shoot
once the sun's gone down
PLUS! 7 great step-by-step
Photoshop tutorials

•Redeye removal
•Converting to B&W
•Combining head shots
•Stitching panoramas

FOR EVERYTHING YOU NE.. ..àTO KNOW ABOUT Pe —

•Making alarge print
•Colour correction
•Adding fireworks to
anight-time scene

-EVERY WEEK!

el Iv

•

•

• •
#

Hiti Exchan e
Choice

Add your items for sale here and online
free advertising ( no sale no fee)
low 10% commission
100's of items online updated daily

hi - fi

Roksan rocksan kandy ka)
Stemfood SF 100
TA V10
Technics SU V560

Acrostic Ms Player 1mk3
£3800
Aci relic Arb. PAC 1ruk4
£ 3000
Arcarn 5
£ 200
Aruba Fret COI
£ 2995
Atutro Alchemy 210) trarearort yI0 051
£ 420
Anne, 1-11,.:111 h ( 1)1
3995
A1111.0 11,,Ill rl ( A) 1Illi•il
295()
Aut5oIdt, 8ffll TrarcL5LI I
/L:
3695
Actl.tcnet a I5.1, Iurcur..Ilt•p5r,I5 Ic1715;,,,I
995
black edam,' :antra 3.
! 150(1
black edition alpha 3x
Bluenote Stinted Tube
i1850
Cayln SCD-50T
riniiii
Gayin SCD-50T
£ 950
Cyrus cd7/Iesxr
1850
1375
=Lined Metalaser--ItIt
111,31
Krell (PS 25sc
I'5195
Krell (PS 20 iL
f: IzYI
Krell (PS 25sc 24/96
i8995
Krell (PS 28c CAST II
£ 4995
Lehmann DAC• preamp/DAC
£ 550
McIntosh MCD 201
£2450
Meridian Audio 200/203 Iran/day
£ 350
Mendian Audio 518 DAC
£ 495
MSB Link DAC 3 24/96
£ 450
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
£975
NAD C525BEE 525 CD Player
£ 150
NAD C521 BEE
£ 140
Nairn Audio cd3
£400
Onkyo MSB-1HOD•CO MSB-1 REID recorder £ 500
Pioneer pd d6
£ 200
Pioneer POS703
£ 70
Primate CD2I
£ 535
Rega Planet
£299
Rego Planet
£ 300
Shanling CDT 300 30-Sonics
£ 2495
Sony COP 0E270
£40
Sony SCDI
£ 1990
Tag Mclaren COT2OR-T2L
£695
Theta DSPro Basic II
£600
Theta Data Basic 11 • DAC DS Pro Pone II
£ 750
Tnchord GENESIS
£250
Trichord Genesis
£ 170
Tube Technology Fulcrum DAC & Transport
£ 1595
Wadia 861b
£ 3500
Wadia 864 4 Digimaster
£ 1295
Yamaha CDX 1100
£ 350
Yamaha CDS 2000
£ 700
ABA yba cd3X
£995
YBA 3Alpha
£995
Zhaolu D3
£250
tagrpor".".
£2000
Linn Classic - Rink& LK140. Wakonda. Ikerni £4300
Maranta
£450
Meridian Audio System
£995
Mission Various- see details
Naim Audio CD3/102/180/SBL £ 2350
Neon Audio COS NACII2 NAP150 FLATCAP Proac
Response 1.5
£2495
Parasound C2 051 2 xJC1
£6575
Pi II.117 nu vista
£0
'
... Li Planet Cursa 2xMala Naos System & more £24130
ri Complete System
£ 2000
, ••
i•ic. i••1 . 1/.1 cd - usher 5520 £650
£750
eu,tugn
Prmlucts
£1400
1,111 khhht
D10/1.
£175
£300
Linn KNEKT FICU
Linn KNEKT Room Amp
£350
'.0110S System
£0
rd,11fIs Zone Controller
£279
1,on. ZP120
£349
ZP90
£249
Ovil
£740
Cyrus DVD 7 •
£350
Denon dad 2910
£280
Lexicon NT 20
£3000
Meridian Audio 596 DVD Player SCART
£695
Meridian Audio 598 CO/DVD/DVDA
£1650
Pioneer 0006560
£150
let...grated Ampellers
Accustic Arts Power 1mk2
£3600
Anatek 050
£420
Arcam Alpha 6 Plus
£80
£1600
ATC SA12-150
Andre Ffight Flight One Integrated
£2995
Audio Analogue VERDI. SETTANTA
f450
Audio Innovations Classic 25
£400
Aucholab13000S
£250
Bel Canto S30010
£1450
Lizard Wizard PMC
£250
£795
Maranta PM15 SI
Maranta PM-66SE Seandure
£150
£500
Narro Audio Nail 3
£320
Norm Audio nad3
£200
Pioneer aat 6
£485
Roksan CASPIAN
Roksan CASPIAN
£469
£0
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan Kandy Mk3 Integrated Amp
£329

re01/27

£450
£550
£3500
£70

Árharrres'
earch AR112
£60
Alon Phalanx/Poseidon £ 10000
Apogee Stage
£ 1200
Arcam One
£300
ART Emotion
£3500
ART emotions
£3500
TC P065-Same as SCM-150
£3999
dio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
dio Acoustics Sapphire Tr C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN- ESP SPEAKER
£1700
Audio Physic Briton
£ 1495
Audio Physic Medea 11
£ 13000
dio Physic Spark datesti
£ 1150
rho Physic Spark 1
£895
Elio Physic Tempo ( latest)
£ 1695
do Physic l'ara Floor
£795
diovector M3sIgnature achve
£2100
rousal Al MKII
£495
Ayantgarde Acoushcs Trros
£ 12950
BRW 805 smnatare
£ 1650
BrVW OM(i20
£ 120
li&W ilf/01
£ 1500
Remelt. 02 2 Reyelatron
£ 1800
80,1, AMIk.firrlaSS to Serles III
£499
Bose ACOLISTIMASSr., 3
£ 150
Delman, Technology BP3000
£ 2500
Dynau,1,,, SI 4
£ 1095
flac Jot C15110 Jet
£550
Epos M15 2 FLOORSTANDERS
£349
Gale Centre 2
£ 35
Gale Model 5
£ 150
Gale Sub- Zero 10
£35
Gershrnan Avant Garde NO- 20
£2750
Golifinund l'Pll OGUE 1+ 2
£26120
Hales conceal 5
£2200
mu MKIll Hel Pro Mondor
£ 795
IMF ILS50 11
£225
Inhnity Kappa 9
£ 1995
JAS Orna
£995
IRE TLX103.121.111
£ 180
.1W ab 927 BE
£ 1500
MI ah Alto Utopia be
£4995
.IMI ntr Diva Utopia
£ 7500
JMI ali Electra 1027 BE
£ 3400
0MI ntr Electra 1037 be
£5750
.IMI alr Micro Utopia BE • Stands
£ 3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£2750
JR Jordan JR 150 • Stands
£450
KEF 035 2
£200
KEF 050ref 9030870S
£600
KEF 095c
£ 75
King's Audio Queens
£895
Leerna Acoustics SPLXI 2sub- woofer £ 550
[inn abers
(
(Passive)
£ 795
Linn Keifirlh
£ 325
lowther drive units 2 xpm2c with phaze plugs £350
IHurley 100 MK 11 Black
£ 1400
IHarley Loudspeakers reference signature £ 1300
m, i
i
einglanar 81116
£ 300
M.1,11,1 I,giun Ascent r
£2495
IA 0,, i"earl CLS lit
£ 2500
f.r.,, ,•,i CL5In l'5,Lfigy
£4850
ft•i clyin /rii.E., 85P3100 horizontal centre £ 700
Mt.ctLan Aticbo clsp:33 centre
£ 525
Meridian Audio Ml 505
£500
Meridian Audio M3100
£ 900
Mange FRX 9
£600
Mr,arro 753 Floorstanding
£ 249
£ 99
75C CENTRE CHANNEL SPKR
Ma , rro / 7DS & 7705
£ 190
Mr non M331
£ 135
Monitor Audio radius
£ 1800
MORDAUNT SHORT MS Avant 904s
MORDAUNT SHORT MS50 Floor Slanders Irl Black Ash £ 150
Nairn Audio SBL Walnut
£1300
Pie a P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
('MC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
('MC Loudspeakers db Ii
£670
Podium one
£2250
Podium Podium one
£24950
Quad ELS 57
£995
Quad es) 57
£400
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£ 2295
llega Naos
£ 600
Reynaud Offrande
£ 1750
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Rogers Ls3/5a
£500
Rogers LS3/5a
£ 995
Ruark Tallisman2
£330
Sonos Faber Electa Aerator Ils • I/W Stds £ 1990
Sinus Faber Extrema & Stands
£3995
Some Faber Extremas & Stands
£3500
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Talon Firebed Diamond
£ 17500
(annoy elms
£ 150
(annoy Mercury MXC centre
£40
ritan
£ 995
Fewnshend Audio Glastonbury It
£950
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
'Nilson Audio MAXX 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£ 5900
Wilson Audio WATCH Centre
£3500
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £3750
Wilson Audio WM
£3295
Wilson Benesch ACT One
£2895
Yamaha nsI000m
£ 1400
Yamaha NA 990V
£80
Multi Channel Amps
itryston 913-5ST & SP2
£4995
Denon AVC-A1D
£500
Lexicon £ X5
£2590
McIntosh MC 7104
£1495
McIntosh MC7106
£1595
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£575
Hp.1,111.H.• MRA-1
f350
£3900
Multi CharIng.1 Speaker 5,tems
£150
ler brulagy lib 800 cLR
£3250

Genelec 205 Active Monitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh HT1, HT2. HT3
Mission Mission 77 Series + ME
Panasonic scht990
Pm« keen«
Accustic Ms Power 1
Audio Flight Flight 000100
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkl
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audiolab 8000a 'OM
B.A.T VK200
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Bonnec lato
Boulder 500 AE
Bryston 4B SST
Burmester 828 Mk,'
C.A.T JL2 Signature
Chord Electronics sPm600
Classe Audio OR8 power Amp
Classe Milk, CA 201
Cyrus 1111
m
renánd PSX-R
Cyrus5ov
34 p,wrAe
p

£195
£600
£2195

£2
£4
Cl
£34

ERR
Electrocompaniet
AW 60 FTT
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 18.4
GRMF 55/50 Pwr
Halcro DM 38
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Jeff Rowland Model 5
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPB 600
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
LED PA2M
Lumley 0001 Reference
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson 23.5
Mark Levinson ML9
Mark Levinson No 334
Mark Levinson 335
Mamo Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 3000i
McIntosh MC352
Muse 175 monoblocks
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Musical Fidelity KW550
Myryad MA 240
Nam Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Quad 303
Rego Maia
Roksan Caspian M Sones 1Mono ( pain
Rote) rb1090
Ratel 90981
Ruby Chameleon
Sumo S/N 810 2145
Tag Avantgarde 10004
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
Tube Technology Genesrs Monoblocks
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
XTC power one
Yamaha AX•492
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Pre Arniellbers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
Arcam Delta 110
Arcam Delta 110
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS2 mk11
Audio Research Ref 3
AT. 0K31
BAT 0(30
Bonnec Timpano
Boulder 1012
C.A.T SL ISignature MK Ill
Chord Electronics cpa2200
Conrad Johnson INS Pre Amp
DNM 3d twin
DNM series 2/3
Exposure 21 Preamp
GRAAF 35 Pre
Gryphon Prelude
Lumley pre/phono 0001 Reference
Mark Levinson 38s
Mark Levinson 313s
Marsh 02000
McCormak RID 1
Melody Pure black 101
Morahan Aucho 541 surround controller
Michell Argo HR • Hera
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Musical Fidelity A 32cr
Myryad MP100 15
Nadu Audio 102
Norm Audio Nac 62
Nairn Audio BAC 92 preamp
Primate Pre 30
Quad 22
Quad 33
Rega Cursa
Tom Evans PULSE 2
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tom Evans Argo Hr
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
YBA 2Alpha
YEA Passion Pre
SubWeetere
Audio Pro B2-40 Ace- Bass Subwoofer
REL 0 200E
REL Strata
Velodine 0015
Velodine OLD 15

£1395
£1250
£2300
£1500
£1950
£2200
£2600
£11500
£2000
£650
£1800
£275
£450
£1395
£800
£790
£475
£7365
£1095
£9995
£395
£4995
£1500
£4900
£3995
£9999
£1200
£1100
£1750
£2200
£895
£2200
£4000
£4995
£7975
£1150
£3000
£3400
£2295
£3250
£1495
£2495
£3999
£475
£595
£5995
£150
£300
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£0
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1499
£7995
£1300
£100
£6995
£1495
£0
£295
£2995
£350
£1295
£6900
£1500
£1495
£2500
£6495
£2995
£3000
£595
£3750
£325
£250
£1095
£2300
£500
£1650
£1800
£325
£1150
£2299
£350
£500
£550
£295
£400
£375
£595
£250
£200
£753
£98
£0
£1500
£2495
£595
£6995
£795
£3495
£100
£575
£295
£1900
£1200

eaIerISuppHersIisi
Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
Nu Force
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

LAND LATEST LIST GO TO

email: info@choice-hificom

Tel: 020 8392 1959

Mobile: r"768 720456

hi-finews
e
h lews
lSSIFIEDS
If you're sending in Hi Fi News

classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:

arole Molloy, HiFi News,
PC Media, Leon House, 233
igh Street, Croydon CR9 1H

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

9. TURNTABLES
SME model 10 turntable, latest
8bit power supply version only had
60 hours use, like new £ 2000, SME
Series Vtonearm premium gold
writing and detail version silver
wired latest 2008 arm totally brand

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call our

new unused much superior to older
arms, sadly never got to use it. POA.
Tel: 01923 237524 [ W201

reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

11. COMPLETE SYSTEMS
1. ACCESSORIES

MUSIC First Audio silver passive

WILSON System 8, Obsidian

TANNOY D100 high quality

240V mains isolating transformer,

magnetic preamp, brand new

black, superb sound, immaculate

Dual- Concentric bookshelf/stand

many taps, separate windings,

unwrapped, latest MK3 spec

condition with just 68 hours use,

mounters in walnut bi-wirable, near

screen 5A conservatively rated,

stunning, POA. Tel: 01923 237524

crated, manuals etc. UK purchased,

mint ideal for home studio £ 395.00

£150. CCTV system 2colour

[W20]

sell for £ 16,500 ( r.r.p £ 26000)

ono, 1pair Atacama Nexus speaker

pictures/demo on request.

stands black £ 20, 1pair Ortofon T-5

flat screen monitor etc £ 200

MISSION Cyrus 3amplifier £ 150.

Tel: 01925 656990 or email:

M- C in line transformers ( previously

(£600). Tel: Stanley 07951 553091

Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW14)

Nema11@aol.com [ KX17]

used with my Koetsu Red signature)

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS

B&W 802D speakers, cherry

Amplifier £ 75, Teac Compact Disc

2. AMPS

ARCAM Alpha 5CD player £ 80.

veneer, two years old, immaculate

Player: PD H300 £ 75.00, Phillips

ROTEL RSP 1068 surround sound

Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW14]

condition, boxed, £ 5250. B&W

audio CD Recorder CDR - 600 £ 50,

cameras, time lapse recorder,

(London) [WI

£40.00, Teac Reference AH 300

processor and Rotel RMB 1075

ASW 825 active subwoofer, latest

or £ 600.00 for the lot.

5- channel power amp, excellent

SIM audio Moon Supernova CD

model, cherry veneer, two years

Paul on 077644 64415 (West

for music and Blu-ray playback,

player, one year old, mint condition

old, boxed, immaculate condition.

London) [ LMW1

silver/black finish, vgc, boxed, £ 595

with all packaging, cables, manual,

£1100 Tel: 01795 530326. Mob:

the pair. Tel: 01795 530326. Mob:

remote etc, hardly used, absolute

07894 834739 [ LM14]

07894 834739 [ LM14]

bargain at £ 2250, well under half
price. Tel: 07941 335175 [W8]

CYRUS Pre vs 2, X Power x2,

WANTED
TOP quality hi-fi separates and

111-11 World KLS3 floor standing

complete systems, Naim, Linn,

speakers, beech finish £ 250. Tel:

Cyrus, Meridian, Arcam etc, fast,

01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW14]

friendly response and willing to

Cyrus PSX-R, £ 1,850/£2,000 ( New

7. SPEAKERS

£3000), boxed, mint condition,

SPENDOR SSE speakers in mint

two items still under warranty, 1

condition, new £ 1250 will accept

8. TUNERS

on 0781 5892458 or email me at

-3years old. Tel: Home 01721

£625.00/£650.00, boxed, mint

MISSION Cyrus FMS tuner £ 100

pogsonp@aol.com [ FE681

723946 (evening) or work 0131

condition. Tel: Home 01721

Tel: 01732 457712 ( Kent) [ LW141

317 9977 [WA17]

723946 ( evening) or work 0131 317

travel/pay cash, please call me

9977 [ WA17]

r—

new

Number of issues
Please print the above advertisement for

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
Please write the product category number that best suits your equipment in the

D Please tick this box if you want your advert to go into the WANTED category

first

square. The product categories are: 1- Accessories; 2 - Amps; 3 - Cables; 4 - CD/
DVD players; 5 - DACS; 6 - Software (
CDs, records etc.); 7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners: 9
-Turntables; 10 - Events; 11 - Complete Systems; 12 - Miscellaneous
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s)
as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in once and it only counts as one
word - even if you run multiple adverts.

issues

For sale or wanted?

Chequelpostal order enclosed for E
( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC
Media' or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

II

card number
3digit card security code

II

II rI

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Sig

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Address'

Postcode'
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Tel (to appear in advert):

Date of sending

Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers,
and product service information and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here C. HiFi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to
promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected organisations so they
can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted CI.

YEARBOOK 20081 www.hifinews.co.uk
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TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
The listening experience at nouse of linn is so good - demonstrations last for hours....

Komri

AKIimax

AMajik

AAkurate

HOUSE OF LINN

www.houseoflinn.com A info@houseoflinn.com A +44 ( 0)161 766 4837

Europe's Leading Linn Spon,!,,i
Do the tune-dem

Is this your problem?

Here's your answer

000
loud

too loud

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

Ig

way too loud

'this accessory
is heartily

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down

recommended"

at the barn end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

Gramophone

impossible The noise floor may be audible. too. There is asimple and
effective solution - the

Bothwell In•Line Attenuators.

They can be used

with pretpcwer or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and
bring sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free 01204 366133
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875
MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRO SE
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
AUDIO TECHNICA AD700
AUDIO TECHNICA AD900
AUDIO TECHNICA AD1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW5000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2
DENON OL304
DENON DL103R
DENON DL103SA
DENON AHD2000
DENON AHD5000
GRADO RS2
CREEK DESTINY CO E. AMPLIFIER
WHEST AUDIO PS3OR
TRICHORD DINO MK2

£P0A
£P0A
EPOA
£P0A
£85
fPOA
fPOA
£320
£599
£225
£P0A
£169
£385
£215
£425
£45S
£P0A
£P13
£279

IALSO SUPPLY:
NU FORCE, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, OVO,
SUMIKO, GRADO, G3LDRING, ORTOFON,
RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA,
SME, MOTH, HADOCK, HEED, GRAHAM
SLEE, WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF,
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
RESEARCH, BLACK ' RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT,
SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, BDI, ALPHASON,
OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, IUAL, ERGO, ACOUSTIC
SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUGDEN, RRR

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL UX GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA" - Exchange proce on area/tam

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get
the best - HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST
CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000! Agents for
Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
•C 1RTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge
re-tipping sers ice

nidelit
indecently good hi.11

Web Site: www.thecartridgeman.com
Email: thecartridgeman@ btinternet.com

oral oes

Stockists of: ARCA NI • DENSEN
•EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•SHCROMEGA • MINI AUDIO
•NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC
•1 \ WW1 & MORE

020 8688 6565

Specialism

The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quali*

ty and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

.

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
SPEAKER uNrrs

CAB SIZE mm

MA11

?LPL Metal l'' Seas treble

810 x191 x261 £21300 £ 10.00

surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530

SRI

6.5“ Kevlar 1" Seas treble

903 x218350 £225.00 £11.00

Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

S3t1m

63" IPL Metal I" Seas treble 903 x230 x350 £23444 £11.00

S3tIRRi

6.5" IPL Ribbon treble

903 x230 x350 £33728 £11.00

Sill

8lYKevlarISeastrnbk

960 x275 x400 £26237

SRI

10" bass5" midRibbon treble 1080x 320 s -100 £398.83 £ 13.00

Kingston upon Thames,

contact
Home Cinema

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS

KIT

11,2111treet. Hampton Wick,

To advertise here

&Vulii-Room

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL. REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Zoé Weston on
Tel: 020 8726 8324

z

PLUS KIT

email:
rl

Vila, Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX.34 8AY, tel 01271 867439. Altemativly visit
our website at wIntiplacoustics.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing
Transnission Lines, Hi
-Fi and AV kits, briuding Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver PTFE cables, and Quality Accessories.

A New DNM Product!

orintes.lemons arirrtin.nei

tid,b, Rot Ràrtmet

I
I
x111

*11m .
nandlhifi.co.uk

126

A new interconnect cable with a designed magnetic performance, for incredible clarity
and tonal accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the sound quality
of any amplifier connected to it. The semi-transparent ribbon contains four
conductors, enabling connection of a stereo source using only one cable.
http://www.dnm.co.uk/acatalog/ : phone/fax DNM Design on 01480 457989

www.hifinews.co.uk IYEARBOOK 2008

£121:10

Send cheque (or postal order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPI, Acoustics, Chelsea

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE INTERCONNECT CABLE

020 7924 2040

P&P

!-fi news

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

Destination
Where Music Matters

•DISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
DERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS &ND ADVICE.

seas
C

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Skaaning

Fostex

MP=
ACOUSTIC PANELS

nel / home-cinema specialists
those who want the very best ...
Stockists at: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, lsotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost. Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric. Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hul and many more.

>Free Advice harelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2 Demonstration Rooms
New online
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop open,
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm
and browse.

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 BBL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

morel "

AURA

Heatherdale
eaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BV 14 04.1
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEA KERS
Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with JJnior
centre and rears Brand new
B&W DM 1800 speakers

£5875
£ 159

B&W DM 640 floor standing speakers
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands
Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 295
£ 395
£ 2895

Mission 753 speakers

£349

Mordaunt Short MSS-40 speakers
£99
New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers
£2695
New Alamarro M3 speakers
£ 2695
Ruark Templars Mk' 2speakers
£245
Tannoy ST200 super tweeters (as new) man' guarantee
(£1200) only
£595
Tannoy Westminster Royals Ex demo/Mint £9995
Tannoy Westminster Royal SE ( latest Model) ex-demo . POA

NOÉDOST
Vie

RE-AMPS

MN

Audio Note M8 with phono. Remote control version
(£19500) mint,
£7995
Gryphon Allegro-Sonata Pre amp Mint/Boxed/Book £ 3500
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£495
Wavac PR-T1 3box pew, boxedeas new )
500) cnty£ 10750
AMPLIFIERS

scanspeaK
•MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U SA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831.3771
entall'info@madisound corn
Web Page http:/www madisound com

Almarro A50125A integrated amp ( new)

£3140

Audio Note Zero monohin,ks with pre-amp (ex demo) . £795
Cambridge Audio Azur 840 A- B XD int' amp' Mint /boxed
£395
Denon AVR-3802 Surround receiver
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 395
£ 3500

Goldmund SRM-250 monos, ex-demo (£6590).... £ 4995
Mark Levinson ML336 power amp, superb/boxed
Mark Levinson ML-20 class A monoblocks

£ 2750
£2495

Roksan Caspian Monoblocks Superb/boxed £ 1295
Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET's AS NEW ( UK
retail £ 16500) only
£ 7950
Yamaha DSP-E800 Amp/Processor with remote
£ 175
‘ PLATERS & TRANSPORTS

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Accuphase DP- 75 CD player Ex' value

£ 1495

Accuphase 0E-65 CD player
Audio Note DAC 1X (ball mint/boxed
Cambridge Audio Azur 840-C-B CD piayer Mint A3oxed

£995
£395
£495.

> AUDAX

Denon DVD-A11DVD/DVDAudioSACD player Affintoticored £695
Esoteric X-03 SE CD/SACD player (ex demo)
Phone

> ETON

Golmund Eidos CD/SACD player ex-demo (£3195) only £2495

> FOSTEX

Marantz CD873 CD player
TRI CD player ( new) " made in Japan"

> LPG

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

¡SCELLA NEO VS

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

fee
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949

£ 65
£ 1495

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over 5100.
•80 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
1ACCESSORIES
"
PT
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871
-\
Visit oar website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
fatwyre@fatwyre.com ,

THE
CAME

company

Email: solenDsolen.ca

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Cambridge Audio 640T V2 DAB- FM tuner Mint/Boxed £ 95
lsoclean Power 50A III US power block/filter, new £ 850
Mark Levinson ML 390S CD player

£ 2495

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner
Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 60
£ 75

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw

£65

Winds 01 stylist gauge
New £ 195
Selection of Madrigal CZ Gel balanced interconnects ...
(New) at 30% discount.
ENTABLES, CA ETRIESES A TONEARES
Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

£ 1995

And now for something
completely different.
Volvo 940 Turbo estate.
Full leather, electric
sunroof/windows, stereo
(of sorts?) history,
GENUINE 40,000 miles from
new. (the wifes car)
Please call for details
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel:

.._

01903 872288 or
07860 660001

Evenings
Fax:

01903 87223e
Email:

heatherdale@hifi-F'
YEARBOOK 2008

www.hifinews.

z:COOL GALES
It's a breeze to buy high- end gear at

wwvv.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the superb and modestly priced
VPI Scout "whops the ball so far out of the
park, it isn't funny" (
Stereophile).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need
more info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell
you no one does budget gear better than us: for
instance, the extraordinary Cayin A- 50T valve
integrated, whose " strengths rival those of many
far more expensive tube separates"
(Stereophile), is only £ 1095.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the fabulous SME V tonearm, which " has the
ability to make many other tonearms sound forced,
ragged and untidy, both in terms of coloration and
of stereo imaging" (
HiFi News).

O 0

0

O

0

9

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the new Esoteric
X-05 SACD/CD player, which brings the legendary
sound of Esoteric to avery affordable level.

"NU

A huge selection of hi-fi components with
style, like the magnificent Tannoy Prestige
Kensington, " smooth, richly detailed, open
and airy, and very dynamic" (
HiFi World).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
'iive us a click. Give us a call.

www.coolgales.com
0806043 6710
The Victoria School House zHenrietta Road

Bath BA2 61A1

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel: 07860

TFtANSPORTS/CD/DACS
ORACLE DELPHI S-2000 TRANSPORT (£5800) NEW
TBA
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA SACD PLAYER BOXED
IBA
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC/5A7001 BRAND NEW
£999
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNI MINT/BOXED
£ 395
CONSONANCE CD 120 UNEAR (£650) NEW/BOXED
£595
ARUM CO 82 MINT/BOXED
£295
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO (£ 1750) MINT/BOXED
£ 795
XENON CND 2900 MK11 (GOLD £800?) MINT/BOXED £350
McKINTOSH MCD-20I SACD/CDNOLUME (£3500) NEW/BOXED £2995
PERP TECH.P3A 24/96 MODWRIGHT SIG.2 NEW/BOXED£895
MERIDIAN 2001 TRANSPORT EXCLT
£350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC EXCLT
£995
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLFVRCA (NEW MECH) EXCLT/BOXED £895
EINSTEIN THE CO PLAYER' EXCLT
£ 1250
PROCEED PDT- 1TRANSPORT 820 BIT DAC MINT/BOXED £895
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£ 1295
PRIMASE V-25 CO/OVO PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW) NEW/BOXED £475
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VI.0 8PSU EXCLT
£ 149
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 03 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-100 TUBE BUFFER
£ 125
MARANTZ CD63 GC
£99

VINYL

SPI ARIES3 BLACK KNIGHT/SUPER PLATTER/MINI FEET
10.5 TONEARM FEW HOURS USE (£5000?) BOXED
£2995
VOYD VALDVHELIUS AUREUS MKIUMILTEK CART. EXCLT
£895
MUS.FID.XLPS 03 PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £225
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION 8TANGENT PARALLEL ARM MINT/BOXED £ 1895
ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II 8ARM (£2300?) NEW/BOXED
£ 1595
GRAHAM 2TONEARM MINT/BOXED
£995
NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
ECU £395
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX.DEM
£299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £299
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£375
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE ( MM/MC £600?) EX OEM
£349
£2250
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP OEM
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP OEM
£1250
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE MINT/BOXED
£1295
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP MKIII MINT/BOXED
£350

VALVE AMPS

BALANCED AUDIO TECH 0K-60 POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £2450
ROGUE AUDIO 99 MAGNUM PRE SPECIAL ORDER XLR/RCS OUT BOXED £ 1350
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PAEAMP BOXED
£895
SOUND DESIGN DCO-150 MONO'S VERY RARE!! VGC
£ 1695

511111

VTL 225 WATT KT90 MONOBLOCS VGC
£ 1250
GRASP 50/50 POWER AMP ( NEW KT88'S) MINT
£ 1295
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE ( SPARE VALVES) MINT/BOXED £ 795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) EXCLT .£2795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01001DT KT88 INTEGRATED EXLT
£795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP MINT/BOXED £295
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX.DEM
£249
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE ( 2BOX) SERVICED/BOXED
£1995
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INTAMP MINT
£2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9CAR PHONO STAGE ( RARE BLACK) MINT/BOXED £995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXEO £299
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10-V3 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED
£ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

SOLID STATE

OK DESIGN VS.1 SIGNATURE MKIII INTEGRATED OEM/BOXED
£2450
XTC PRE- 1POWER- 1 (200 WATTS/CHAN.) EXCLT/BOXED £ 1495
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (£siq DEN
£2495
H- CAT 12-B PRE WITH WTC CONTROL (£2800) OEM
£ 1750
H- CAT P- 12A PRE AMP (£2500?) OEM
£ 1250
LAVARDIN PRE 82MONO'S ( E12000 NEW) EXCLT
£4995
PLINIUS SE - 300 ( NEW £5K) EX.DEM/DIS
£2795
PLINIUS SA- 201 ( RETAIL £3600) EX.DIS
£2295
McCORMACK RLD-1 & DNA- 125 (4.51g MINT/BOXED
£2250
KRELL KMA-I00 MONOBLOCS (3YEARS USE) MINT/BOXED £2750
MUSICAL FIDELITY TA/ -VISTA PRE 8VALVES MINT/BOXED £795
ROTEL RB 870BX 2OFF MINT
£299
CONRAD JOHNSON PfR PR/MF-2500A (£6500+?) MINT/BOXED £2995
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS EXCLT/CRATED
£3250
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE 8POWER MINT/BOXED £ 1595
ADVANTAGE 1200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED £995
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP MINT/BOXED
£275

LOUDSPEAKERS

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II (£ 120001 BRAND NEW
£7995
KEF 207 REFERENCE VGC
£5295
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £10.000) NEW/CRATED
£6995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW/DIS
£3995
ATC 20 SL/TARGET R-2 STANDS MINT/BOXED
£1150
MARTEN BIRDS (£ 15000) OEM/BOXED
£9995
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8k+ NEW) EXCLT
£3750
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS 15(1) MINT/BOXED
£2750
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA NEW/DIS
£4450
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II DEM
£6995
CASTLE HOWARD S2 ROSEWOOD EXCLT/BOXED
£695
REFERENCE 30 VEENA (SUPERB £3000) EX.DEM
£ 1850

REFERENCE 29 DULCET ( £ 1700) EX.DIS
AURUM CANTUS II3M GLOSS BLACK (£ 1703) EX.DIS
AURUM CANTUS M- I03 ( £ 1300) EX.DEM

£ 1150
£ 1350
£ 795

AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10.000) BRAND NEW
£6995
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID ( £2800) MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
REGA XEL ( ROSEWOOD £ 1250) EXCLT
£475
MONITOR AUDIO GS 10 8STANDS (£ 1000) MINT
£595
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS Ft/WOOD (£ 15/1600?) BRAND NEW
£995
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED (£ 7500) EX.DEM
£4750
AURUM CANTUS VOLLA ( RETAIL £2500) EX.DISPLAY
RING
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500 NEW
£ 1795
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250) EX.DIS
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (£900) Ex.DIS

RING
RING

PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT

£695

TUNERS/MISC

AVI 7BAND TUNER RDS ( SSERIES VERY RARE) MINT
£375
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII EXCLT
£ 175
SONY ST 5950 SD TUNER AM/FM GC
£ 175

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC

TARA LABS RSC NR- 26FT ( SHUKO) BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
ISOM POWER CORD

£225
£65
£65

INTERCONNECT CABLE

XL0 PRO 100 RCA 1METRE/0.5 METRE 7OFF EACH
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180) NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA NEW
OED SILVER SPIRAL 1METRE RCA
OED SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE
CHORD CO.COBRA/COBRA2JSILVER SIREN DIN TO RCA

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

95/85
£95
£50
EXCLT £50
EXCLT £40
RING

BLACK RHODIUM POLAR NINJA OCT 3M (£ 1500) OEM
£995
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI-WIRE (EXPENSIVE!) MINT
£550
SILVER SOUNDS 4METRE BI WIRE MINT
£395
TARA LABS RSC AIR 2METRE PAIR. NEW
£550
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET BIWIRE!! MINT/BOXED £595
DPA BLACK SUNK (£ 100 PER Mi 4.5 METRE EXCLT
£395
SONORAM PLATEAU 4METRE. PAIR EXCLT
£500
MIT MI-1-750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£595
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR EXCLT
£995
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300) EXCLT
£795
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£750
PS AUDIO 0- STREAM 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£500
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£500
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR NEW
£ 175
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£50

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111
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IMPACT AUDIO
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For The Best In Audio Components

G

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
Professionally designed kits from VISATON
High specification drive units
Fully assembled and tested crossovers
See website for full details or request the new
180 page Visaton Kit Catalogue
MHT
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Rimier Audio
We

are

now

demonstrating

Manchester

-

Cleveland

-

Humberside

-

Yorkshire

-

Nottingham

-

Durham -

in

the

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239

following

Cumbria

-

Lancashire

Leeds -

areas:

Linconshire
-

-

Birmingham

-

Sheffield

Asmall selection below of our current line up
oractt

Avid Tw.nn.tabLes

asmakers
stax

Au re
4ra vt4 Prix Audio

Transmission line kIs

igh End Kits
orne Cinema and surround sound

Rini-Soh. Research
Cat

creee
Visaton make some of the

Belca into

best drive units in the world,
and are used in som of the
best systems around. They

StercoVox

ConSovt,Clinze

offer great value for money
and total reliability.

Pathos

IMPACT AUDIO

A°

www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243

Fax: 01270 882241

info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

Ps At4.01i,o
Su in-thesis

A good range of used

VISAT

w_eintuo CD TYagn...sTert

DAC

4entsis L.ou.depealeers

ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

SOUNDS OF THE '70s

MUSCLE
AMPS, QUAD
SOUND AND
THE ARRIVAL
OF THE LP12

1970-

Were the years that made up the first half of the 1970s the
most important in the history of hi-fi? Yes, says Ken Kessler, as
he continues his look at the audio scene over the decades

D

issecting the history of
high- end audio into bite- size

in the USA, hearing two pairs of Bose

chunks means presenting only
an impression of afive-year

room, fed by aSony four-track open reel,
the front reproducing one marching band

span. And yet 1970-1974 deserves a
massive tome all of its own because it
was — in this writer's humble opinion
—the single most important half-decade
since the birth of serious hi-fi. What
happened in that period inarguably
determined what goes on today in the
high-end, despite being the ' next-to- last'
half-decade before digital arrived. But it's

901s on opposite ends of the demo

JVC
ABOVE: JVC offered surround sound playback
via its add-on CD-4 Demodulator
amounts of marijuana consumed in those

'We must look at
quad sound as simply
taking place before
we were ready for it'

days by university students the world over,
everything sounded good.
In retrospect, though, most sounded
dreadful. To retrieve encoded material
from avinyl LP, one needed special
cartridges capable of tracing frequencies
that would demand VTA adjusted with the
skills of abrain surgeon. Repertoire was

not just because of the formats we still

while the ' rear' played back another. A

limited. There were too many competing

use that this period matters: politically,
it was the era that made us audiophiles

spurious set-up to sell the format, but it

technologies. If you chart the life of a
format according to its ascent, plateau and

what we are today. For better or worse.

did create an undeniable sense of space.
Fired up by this demo, my room- mate

QUAD SQUAD

and Ipooled our systems to create, with
aMarantz four-channel receiver and

With hindsight, the ill-fated early

two pairs of ESS loudspeakers, our own

experiments with surround sound, then

surround set-up. Alas, I'll never know if
it was good or bad: due to the copious

referred to as 4- channel or quadrophony
or merely ' quad', to both the dismay and
delight of Peter Walker, were according
to any consensus adead-end. A cluster
of record- label-specific discrete or
matrix'd multi-channel carriers, including
SQ ( CBS), QS ( Sansui) and CD- 4 (NC) from
the majors, mixed it up with Ambisonics,
UD4, EV, DynaQuad ( David Hafler's

descent, this rated as one of the shortest
(not counting things like Elcaset or DCC,
which barely took off in the first place).
Just looking at the amount of product
available from the first time it earned its
own category in The Hi-fi Yearbook 1973,
it grew from six pages under the heading
'Quadrophonics', to 10 pages the next
year. Akai, Onkyo, Rotel, Sansui, NC, Sony,
Marantz and every other major Asian brand
dipped its toes in the multichannel waters,
while the UK — for the most part — avoided
quadrophony like the plague.
For the 1975 edition, the category

ambience retrieval system) and others,
gave music lovers ataste for surround

was renamed ' Surround Sound', but the

sound playback, but it was poorly

amere three pages of the stuff. The

executed, conceived and marketed.

category would remain for the life of the
HiFi Yearbook, until 1980-1, but the tenor

Undoubtedly the best were the
discrete systems, especially via fourtrack open- reel tape, and this writer
remembers, as anovice audio salesman

decline had already started: there were

changed as the choice of equipment

RIGHT: Sony's vertical CBS-specific

shrunk to amere handful of products.
Eventually, all that would remain were
processors and tape- related accessories.
And because there were no special

Quadrophonic SQ Decoder! amplifier 100

requirements like subwoofers or
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for the audiophile rather than the studio or the stage - with
commensurate pricing.
Prior to this period, pure audio brands like McIntosh and
Quad had professional catalogues. Sometimes, the amplifiers
were variants of models sold for domestic use, like Quad's
50/E - amodified 303 for industrial use. Others created
completely separate models with scant resemblance to
the domestic product, like McIntosh's MC3500 and MI200,
which were targeted solely at the pros. This recalls another
difference between then and now: there was less of aschism
between home audio and studio gear, and catalogues and
magazines back then would not differentiate between, for
example, broadcast turntables and those for home use, or
studio monitors and domestic.
It was probably unspoken: it would take aseasoned,

ABOVE: Nakamichi's H1000 - coveted by early ' 70s audiophiles
looking for something more convenient than open reel tape
centre-channel speakers, only 1he loudspeaker manufacturers
emerged unscathed.
Continuing with hindsight, however, two observations must
be made, lest we treat these early attempts at surround sound
with the contempt best reserved for crud like 8-track. First, we
know that the early matrix surround and/or ambience research,
especially Hafler's, led directly to Dolby's highly successful and

well-heeled audiophile with lots of domestic space to use
aMac 3500 in ahome system. Slowly the lines blurred not
just in the pages of the HiFi Yearbook, but also in the audio
magazines and hi-fi shops, and the two audiences overlapped.
Probably the first primarily professional amplifier brand to find
itself the object of audiophile desires was Crown ( sold here
for aperiod as Amcron to avoid conflict with another brand).
Crown's DC300A is my personal nomination as the
amplifier that made massive amounts of power amust- have
for audiophiles. Rated at 2x200W into 8ohms or 650W in
mono, this powerhouse had areputation for unbreakability
and the willingness to drive any load. Considering that

influential precursor to the truly discrete multichannel sound
available when digital became readily accessible and practical:
Dolby Pro- Logic. It was this incarnation of surround sound that
made the presence of more loudspeakers in the room somehow
palatable because it actually worked. And it's still in use for DVDs
and digital broadcasts, especially for films with pre- Dolby Digital
stereo soundtracks.
Why it worked leads us to our second realisation about

'This era's next major
contribution to high- end audio
was almost as unforeseen as the
iPod would be 30 years later'

quadrophony's initial failure. Back then, with the possible
exception of studio denizens working with unamplified orchestras,

the power handling of the speakers of the day was limited

most recording engineers were stabbing in the dark at what
constituted adesirable surround component for music. We know

-especially UK designs - and that it would still be afew years
before sensitivity dropped to sub 88dB/1W levels as atypical
value, one could argue that such outputs were unnecessary.

from our vantage point that most of the surround material of the
1970s, when remastered onto modern discrete carriers, sounds
as unlistenable in spatial terms as the two-channel psychedelia of
the 1960s. Too many sound effects, no attention paid to inducing

FROM ACROSS THE POND

headaches or nausea - if you like the sound of circa- 1972

Be that as it may, vast power output became adesirable
feature in the way that - concurrently - the Japanese were

'quad' albums reissued via SACD or DVD, then your tolerance of

producing impossibly optimistic distortion figures as aselling

amusement park rides must be unlimited.
Music simply didn't need surround artefacts or effects in the

point. Ample power and unburstability had its downside,
though, as it freed

way that movies ( in the home) would. And as quadrophony and all

speaker designers from

of its variants arrived before affordable home VCRs, we must look

worrying about sensitivity
and ( eventually)

at the entire episode as simply taking place before we were ready
for it... or even needed it. Learning what to do in which channel
would come much later.

impedance. Companies
like ESS, Ohm, KLH (with
the Model 9) and AR

POWER TO THE PEOPLE

released increasingly

This era's next major contribution to high- end audio was almost

more difficult-to-drive
designs. None of them

as unforeseen as the iPod would be 30 years later. Power output
and prices had been creeping up slowly as technology allowed
for them to happen. The former increased dramatically after

Better

than

anything

you

the arrival of transistors, simply because of practicality: atypical

would faze amodern
amp from, say, Ayre or
Krell, but back then, the

100W solid state amplifier could be designed that would be both

amplifier mortality rate

for almost any other system

more efficient and more compact 1han the valve equivalent.
Alas, and not ironically, as the prices came down for the raw
components, the savings were only passed on to the consumer at

was high.

in the world

the budget end. What happened in the first half of the 1970s was
the arrival of huge, costly yet mind- numbingly powerful amplifiers

the first from apro brand

have ever experienced before
and yours if you are prepared
to pay appreciably more than

RIGHT: Amcron amps were
to have audiophile appeal
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SOUNDS OF THE '70s

After Crown exposed amarket sector hungry for huge amps,
the floodgates opened to allow in the likes of other American
manufacturers including Dunlap- Clarke, SAE, Threshold and
-probably the most visible and successful - Phase Linear,
founded by Bob Carver in 1970. All produced huge, heavy and
powerful amplifiers with an unabashedly professional look, and
they in turn inspired the majors to join in; Marantz's 500 was
typical of amulti- national's response to the emerging ' high end'
sector. But even this didn't prepare the audio community for its
version of Steve lobs or Richard Branson.
OK, OK: high-end audio never had the potential to produce
aVirgin or an Apple, but for sheer entrepreneurship, and for
his lasting influence, Mark Levinson is as close as it ever got to
doing so. In 1972, Levinson released the John Curl- designed
1C-1 preamplifier, and high- end audio hasn't been the same
since. It re-wrote the rules on purism, it challenged the
supremacy of valves ( aconflict that will never be concluded),
and it set the stage for afamily of components that held alock
on the upper reaches of audio for agood decade or so.
Renamed the ML- 1, it was joined by the ML- 2mono power
amplifier and the ML- 3 power amplifier, amassive and ultrastable dual- mono design. Levinson would, in turn, play akey
role in reviving Class-A operation, active speakers ( in the sense
of having dedicated amps) and moving- coil cartridges, while

ABOVE: Advent cassette decks sold in their thousands; the 201
here featured aWollensak tape transport unit and Dolby B
by emulating the sky-high pricing and no-compromise designs
of the US high-end makers. Sugden offered affordable Class-A
amplifiers, Rogers and Leak were working at full pelt, Quad
was the default purchase for music- lovers and enthusiasts,
and Garrard held its own against imported decks from
Thorens, Dual and the Japanese majors.
Even the impoverished had it pretty good: Iarrived

his detractors will point out one less- positive by-product: he
also elevated pricing to levels previously unimagined, removing

here as astudent in ' 72 and had to watch the pennies. As
speakers were ano- no in aB&B, Imanaged nicely with the

any ceiling, as it were. This, in turn, would later undermine the
credibility of high- end audio outside of the audio community.

most popu•ar turntable of the day - Pioneer's classic PL12D

While Levinson, Carver, Nelson Pass, et al, were forcing
the transistor amplifier to improve, one individual stuck with
valves, to adegree that he kept the technology alive in the
audio sector in the same manner that Rolex never abandoned
mechanical watches for quartz. Bill Johnson, began in retail,
with aside- line in modifications for products such as Dynaco
tube amps. During this period, he released his first Audio

'A typical store would have a
selection of Dolby-Bequipped
cassette decks from every
major Japanese manufacturer'

Research models, ensuring that the ascent of solid-state would
not be afait accompli.

belt- drive - fed into aTeleton integrated amplifier (£ 21

BACK IN THE REAL WORLD...

-afortune to me then!), which drove apair of Sennheiser
headphones to perfectly adequate levels before the clipping

All of this was fine and dandy if you were well-heeled. But what

appeared. Eagle, too, had affordable amps, and Wharfedale

about the real world? The traditional British brands were still

Dentons sold for under £ 40 per pair.

the first choice for UK consumers and it would be some time
before home-grown manufacturers alienated their customers

cassette decks from every major Japanese manufacturer, as

BELOW: Sold both to consumers and the BBC, clean original

well as - of course - Philips, who even supplied amicrophone
with theirs, while high- end audiophiles looking for something

examples of Rogers' LS3 / 5A are highly coveted to this day

more convenient than open reel tape, would turn to imports

A typical store would have aselection of Dolby- Bequipped

including the Advent Cassette Deck, based on aWollensak,
or aNakamichi. If money was no object, and they loved their
Crown amplifiers, they might stick to open reel by adding
the now- legendary Crown 800 tape deck. Alas, afactory fire
would put paid to th's model which, for atime, was regarded
as the best money could buy.
LOUDSPEAKERS... AND LINN
Variety continued to flourish amongst British speaker builders,
with Quad producing electrostatics, while Lowther carried
on with horns ( and, it should be added, valve amps). For
those who think that small, spherical speakers are arecent
development from the custom installation sector, note that
Sphera produced speakers in ball form 'for wall or ceiling
mounting' three and ahalf decades ago.
A perfect example of aspeaker that served both the
home user and the recording engineer is the floor-standing
transmission line from IMF, with the TLS50 being slightly
more domestically- acceptable than the Professional Monitor.
Tannoys, too, ignored any chasm between pro and civilian, C-,
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LEFT: Linn's LP12
was introduced
in 1972; it was a
suspended subchassis design with

with arm and cartridge arelative bargain at £ 1995, while an
all-singing/all-dancing model is £ 5320...)

apatented singlepoint bearing

intervening decades, one can only surmise that all the money

Allowing for the improvements to the base model over the

as did Spendor and

England pays into Scotland hasn't helped the economy up
there all that much.

Rogers, who offered
domestic versions of

AND FINALLY...

the same speakers

While Ihave maintained from the start of this series that

they sold to the BBC.
But the single

the decade one adjudges to be the most important will be

most important
arrival during the

-•,

In 2008, aLinn LP12 with base, dust cover and power
supply costs £ 1945 without arm. (Which makes the Majik

the one in which one started in this hobby, I've fought it by
trying to maintain asense of perspective. So, it is with no
small pleasure that Ipoint to two arrivals in this period that

first half of the

have had some of the greatest impact on both my private

1970s was, of all
things, aturntable.

enjoyment of music and hi-fi, and my professional career.
During the early 1970s, an award-winning journalist and

Based on the Ariston

audiophile named Harry Pearson grew tired of the irregular
publishing schedule of the only worthwhile hi-fi magazine
in the USA: JGordon Holt's Stereophile. He decided to do

RD11, which in
turn was aglorified
British version of the
Thorens TD- 15C, which itself was merely abetter- built version
of the AR Universal, with the addition of achangeable tonearm,

something about it by launching The Absolute Sound in 1973,
apublication which completely revolutionised the way hi-fi
was written about, allowing sound quality to matter more

the LP12 would change the global audio community forever.
And not necessarily for the good.
On the upside, Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun forced one inescapably
logical practice or attitude upon all of us: the notion that the

than specification. He was and is to hi-fi reporting what

source is the single most important part of the system because
the sound can never be better than what goes in. But after
that, Linn blurred any distinction between clear thinking and
irrefutable fact versus supremely clever, if arrogantly didactic
salesmanship and marketing.

Robert Parker is to wine. Like everything, it's arguable that HP,

'Not alot bigger than aloaf of
bread, the BBC LS3/5A remains,
for some of us, the finest small
speaker ever made'

THE LINN PARTY LINE
Over the years, Linn was so successful in forcing its ethos
onto retailers and journalists, who should have retained some
modicum of independent thought, that - for at least the next
20 years - an air of unpleasantness akir to the worst excesses of
party politics infected the entire community. You were aLinnie,
or you were pond scum - no exceptions. Hangers-on made
afortune selling spurious 'turntable tables'. Single- speaker
demonstrations were presented as agood thing, the only way
to audition hi-fi, when anyone with amolecule of wit knew that
it was simply away of defeating the only reliable comparison for
most listeners: AjB demos.
But Linn has also provided historians with auseful tool:

as he is known to his readers, also added Linn- like bitterness
and mischief into the mix, but Iwill never forget the
revelatory experience of opening issue No. 1up in Bangor,
Maine, some 35 years ago. To Harry, atip of the hat.
Lastly, the period in our wander down Memory Lane ended
with the arrival of asmall, almost prosaic two-way box-type
loudspeaker, designed for BBC engineers to monitor voice
on location. Not a
lot bigger than a
BBC LS3/5A remains,
for some of us, the

the tracking of prices over the decades. Using the facilities
of this financial web site - measuringworth.com/calculators/

finest small speaker

ukcompare/ - it is possible, thanks to the LP12 never having

defied obsolescence.
It has survived the

gone out of production, to compare the price in 1973 of
an LP12 without arm but with lid and cover, with the 2006
equivalent, abase model LP without arm or optional upgrades.
[Note: because the formulae require yearly returns of GDP, etc,
the site cannot yet provide 2007 and 2008 equivalency. This
can be achieved by adding whatever inflation Alastair Darling
tells us we have experienced]:
In 2006, £ 59.40 from 1973 was worth:
£495.95
using the retail price index
£510.10
£810.10

using the GDP deflator
using the average earnings

£971.00
£1,046.37

using the per capita CDP
using the share of GDP

SPHERA
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forebears that it's like
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[For review of the
2008 Rogers LS3/5A,
see p56.]
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

hi-fi

ACCESSORIES CLUB

The activities of the HFI\ Accessories Club have stretched
way beyond its original brief, established over 25 years ago, to
encompass aunique mix of components and services catering for
the less obvious corners of the hi-fi world...
111-FiNm§

Turntable set up:

e ccessories

u• srange of turntable

'tweeks' and set-up devices is extensive. Test LPs, alignment
protractors, clamps, mats, Michael Fremer's DVD,
retro -fit tuning components for awide range of turntables,
isolation platforms and materials, covers for ' skeletal- type
turntables, electronic and mechanical stylus gauges.
Offer: KAB ' Speedstrobe' £ 56.00. Regular price £ 70.00
-includes LED Light Source.

Tonearms : Yes we sell tonearms - Cartridge man, Hadcock,
Moth, Origin Live, London et al, but our tonearm rewiring
service is second to none! Our particular emphasis is on the
unique ' Incognito' wiring loom, acontinuous run of wire
(Cardas Copper or our own Silver Litz) from the cartridge tag
to the phono plug. No joints, no solder, no plugs or sockets
or change of wire gauge. Over the past few months, we have
completed rewires on arms from SME, Rega, Linn, Nottingham

•

Missio

Manticore, Syrinx, Helius, Townsend, and Hadcock to name but afew!
Offer: Free HEN Test LP with all Incognito Rewire Kits and Installations.

Books: Our selection of books is second to none
-specialist books featuring all aspects of our shared
interest in all things audio, from Ken Kessler's history
of the Quad company through many levels to esoteric

so unci
ti
If*

reference books for collectors of valves. See our website
for afull catalogue and pricing.
Offer: Quad ' The Closest Approach' + ' Sound

ammimieems„

Bites' The HEN Story £ 50.00

Record Care: The Moth Record

Cleaning

Machines form the basis of our LP

care section, along with products from Last, Ringmat,
SRM Tech, Michell, Kontak and Goldring amongst others, plus LP
sleeves of all types, both inner and outer.
Offer: 5litres of RCM fluid plus 200 ' Nagaoka' type Sleeves with each
Moth RCM.

Valves: A wide range of popular valves from Sovtek
and Electroharmonix, Valve Coolers from Pearl, and
our exclusive ' Tube Imp' small signal tube checker - all
that avalve enthusiast could desire!
Offer: Valves to the value of £ 50.00 with each Tube
Checker at £ 299.00
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Hi -Fi Accessories Club: 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead, Bedford, MK45 3HT.
01234 741152 fax 01234 742028. www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com infoahifiaccessoriesclub.com.
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO
ROUNDUP
Now aPro audio company,
Fane Acoustics was born a
high- end speaker maker 50
years ago, says John Howes

F

Fane incorporated this :weeter in two
cabinets, the two-way model 602 and

ane Acoustics Ltd was founded
in 1958 by A EFalkus and D A
Newbold and operated from

ABOVE: Ad for the lonofane, incorporated

Batley, in Yorkshire.
The three-way Trio and the four-way

released, culminating in 15 different
models. The smallest was the model 301

'flagship' model 603 had a 15in bass unit,
5in midrange coupled to the lonofane

tweeter, having an aluminium cone, which
retailed for £ 3.155. ad. At the other end

tweeter and sold for £ 78.15s.0d.
Bowers and Wilkins ( B&W) also used

of the scale was the 18in model 183 with
ahandling capacity of 60W. This sold for

the lonofane tweeter in its P2 and P2H
monitors: its customers included the

£25.0s.0d.

BBC. Iowned apair of P2Hs myself and
marvelled at the high frequency response

mid and two 6x4in tweeters. By 1962

INTO THE OZONE

they gave. Ialso vividly remember the

the model 151 15in bass unit had been
released and the company had relocated

In 1965 Fane released the lonofane
model 601 horn- loaded tweeter 'with no

smell of ozone after they had been on for

Quartet cabinets were shown in the
1959 HiFi Year Book, along with a 12in
drive unit and ahigh frequency tweeter,
available separately for the DIY market.
The Quartet retailed for £ 35.0s.0d, and

into the Model 603 ( centre), and the Quartet

the three-way model 603. Its full- range

incorporated a 12in bass unit, an 8in

to larger premises in Batley.
Over the next couple of years an
impressive range of drive units were

'I vividly remember the smell of ozone after
the lonofane had been on for several hours'
moving parts'. This design was based on
the ionophone principle invented by M
Seigfried Klein of Paris, 11 years earlier. This
revolutionary tweeter utilised a27MHz
oscillator creating ionised air which was

lonofane was impressive, the frequency

concentrated on producing high power
drive units for the professional and sound
reinforcement market. Today it is based in
Castleford and has awide product range.

12in dual concentric at £ 30.15s.0d!

The Colossus 18-1000 18in bass unit
boasts a4in speech coil and amassive

LEFT: The lonofane boasted no moving parts

1000W ( 1kW) continuous handling power.
It is said to cope with peaks of 4kW!

December

issue g son sale
--> Aurum Titan VII loudspeakers
Group Test: iPod docks
Curvi Model 1loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC7
Sonus Faber Toy loudspeakers

YEARBOOK 200b

mounted side- by- side and offering an
impressive 30W power handling.
From the mid ' 70s onwards, Fane has

complexity the lonofane was not cheap,
selling for £ 29.8s.Od compared to aTannoy

www.hifinews.co.uk

Another innovative product was
launched in 1972 - the model 701
twin-ribbon horn tweeter. This utilised two
independent horn- loaded ribbon units,

then modulated by the audio signal. Having
virtually no mass, the specification of the
response was 3kHz-50kHz ± 2dB and
could handle 20W of power. Because of its

138

several hours!

NEXT MONTH
32-PAGE
Mlei FULL HD GUIDE

'4FREE

Audio Exposed:
The definitive exploration of
horn- loaded loudspeaker design
PLUS:
Investigation: Cable myths — part 2
Sounds of the ' 70s — 1975-79
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• Our special features include:
-The largest range of the best hi- end hi-fi in the south

-No pressure selling, decide at your leisure at home

-Demonstrations by appointment only please

-Large list of used bargains

-8Relaxing Demonstration Studios

-Exclusive 75% Upgrade Trade-in System

-Understanding and hugely knowledgeable staff

-Generous part exchange prices

-Unique One- Month Home Trial Scheme

-Free Tea, Coffee and other light refreshments

1957
QUAD ESL 57'S
One of the first great loudspeakers of all time...

QUAD ESL 63'S
A great follow up and to this day sti

ne of the worlds best...

1999
QUAD ESL 988/989
The stepping stones

o
•-<;,

&Icy

greatness...

Shown in NEW brown finish

QUAD ESL 2805/2905
The greatest evolution yet...
In their price range the
QUAD electrostatics are
possibly the greatest
loudspeakers available
today.

Call +44 ( 0) 1435 865 212 or visit www.sounds-of-music.co.uk today.
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KREITIS ANGEL!
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high end,
and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power amplifiers
-plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CO/SACO player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
................. the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd
EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 01W
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

